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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an application of M. A. K. Halliday’s functional grammar to the study 
of transitivity-based foregrounding in selected episodes of Acts, specifically. The Pentecost 
episode (Acts 2), the episode of Stephen’s arrest and defense (Acts 6-7), the episode of 
Paul’s arrest and defense (Acts 21-22), and shipwreck episode (Acts 27). Functional 
grammar is further applied to the Acts narrative in two excursi, the first one dealing with 
the translation of foregrounding (excursus to chapter 2), and the second offering a 
comparison of Luke’s two major summaries of Israel’s history from the perspective of 
personal reference and the interpersonal function of language (excursus to chapter 3). The 
functional grammatical analysis of these major Acts episodes is preceded by a detailed 
discussion of Halliday’s theory, especially as it relates to and shares the same aims as 
rhetorical criticism of the New Testament. Among these aims is, first, to analyse and 
explain the relationships that exist between the linguistic choices made by writers in texts 
and the various effects that those choices have upon readers and/or hearers. Understood 
within the Hallidayan framework as prominence that is both consistent and motivated, 
foregrounding is shown to be a fundamentally rhetorical and literary device that deserves 
much greater attention than it has heretofore received from rhetorical critics and other 
students of the New Testament. The functional grammatical study of the selected Acts 
episodes shows that choices from the transitivity network of Greek, that is, the set of 
linguistic items that answers the ‘who does what to whom’ set of questions, is central to 
Luke’s foregrounding scheme in Acts, and offers a linguistically-based perspective on his 
overall concern to underline the supremacy of the divine will on the stage of human affairs.
Para mis padres
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In his 1994 award-winning doctoral thesis at Harvard University, Daniel J. 
Goldhagen exploded upon the conscience of late 20th century Germany what at first 
appeared to be yet another assessment of the horrors of the Holocaust/ It does not take 
long for most readers to realize, however, that there is a fundamental feature in 
Goldhagen’s work which sets it apart from all previous discussions of the subject. Hitler’s 
Willing Executioners is an attempt at much more than filling a specific lacuna within 
contemporary historical reseach: It represents a conscientious and thorough re-casting of 
the familiar narratives of the Holocaust into a new, linguistically sharpened account of 
agents, their deeds, and their victims:
The first task in restoring the perpetrators to the center of our understanding of the 
Holocaust is to restore to them their identities, grammatically by using not the 
passive but the active voice, in order to ensure that they, the actors, are not absent 
from their own deeds... Any explanation that ignores either the particular nature of 
the perpetrators’ actions or the identity of the victims is inadequate for a host of 
reasons... The proper description of the events under discussion, the re-creation of
the phenomenological reality of the killers, is crucial for any explication.^
The result is not merely a gripping historical monograph, but, at least as importantly, 
a fascinating test case in narratology. Goldhagen is to be credited with -among other 
achievements- having demonstrated the intimate connexion that exists between specific 
language patterns (expressly, choices from the transitivity network of English, see below 
for definition) and the effect that these patterns have upon readers.
‘Goldhagen’s thesis was awarded the American Political Science Association’s 1994 Gabriel A. Almond 
Award for best dissertation in the field of comparative politics. A somewhat abridged version of this 
dissertation (minus 100+ pages of ‘methodology’) has now become an international best-seller under the 
title of Hitler’s Willing Executioners: Ordinary Germans and the Holocaust (London; Abacus, 1996). 
^Goldhagen, Hitler’s Willing Executioners, 6, 22.
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In a recent Washington Post editorial, Richard Harwood discussed at some length 
the basic requirements of an effective newspaper story. While acknowledging the 
significant difficulties inherent in a journalist’s attempt to reconstruct the complete 
chronologies, causes of events and roles various actors played, Harwood concurs with 
James Carey that
...[Wjhen matters of fundamental importance surface in the news, they cannot be 
treated as secular mysteries and left unexplained... We insist that the economy and 
the polity be explicable: a domain where someone is in control, natural laws are
being obeyed, or events are significant and consequential...[my emphasis].^
In other words, Harwood argues that the intelligibility and effectiveness of a news 
story is inseparably bound up with the proper sequencing of processes and participants 
within the plot. Thus, Goldhagen the historian and Harwood the journalist draw attention 
to the fundamental role that the transitivity"  ^network plays in the composition of narratives 
within their respective fields. The same applies to narrative plots of any type. Without a 
consistent depiction of the participants, their roles and actions, and, more specifically, the 
actions of those characters who in different ways advance or resolve the plot, a narrative 
will appear to lack a backbone and sense of direction. In fact, the question of ‘who does 
what to whom’ may be considered absolutely essential to the interpretation of all narrative 
texts.^
^Richard Harwood, ‘The How and Why of it All,’ The Washington Post Thursday, August 14, 1997, A21. 
“The term transitivity is here used by Halliday in the sense of ‘the different types of processes that are 
recognized in [a] language, and the structures by which they are expressed.’ A process consists potentially 
of three elements: the process itself, participants and circumstances. See M.A.K. Halliday, An Introduction 
to Functional Grammar (London: Edward Arnold, 1985) 101.
^See on this Vladimir Propp, Morphology of the Folktale (tr. L. Scott; Austin: University of Texas Press, 
1990) 20; A. J. Greimas, Sémantique Structurale (Paris: Librairie Larousse, 1966) 172-254; A. J. Greimas, 
Les Actants, les Acteurs et les Figures (Paris: Larousse, 1973); Roger Fowler, Linguistics and the Novel 
(London: Methuen, 1977) 29-30; Seymour Chatman, Story and Discourse (6th ed.; Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1993) 19; M.A.K. Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic (London: Edward Arnold:
1978); Halliday, Introduction to Functional Grammar, esp. 101-157; Ruqaiya Hasan, Linguistics, Language 
and Verbal Art (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985); Michael J. Toolan, Narrative, a Critical Linguistic 
Introduction (London: Routledge, 1988) 238ff. Regarding causality in narrative, see also William Labov, 
‘Some Further Steps in Narrative Analysis,’ in The Journal of Narrative and Life History (1997) 11-12. 
Though addressing primarily oral narratives of personal experience, Labov has developed a framework useful
This important insight was first formulated in a systematic way^ in Vladimir Propp’s 
ground-breaking Morphology o f the Folktale, published originally in Russian in 1928. In 
this greatly condensed summary of several years’ research, Propp sets out to design a 
method capable of classifying Russian fairy tales from the Afanas’ev folktale collection. 
Rejecting criteria such as theme and motif as ultimately inadequate, Propp suggests the 
various functions of the ‘dramatis personae,’ the actors in a story, as the most basic 
components of the fairy tale.^ Conceived as ‘act[s] of a character, defined from the point 
of view of [their] significance for the course of the action,’  ^ narrative functions are 
understood by Propp to be constant elements in a story, regardless of how and by whom 
they are fulfilled in the course of events. Propp discerned 31 of these functions, encoded 
in various verb forms, which included ‘absentation,’ ‘reconnaissance,’ ‘trickery,’ 
‘departure,’ etc., and were capable of being carried out by actors such as ‘hero,’ 
‘dispatcher,’ ‘villain,’ donor,’ ‘sought for person,’ etc. Propp’s concern was to 
investigate the relationship of participant functions to each other and to the plot, as well as 
the degree to which these functions and their sequence are constant in the collections of 
tales he examined.
Useful as Propp’s insights were, they did not become widely known outside of the 
former Soviet block until Roman Jakobson divulged Propp’s work in the West.^ Soon 
thereafter, however, and through the work of Greimas and other French structuralists,
in interpreting narratives of many other types, including folktales and novels. One of the key theorems in 
Labov’s framework is that ‘narrative construction requires a personal theory of causality’ (Labov, ‘Further 
Steps,’ 11). William Labov’s paper is available in his home page in the World Wide Web: 
http://www.ling.upenn.edu/-labov.
®As Chatman points out, the subject was first raised in Aristotle’s Poetics, but there it was merely 
delineated. Chatman, Story, 15. For a full bibliography on structuralist narratology see his p. 16.
"‘Propp, Morphology, 20. For a discussion of Propp’s influence upon later narratology see Alan Dundes’ 
introduction to the English edition cited, xi-xvii; See also Pamela Milne, Vladimir Propp and The Study o f  
Structure in Hebrew Biblical Narrative (Sheffield: Almond/Sheffield Academic Press, 1988) 9-10.
^Propp, Morphology, 21.
^See on this Milne, Vladimir Propp and the Study, 30.
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Propp’s insights began to be understood and applied within a theoretical framework rather 
different from his own. Propp was in full agreement with the basic tenets of structuralism, 
that is, that narratives, like so many other human productions, are patterned and that this 
patterning or structuring may be understood. He did not, however, share its preoccupation 
with logic and its focus on a deep level (i.e. a psychologically-oriented level) of analysis 
that was of universal relevance and application, and expressed in highly complex terms and 
formulae. Propp’s primary focus was rather on the text’s narrative plot, that is, on the 
‘surface level’ and the functional relationships discernible among its various elements. 
Further, his ultimate concern was description rather than theorizing, a fact that most 
structuralists perceive as a shortcoming. The fundamental differences between Propp and 
his stmcturalist successors were made explicit in Claude Lévi-Strauss’s essay entitled 
‘Structure and Form: Reflections on a Work by Vladimir Propp,’ where Lévi-Strauss 
refuses to acknowledge the Russian as a true structuralist, and brands him instead -rather 
disparagingly- as a ‘formalist.’ Milne is; therefore, on target when she argues that, insofar 
as their ultimate aims, Propp and Lévi-Strauss represent opposite poles within narrative 
analysis.
Yet, Propp’s basic insights regarding actants and their functions in a narrative are 
useful regardless of one’s larger theoretical persuasions. In discussing the necessary 
elements of a narrative text, Chatman refers to the standard structuralist view that a
“Thus Ronald Schleifer writes: ‘Propp [focuses] so closely on the manifested discourse that [he] sees 
‘becoming’ everywhere: his aim, as he says, is to ’reveal the laws that govern the plot.’ Propp, that is, 
fails to develop a semiotics of plot, a ‘syntactic component’ of the semio-narrative level of discourse... 
Actantial analysis, however, projects or ‘superimposes’ a structure, conceived in spatial terms...upon 
discoursive manifestation.’ A J. Greimas and the Nature o f Meaning (London: Groom Helm, 1987) 93.
“in V. Propp Theory and History of Folklore (tr. Ariadna Martin; Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1984). See also Deborah Schiffrin’s helpful chart of the differences between a ‘structural’ and a 
‘functional’ approach to language, in Approaches to Discourse (Oxford: Blackwell, 1994) 20-22; see also 
M.A.K. Halliday’s chapter entitled ‘Language in a Social Perspective,’ in his Fxplorations in the Functions 
o f Language (London: Edward Arnold, 1973) 48-71; the introduction to Halliday’s Introduction to 
Functional Grammar, esp. xxviii-xxix.
‘^ Milne, Vladimir Propp and the Study, 40.
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narrative is composed of the elements of story and discourse, story being itself made up of 
‘events’ (‘actions’ and ‘happenings’) and ‘existents’ (‘characters’ and ‘setting’)/^ 
Chatman acknowledges that the differentiation of these elements, regardless of the actual 
terms used to decribe them, transcends the boundaries of structuralism and is at least as old 
as Aristotle’s Poetics. Thus, to the basic differentiation of these elements one might add, 
for example, as Chatman does, the superstructure of transformational grammar, or the 
functional and description-oriented linguistic theory of Halliday and other systemic^"  ^
functional grammarians, among other possible options. It is my conviction that the latter 
provides a congruous framework for the development of Propp’s basic ideas concerning 
dramatis personae and their functions in a narrative text. As I will attempt to show in 
chapter one, Halliday’s functional grammar is, similarly to Propp’s seminal work, focused 
primarily on the ‘surface’ level of text, and has a systemic and functional orientation that 
runs through all its parts. At the core of functional grammar is the network of transitivity, 
which specifies the various types of processes that are recognized in a language, together 
with the linguistic structures which encode those processes in texts. In non-technical 
terms, the transitivity network is ultimately concerned with the ‘who does what to whom’ 
set of questions.
In their provocative essay entitled ‘On the Idea of Theory Neutral Descriptions,’*^ 
Matthieson and Nesbitt discuss in some detail the manner in which applied linguists and 
others concerned with linguistic description have for some time expressed distaste for and 
suspicion of linguistic theorizing. Largely the result of an overreaction to the intricate and 
abstract notions of Chomsky’s transformational grammar, Matthieson and Nesbitt argue.
‘^ Chatman, Story and Discourse, 19.
‘“The term ‘systemic’ refers to the notion, first put forth explicitly by Saussure, that language is a system 
of interelated elements. More on this in the following chapter.
‘^ Christian Matthiessen and Christopher Nesbitt, ‘On The Idea of Theory-Neutral Descriptions,’ in R. 
Hasan, C. Cloran, and D. Butt (eds.). Functional Descriptions (Amsterdam; John Benjamins, 1996) 39-83.
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grammarians such as Huddleston or Quirk have attempted at various times to produce 
descriptions of language that are either free of perceived theoretical constraints, or borrow 
from several established frameworks in an eclectic approach to theory.*^ Matthiessen and 
Nesbitt’s response to this trend is two-fold. First, the impossibility of ‘theory-neutral’ 
description is asserted,*^ and three different results of the sought-for neutrality are 
uncovered: Neutrality as common ancestry (i.e. the upholding of tradition), neutrality as 
domination (i.e. the upholding of the mainstream), and neutrality as commonality (i.e. the 
upholding of a common denominator). Secondly, a functional model of theory is put forth 
which is feature-rich, while at the same time being designed on the basis of description and 
with description in view:
From a systemic functional point of view, the appropriate dimension [of theory] is 
realisation: theory is realised by description. In other words, particular descriptions 
of languages realise the general theory of language in a Token-Value relationship... 
This does not mean that description is a passive reflection of theory, on the 
contrary, description construes theory. Theories are semiotic systems and they are 
created semiotically in acts of description, just as these descriptions realize a higher- 
level theoretical semiotic.*^
The disjunction between theory and description in modem linguistics is mirrored in a 
similar development in New Testament Greek since the publication of Blass’ grammar.*^ 
The (explicit or not) aim of most New Testament Greek grammars has been primarily 
description, that is, these are grammars produced in order to equip individuals for the
‘^ Matthiessen and Nesbitt, ‘On the Idea,’ 47.
‘Thus Halliday: ‘The linguist who claims to be theory-free is like the conservative who claims to be non­
political: they are both saying, to be impartial is to leave things as they are, only those who want to 
change them are taking sides.’ Halliday cited in Matthiessen and Nesbitt, ‘On the Idea,’ 64. On this, see 
also S.E. Porter, ‘Studying Ancient Languages from a Modern Linguistics Perspective,’ Filologi'a 
Neotestamentaria 2 (1989) 147-72.
‘^ Matthiessen and Nesbitt, ‘On the Idea,’ 61. Yet, Robert de Beaugrande has criticized Hallidayan 
linguistics on the basis of his understanding that in Halliday’s work ‘the practical has run well ahead of the 
theoretical.’ ‘Register in Discourse Studies: A Concept in Search of a Theory,’ in Mohsen Ghadessy (ed.). 
Register Analysis: Theory and Practice (London: Pinter, 1993) 14.
‘Triedrich Blass, Grammatik des Neutestamentlichen Griechisch (Gottingen: Vanderhoeck und Ruprecht, 
1896); and its influential English translation of the 10th edition by Robert W. Funk incorporating 
supplementary notes by Albert Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Farly 
Christian Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961).
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exegesis of the Greek New Testament/** Admirable as this aim may be, the nearly 
exclusive descriptive focus of New Testament Greek grammarians has led to some 
unintended deficiencies in their work. Chief among these is the uneasy relationship of 
most New Testament grammarians to linguistic theory, a relationship that is best described 
-to borrow Matthiessen’s and Nesbitt’s term- as ‘neutrality as common ancestry,’ that is, 
the perpetuation of 100+ year old linguistic principles found in Blass’s work such as a 
substantial dependence on comparative philology and historical grammar. This trend was 
expressed in no uncertain terms by Chamberlain when he wrote:
There has been no attempt to be original. The one objective has been to condense, 
arrange or simplify the works of the great pioneers in the grammatical field, so as to
give a convenient handbook to the seminary student.^*
Even a casual perusal of the footnotes in both New Testament grammars and 
commentaries of our century reveals that, of all the ‘great pioneers in the grammatical 
field,’ few if any are more revered and relied upon than Blass and Debrunner.^^ In the
At the introductory level, see for example J. G. Machen, who in his introduction asserts: ‘Since [this] is 
an instruction book, everything in it is made subservient to the inparting of a reading acquaintance with the 
language.’ New Testament Greek fo r Beginners (60th printing; Toronto: Macmillan, 1989); notice also the 
title of L. William Countryman, The New Testament is in Greek: A Short Course fo r Exegetes (Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993). At the intermediate level, Chamberlain expresses similar concerns: ‘This 
grammar has grown out of twelve years’ experience in the classroom in presenting the facts of the 
grammar...and their bearing on the interpretation of the Greek New Testament,’ W.D. Chamberlain, An 
Exegetical Grammar o f the Greek New Testament (5th printing; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1988) vii. At a more 
advanced advanced level. Moule writes: ‘This book is an attempt to provide a syntactical companion to the 
interpretation of the New Testament: that is to say, it does not set out to be a systematic syntax...’ C.F.D. 
Moule, An Idiom Book of New Testament Greek (Cambridge: CUP, 1953) vii.
‘^Chamberlain, An Exegetical Grammar, vii. In his footnotes, Camberlain cites Blass, Robertson and 
Moulton primarily, all of which wrote in the same generation and share the same basic theoretical 
framework concerning the Greek of the New Testament. See below on Robertson.
^See, for example, my comments on C. K. Barrett’s dependence on Blass and Debrunner in his (1994!)
Acts commentary {The Acts o f the Apostles, I [ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1994]) in chapter 3. See 
also Ernst Haenchen, The Acts o f the Apostles (tr. Noble and Shinn; Oxford: Blackwell, 1971) 72, 76, 78, 
on the language and style of Acts. Among the grammars see A.T. Robertson, A Grammar o f the Greek 
New Testament in the Light o f Historical Research (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1934) Ixiv, 5. Robertson 
argues that Blass alone was comparable to the earlier epoch-making work by Winer. That Robertson’s 
overall approach to the Greek of the New Testament is very similar to Blass’s is made clear on p. viii:
‘This grammar aims to keep in touch at salient points with the results of comparative philology and 
historical grammar as the true linguistic science [my emphasis].’ See also J.H. Moulton, A Grammar o f  
New Testament Greek Vol. I Prolegomena (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1988) 19, 40, 50, 60, etc.; James
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30th anniversary of Funk’s English translation of the German 10th edition, Porter and 
Reed issued a trenchant criticism of Blass’s outdated theses concerning Koine Greek, with 
special reference to verbal aspect/^ Of particular interest to me, given the subject of the 
present thesis, is the inadequate fashion in which transitivity is discussed in Blass and 
Debrunner, to wit, treating exclusively transitive or intransitive verbs in isolation from 
other elements in the clause, and, more importantly, lacking any reference to a system or 
network of transitivity (which includes much more than verb forms, as I will show 
throughout the present work), in light of which individual choices are to be understood/"* 
These deficiencies are compounded by Blass’s belief in the linguistic superiority of the 
‘classical standard’ over the language of the New Testament, a belief reflected in his regular 
use of such adjectives as ‘good’ or ‘true’ when referring to the grammatical idiosyncrasies 
of the language of various Attic writers/^ In contrast to Blass, a functional approach to 
language recognizes that the contexts of situation of, for example, a speech by 
Demosthenes and one attributed to Paul in the Acts of the Apostles are in fact quite 
different, and any comparison of the language of both must begin with a full recognition of 
this fact/^
A. Brooks and Carlton L. Winbery, Syntax o f New Testament Greek (Lanham, Md: University Press of 
America, 1979) ix.
^^Stanley E. Porter and Jeffrey T. Reed, ‘Greek Grammar Since BDF: A Retrospective and Prospective 
Analysis’ Filologia Neotestamentaria 4 (1991) 143-64.
“^See, for example, the various entries under ‘transitive verbs’ in BDF’s index of subjects; similarly, see 
Robertson’s index in his Grammar, Nigel Turner, Grammar o f New Testament Greek, Vol. I ll Syntax 
(Edinburgh; T & T Clark, 1963) 400. Interestingly enough, Matthiessen and Nesbitt issue an identical 
complaint concerning grammarians they place under the ‘neutrality as common ancestry’ category: ‘There is 
a sense of formal word systems -th e  paradigms of traditional grammar; but there is no theory of a 
multidimensional semantic space construed by the grammar’s transitivity system. Semantic types are 
simply given as lists with no further semantic organization revealed by the interpretation.’ ‘On the Idea,’
65.
^See, for example, the introduction entitled ‘The New Testament and Hellenistic Greek’ passim.
®^See S. E. Porter, ‘Dialect and Register in the Greek of the New Testament: Theory,’ in M. Daniel Carrol 
M. (ed.). Rethinking the Context, Rereading the Texts: Contributions from the Social Sciences to Biblical 
Interpretation (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, forthcoming 1999), where Porter points out that 
speeches in much of classical literature are ‘not transcripts of conversation, as the Gospels purport to 
record, but a highly artificial literary variety of purported speech or written texts meant for public reading.’
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As my title indicates, this thesis is an investigation of transitivity-based foregrounding 
in the Acts of the Apostles. Description, therefore, is my final aim, yet, this descriptive 
work (chapters 3-5) is carried out after, on the basis of, and with regular reference to a 
detailed presentation of my chosen theoretical framework, namely, Halliday’s functional 
grammar (chapters 1-2). In chapter one, I enter into the ongoing discussion of New 
Testament rhetorical criticism in order to introduce functional grammar as a method of 
linguistic analysis that is rhetorically oriented at its core, and is, therefore, ideally suited to 
the task being pursued with, as I will argue, little success by the mainstream of rhetorical 
critics of the New Testament. In chapter two, I focus on a specific textual feature of great 
interest to rhetoricians and functional grammarians alike, that is, the textual device of 
foregrounding. Following Halliday, I define foregrounding as linguistic prominence 
which is consistent and motivated, and can be seen to cohere with the overall theme(s) of 
the text in which it is found. Further, I argue that in the narrative of Acts, the linguistic 
features upon which foregrounding is built by the author, belong, first and foremost, to the 
transitivity network of Greek, that is, the network that encodes processes, participants, and 
circumstances. Lastly, I present a detailed analysis of a transitivity-based foregrounding 
scheme in Acts 27 as a case study. That case study is then extended to other key episodes 
in Acts through my chapters 3-5, rendering, it is hoped, a linguistically-based perspective 
on Luke’s compositional and rhetorical agenda in producing his ‘second treatise/
It is further hoped that my work will become a contribution to biblical Greek 
scholarship’s full engagement with modem linguistic theory, an agenda being pursued by 
Nida, Louw, Porter, Reed and o t h e r s . I n  response to my presentation of a paper at the 
Rhetoric and Scriptures conference, held at Pepperdine University, Malibu, California in 
July 1996, one of the participants complained that if indeed linguistics was a science, its
‘See bibliography.
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application to the language of the New Testament would destroy the intuitive element he 
valued so highly in his own work. This participant, a professor of New Testament at a 
medium-sized American university, was at least partially correct in his assessment. To wit, 
as Ronald Carter has done before me, I would argue that without analytic knowledge of 
and reference to the workings of the language system, any assertion concerning the 
meanings of words, clauses, pericopes or larger units of Greek text is bound to remain 
submerged in the murky waters of impressionism and un te s t ab i l i tyA classic example of 
this is the historical-theological debate which continues to swirl around the transitive or 
intransitive uses of e yeipeivand ocvioxovai (see chapter 5), where entire articles and 
monographs are written to argue for the alleged primitive or advanced christology of 
various sections of Acts. This debate is carried out with little or no reference to the large 
and problematic issue of transitivity, the set of options that the transitivity system of Greek 
makes available to writers, the actual choices from that system made by Luke throughout 
Luke-Acts, the problem of deponency and restricted choice in the case of e Yeipeiv,and 
other issues. This is what Carter and others would call ‘meaning without m e t h o d . M y  
aim in entering into that debate and others throughout this thesis is not to rule out other 
possible answers or dismiss more ‘intuitive’ approaches, but rather, to place the discussion 
of these matters within a linguistic framework, thus building my own argument in an 
accessible, principled manner, traceable and replicable by other scholars using the same 
method.
In my recent review of Egger’s How to Read the New Testament^^ I pointed out that 
the principal shortcoming of his introduction to linguistic methodology is the lack of
^^Ronald Carter, ‘Introduction,’ in Carter (ed,). Language and Literature (London: George Allen & Unwin, 
1982) 4ff.
^^ Carter, ‘Introduction,’ 3.
“^Wilhelm Egger, How to Read the New Testament: An Introduction to Linguistic and Historical-Critical 
Methodology, Themelios 23/2 (1998) 61-62.
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cohesion and integration among the various linguistic methods he samples/* Egger offers, 
for example, a survey of how various narratologists, from Minguez to Greimas, have 
attempted to study the ‘who does what to whom’ questions. To begin with, Egger places 
narrative analysis and the study of the processes and participants in a narrative in a separate 
chapter from his discussion of the ‘functions (intended purposes) of texts,’ a subject he 
places under ‘pragmatic analysis.’ Secondly, Egger’s treatment takes for granted that the 
approaches of Propp, Greimas, Minguez, Theissen, Bremond and others are 
methodologically compatible and proceeds to utilize aspects from each without any serious 
attempt at justification. Lastly, Egger proceeds rather naively to defend the need for the 
‘transformation of the text,’ which, he argues, ‘scarcely raises any difficulties.’^^  Such a 
presentation contributes to the impression among New Testament scholars that linguistic 
science is an obscure web of highly abstract and seemingly incongruous concepts, very 
unlikely to shed new light on the issues that occupy students of the New Testament. In 
view of this opinion, I will in the chapters that follow attempt to stress the potential of 
Halliday’s functional grammar for integrating and making widely acccessible linguistic 
insights from various sources and theoretical persuasions. My discussion of 
foregrounding in chapter 2 is a case in point, as I will show how Halliday’s presentation of 
the subject in his seminal study, ‘Linguistic Function and Literary Style,effect ively 
integrates into a workable linguistic framework insights from psycholinguistics, literary 
criticism, and discourse analysis.
‘^This assessment reveals how little progress has been made in most circles over the least decade or so. 
Seven years earlier, Cotterell and Turner lamented that, as far as discourse analysis is concerned, ‘there are 
no firm conclusions, no generally accepted formulae, no fixed methodology, not even an agreed 
methodology.’ Peter Cotterell and Max Turner, Linguistics and Biblical Interpretation (Downers Grove: 
IVP, 1989) 233.
^Tgger, How to Read, 121. In stark contrast to Egger, Halliday’s treatment of transitivity in, for example, 
his Introduction to Functional Grammar, is a functionally-based discussion of processes, participants and 
circumstances, requiring no transformation into ‘homogeneous objects of investigation,’ but rather, a 
thorough analysis of the text with a primary focus on the rank of clause.
^^ In Halliday, Explorations in the Functions of Language, 103-140.
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For the selection of the five major episodes of Acts for my analysis, two basic criteria 
have been operative. First, I have chosen to study episodes which contain both narrative 
and speeches and are sufficiently large in size to allow a meaningful analysis of such 
matters as variation in clause structure, cohesion and, particularly, foregrounding. 
Secondly, I have selected episodes which have received a significant amount of attention in 
recent scholarly discussion, with a view to engaging with and evaluating the conclusions of 
others and contrasting them with my own, linguistically based proposals. As I will show 
throughout my discussion of the various episodes, central to many of the arguments and 
theses I engage with is some theory, often unsubstantiated, concerning what is perceived to 
be the ‘climax,’ or most emphatic point of the episode or speech in question. My 
contribution to these discussions centres upon my proposal of a linguistic framework for 
testing such claims. Halliday’s functional grammatical approach to foregrounding stresses 
the need to ground any theory concerning what is ‘emphatic’ both in the language system 
from which the alleged foregrounded patterns emanate, and in a proposal concerning the 
text’s overall literary/rhetorical thrust(s). My research shows that the transitivity network, 
and the choices of process and participants in particular, that is, the ‘who does what to 
whom’ set of questions,’ is consistently central to Luke’s foregrounding scheme in the 
Acts of the Apostles. I will attempt to show that the sum total of these choices, together 
with their distribution and arrangement throughout key episodes in Acts, reveals Luke’s 
extraordinary concern to underline the overriding power of the divine purpose (poulq) upon 
the stage of human affairs.
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CHAPTER 1
HALLIDAYAN FUNCTIONAL GRAMMAR 
AS HEIR TO 
NEW TESTAMENT RHETORICAL CRITICISM/ 
THE CASE OF FOREGROUNDING
In his seminal work New Testament Interpretation through Rhetorical Criticism, 
George Kennedy defines rhetoric as ‘that quality in discourse by which a speaker or 
writer seeks to accomplish his purposes.’^  Although, as I will point out below, 
Kennedy’s understanding of rhetoric turns out to be much narrower than this definition 
suggests, his statement serves as a suitable launching pad for what follows. 
Kennedy’s agenda in this highly influential volume is none other than to provide 
students of the New Testament with an ‘additional tool,’ which might complement the 
older and more established ones of form, redaction, literary and historical criticism.^ 
Although the degree to which Kennedy has succeeded is a matter for debate, as I will 
show, his work and that of his many followers has brought about a methodological re­
orientation in New Testament study of significant proportions. It is to that re­
orientation that I now wish to turn. My aim in the present chapter is, first, to argue 
that, although the fundamental goals of rhetorical criticism of the New Testament seem 
both worthwhile and attainable, the approach in its most prevalent form has shown 
itself incapable of reaching them. Secondly, I wish to present Michael Halliday’s 
functional grammar as a sounder, better informed and more capable method of reaching 
these goals. Lastly, I will suggest that, understood within the Hallidayan linguistic
‘An earlier form of this chapter was presented at the ‘Rhetoric and the Scriptures’ Conference held at 
Pepperdine University, Malibu, California, in July 1996, and is in press in Stanley E. Porter and 
Dennis L. Stamps (eds.). Rhetoric and the Scriptures: Essays from the 1996 Malibu Conference 
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, forthcoming 1999).
^George A. Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation through Rhetorical Criticism (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1984) 1.
^Kennedy, Rhetorical Criticism, 1. One could easily argue, however, that Kennedy’s rhetorical 
criticism is not entirely dissimilar from a rather strict brand of form criticism. See especially my 
discussion of Paul’s apologetic speech in Acts 22 below.
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framework, foregrounding is a fundamentally rhetorical device of far greater 
importance than has heretofore been recognized.
I, Rhetoric and the New Testament
The recently published collection of essays Rhetoric and the New Testament,^ 
affords a rather complete view of the current état du jeu of New Testament rhetorical 
criticism, and provides sufficient evidence for an evaluation of that ‘near volcanic 
eruption of rhetoric’^  that New Testament scholarship has witnessed in recent years.
Even a cursory reading of this volume reveals that, while the various 
contributors share similar aims and use analogous terms to describe them, the actual 
methods employed by these writers are diverse, seem often incompatible, and reveal a 
field of study that is far from unified. This diversity becomes particularly evident in the 
many uses and understandings of the word ‘rhetoric.’ For several contributors to this 
volume^ rhetoric is generally limited to the discipline taught in certain classical Greco- 
Roman manuals such as Cicero’s De Inventione or Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoriaj' 
while for other writers the same word or its cognates is understood in far more generic 
terms. Thus Vorster prefers to define rhetoric in terms of social. interaction/ Reed
“Stanley E. Porter and Thomas H. Olbricht (eds.), Rhetoric and the New Testament: Essays from the 
1992 Heidelberg Conference (JSNTSup. 90; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993).
^Wilhelm Wuellner, ‘Biblical Exegesis in the Light of the History and Historicity of Rhetoric and the 
Nature of the Rhetoric of Religion,’ in Porter and Olbricht (eds.). Rhetoric, 493.
Trank Hughes, ‘The Parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16.19-31) and Graeco-Roman 
Rhetoric,’ 29-41; Folker Siegert, ‘Mass Communication and Prose Rhythm in Luke-Acts,’ 42-58; J. 
Ian H. McDonald, ‘Rhetorical Issue and Rhetorical Strategy in Luke 10.25-37 and Acts 10.1-11.18,’ 
59-73; Daniel Marguerat, ‘The End of Acts (28.16-31) and the Rhetoric of Silence,’ 74-89; David 
Hellholm, ‘Amplificatio in the Macro-Structure of Romans,’ 123-151; Marc Schoeni, ‘The 
Hyperbolic Sublime as a Master Trope in Romans,’ 171-191; loop Smit, ‘Argument and Genre of 1 
Corinthians 12-14,’ 211-230; Duane Watson, ‘Paul’s Rhetorical Strategy in 1 Corinthians 15,’ 231- 
49; John Marshall, ‘Paul’s Ethical Appeal in Philippians,’ 357-374; all in Porter and Olbricht (eds.). 
Rhetoric.
‘Johannes Vorster, ‘Strategies of Persuasion in Romans 1.16-17,’ in Porter and Olbricht (eds.). 
Rhetoric, 155, 167.
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understands the term as the study and application of argumentation/ and speaks of 
‘persuasive units’ rather than Watson’s ‘rhetorical units’/  Marshall seems to use 
‘persuasive power’ as synonymous with rhetoric/® Berger argues that ‘everything that 
leads the reader’s psyche towards a goal has to be regarded as a rhetorical element...’;" 
Lategan, in addressing the meaning of ‘rhetorical,’ prefers ‘the broader sense of the 
word,’ which for him means ‘pragmatic i n t e n t . Thurén, in short, concludes that 
‘rhetoric’ ‘is not a value-free term.’"
This heterogeneous understanding of the term ‘rhetoric,’ and particularly the 
degree of dependence of the various writers upon the rhetorical manuals of Greco- 
Roman antiquity, seem to reveal three distinguishable groups of scholars in this 
volume. The first group (‘group A’), generally following the seminal works of George 
Kennedy and Hans Dieter Betz," sees New Testament rhetorical criticism as the 
interpretation of the various New Testament documents in light of the conventions and 
rules of the classical rhetorical texts. The second group (‘group B’) sees some value in 
studying the Greco-Roman manuals, while at the same time issuing words of caution in 
regard to a mechanical or slavish application of the classical rhetorical categories to the 
books of the New Testament. Lastly, ‘group C’ is highly critical of the Kennedy-Betz 
approach," and argues for a much more inclusive notion of rhetoric that incorporates
Tefffey T. Reed, ‘Using Ancient Rhetorical Categories to Interpret Paul’s Letters: A Question of 
Genre,’ 295, 297. Yet, as Thurén points out, the term ‘argumentation’ is also subject to a variety of 
interpretations and uses! See Lauri Thurén, ‘On Studying Ethical Argumentation and Persuasion in the 
New Testament,’ 466.
T eed, ‘Using Ancient Rhetorical Categories,’ 319.
‘“Marshall, ‘Ethical Appeal,’ 357, 371, though Marshall also relies on classical rhetoric as his ‘guiding 
theory,’ 357.
“Klaus Berger, ‘Rhetorical Criticism, New Form Criticism, and New Testament Hermeneutics,’ 393. 
“Bernard Lategan, ‘Textual Space as Rhetorical Device,’ 397.
‘Thurén, ‘Ethical Argumentation,’ 467.
‘“Hans Dieter Betz, Galatians: A Commentary on Paul’s Letter to the Churches in Galatia 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979); Kennedy, Rhetorical Criticism.
‘^ As I will show below (see note 20), Kennedy disagrees with Betz at significant points (see Kennedy, 
Rhetorical Criticism, 144-48), yet due to their shared understanding of the significance of the classical 
manuals for the study of the New Testament, and the influence that both scholars have had on 
subsequent New Testament rhetorical critics, I am arguing that they together are representative of my 
‘group A ’ type of rhetorical criticism.
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ancient as well as modem insights into human communication. A more detailed 
discussion of each group will clarify these differences.
Group A. One of the fundamental tenets of the exponents of this approach is 
the conviction that many of the writers of the New Testament were familiar with the 
categories and concepts of the classical rhetorical manuals. Whether Luke, for 
example, had been to rhetorical school," or, more commonly, Paul and other New 
Testament writers ‘picked up’ these categories merely from living in a rhetoric-saturated 
culture," the scholars in ‘group A’ believe that the New Testament writers knew and 
applied at least the three main genera of judicial, epideictic and deliberative rhetoric. 
Such confidence leads to statements like Hellholm’s, who describes his interpretation 
of Romans as 'di decoding rhetorical process...[emphasis mine],’"  or Smit’s, who 
argues that 1 Cor. 14:33b-36 is a non-Pauline addition, because it ‘mns counter to the 
rhetorical mles concerning the completeness of the partitio..fi^ Unfortunately, 
however, these writers often end up disagreeing as to what exactly is epideictic or 
deliberative, and cite ancient authorities such as Quintilian or Seneca against each other, 
a practice that seems to call into question the plausibility of the entire approach.^®
‘^ An idea taken for granted by Hughes, who writes, Tf indeed a rather well educated writer, like the 
writer of Luke-Acts, had been assigned to make declamations in a genre of Rich Man versus Poor Man 
when he was in rhetorical school...[emphasis mine],’ ‘The Parable,’ 37-38. Hughes adds later,‘Yet 
given some ability in enthopoii'a, which rhetorical instruction and practice would likely have developed 
in a person as well educated as the writer of Luke-Acts...’ (38).
“Thus, for example, Smit writes, ‘...these schoolish handbooks provide a good impression of the 
rhetoric that was generally practised in Paul’s time and surroundings’ ( ‘Argument and Genre,’ 212); 
Siegert argues that anyone addressing an ancient audience ‘as spoiled as that of the big assemblies in 
the theatres and basilicas’ had to employ the particular rhythms taught by Quintilian et al. (‘Mass 
Communication’, 48-49). Though he approaches the issue critically, and I have consequently placed 
him in ‘group B’, Classen argues in a similar manner: ‘Anyone who could write Greek as effectively as 
St Paul did, must have read a good deal of works written in Greek and thus imbibed applied rhetoric 
from others...’ C. Joachim Classen, ‘St Paul’s Epistles and Ancient Graeco-Roman Rhetoric’, in 
Porter and Olbricht (eds.). Rhetoric 269.
“Hellholm, ‘Amplificatio’, 126.
“Smit, ‘Argument and Genre,’ 219. The author offers no textual backing for this assertion.
“^Thus Watson, like Biinker, is by his own admission ‘heavily dependent upon the rhetorical 
handbooks’, yet believes, unlike Biinker, that 1 Corinthians 15 is deliberative, not judicial. Watson, 
‘Paul’s Rhetorical Strategy,’ 232. The debate between Kennedy and Betz is perhaps the best known. 
Kennedy argues that Betz’s commentary is ‘misleading in important respects,’ because it sees Galatians 
as apologetic-judicial, rather than (with Kennedy) as deliberative. Kennedy cites Quintilian’s Institutio 
Oratorio 3.4.9 in support of his view. Kennedy, Rhetorical Criticism, 144, 148. The late Angelico- 
Salvatore Di Marco seems to have been on target when he wrote, ‘Indeed, in rhetoric, scholars do not 
agree how to name a phenomenon...’ Di Marco, ‘Rhetoric and Hermeneutic-On a Rhetorical Pattern:
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Group B. The writers I place in this group believe that classical rhetorical 
theory may render service for interpreting the New Testament, but are much less 
enthusiastic about the applicability of specific categories and structures/^ For Classen, 
for example, Philip Melanchthon was a model rhetorical critic of the New Testament, 
insofar as he (though Kennedy ignores him entirely and Betz relegates him to one 
footnote) made abundant use of the classical manuals when appropriate, while at the 
same time feeling free to alter and add to their categories and structures/^ Basevi and 
Chapa follow Kennedy’s method to a large extent, yet warn against applying rhetorical 
patterns, ‘sometimes rather stereotyped, to texts that do not fit a particular Graeco- 
Roman model.
Group C The critique offered by the writers in this group has done, I wish to 
argue, irreparable damage to the Kennedy-Betz approach to rhetorical criticism. It is 
interesting to note that all the essays in part two of this volume (‘Rhetoric and 
Questions of Method’) approach the issue from this critical angle. It is the aim of these 
writers^ first, to demonstrate the inadequacy of the narrow, ‘group A’ style 
understanding of rhetoric. The social contexts of ancient rhetoric and biblical rhetoric, 
it is argued, were significantly different,^^ the rhetorical manuals were addressing not
Chiasmus and Circularity’, in Porter and Olbricht (eds.) Rhetoric, 479. The difficulties inherent in 
making clear-cut distinctions between deliberative and epideictic are evident in statements by 
McDonald, who writes that Peter’s speech in Acts 10 ‘exemplifies deliberative rhetoric. . i t  also 
has epideictic features...[emphasis mine]’ ( ‘Rhetorical Issue’, 68); or Marshall, who argues that 
passages in Philippians 2 and 3 ‘may be characterized as epideictic, [but] their ultimate purpose is 
deliberative’ ( ‘Ethical Appeal’, 363); or Olbricht, who believes that Hebrews conforms to the epideictic 
genre in its superstructure, but ‘the body of the argument may be conceived as deliberative’ ( ‘Hebrews 
as Amplification,’ 378).
^'Classen, ‘St. Paul’s Epistles’, 289; A.H. Snyman, ‘Persuasion in Philippians 4.1-20,’ 325-37; 
Claudio Basevi and Juan Chapa, ‘Philippians 2.6-11: The Rhetorical Function of a Pauline Hymn,’ 
338-57; Olbricht, ‘Hebrews,’ 377; all in Porter and Olbricht (eds.). Rhetoric.
“ Classen, ‘St. Paul’s Epistles’, 273ff.
“ Basevi and Chapa, ‘Philippians 2:6-11’, 350. These two writers later add ‘we think it is necessary to 
underline the flexibility of the three genera...’ (352).
“ Thurén, ‘Ethical Argumentation’, 470. Similarly Vorster writes, ‘...classical rhetorical categories are 
inextricably linked to the social situation...’ ( ‘Strategies of Persuasion’, 153). See also Wuellner, 
‘Biblical Exegesis’, 503.
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epistolary literature but various types of speeches/^ and finally, it cannot be 
demonstrated that the writers of the New Testament were familiar with and adopted 
(whether consciously or not) the complex structures taught in the rhetorical manuals/® 
Secondly, the ‘group C’ writers ‘plead for methodological expansion,’"  arguing that 
the term ‘rhetoric’ encompasses much more than Aristotle, Quintilian or Seneca ever 
envisioned. Thus, Wuellner wants to see rhetoric ‘unrestrained,’ because
So long as biblical scholars remain blind to the reality that there is more 
rhetoric to be experienced in one hour in the marketplace (or even in the 
nurseiy) than in one day in the academy, scholarship devoted to biblical 
rhetoric will remain in a quandary, in a prison self-made and self- 
imposed/^
In light of the above discussion, it seems fair to say that the Kennedy-Betz 
approach to rhetorical criticism has run its course. While Kennedy expressed his aims 
in terms similar to those that Berger, Grafton and others used in the present volume,^® 
his rigid dependence on Greco-Roman manuals, together with the concomitant narrow
“ This seems to be the most devastating criticism of the Kennedy-Betz school and its followers in this 
volume. Porter deals with this issue in detail. Depending on the previous work of A.J. Malherbe 
{Ancient Epistolary Theorists [SWLSES, 19; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988]), Porter shows that there 
was in fact a clear line of demarcation between written letters and anything oral. Secondly, the sporadic 
discussion of letter writing was only a late addition to the study of ancient rhetoric (Julius Victor’s Ar  ^
Retorica, 4th century AD), and was limited to matters of style (see Porter, ‘The Theoretical 
Justification for Application of Rhetorical Categories to Pauline Epistolary Literature,’ in Porter and 
Olbricht, Rhetoric, 110-22); similarly Classen writes, ‘Most ancient handbooks of rhetoric do not deal 
with letters, and where they do, they are content with a few remarks mostly on matters of style’ ( ‘St. 
Paul’s Epistles,’ 269); see also Reed, ‘Ancient Rhetorical Categories,’ 309-11; and Lategan, ‘Textual 
Space’, 397. If indeed it is the case that all the insights New Testament interpreters may draw from 
Greco-Roman Rhetoric are limited to stylistic matters, Kennedy’s approach may, by his own admission 
be said to have failed. Thus, at the outset of his highly influential work, Kennedy states, ‘To many 
biblical scholars rhetoric probably means style, and they may envision in these pages discussion of 
figures of speech and metaphors not unlike that already to be found in many literary studies of the 
Scriptures. The identification of rhetoric with style ~a feature of what 1 have elsewhere called 
letteratirizzazione- is a common phenomenon in the history of the study of rhetoric, but represents a 
limitation and to a certain extent a distortion of the discipline of rhetoric as understood and taught in 
antiquity,’ {Rhetorical Criticism, 1).
“ ‘However, a close identification of ancient techniques is meaningful only if we can reasonably assume 
that the authors had learnt those techniques by name at school’ Thurén, ‘Ethical Argumentation’, 470; 
See also Porter, ‘Theoretical Justification,’ 105.
“ Vorster, ‘Strategies of Persuasion’ 153.
“ Wuellner, ‘Biblical Exegesis’, 500.
“ Thus, Kennedy writes, ‘The ultimate goal of rhetorical analysis, briefly put, is the discovery of the 
author’s intent and of how that is transmitted through a text to an audience,’ Rhetorical Criticism, 12; 
‘The primary aim of rhetorical criticism is to understand the effect of the text’, p. 33; ‘[the Bible is] 
rhetorical, again not in the sense of ‘false’ or ‘deceitful,’ but in the sense of ‘purposeful” 158.
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understanding of the term ‘rhetoric,’ has kept him and his followers from reaching their 
aims. Of the many important questions that Rhetoric and the New Testament has 
raised, perhaps the most fundamental is simply: what is rhetoric? If indeed rhetorical 
language is that language which is functional or purposeful, is it not the case that all 
human communication is rhetorical in this sense?^^ Does the usefulness of the word 
‘rhetoric’ outweigh the problems arising from its traditional association with the Greco- 
Roman manuals?
A feature common to many of the essays in all three groups is an emphasis on 
thQ function of texts in their social contexts as central to rhetorical study. The writers 
in ‘group A’ normally express this idea in terms of rhetorical situation (corresponding 
to the Sitz im Leben of form criticism), exigence (the need or problem arising from that 
situation and capable of being addressed or removed by discourse), and rhetorical 
strategy (the function intended for the text, in the form of Greco-Roman deliberative, 
epideictic or judicial structures)." On the other hand, the contributors in groups B and 
C generally insist that New Testament texts, their functions and contexts be studied in 
light of ‘general human communication, and....be analysed with the best means
^Thus, Michael Gregory and Susane Carroll write in Language and Situation: Language Varieties and 
their Social Context (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978) 94: ‘prescriptions for how to use 
language well and effectively...is what is meant here by a “rhetoric.”’; also Berger, ‘Rhetorical 
Criticism’, 395 argues that ‘Hermeneutics is based on rhetoric, because application does not merely 
rely on theoretical comprehension...but mainly on the pragmatic effect (function).’ Thus also Geoffrey 
N. Leech: ‘The point about the term rhetoric, in this context, is the focus it places on a goal-oriented 
speech situation, in which speaker uses language in order to produce a particular effect in the mind of 
hearer. I shall also use the term rhetoric as a countable noun, for a set of conversational principles, 
which are related by their functions.’ Principles of Pragmatics (London: Longman, 1983), 15. In this 
regard, Ruqaiya Hasan writes, ‘...the sharp division of rhetoric and grammar is itself a fairly recent 
phenomenon in the long history of the study of language and literature.’ Hasan, ‘Rhyme and Reason in 
Literature,’ in Seymour Chatman (ed.). Literary Style: A Symposium (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1971), 299. See also Gillian Brown and George Yule, Discourse Analysis (Cambridge 
Textbooks in Linguistics; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983) 148-49; Michael Halliday, 
An Introduction to Functional Grammar (London: Edward Arnold, 1985) xxiii, xxviii. Speaking of 
the limited scope of linguistic theory. Van Dijk writes that ‘rhetorical function [is] related to the 
EFFECT of the utterance on the hearer [emphasis original],’ adding that ‘we do not want to treat such 
structures within a linguistic theory of discourse because they are restricted to certain types of discourse 
or certain STYLISTIC USES of language, and because they cannot be accounted for in terms of a 
grammatical form-meaning-action rule system...’ Teun A. Van Dijk, Text and Context (London: 
Longman, 1977) 4. It must be asked, however, what type of discourse or what stylistic use of 
language can be said to have no effect on the hearer?
“ McDonald, ‘Rhetorical Issue’, 60-70; Watson, ‘Paul’s Rhetorical Strategy’, 233ff., etc.
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available, whether ancient or modem.’"  Dennis Stamps excepted," the writers in this 
volume share a certain degree of optimism as to the possibility that the careful, 
systematic analysis of a text (whether by means of classical or Burkean rhetoric, 
pragmatics or neo-form criticism) will yield insights into its intended function(s) and 
the situation it is designed to address. That is, the question can be answered ‘what kind 
of effect was it intended to achieve and what does this tell us about the situation?’^ "^
I wish to argue that rhetorical criticism in all its forms has done much to 
highlight the importance of function in context in the study of the New Testament 
documents. In addition, its emphasis on the analysis of the various letters and books 
prout extant is a welcome corrective to the recurrent speculation of some of the older 
critical methods. Yet, for these fundamental insights to be tmly fmitful, a more 
‘productive match’ must be sought between the biblical texts and a critical method. 
Such a method must, in the words of Grafton, ‘develop categories of genre which 
reveal authors’ tactics for handling circumstances, thereby connecting literature to real
^Thurén, ‘On Studying Ethical Argumentation’ 471.
“ See his ‘Rethinking the Rhetorical Situation: The Entextualization of the Situation in New 
Testament Epistles’, 193-210. Stamps is very critical of Bitzer and Kennedy’s understanding of the 
concept of rhetorical situation, and denies a direct correspondence between rhetorical forms in the text 
and the actual historical context. His caveat seems reasonable. Stamps is right in pointing to the 
subjective nature of the rhetorical situation as ‘inscribed in the text,’ since it necessarily reflects the 
author’s perspective on the historical events that motivate his text, rather than those events pure and 
simple (199). One may even agree that the author’s representation of the rhetorical situation in his text 
is in fact part and parcel of his rhetorical strategy. Yet, Stamps also recognizes that ‘it may be granted 
that any text, and an ancient New Testament epistle in particular, stems from certain historical and 
social contingencies...’ (199) and that, regarding 1 Corinthians, ‘the sender must present the 
entextualized situation in such a manner that elicits correspondence with some, if not most of the 
audience’ ( 200). Thus, though it is certainly true that ‘any textual presentation of historical reality 
represents a process which involves interpretation and narrativization...’ (p 199) this is equally true of 
any presentation of history, textual or otherwise. The selection and arrangement that this involves does 
not necessarily falsify or distort history. If true communication (in the widest sense of the word) is to 
take place between writer and reader/hearers, he must make reference to facts and ideas about the world 
that are commonly known and accepted. Though Stamps claims not to have slipped into formalism 
(footnote 17, p. 199) his concluding statement seems to indicate otherwise: ‘In more literary terms, the 
textuality of the rhetorical situation means that the speaker and audience as literary constructions 
themselves only meet in the ‘world-of-the-text’. One aspect of the world-of-the-text which the text 
constructs is the rhetorical situation’ (210).
“ Berger, ‘Rhetorical Criticism’, 392. Similarly Grafton writes, ‘Burke’s concern with rhetorical 
strategy leads to a fascination with how people deal with life through language, how they attempt to 
‘encompass’ situations. Burke proposes that these ventures may be explored through a ‘sociological 
criticism of literature’. Such a method would develop categories of genre which reveal author’s tactics 
for handling circumstances, thereby connecting literature to real life...’ ‘The Dancing of an Attitude: 
Burkean Rhetorical Criticism and the Biblical Interpreter’, in Porter and Olbricht (eds.). Rhetoric. 435.
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Such a method, in short, must be aimed at the study of language as a means, 
indeed the primary means, of social interaction. It is my contention that this method 
exists, and may be used with profit in the study of the New Testament. Michael 
Halliday’s ‘functional grammar’ is, I will argue below, an ideally suited method for 
achieving the aims of rhetorical criticism as expressed by Crafton above.
II. Background to Hallidayan Functional Grammar
[W]hen a savage teams to understand the meaning of a word, this process 
is not accomphshed by explanations, by a series of acts of apperception, 
but by learning to handle it. A word means to a native the proper use of 
the thing for which it stands, exactly as an implement means something 
when it can be handled and means nothing when no active experience of it 
is at hand. The word therefore has a power of its own, it is a means of 
bringing things about, it is a handle to acts and objects and not a definition 
ofthem.^^
Statements on language and culture such as the one above in the ethnographic 
papers of Bronislaw Malinowski represent the earliest expression of what has come to 
be known as functional grammar. Though the focus of Malinowski’s study of the 
Trobriand culture in the 1920’s was primarily anthropological, four of his treatises and 
articles from the period^^ include significant discussions of language as the primary 
means of cultural behavior.
Malinowski’s early discovery of the raw instmmentality of much of the natives’ 
language is summarized in some detail in ‘Classificatory Particles.’ In seeking to
^^Crafton, The Dancing,’ 435. See definition of ‘register’ below.
^^Bronislaw Malinowski in ‘The Problem of Meaning in Primitive Languages,’ cited in Terence 
Langendoen, The London School of Linguistics: A Study o f the Linguistic Theories o f B. Malinowski 
andJ.R. Firth (Research Monograph, 46; Cambridge, Ma.: M.I.T. Press, 1968) 23. Langendoen’s 
monograph is a revision of his doctoral dissertation produced at M.I.T. under Noam Chomsky in 1964. 
^^ ‘Classificatory Particles in the Language or Kiriwina’ BSOS 1, part 4 (1920) 33-78; Argonauts o f the 
Western Pacific (London: Routledge, 1922); ‘The Problem of Meaning in Primitive Languages,’ 
supplement to O. K. Odgen and I. A. Richards, The Meaning o f Meaning (10th ed.; New York: 
Harcourt, 1923) 296-336; and Coral Gardens and their Magic (New York: American Book co., 1935), 
the latter being Malinowski’s final word on his semantic theory. Key ideas from this work were soon 
taken over by John R. Firth who was by this time interacting with Malinowski in seminars led by the 
latter at the University of London.
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understand the meaning of certain words and formatives in the culture of Kiriwina, it 
was discovered that constant reference to ethnographic data was unavoidable. Thus, 
the use of bare numeral stems without a classificatory particle was reserved for the 
counting of baskets of yams, which in the local culture was felt to be ‘counting par 
excellence. S e v e r a l  similar examples led Malinowski to issue a call for a semantic 
theory that would account for lexico-grammatical facts in light of the cultural constraints 
that motivate them.^^ Two years after the publication of ‘Classificatory Particles,’ 
Malinowski’s first substantial ethnographic treatise appeared under the title Argonauts 
o f the Western Pacific (1922). Particularly significant in this work is the final chapter 
entitled ‘The Power of Words in Magic,’ in which the author argues that ‘magical style’ 
in its pure instmmentality is different from ordinary narrative. Each word or formula is 
wielded as a tool or weapon to bring about specific effects in the world.
With ‘The Problem of Meaning’ (1923) we see a major shift in the 
sociolinguistic thought of Malinowski. In an attempt to spell out his ethnographic 
semantic theory, he concludes that words derive their meaning not from the physical 
qualities of their referents, but from the socio-cultural context in which they are uttered, 
from the function they are made to serve.^ ^® In this regard, Malinowski is forced to 
conclude that ‘magical style,’ rather than being an exception, is in fact the mle, other 
types of language such as a scientific treatise being derivative and secondary. His 
argument in support of this assertion is two-fold. (1) In primitive societies, where 
there is no written language, the only type of communication possible is that of the 
purely functional sort,"^  ^ in which each utterance is inseparably tied to the context of
^^See Langendoen, The London School, 11.
^^Thus, in ‘Classificatory Particles’ Malinowski writes of the need ‘...to show how necessary it is to 
give some ethnographic information if grammatical relations are to be fully understood.’ Cited in 
Langendoen, The London School, 11.
‘’'Though he seems to have contradicted himself at other points in this same essay. See Langendoen, 
The London School, 19.
‘’’Thus also Oscar Uribe-Villegas: ‘Among primitive peoples, language is purely an instrument..’ ‘On 
the Social in Language and the Linguistic in Society’, in Uribe-Villegas (ed.). Issues in 
Sociolinguistics (Contributions to the Society of Language, 15; The Hague: Mouton, 1977), 85.
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situation. (2) Language acquisition by infants develops along strictly functional lines, 
indeed, ‘[t]he child acts by sound at this state...[emphasis original].
Malinowski’s work Coral Gardens and their Magic (1935) has been by far the 
most influential, and represents the apex of his sociosemantic theory. In Coral Gardens 
Malinowski pursues his insights into language as a mode of cultural behavior to their 
logical conclusions:
The sentence is at times a self-contained linguistic unit, but not even a sentence 
can be regarded as a full linguistic datum. To us, the real linguistic fact is the 
full utterance within its context of situation.'^^
By 1935, the isolated and germinal insights of ‘Classificatory Particles’ had 
been integrated into a fairly detailed theory of language as a mode of (societal) action, 
already including several of the essential tenets of functional grammar. By this time, 
Malinowski and John Firth were interacting regularly at University College, London, 
and the influences were mutual. It was Firth’s vision to shape Malinowski’s ideas 
about language in society, and that of context of situation in particular, into a 
consistently linguistic theory. While Malinowski had defined context of situation in 
rather concrete language. Firth came to realize that for the notion to become a truly 
valuable one, and capable of sufficiently wide application, it needed to be expressed in 
more abstract terms.'^  ^ Thus, Firth suggested the following ‘categories of context of 
situation’: relevant features of participants, their verbal and non verbal actions, relevant 
objects, and the effect of the verbal action. In addition, the notion of ‘typical’ context 
of situation was introduced to account for the limited variety of social situations an 
individual encounters throughout his or her life. Once a patient, for example, begins to
‘‘^ Cited in Langendoen, The London School, p. 17. Michael Halliday’s work Learning How to Mean 
is a thorough investigation of this idea. Halliday, Learning How to Mean: Explorations in the 
Development o f Language (London: Edward Arnold, 1975).
“’^ Cited in Langendoen, The London School, 31. Not surprisingly, Langendoen is highly critical of 
this development in Malinowski’s thought. See my footnote 36.
‘’‘’“[Context of situation is] a group of related categories at a different level from grammatical categories 
but rather of the same abstract nature.’ J. R. Firth, Papers in Linguistics, 1934-51 (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1957) 6.
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converse with his doctor on the nature of his ailment, the doctor is, in his response, 
bound by the social-linguistic conventions proper to the context of ‘doctor-patient 
interviews,’ a context type familiar to most members of modem society. From this 
follows that just as there is a limited number of recognizable context types, there is in 
each case a context-specific language variety: ‘The multiplicity of social roles we have 
to play...in volves also a certain degree of linguistic specialization. Unity is the last 
concept that should be applied to l a n g u a g e . . . S u c h  variety of language according to 
use or function has come to be known as ‘register.
It is what is perceived to be Firth’s sui generis understanding of ‘meaning’ that 
has earned him (and many of his followers) the greatest criticism from several sources. 
Although Firth’s use of the word ‘meaning’ may be ‘highly idiosyncratic,’'^  ^ it cannot 
be branded as inconsistent within his own theory of function in context. Firth’s 
assertion (after Malinowski) that ‘meaning is function in context^ amounts in fact to a 
recognition of the impossibility of establishing a clear-cut distinction between sense arid 
reference,'*  ^ semantics and pragmatics,'^^ linguistic knowledge and knowledge of the 
world. Katz and Fodor notwithstanding,^*^ it seems impossible to constmct a semantic
‘’Tirth, Papers, 29.
‘’^ See Butler, Systemic Linguistics, 67; M.A.K. Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic (2nd. ed.; 
London: Edward Arnold: 1979) 31-35, 60ff.; idem. Learning How to Mean: Explorations in the 
Development o f Language, 126; Margaret Berry, Introduction to Systemic Linguistics, Vol. I: 
Structures and Systems (London: Batsford, 1977) 2, 87ff.; Jean Ure and Jeffrey Ellis, ‘Register in 
Descriptive Linguistics and Linguistic Sociology’, in Uribe-Villegas (ed.). Issues, 197-40; Gregory and 
Carroll, Language and Situation, 27-74; Moshen Ghadessy (ed.). Register Analysis: Theory and 
Practice (London: Pinter, 1993); for a collection of essays on register in English, see Moshen 
Ghadessy (ed.). Registers o f Written English (London: Pinter, 1988). For an application of the notion 
of register to the Greek of St. Mark’s Gospel see Stanley Porter, ‘Dialect and Register in the Greek of 
the New Testament: Theory,’ and ‘Register in the Greek of the New Testament: Application with 
Reference to Mark’s Gospel,’ in M. Daniel Carroll R. (ed.). Rethinking Context, Rereading Texts: 
Contributions from the Social Sciences to Biblical Interpretation (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 
forthcoming 1999).
‘’These are Butler’s words in Systemic Linguistics, 67.
‘’^ See F.R. Palmer, Semantics, a New Outline (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976) 30-34. 
‘’^ See Stephen Levinson’s chapter entitled ‘Defining Pragmatics’, in his Pragmatics (CTL; Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1983); Leech argues for the strong interdepencence of both disciplines in 
Principles o f Pragmatics ; thus also John Lyons, Language, Meaning and Context, (Suffolk: Fontana, 
1981) 71, 72, who warns against drawing this distinction too sharply.
J.J. Katz and J.A. Fodor, ‘The Structure of a Semantic Theory,’ Language 39 (1963) 170-210.
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theory devoid of any reference to the contextual elements of words or sentences/^ 
Instead, Firth proposed that meaning ought to be understood in terms of a multi-layered 
context theory, in which there are contexts of situation as well as grammatical and 
phonological contexts/^ The function, and consequently the meaning of each linguistic 
element is understood in terms of its relationships with the other elements in its 
environment.
Lastly, Firth’s maxim known by him as ‘renewal of connection,’ insofar as it is 
followed, ensures that the entire model will remain firmly based on the data of real 
language in use. In the words of Monaghan, ‘renewal of connection with language in 
situations requires a relativization of the linguist’s metalanguage. It is not the theory 
that gives validity to the description, but rather the description has to be always tested 
against real language in use.’
III. Hallidayan Functional Grammar
As I pointed out above, Malinowski coined the term ‘context of situation’ to 
account for the typical environments in which members of a society behave 
linguistically. Firth, in turn, attempted to convert what was essentially the former’s 
sporadic collection of primarily anthropological insights into a coherent socio-linguistic 
theory. Firth’s success was, however, only partial, and his theory has often been 
described as merely ‘programmatic.’^ '^  Standing firmly in the tradition of his two 
predecessors of the London school, Halliday set out to investigate and expound ‘the 
functional basis of language.’ The indebtedness of Michael Halliday to John Firth, his
’^Deictic markers, such as ‘he’, ‘then’, or ‘there’, are perhaps the best example of this. ‘The single 
most obvious way in which the relationship between language and context is reflected in the structures 
of languages themselves is through the phenomenon of deixis.’ Levinson, Pragmatics, 54.
^T.R. Firth, Papers in Linguistics 1934-1951 (London: Oxford University Press, 1957) passim. 
^ J^ames Monaghan, The Neo-Firthian Tradition and its Contribution to General Linguistics 
(Linguistische Arbeiten, 73; Tübingen: Max Niemeyer, 1979) 185; see also pp. 36-40 in the same 
volume.
“^Butler, Systemic Linguistics 13.
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teacher at University College, London, is readily admitted by Halliday, and becomes 
particularly evident in statements such as the following: ‘Text is meaning and meaning 
is choice, an ongoing current of selections each in its paradigmatic environment of what 
might have been meant (but was not).’^  ^ For Halliday, language is the primary 
attribute of social man (‘homo grammaticus’), and the behavioral potential of a society 
(i.e. what it ‘can do’), is primarily realized by its linguistic potential (‘can mean’, socio­
semantics), which is itself realized in the lexico-grammar (‘can say’).^  ^ Language, 
then, is fundamentally functional, indeed, it is man’s most effective means of ‘doing.’ 
This functional nature of language has in large measure -argues Halliday- determined 
its current form, and is reflected in its three major functional components or ‘macro­
functions’: the ideational, the interpersonal and the textual.^^ Halliday’s chief 
hypothesis in regard to these ‘macro-functions’ is that each tends to be determined and 
constrained by one element of the context of situation (see fig. 1). Thus, the ‘field’ 
(i.e., ‘what is going on,’ for example a game of poker) tends to constrain the choices 
arising from the ideational macro-function. The element of ‘tenor’ (i.e., the 
participants), similarly, tends to constrain the interpersonal choices, while the ‘mode’ 
(the function of language in the situation, e.g., to warn) constrains the textual 
choices.^^
^^Halliday, Social Semiotic, 137.
^ S^ee Halliday, ‘Language in a Social Perspective’, in Explorations, 51.
The independence and validity of Halliday’s three functional components has been questioned by 
Fawcett, among others, who proposes a much greater number of these. See Robin Fawcett, Cognitive 
Linguistics and Social Interaction (Heidelberg: Julius Groos Verlag, 1980) 12ff.
^^Halliday is unclear as to the degree of determination of macro-functions by elements of situation. 
Thus, his descriptions of this relation range from ‘a general tendency’ {Social Semiotic, 68), to ‘A 
systematic correspondence’ (116); ‘tends to determine’ (117); ‘activates,’ ‘determines’ (125); ‘rule’ 
(142). For more on this problem, see Butler, Systemic Linguistics, 88; cf. George Kennedy: ‘The 
situation controls the rhetorical response in the same sense that the question controls the answer and 
the problem controls the solution,’ New Testament Interpretation, 34.
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Hallidayan functional grammar can be approached from several angles. Given 
my present aim, namely, to demonstrate its methodological suitability for the 
rhetorical/functional study of the: New Testament documents, I wish to emphasize the 
following points:
(1) The foCus of functional grammar is on language as ah ‘inter-organism’ 
phenomenon. This is perhaps one of Halliday’s favorite terms, used often to contrast 
his linguistic approach with that of Noam Chomsky, who favoured an ‘intra-organism’ 
perspective. In other words, Halliday’s theory is decidedly socio-linguistic,^*  ^ rather 
than psycho-linguistic. It focuses on language as the primary means of social 
behaviour, rather than as ‘competence’ stored in people’s brains. Given the mentioned 
sociological focus, it is not surprising that the emphasis of linguistic analysis is placed
^The chart is my own, based on my reading of Halliday’s works, esp. Social Semiotic and 
Explorations.
®°Besides acknowledging his debt to Malinowski, Halliday has affirmed his dependence on the 
sociological theory of Basil Bernstein. See M.A.K. Halliday, ‘The Significance of Bernstein’s Work 
for Sociolinguistic Theory,’ in Halliday, Social Semiotic, 101-107. For a discussion of the origin and 
significance of socio-linguistics, see Oscar Uribe-Villegas, ‘Introduction: Sociolinguistics in Search of 
a Place Among the Academic Disciplines’, in Uribe-Villegas (ed.). Issues, 30-35.
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on system and choice, that is, on the paradigmatic, rather than the syntagmatic axis (see 
Halliday quotation at the beginning of this section). In connection with this, Halliday 
argues that the failure of many text-descriptive theories is rooted in an inability or 
unwillingness to properly account for paradigmatic relations. If we are to relate a text 
to ‘higher orders of meaning, whether social, literary or of some other semiotic 
u n i v e r s e , w e  must -argues Halliday- move beyond the mere description of syntax to 
an account of the contextually determined networks of options from which particular 
textual choices emanate. Our knowledge of the language system(s) (e.g. the transitivity 
network) allows us to explain the various lexico-grammatical structures in a text as 
purposeful choices, indeed, as part and parcel of a larger rhetorical strategy of its 
author. Understood within this framework, the study of the linguistic/literary device of 
foregounding offers, as I will show below, a clear demonstration of the purposeful 
nature of linguistic choices made by a writer or speaker within a text.
(2) The aim of functional grammar is the study of texts,^^ ‘which may be 
regarded as the basic unit of semantic s t r u c t u r e . T h i s  is demonstrated in Halliday’s 
analysis of Wilham Golding’s I n h e r i to r s in which various linguistic means of 
foregrounding are discussed in light of the overall theme of the narrative. In a similar 
study, Halliday uses the text of James Thurber’s fable, ‘The Lover and his Lass,’ to 
illustrate the concept of situation in written narrative, as well as the links ‘between the 
semantic configurations of the text and the situational description...’^^  Ruqaiya Hasan 
has produced similar analyses in Linguistics, Language and Verbal Art, using as 
sample texts a poem (Les Murray’s Widower in the Country), and a short story (Angus
’^Halliday, Social Semiotic, 137.
“ ‘We are interested in what a particular writer has written, against the background of what he might 
have written...in what it is about the language of a particular work of literature that has its effect on us 
as readers...’ Halliday, Social Semiotic, 56-57; See also Butler, Introduction, 193ff.; Berry, Systemic 
Linguistics, 25.
“ Halliday, Social Semiotic, 60.
“ ‘Linguistic Function and Literary Style: An Inquiry into the Language of William Golding’s The 
Inheritors,’ in Halliday, Explorations, 103-35.
“ ‘The Sociosemantic Nature of Discourse,’ in Halliday, Social Semiotic, 128.
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Wilson’s Necessity's C h i l d ) . In the analysis of texts, Halliday argues, there are two 
possible levels of achievement. The first may be described as a contribution to the 
understanding of the text, and is reached by the study of lexis and grammar. This first 
level of analysis may help to answer the question of why a text means what it does. 
The second level represents a significantly higher achievement, and focuses on whether 
or not the text in question is effective in encompassing the situation it is designed to 
address. It is the second level of achievement that Halliday’s functional grammar aims 
for. Such an agenda seems well suited for the fulfillment of the aims of rhetorical 
criticism as expressed above. If rhetoric is the study of effective communication (ars 
bene dicendi), a text may be considered rhetorically successful insofar as it is shown to 
be functionally appropriate to the situation that motivated it. It follows, then, that 
rhetorical theory must be equipped to encompass the fundamental elements of situation, 
the text, and the reciprocal relations between them. This leads to the third point I wish 
to make.
(3) Perhaps most importantly, the aim of Hallidayan functional grammar is to 
expose and exploit the links between text and its context of situation.
[A] text is an instance of social meaning in a particular context of 
situation. We shall therefore expect to find the situation embodied or 
enshrined in the text, not piecemeal, but in a way which reflects the 
systematic relation between the semantic stmcture and the social 
environment.^^
This is, I wish to argue, the facet of functional grammar that is most valuable for the
task of interpreting the New Testament documents. In ancient texts such as these,
where the context of situation is at best only partially understood, a functional analysis
of their language may yield important clues for the recovery of that context.^^ An
^^Linguistics, Language and Verbal Art (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985).
“ Halliday, Social Semiotic, 141.
“ In this regard, Hasan writes, ‘the relationship between text and context is two-fold for the acculturated 
reader: if we have access to the context, we can predict the essentials of the text; if we have access to 
the text, then we can infer the context from it,’ Hasan cited in Mohsen Ghadessy, ‘The Language in 
Written Sports Commentary: Soccer ~A Description,’ in Ghadessy (ed.). Registers o f Written English,
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example offered by Halliday serves to illustrate this. In his analysis of The Lover and 
His Lass mentioned above, Halliday finds that the three roles the writer wishes to adopt 
in relation to his readers (recounter, humorist, and moralist) are embodied respectively 
in his choices of mood (every clause in the narrative section of the story is declarative), 
‘vocabulary as attitude’ (e.g. the expression inamoratus), and the ‘special mood 
stmcture’ characteristic of proverbial literature.^^ These are choices in the interpersonal 
network and relate to the situational element of tenor.
(4) Halliday’s functional view of the clause. In the introduction to his 
Introduction to Functional Grammar, Halliday laments the long-standing divorce 
between rhetoric and grammar, a divorce he blames on Aristotle.^® If, in studying a 
text (be it oral or written), the analyst fails to take into account its lexicogrammatical 
features, together with their nature as motivated choices within the language system, his 
or her study will have all the limitations of a mere mnning commentary of that text, 
with little or no explanatory value.^f Halliday’s functional grammar focuses on the 
lexicogrammatical system, understood as a network of options having a functional 
input (the set of social functions that language is called upon to serve), and a stmctural 
output (the set of linguistic items that together form a text). If rhetoric is the study of
21. Similarly, Brown and Yule affirm that ‘Even in the absence of information about place and time of 
original utterance, even in the absence of information about the speaker/writer and his intended 
recipient, it is often possible to reconstruct at least some part of the physical context and to arrive at 
some interpretation of the text. The more co-text there is, in general, the more secure the interpretation 
is,’ Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, 49-50. See also Halliday, Social Semiotic, 62; Porter, 
‘Register in the Greek.’
“ Halliday, Social Semiotic, 148.
’’’Halliday points out that prior to Aristotle, syntax was always studied in connection to rhetoric, that 
is, in connection to an explanation of what makes discourse effective. Aristotle, however, took 
grammar and syntax away from rhetoric and into the realm of logic. See M.A.K. Halliday,
Introduction to Functional Grammar (London: Edward Arnold, 1985). See also R. Hasan, ‘Rhyme and 
Reason in Literature,’ in Seymour Chatman (ed.). Literary Style: A Symposium (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1971) 297. See also José S. Laso-De La Vega, Sintaxis Griega I (Enclopedia 
Clasica 6; Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones CientiTicas, 1968) 15. Yet at the time of the 
early Roman Empire, a certain ‘encroachment’ of grammar upon rhetoric was still discernible by some 
of the rhetorical school-masters. See E. Patrick Parks, The Roman Rhetorical Schools as a Preparation 
fo r  the Courts Under the Early Empire (The Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and 
Political Science LXIII/2; Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1945) 62.
’’Halliday, Functional Grammar, xvii; M.A.K. Halliday and R. Hasan, ‘Text and Context: Aspects of 
Language in a Social-Semiotic Perspective,’ Sophia Linguistica 6 (1980) 11; see also Ronald Carter’s 
‘Introduction,’ in Ronald Carter (ed). Language and Literature (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1982) 
1-17.
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those features of language that make it effective in a specific situation, it seems clear 
that it is a linguistic method like Halliday’s that is best suited for such a task.
The fundamental unit of organization in functional grammar is the clause, wherein 
we find the integrated expression of all the functionally distinct elements of language.^^ 
Thus in a Greek clause such as
Ô Ç xawiv xnv ÔÔOV èôlco a^ dxpi Gcxvdciou (Acts 22:4)
we discern grammatical elements that are the structural expression of the ideational, 
interpersonal and textual functions. The elements of theme^  ^ (that with which the 
clause is concerned, xauTriv xfiv ôôov) and rheme (what is being said about the theme, 
èôioû^ oc dxpi eocvdcTou) are (among others) the stmctural realization of the textual function 
of language, in virtue of which a cohesive, unified message (as opposed to ‘mumble 
jumble’) is created. Secondly, the same clause may be analyzed in terms of subject (ôç) 
and finite (xocurriv xqv ôôov èôico^a). In this case we are looking at the clause not as 
message but as exchange, and our focus is upon the role(s) that a speaker may adopt in 
relation to his audience. In our sample clause, Paul’s role is that of narrator-recounter, 
and this is expressed by means of a simple declarative statement in the indicative mood. 
The elements of subject and finite, choices in the mood system of Greek, are 
expressions of the interpersonal function of language. Lastly, and most importantly, 
we may also analyze the clause as the expression of a process. This is the cornerstone 
of Halliday’s functional grammar:
Our most powerful conception of reality is that it consists of ‘goings-on’: of 
doing, happening, feeling, being. These goings-on are sorted out in the
’’M.A.K. Halliday, Explorations in the Functions o f Language (London: Edward Arnold, 1976) 42. 
’Theme and Rheme are terms Halliday borrows from the Prague School of linguistics. In English, 
Theme is normally indicated by it position in the clause, where it precedes the Rheme. In Greek its 
identification may have to be based on more complex criteria, including immediate context. Theme and 
Rheme together make the clause a message, and express the textual function of language. See M.A.K. 
Halliday, ‘Notes on Transitivity and Theme in English’ Part II, Journal o f Linguistics 3 (1967) 199- 
244.
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semantic system of the language, and expressed through the grammar of the 
clause. Parallel with its evolution in the function of mood, expressing the 
active, interpersonal aspect of meaning, the clause evolved simultaneously in 
another grammatical function expressing the reflective, experiential aspect of 
meaning. This latter is the system of TRANSITIVITY. Transitivity specifies 
the different types of process that are recognized in the language, and the 
structures by which they are expressed. '^*
Thus, our sample clause encodes a material process (i.e., a ‘process of doing’), 
and contains the elements of agent (ôç/the non-explicit first person singular in eôiœ^-a), 
medium (xawriv xijv ôôov) and process (èôico a^), ô%pi Gocvàxou being an adjunct. Other 
types of processes such as a relational process (i.e. a ‘process of being’) may lack the 
agent element: ’Eyco eipi ocvfip Jouôoiog, that is, they represent processes as lacking an 
external cause, or, more accurately, without reference to causation. The transitivity 
system, within which the elements of agent, medium, and process are possible choices, 
is the principal expression of the ideational function of language.
Within the framework of his functional grammar, Michael Halliday’s register^^ 
theory best illustrates the above mentioned aims. Like George Kennedy and Dieter 
Betz, Halliday is concerned with ‘language varieties according to use,’ yet, unlike these 
two scholars and their followers, he seems to have succeeded in constmcting a model 
capable of wide application across temporal and geographical boundaries.^^ Starting 
from the Malinowskian insight that ‘the language we speak or write varies according to 
the type of si tuat ion,Hall iday seeks to establish just what elements of situation 
determine what linguistic features in the text. As was briefly mentioned above, the
’‘’Halliday, Functional Grammar, 101.
’T h e term was first used by T.B.W. Reid in the context of a discussion of bilingualism ( ‘Linguistics, 
Structuralism and Philology,’ Archivum Linguisticum 8, 2 [1956]) 134.
’^Unlike the culturally-bound categories of epideictic, judicial and deliberative genera, the notion of 
register (including that of the three macro-functions which constrain it) is flexible and sensitive enough 
to permit its widest application. Thus Halliday, ‘it is postulated that in all languages the content 
systems are organized into ideational, interpersonal and textual components. This is presented as a 
universal feature of language. But the descriptive categories are treated as particular. So, while all 
languages are assumed to have a ‘textual’ component, whereby discourse achieves a texture that relates 
it to its environment, it is not assumed that in any given language one of the ways of achieving texture 
will be by means of a thematic system...’ Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. xxxiv. See also Ure and 
Ellis, ‘Register in Descriptive Linguistics,’ 201.
’’Halliday, Social Semiotic, 32.
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element of field (‘that which is going on,’ e.g. a game of poker), for example, 
determines choices arising from the ideational component of language, realized in 
structures such as types of process, participant structures, etc. The sum total of the 
discernible lexico-grammatical and intonational (if dealing with a spoken text) features 
deriving from field, tenor and mode constitutes a context-specific variety of language, 
or register. While the usefulness of the notion of register is widely acknowledged, 
recent scholarly discussion of register analysis has raised several questions of 
importance. Robert de Beaugrande, for example, objects to ‘making “social” categories 
[i.e. field, tenor, and mode] correspond to language f o r m s , a n d  prefers to define 
register in essentially psychological terms. Whether register must ultimately be 
understood socio-semantically or lexico-grammatically, may well be merely a matter of 
point of view. I for one wish to argue, together with Matthiessen, that lexico­
grammatical analysis may be used with profit, at least as a point of entry into the 
functional grammatical study of registers, and that at least from this angle ‘registers can 
be described in the same way as languages.
IV. Foregrounding as a Point of Entry into the Functional- 
Grammatical Analysis of 
New Testament Greek Texts
The complexity of some of the issues involved in recent discussion of register, 
together with the preliminary and pioneering nature of the conclusions thus far, must 
not be allowed to create too negative an impression of its real potential. The fruitful and 
insightful analyses of texts carried out by Halliday and Hasan, among others, are fair 
indicators of the results that further research along these lines may yield. Secondly, it 
must be noted that in New Testament studies, given the limited corpus of texts
’^Robert de Beaugrande, ‘“Register” in Discourse Studies: A Concept in Search of a Theory,’ in 
Ghadessy (ed.). Register Analysis, 13, 20. But see Christian Matthiessen, ‘Register in the Round: 
Diversity in a Unified Theory of Register Analysis’, who clarifies the matter by stating that while ‘the 
semantic system is realized by the lexico-grammatical one...context of situation is realized not directly 
by the linguistic system but by variation in the linguistic system [his emphasis],’ in Ghadessy 
(ed.). Register Analysis, 236.
’^Matthiessen, ‘Register in the Round,’ 275.
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available, one cannot be concerned with several of the issues that most often occupy 
and divide register analysts, namely, register as a means of investigating idiolects (the 
sum-total of the registers an individual controls) or sociolect (the sum-total of registers 
discernible in a given society). The scantiness of the data clearly precludes such 
ambitious aims.
Discussing the complexity of register analysis in English, Matthiessen proposes 
that analysts must, first, ‘be able to make principled selections’ from all the evidence 
available, and, secondly, ‘use such selections as a way into a comprehensive 
a c c o u n t . I  wish to suggest that, in applying functional grammar to the Greek of the 
New Testament, the study of patterns of foregrounding^^ may be chosen with profit as 
that initial selection, with a view to an eventual comprehensive analysis. The need of 
writers to mark varying degrees of saliency in narrative seems to be a universal one. 
By investing the text with diverse viewpoints on the action, and highlighting key 
elements or episodes through lexico-grammatical means, the skilled narrator is able to 
impose an ‘evaluative superstructure’ upon the text, aimed at effecting the desired 
response(s) in the reader. The textual function of language, of which foregrounding 
strategies are a realization, enables the writer to organize his text into a coherent and
^^Matthiessen, ‘Register in the Round,’ 275.
®’The key works on the subject of foregrounding are; Jan Mukarovsky, ‘Standard Language and Poetic 
Language’, in Paul R. Garvin (ed.), A Prague School Reader on Esthetic, Literary Structure and Style 
(Washington D C.: Georgetown University Press, 1964) 17-30; Roman Jakobson, ‘Linguistics and 
Poetics,’ in Thomas A. Sebeok (ed.). Style in Language (Cambridge, Ma.: M.I.T. Press, 1960) 350- 
68; Geoffrey N. Leech, ‘Linguistics and the Figures of Rhetoric’, in Roger Fowler (ed.). Essays on 
Style and Language (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1970) 135-56; Michael Halliday,
‘Linguistic Function and Literary Style’, in his Explorations, 103-38. See also Geoffrey N. Leech, 
‘Foregrounding and Interpretation,’ chapter 4 of his A Linguistic Guide to English Poetry (London: 
Longman, 1969); Stephen Wallace, ‘Figure and Ground: The Interrelationships of Linguistic 
Categories’, in Paul J.Hopper (ed.), Tense-Aspect: Between Semantics and Pragmatics (Amsterdam: 
John Benjamins, 1982) 201-23; S. Fleischman, ‘Discourse Functions of Tense-Aspect Oppositions in 
Narrative: Toward a Theory of Grounding’, Linguistics 23.6 (1985) 851-82; Fleischmann, Tense and 
Narrativity (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990); Fleischmann and L. Waugh (eds.). Discourse 
Pragmatics and the Verb (London: Routledge, 1991); (the last four works focus on tense-aspect);
Willie van Peer, Stylistics and Psychology, Investigations of Foregrounding (Croom Helm Linguistics 
Series; London: Croom Helm, 1986), who provides a complete bibliography; Hasan, Linguistics, 
Language and Verbal Art, especially 29-106; Helen Dry, ‘Foregrounding: An Assessment,’ in S.J.J. 
Hwang and W.R. Merrifield (eds.). Language in Context: Essays fo r Robert E. Longacre (Dallas: 
Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1992) 435-50.
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cohesive whole, so that what he writes is appropriate to the context and fulfills its 
intended function.
Before turning to transitivity-based foregrounding in my chosen text of Acts for 
the remainder of the present thesis, I wish to put forth an example of foregrounding in a 
non-narrative text to illustrate its fundamental importance as a rhetorical/literary device, 
and as indicative of an author’s compositional intention. As I indicated in my above 
note concerning previous research into foregrounding, much of the work carried out in 
recent years has focused on tense-aspect morphology as a means of grounding in texts. 
As far as the New Testament texts are concerned, a study of Ephesians confirms that 
aspect is a common means of foregrounding in the epistolary literature of the New 
Testament.^^ A noteworthy linguistic feature of Ephesians is the uneven distribution of 
present and aorist tense forms through the epistle. Even a cursory analysis of these 
tense forms reveals that, regardless of mood, the first half of the epistle contains a 
similar amount of present and aorist tenses, while in the second half, the number of 
present tense forms is over double that of aorist forms.
DISTRIBUTION OF PRESENT AND AORIST FORMS IN
EPHESIANS
TOTAL CHAPTERS 1-3 CHAPTERS 4-6
AORIST 123 64 59
PRESENT 174 54 120
From a stylistic/rhetorical standpoint, the epistle is also evenly divided at 
chapter four. The first half is primarily expository, relating the events of God’s 
election and call, as well as those of Christ’s life, death and resurrection, with 
interspersed comments on the bearing of those events on the life and faith of the
“ See Stanley Porter on ‘planes of discourse’, in Verbal Aspect in the Greek o f the New Testament, 
with Reference to Tense and Mood (New York: Peter Lang, 1989), 92; see also, following Porter, 
Thomas R. Hatina, ‘The Perfect Tense-Form in Recent Debate: Galatians as a Case Study,’ Filologi'a 
Neotestamentaria 8 (1995) 3-22. For several contrasting views on Porter’s understanding of verbal 
aspect see S.E. Porter and D.A. Carson (eds.). Biblical Greek Language and Linguistics (Sheffield: 
JSOT Press, 1993) 14-82.
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church. The second half is essentially hortatory, with an almost complete 
predominance of instruction and commands (the author uses only one imperative before 
4:25 [2:11], and a staggering forty from 4:25 to the end).
When Ephesians is analyzed, it can be seen that the present tense forms are used 
consistently by the author to communicate the verbal ideas that are most central to his 
purpose, or those related to the immediate experience or the behavior of his audience. 
In contrast to this, aorist tense forms are used when the author does not intend to signal 
immediacy or closeness to the experience of the audience, and is instead relating, for 
example, the acts of God or Christ on their behalf without a hortatory or paraenetic 
(exhortative) emphasis (see examples below). This consistent use of aorist and present 
forms may be illustrated by saying that the author has taken on the role of a teacher who 
is concerned with communicating to his audience the great acts of God and Christ on 
their behalf, as well as the significance of those acts. In pursuing this task, it is as 
though he were using an imaginary blackboard on which these events are recorded for 
the benefit of the audience. From time to time, however, he feels the point at hand has 
a specific bearing on the life o f the church in its present situation and, leaving the 
blackboard behind, turns to the audience and addresses them eye to eye, as directly as 
he knows how.
In Ephesians 1 the present tense forms are used consistently to express either 
the purpose of the divine acts in the life of the believers (so that we may be holy, so that 
we may be for his praise, Eph. 1:4, 1:12 respectively), an explanation or application of 
a statement made in the aorist (in whom we have redemption [v. 7], which is the down­
payment [v. 14], which is his body [v. 23]), or the writer’s thanks for the Ephesians 
(v. 16). The aorist is used to narrate the events or acts of God or Christ on behalf of 
the believers, the events or conditions in the believers’ life, when these lead to a 
conclusion or explanation in the present tense (we have been called having been
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predestined -aor.- [v. 11], so as for us to be for the praise...-pres.- [v. 12]; you have 
been sealed with the Spirit, -aor.- [13b], which is the down payment...-pres.- [v. 14]), 
and the one petition in the writer’s prayer (that God may give you a spirit of 
wisdom...[v. 17]). The central idea^  ^ in Ephesians 2 is the contrast between being 
once foreigners toward God and His people, being called ‘the foreskin’ by those who 
are circumcised and having no hope, and now having access and being fellow citizens 
with the saints and built together into a house for God. This theme is carried by means 
of present tense forms. Of the 21 aorist forms in this chapter, 13 are used to indicate 
the gracious acts of God in behalf of the believers and the rest are used to describe the 
conduct of the believers aside from the central theme of ‘from foreigners to fellow 
citizens.’ The clearest example of this is perhaps the contrast between the two verbs 
èjioiKoôo|irieévxeç and ouvoiKoôopéioGe (vv. 20 and 22). Both are predicated of the 
believers, but only the latter uses the present tense, for it brings to conclusion the 
central idea as expressed above: the whole structure, being joined together grows into a 
holy temple in the Lord (v. 21), in whom yow too are being built together (with the rest 
of God’s people) into a spiritual dwelling of God. In Ephesians 3, aorist tenses are 
used consistently to communicate the events of the writer’s calling and endowment with 
the gospel message and his petition in prayer. The present tenses, on the other hand, 
are used to convey the content of the gospel message (that the gentiles are fellow heirs 
[v. 6], that we have freedom of access [v.l2]), the writer’s direct request to his 
audience (1 ask that you don’t grow weary v. 13]), and his statement to them that God 
is at work in them and will answer their prayers (v. 20).
In the second half of the epistle, as noted above, the present tense forms 
become dominant as the writer shifts into hortatory gear. Continuing with my analogy 
of the classroom, in Ephesians 4 the writer begins to move away from the board, and in
That this is his central idea is pointed out by the writer: Aio pvrnioveuexe oxi Tuoxe u g â g  xà  £0vr| 
(the only imperative in the first half of the epistle).. .d p a  ouv oÙKéxi èoxë ^évoi m i  TcàpoiKOi, 
èaxè m)|uto%txat...(2:ll, 19).
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Ephesians 5-6 (the climax of his paraenesis) he walks in the midst of his audience, 
forcefully bringing the previous expository material to bear upon the listeners (present 
tense usage), with only an occasional return to the board to remind them of the example 
of Christ or to convey events or facts that are not considered central (aorist usage).
Suzanne Fleischman describes a phenomenon in medieval Romance languages 
she terms ‘Tenses as indices of ‘narrating personae.” ®'* The central notion behind this 
term is that in selecting one particular tense form instead of another, the writer is 
imposing a specific perspective or point of view upon the discourse, a perspective he or 
she expects the readers to discern. This notion agrees with the minimal definition of 
aspect (in all the moods) shared by Buist Fanning, S.E. Porter and J.P. Louw: that the 
central or invariant meaning of aspect is ‘the viewpoint or perspective which the 
speaker takes in regard to the action.’®^ The author of Ephesians’ use of these forms is 
purposeful and consistent, except in those few instances where the grammatical or 
syntactical constraints of the language system present a limitation to the writer’s 
aspectual choice. Although this example from epistolary exposition illustrates only one 
means of foregrounding available to writers and speakers for text production, it serves 
to elucidate and highlight the essential role of foregrounding in discriminating between 
that which is central and that which is secondary to an author’s overall rhetorical/literary 
agenda in a text. The phenomenon of foregrounding in it various forms, part of the
“ ‘Each of the four tenses at issue [in medieval Romance languages] can be correlated with a particular 
mode o f representation, with a particular activity carried out by the narrator, and with what I refer to 
as a narrating persona...The narrator who speaks in the unmarked PRET adopts the perspective of the 
historian. With a shift to the IMP, we see events no longer from the perspective of the historian but 
from that of the painter, who depicts rather than narrates...the PC views events from the perspective of 
a memorialist whose report, unlike that of a historian, makes explicit reference to personal 
experience...’[emphasis original] Fleischman, Tense and Narrativity, 66, 63.
“ Buist Fanning, Verbal Aspect in New Testament Greek (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990) 83. See 
also Porter, Verbal Aspect, 86; J.P. Louw, ‘Verbal Aspect in the First Letter of John,’
Neotestamentica 9 (1980) 99. Joseph Grimes calls this element of perspective on the action ‘staging,’ 
and argues that the speaker of a language ‘can no more dodge incorporating a staging component than 
the photographer can decide to take his picture from nowhere, or from everywhere.’ Joseph E. Grimes, 
‘Signals of Discourse Structure in Koine,’ in SBL 1975 Seminar Papers vol. 1 (Atlanta: Scholars 
Press, 1975) 153.
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textual functional component®  ^ of language, represents, to borrow George Kennedy’s 
words, an important key to ‘the discovery of the author’s intent and of how that is 
transmitted through a text to an audience.’®^
V. Conclusion
In his contribution to Rhetoric and the New Testament, Jeffrey Reed 
acknowledges the existence of 2ifunctional correspondence between the writings of St. 
Paul and the rhetorical manuals of Greco-Roman antiquity, while at the same time 
denying any significant formal correspondence between the two.®® I am in 
fundamental agreement with Reed at this point, since it has been my argument in this 
chapter that the inability of the writers in ‘Group A’ to make this important distinction 
has rendered their approach largely ineffective, clearly illustrating that ‘labels [such as 
‘rhetorical’] can obstruct, and not only help.’®^
In suggesting that Michael Halliday’s functional grammar is an ideally suited 
method for achieving the aims of rhetorical criticism as expressed by Crafton and others 
in Rhetoric and the New Testament, !  do not wish to preclude other approaches to the 
same problem. I do, however, wish to argue with Hasan that if analyses of literary 
texts (be they ancient or modem) are to lead to something more than statements of 
personal preference they must be linguistically informed, for
To arrive at the tmth -the themes(s) of literature text [sic]- we must go 
through the time-demanding exercise of meticulous linguistic analysis; it is
“ A distinction must be made here between the patterns that are foregrounded and the phenomenon of 
foregrounding itself. Though foregrounded patterns such as certain types of verbal groups and clauses 
are choices arising from the transitivity network, and therefore the ideational macrofunction, 
foregrounding itself in its various forms is something consistent throughout the text, contributing to 
its ‘texture,’ and belongs in the textual macrofunction. On this point, see E. A. Nida, J. P. Louw, A. 
P. Snyman and W.V. Cronje (eds.). Style and Discourse (Cape Town: Bible Society of South Africa, 
1983) 46; and Fleischman, Tense and Narrativity, 168.
“ Kennedy, Rhetorical Criticism, 12.
“ Reed, ‘Using Ancient Rhetorical Categories,’ 300, 301, 307, 308, 317, 321-24.
“ Nils Erik Enkvist, ‘Text and Discourse Linguistics, Rhetoric, and Stylistics’, in Teun A. Van Dijk 
(ed.). Discourse and Literature (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1985) 11.
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this alone that can show what is being achieved in the work and how. 
And until we can do this, it is meaningless to talk of evaluation, for what 
we are evaluating in the absence of such careful analysis is more likely to 
be our inexplicit impressions against our equally accidental preconceptions 
of what an artist should or should not do.^
As is the case with rhetorical criticism, functional grammar aims to uncover the 
function(s) of texts, and the effects that texts have upon readers and/or hearers. Unlike 
much of rhetorical criticism, however, functional grammar aims to achieve its aims not 
by imposing extraneous forms or structures upon the texts to be studied, but by 
carefully observing and interpreting the linguistic choices made by the author(s) 
throughout those texts. The functional grammatical analysis of foregrounding is, I 
wish to argue, the clearest illustration of this. In the next chapter, I will survey the 
concept of foregrounding from its origins in Russian formalism to the present work of 
narratologists such as Fleischmann and Carter. I will argue that Halliday’s approach to 
foregrounding brings together key insights from several related disciplines into one 
coherent and cogent explanation, ideally suited for the study of foregounding in my 
chosen texts of the Acts of the Apostles.
®°Hasan, Linguistics, Language, and Verbal Art, 106; See also Hasan, ‘Linguistics and the Study of 
Literary Texis’, Études de Linguistique Appliquée, 5, (1967) 106-109.
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CHAPTER 2
THE RELEVANCE OF FOREGROUNDING FOR 
INTERPRETATION AND TRANSLATION:
THE EPISODE OF PAUL’S SHIPWRECK (ACTS 27) 
AS A CASE STUDY
Since its origin in the context of Russian formalism, the concept of linguistic 
foregrounding has motivated a large volume of work from a variety of angles. As has 
already been pointed out,^ the differing theoretical frameworks that have thus far been 
brought to the discussion, together with the lack of agreement as to a basic definition 
have greatly limited the fruitfulness of this notion. It is not surprising, therefore, that 
New Testament Greek scholarship has only recently begun its own reticent forays into 
this exciting area of linguistic reasearch, and this at a fairly limited scale.^ The basic 
structure of this chapter is as follows. First, I shall attempt to summarize and assess 
various recent theories of linguistic foregrounding within the framework of functional 
grammar. Secondly, I shall turn my attention to the self-contained story of Paul’s 
shipwreck in Acts 27, exploring the significance of transitivity-based foregrounded 
elements therein. Finally, in my appendix to the main body of this chapter, I shall refer 
to the notion of functional equivalence in the translation of foregrounding as discussed 
in the work of V. Prochazka and E. A. Nida, and offer some suggestions for the 
translation of foregrounding into the receptor language of Spanish, with reference to the 
Reina-Valera translation. I will attempt to demonstrate that research into foregrounding 
in New Testament Greek, a largely neglected area of study, has significant potential for
’See Helen A. Dry, ‘Foregrounding: An Assessment,’ in Shin J. J. Hwang and William R. Merrifield 
(eds.). Language in Context: Essays fo r Robert E. Longacre (Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 
1992) 435-50.
’See Joseph E. Grimes, ‘Signals of Discourse Structure in Koine,’ in Society of Biblical Literature 
1975 Seminar Papers vol. 1 (Atlanta: Scholars Press 1975) 151-64; Robert D. Bergen, ‘Text as a 
Guide to Authorial Intention: an Introduction to Discourse Criticism,’ JETS 30/3 (1987) ; Stanley E. 
Voriex,Verbal Aspect in the Greek of the New Testament, with Reference to Tense and Mood (New 
York: Peter Lang, 1989) 92-93; Buist M. Fanning, Verbal Aspect in New Testament Greek (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1990) 72-77; Jeffrey T. Reed, ‘Identifying Theme in the New Testament: Insights 
from Discourse Analysis,’ in Stanley E. Porter and Donald A. Carson (eds.). Discourse Analysis and 
Other Topics in Biblical Greek (JSNTSup 113; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995) 75-101.
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both New Testament interpretation and translation, and requires much further study, 
along the lines here proposed.
I. Linguistic Foregrounding in 20th Century Discussion:
1917-1990
The phenomenon of foregrounding^ has been a focus of study in several decades 
of literary criticism and discourse analysis in a wide variety of genres and languages. 
In producing a text, a writer finds himself under several constraints. He or she has a 
limited space and time for its composition; he or she must abide - if  communication is to 
take place between himself and the readers- by the lexico-grammatical conventions of 
the receptor speech community; lastly, he must impose a particular perspective on the 
text, a ‘patterning of patterns’ that unifies the composition, investing it with at least a 
minimal amount of structure and direction."  ^ Through linguistic means such as lexico­
grammatical structures, tense-aspect morphology, or choices from the transitivity 
network the writer attempts to guide his readers through the text, highlighting various 
levels of meaning or drawing attention to the episodes or themes that matter most in 
light of his overall rhetorical^ strategy.
An adequate understanding of the theory of foregrounding requires at least a basic 
acquaintance with a small number of works that have dealt with it from the 1920’s to 
the present. The discussion that follows will concentrate on seminal essays by 
Mukarovsky, Jakobson, Leech, and Halliday (see below), all of whom have left their 
imprint upon the notion in somewhat predictable ways.
Tor foregrounding bibliography, please turn to footnote 81 in the previous chapter.
ftn the words of Grimes, this can no more be avoided than a photographer can choose to ‘take his
picture from nowhere or from everywhere.’ Grimes, ‘Signals,’ 153.
T he term ‘rhetorical’ is used here in its widest sense of ars bene dicendi, the art of addressing a 
situation effectively by means of speech. See Nils Erik Enkvist, ‘Text and Discourse Linguistics, 
Rhetoric, and Stylistics,’ in Teun A. Van Dijk (ed.). Discourse and Literature (Amsterdam: John 
Benjamins, 1985) 11.
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The notion of linguistic foregrounding can be traced to insights developed within 
Russian formalism in the second decade of this century. Formalism’s concern for 
differentiating between non-poetic and poetic works led Viktor Slovskij and others to 
the conclusion that the distinguishing mark of the latter is their potential for 
defamiliarization (Russian ostranenie), for causing readers and hearers to perceive 
elements of the poem with heightened awareness. Consequently, much of the energy 
of the formalists was dedicated to the investigation of the linguistic devices that activate 
such defamiliarization. Thus began the tendency to see foregrounding fundamentally as 
the departure from an established norm, a figure against a ground, to use the terms of 
subsequent psychological investigation.
The discussion of foregrounding, however, reached a point of significant 
development in the early sixties, primarily at the hands of two Prague structuralists, Jan 
Mukarovsky and Roman Jakobson: Their two highly influential essays^ mentioned in 
the bibliography in the previous chapter have much in common, as well as significant 
differences at various points. Both scholars saw the primary aim of their respective 
papers as th& d&fmition of the,, ‘differentia specifica’ of poetic language v/5-à-vw 
ordinary, standard language.^ Both emphasize that the poetic function is a 
concentration on the message ‘for its own sake,’ while ordinary language points rather 
to the referent or the subject matter. Further, Jakobson and Mukarovsky seem to share 
a determination to distinguish between the purely aesthetic function of poetic language, 
and the pragmatic focus of non-poetic language. Lastly and most importantly, both 
Jakobson and Mukarovsky see some form of foregrounding as the essence of poetic 
language.^ Their differences are no less considerable, however. While Mukarovsky 
insists on a strong dichotomy between poetic and standard language, arguing that the
^Jakobson, ‘Linguistics,’ and Mukarovsky ‘Standard Language.’ This is particularly true of 
Mukarovsky’s ‘Standard Language,’ as translated and edited by Garvin in 1960. To Garvin we owe the 
English word ‘foregrounding,’ his rendering of Mukarovsky’s Czech term aktualisace.
’Jakobson, ‘Linguistics,’ 350; Mukarovsky ‘Standard Language,’ 17.
Though Jakobson does not use the term foregrounding or its Czeeh equivalent, he does rely on one of 
the common metaphors for the notion, that is, ‘palpability.’ Jakobson, ‘Linguistics,’ 356.
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former cannot be considered a brand of the latter, Jakobson would tone down the 
differences by affirming that poetics is an integral part of linguistics, and that every 
speech event, poetic or not, fulfills not one but several functions. For Mukarovsky, the 
essence of the poetic function is foregrounding, understood as the opposite of 
‘automatization,’ that is, the departure from a norm.^ Jakobson, however, sees 
parallelism as the fundamental element of poetic language, that is, repetition of the same 
elements where a departure would have been expected. Parallelism, argues 
Jakobson, is the primary means of promoting the ‘palpability of signs’ in a text.
Though the contribution made by these two essays to the theory of foregrounding 
makes them veritable landmarks in the history of the discussion, at least two serious 
objections must be raised against their commonly held views. The difference between a 
focus on the message ‘for its own sake’ (the poetic function) and a focus on the referent 
or subject matter (non-poetic, referential function) seems very difficult to demonstrate, 
as van Peer has noted. ^  \  Does the aesthetic nature of poetic language necessarily make 
it non-pragmatic? Does poetic language not communicate in the manner that ‘ordinary’ 
language communicates? Hasan has argued convincingly for the pragmatic import of 
verbal art, showing through her analyses of several texts the highly effective ways in 
which a writer can produce the desired effects in his or her readers through
Thus, for example, in his short introductory story to his trilogy U.S.A., John Dos Passos seeks to 
underline that it is its peculiar language that is the essence of America. This effect is achieved 
syntactically by a departure from an established pattern at two points. One example will suffice. The 
author embarks upon an extended list of negative statements: Tt was not in the long walks through 
jostling crowds at night that he was less alone, or in the training camp at Allentown, or in the day at 
the docks at Seattle...[this continues for 12 lines]...but in his mother’s words...it was the speech that 
clung to the ears, the link that tingled in the blood, U.S.A.’ In this short story, this device can be 
shown to be motivated and consistent in its two instances. John Dos Passos, The Big Money (New 
York: Signet, 1979) xix.
’°In the anonymous 15th century Spanish poem ‘Romance del Rey Moro que perdio Alhama,’ the 
author presents a poetic justification of the Moorish loss of Granada ( ‘Bien se te emplea, buen rey’ 
etc.). Throughout these 56 lines, the narrator depicts the last moments of Moorish occupation of 
southern Spain from his Christian perspective. However, his repetition of the Moorish king’s lament 
‘i Ay de mi Alhama!’ (1IX) gives the whole poem the feel of a dirge, and its effect is that of evoking 
sympathy for the defeated. The device of foregrounding serves here to undermine what would 
otherwise be clearly seen as the theme of this poem. José Bergua (ed.). Las Mil Mejores Poesias de la 
Lengua Castellana (30th edition; Madrid: Ediciones Ibéricas, 1991) 108.
“van Peer, Stylistics, 9.
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foregrounding various linguistic choices in narrative/^ Secondly, both scholars fail to 
provide adequate criteria for determining what is significant parallelism (Jakobson) or 
departure from a norm (Mukarovsky). Mukarovsky is aware of the need to develop 
such criteria, affirming that foregrounding is not a capricious, random, breaking of 
norm(s), but must be systematic and consistent. However, he seems unclear as to 
whether the norms are set up locally by the text or poem in question, or whether they 
are derived from the standard language.
The publication of Geoffrey Leech’s essay ‘Linguistics and the Figures of 
Rhetoric’ (see note 81 in previous chapter) represents the first of several key 
contributions to foregrounding theory by scholars of University College, London. The 
main thrust of Leech’s essay is his proposal for an integration of the two types of 
foregrounding discussed above, namely, by parallelism (Jakobson) and by deviation 
from norm(s) (Mukarovsky). This integration is achieved by means of applying 
Saussure’s dichotomy of the paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes: while paradigmatic 
foregrounding would involve the selection of an item not permitted or expected at a 
particular point, syntagmatic foregrounding is the repeated selection of an item where a 
single selection is expected. The unifying element is that of selection along the two 
axes.
Michael Halliday’s essay entitled ‘Linguistic Function and Literary Style’ 
represents the foremost contribution of the London school of Linguistics^^ to the 
discussion of foregrounding. In what could be Halliday’s most persuasive presentation
”R. Hasan, Linguistics, Language and Verbal Art (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989) 99.
’’See, especially, Mukarovsky, ‘Standard Language,’ 21.
’ftn M.A.K. Halliday, Explorations in the Functions o f Language (London: Edward Arnold, 1976) 103- 
38. See also Ruqaiya Hasan’s analyses of a poem and a story in Hasan, Linguistics, Language and 
Verbal Art, especially 29-106.
’Tor a critical introduction to the London School, see Terence Langendoen, The London School of  
Linguistics: A Study o f the Linguistic Theories o f B. Malinowski and J.R. Firth (Research Monograph 
46; Cambridge, Ma.: M.I.T. Press, 1968).
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of his functional grammar/^ the author provides a thorough account and interpretation 
of foregrounded transitivity patterns in Wilham Golding’s novel The Inheritors. 
Following Leech, Halliday affirms that foregrounding need not be understood 
exclusively in terms of deviation, and that whether it is seen as the transgression or the 
establishment of a norm is only a matter of point of view. Two points make Halliday’s 
contribution to the discussion particularly significant. The author sets out to discover 
not only foregrounded patterns of language in a specific text such as Golding’s, but, 
more importantly, criteria for relevant prominence that may be applied to all manner of 
texts. In fundamental agreement with Mukarovsky, Halliday seeks to distinguish 
between mere linguistic prominence, and that prominence which can be shown to be 
motivated or relevant in light of the overall theme or purpose of the text. The author 
affirms that the terms ‘foreground’ and ‘foregrounding’ can only be properly predicated 
of the latter. In addition, Halliday establishes his criteria within the framework of ‘a 
functional theory of language’ capable of relating every item of lexico-grammar in à text 
to the specific functions it has in the language system.
The Inheritors is a story of the contrasting worldviews and lifestyles Of two 
tribes of primitive men, of their encounter and conflict, and of the eventual survival of 
the more advanced group. In his analysis of the text, Halliday shows that the differing 
perspectives on reality of both tribes are skillfully conveyed by means of choices in the 
transitivity network at the rank of clause. Stemming from the ideational ‘macro­
function’ of language, transitivity choices have to do with the representation of 
experience, and are realized by the functional elements of process, participants, and 
circumstances.^^ These elements together define the typical clause used by Golding to
*^See Christopher Butler, Systemic Linguistics: Theory and Applications (London: Batsford, 1985) 
198.
'The importance of relating individual elements of style to a ‘higher level functional framework’ has 
been acknowledged by linguists outside the London School. See Paul J. Hopper and Sandra A. 
Thompson, ‘Transitivity in Grammar and Discourse,’ Language 56/2 (1980) 280.
'^See Michael Halliday, An Introduction to Functional Grammar (London: Edward Arnold, 1985) 101- 
44.
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characterize the first tribe (clause type ‘A’): only one participant, action in simple past 
tense, almost complete absence of complements, overabundance of adjuncts (i.e. 
circumstantial clauses). This clause type becomes the norm for the bulk of the narrative 
and has the effect of conveying the limited understanding and ability, indeed, the 
frustrated existence of the Neanderthal tribe. In stark contrast, the last sixteen pages of 
the novel depict the superiority of the Homo Sapiens group by means of a vastly 
different clause type: human subjects predominate in transitive clauses of action, 
encoding a far more complex perception of reality. Halliday concludes that the 
unexpected frequency of clause type ‘A’ throughout the work is related to an 
interpretation of the text’s overall theme and subject matter, and can therefore be 
considered relevant, motivated prominence. That the foregrounded structures are 
choices arising from the transitivity network is not surprising to Halliday, who affirms 
that ‘transitivity is really the cornerstone of the semantic organization of experience.’
^ In her evaluative assessment of the state of the art in foregrounding research as of 
1992, Helen Dry notes the difficulties presented by the seemingly incompatible 
assumptions brought into the discussion by the disciplines of psychology, literaiy 
criticism and discourse analysis. It is my contention that Halliday’s functional grammar 
is capable of integrating insights from these three approaches into one coherent theory 
of foregrounding which is widely applicable. Halliday’s analysis of The Inheritors 
bears this point out. First, functional grammar enables us to recognize and study 
foregrounding in all kinds of texts, the only necessary condition for its identification 
being foregrounding’s demonstrable motivation and consistency, in light of an 
interpretation of the theme or purpose of the text in question. According to Halliday’s 
theory, and on the basis of extensive work carried out by himself and others, the three 
‘macro-functions’ known by him as ideational, interpersonal, and textual are a
^Halliday, Functional Grammar, 134.
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universal of language/^ The qualities that make a text what it is, for example, include 
cohesiveness and coherence, and these, whether exhibited by a poem or a newspaper 
article, are the product of the textual macro-function. Likewise, consistent, motivated 
prominence of the sort discernible, for example, in Golding’s novel or Dos Passos’s 
story (footnote 9 above) is fundamentally contributive to the texture of those works, 
that is, it plays an essential role in their semantic organization. Functional grammar 
shows us, therefore, that the famous distinction between ‘stardard’ and ‘poetic’ 
language is in fact much more tenuous than has been traditionally believed.^* Secondly, 
Halliday’s framework demonstrates that insights from discourse analysis and 
psychology need not be incompatible. Since the seminal ethnolinguistic work of 
Bronislaw Malinowski, functional grammarians^^ have been profoundly aware that the 
meaning of every utterance is inseparably tied to its function in a specific context of 
situation. In light of this, Halliday’s model aims to relate linguistic patterns of texts 
(the domain of discourse analysis) to the effects they have in their readers (the province 
of psycholinguistics).^^ ‘Meaning, therefore, is function in context,’ not primarily the 
function of the individual elements of a text, but that of their strategically structured 
sum total. The implications of this insight for translation will be dealt with in the 
excursus following this chapter.
“^Halliday, Functional Grammar, xxxiv. Cf. Jakobson, ‘Linguistics,’ 353, and Jan De Waard and 
Eugene A. Nida, From one Language to Another (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1986) 26, 43, 119. But 
Halliday adds that the particular realizations of these macrofunctions are language relative. Functional 
Grammar, xxxiv.
'^‘The search for the language of literature is misguided; we should look insted at language in 
literature.’ Hasan, Linguistics Language and Verbal Art, 94. See also 92-100. Though Hasan 
maintains a distinction between non-poetic and poetic language, this is strictly on the basis of the 
motivated nature of foregrounding in the latter. Furthermore, she calls for the ‘demystification’ of 
linguistic analysis of literature (92), and affirms the potential for the widest use of foregrounding: ‘once 
a novel patterning of patterns is introduced, it can become a currency...something that is available to 
the community for use in other textual environments’ (100).
^Though the term is Halliday’s, it is equally applicable to his teacher and predecessor at University 
College, John Rupert Firth, who first defined meaning as ‘function in context.’
^^Halliday, ‘Linguistic Function,’ 112.
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III. Modern Luke-Acts Study: From Source to 
Literary Criticism
Of the immense amount of scholarly work dedicated to the study of Luke-Acts^"  ^
over the last 200 years, the question of purpose may well be the most important to have 
been asked.^^ As Gasque has pointed out, though the conclusions of the Tübingen 
school have long been rejected inside and outside of Germany, it must be recognized 
that it was Ferdinand Christian Baur who first pointed to the significance of the ‘why 
question’ in the study of Luke-Acts. Since Baur first presented his theory of the 
Paulinist-Jewish feud as the fundamental polemic behind the composition of Acts, the 
question of purpose has been pursued primarily along the lines of source-criticism and 
tendenz-cxiiicism}^
With the establishment of form and redaction criticism as widely accepted 
methods in the second half of this century, greater attention began to be paid to the text 
of Luke-Acts as a tworvolumed; literary unit, and to its final form as composed by the 
author with specific aim(s) in mind. Though this development often came at an 
unacceptable price, namely, the strong disjunction between history and literature,^^ the
‘^‘Since H. J. Cadbury coined this designation and argued convincingly for it, the unity of the two 
volumes has not often been challenged. See Robert Maddox, The Purpose of Luke-Acts (Studies in the 
New Testament and its World; 2nd ed.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1985) 3-6. A thorough recent attack 
on the unity of Luke-Acts, however, is M. Parsons and R. Pervo, Rethinking the Unity o f Luke-Acts 
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990).
^Thus Ward Gasque, A History o f the Criticism o f the Acts o f the Apostles (Beitrage zur Geschichte 
der Biblischen Exegese, 17; Tübingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1975) 50. This is also true of works published 
subsequently to 1975; see below.
^^Haenchen provided a memorable summary of this development: ‘...either the author of Acts was 
unwilling, or he was unable, to say more. The latter possibility led to source criticism, the former...to 
so-called tendency-criticism.’ Ernst Haenchen, The Acts o f the Apostles (tr. Noble and Shinn; Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1971) 15.
’^Martin Dibelius was very much a pioneer of this new thrust in Luke-Acts scholarship, primarily 
through his essays ‘Style Criticism of the Book of Acts’ (1923) and ‘The Acts of the Apostles in the 
Setting of Early Christian Literature’ (1926). Dibelius’s focus on Acts as a literary work was 
primarily due to his belief that: (1) the author lacked any significant source materials, and (2) the early 
Christians expected an immediate eschaton and were therefore uninterested in recording history. 
Consequently, Dibelius believed that ‘...we cannot, in the first place, consider this work from the 
aspect o f Formgeschichte but only from that of its style.’ Dibelius, ‘Style Criticism,’ in Studies in the
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shift in focus from speculation about sources^^ to the text of Luke-Acts as a literary unit 
is a welcome and healthy turn of events in the investigation of the purpose of this work. 
Few scholars have done more to bring this shift about than Henry Joel Cadbury. In his 
celebrated monograph, The Making o f Luke-Acts, Cadbury distances his new approach 
from that of previous scholars whose
...ultimate interest is not the author and his times, but the subject matter of his 
history. His own interests are considered merely as they color or adulterate his 
story. He is someone to be allowed for, eliminated and discounted, not 
someone to be studied and appreciated for his own sake. His literary methods 
are examined in order that we may discover the earlier sources behind them, or 
the facts and personalities behind the sources.^^
In the early 1970’s literary critics, primarily American, began arguing that 
redaction criticism had not gone far enough in its appreciation of the compositional 
artistry of the New Testament writings.^^ Though several scholars within this new
Acts o f the Apostles (tr. Mary Ling; 1st English ed.y London: SCM, 1956) 4. Following Dibelius, 
Haenchen has embraced a strong dichotomy between that which is historical and that which is literary. 
See Haenchen, Acts, 41, 44. Disputing Haenchen’s belief in the absence of traditions behind Acts,
Max Wilcox points out that all we are entitled to say is that if these existed, ‘they are no longer extant 
as separate entities.’ Wilcox, ‘A Foreword to the Study of the Speeches in Acts,’ Studies in Judaism 
in Ldie Antiquity 12/1 (1975) 210. On the issue of the false dichotomy of history and literature, see 
also Gasque, History, 266; Colin J. H&mtv, The Book of Acts in the Setting of Hellenistic History (ed. 
C. Gempf; WUNT, 44; Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1989) 34-35.
^^See Dibelius ‘Style Criticism,’ 1.
^^Henry J. Cadbury, The Making o f Luke-Acts (3rd British ed.; London: SPCK, 1968) 7. Cadbury has 
rightly been called the ‘patron of the literary approach to Luke,’ Richard I. Pervo, ‘On Perilous Things: 
A Response to Beverly Gaventa,’ in Mikeal Parsons and Joseph Tyson, Cadbury, Knox and Talbert: 
American Contributions to the Study o f Acts (SBL Centennial Publications; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 
1992) 39. Pervo adds that Cadbury was a ‘forerunner of redaction criticism,’ and one who ‘prepared the 
ground for its natural heir: literary criticism.’ Pervo, ‘On Perilous Things,’ 41.
“^See Charles H. Talbert, Literary Patterns, Theological Themes, and the Genre o f Luke-Acts (SBL 
Monograph Series 20; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1974) 5; W. A. Beardslee, Literary Criticism o f the 
New Testament (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1970); F. Scott Spencer, ‘Acts and Modern Literary 
Approaches,’ in Bruce Winter and Andrew Clarke (eds.). The Book o f Acts in its Ancient Literary 
Setting (The Book o f Acts in its First Century Setting, 1; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans/Carlisle: 
Paternoster, 1994) 385-86. Other works that have approached Luke-Acts from a literary standpoint are 
Paul Schubert, ‘The Final Cycle of Speeches in the Book of Acts,’ JBL 87/1 (1968) 1-16; J.
Kilgallen, ‘Acts: Literary and Theological Turning Points,’ Bulletin de Théologie Biblique 7 (1977) 
177-80; Maddox, The Purpose o f Luke-Acts', Robert C. Tannehill, The Narrative Unity o f Luke-Acts:
A Literary Interpretation (2 vols., Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990); Mark A. Powell, ‘Reading Acts 
as Literature,’ in his What are they Saying about Acts? (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist, 1991) 96-107; Philip E. 
Satterthwaite, ‘Acts against the Background of Classical Rhetoric,’ in Winter and Clarke (eds.). The 
Book of Acts in its Ancient Literary Setting, 337-379; Stephen M. Sheeley, Narrative Asides in Luke- 
Acts (JSNTS 72; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992); see also the essays in the section entitled 
‘Issues of Literary Criticism’ in Ben Witherington III (ed.). History, Literature and Society in the Book 
of Acts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) 283-362; Stanley E. Porter, The Paul o f Acts:
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stream have dealt with various aspects of the language of Luke-Acts,^^ only one has, to 
my knowledge, pursued consistently a study of its literary composition from a modem 
linguistic perspective/^ It remains to be seen, therefore, whether linguistic analysis 
has any contribution to make to the study of Luke-Acts as literature, and to the 
investigation of its purpose in particular. It is hoped that the following exploration of 
foregrounding in Acts 27 will confirm that the answer is affirmative on both counts.
IV. Foregrounded Syntax in Acts 27: Its Nature 
and Meaning
The account of Paul’s shipwreck off the coast of Malta has rightly been described 
as being ‘among the most literary sections of Acts.’^^  A self-contained narrative at a 
cmcial point of Luke’s depiction of Paul in Roman custody, it commences with the 
decision to set sail for Rome (27:1), and ends with the colophon-like statement: Koa 
oüxœç eyEvexo Tidvxocç ÔiaaœGhvai bü xpv ynv (and thus it occurred that everyone was 
rescued on grouhdf27:44). A first reading of this story may yield the following further 
observations: the ‘we’ subject^ "^  continues from previous material, beginning at v. 1
Essays in Literary Criticism, Rhetoric and Theology (WUNT; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, forthcoming 
1999) esp. chapters 2, 6, 7.
'^Paul Schubert, ‘The Place of the Areopagus Speech in the Composition of Acts,’ in J. C .. 
Rylaarsdam (ed.). Transitions in Biblical Scholarship (Essays in Divinity, 6; Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1968); A. W. Argyle, ‘The Greek of Luke-Acts,’ NTS 20 (1974) 441-45; John 
Kilgallen, The Stephen Speech, a Literary and Redactional Study of Acts 7:2-53 (Analecta Bibliea, 67; 
Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1976); Nigel Turner, ‘The Quality of the Greek of Luke-Acts,’ in J. K. 
Elliott (ed.). Studies in New Testament Language and Text (NovTSup., 44; Leiden: Brill, 1976); 
Dionisio Minguez, Pentecostes: Ensayo de Semiotica Narrativa en Hechos 2 (Rome: Biblical Institute 
Press, 1976); Earl Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, The Author’s Method o f Composition (SBL Dissertation 
Series, 41; Missoula, Mt.: Scholars Press, 1978); Stephen H. Levinsohn, Textual Connections in Acts 
(SBL Monograph 31; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987); C. M. Tuckett (ed.), Luke’s Literary 
Achievement (JSNTSup., 116; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995).
^^Levinsohn, Textual Connections in Acts.
^^ M. Dibelius, ‘The Acts,’ 205; see also ‘Style Criticism,’ 7, though see my caveat concerning 
literature and history in note 27; Haenchen, Acts, 710, though 1 disagree that ‘it is precisely the 
Pauline speeches...which give this section its literary character,’ as 1 shall attempt to show.
^Tor a recent discussion of the ‘we’ sections see Stanley E. Porter, ‘Excursus: The ‘We’ Passages,’ in 
The Book o f Acts in its Graeco-Roman Setting, 545-574. See also A. J. Mattill Jr., ‘The Value of 
Acts as a Source for the Study of Paul,’ in Charles H. Talbert (ed.). Perspectives on Luke-Acts 
(Danville, Va.; Association of Baptist Professors of Religion, 1978) 76-98, who shows how one’s 
evaluation of Acts as a source for the study of Paul is directly related to one’s assessment of the ‘we’ 
sections; Vernon K. Robbins, ‘By Land and by Sea: The We-Passages and Ancient Sea-Voyages,’ in 
Talbert (ed.). Perspectives, 215-42; Colin J. Hemer, ‘First Person Narrative in Acts 27-28,’ TynBull 
36 (1985) 79-109.
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and being discontinued after v. 37, where the referent is the totality of the crew and 
passengers; there are four brief speeches attributed to Paul, of which the second is by 
far the longest; Paul’s speeches appear in the T style’ the writer has been particularly 
detailed in his description of both nautical equipment and its (ineffective) use to 
overcome the elements; besides ‘we’ and Paul, other subjects in the narrative are Julius 
the centurion, the soldiers and the sailors. These preliminary observations suggest 
several possible themes for this narrative: the survival of the crew and passengers 
through Paul’s (or Julius’) intervention; the perils of first-century navigation during the 
winter months; the condition of prisoners in Roman custody, etc. Unless, however, 
these intuitions can be grounded in more precise linguistic criteria, we are bound to be 
influenced primarily by historical or theological preconceptions of what the author 
‘could’ or ‘could not’ be saying. This was the bane of much of German Luke-Acts 
scholarship in the nineteenth century.^^
The analysis that follows is a search for motivated prominence in this nairative, 
that is, an investigation of the author’ s foregrounding strategy and of how it has shaped 
the raw elements of lexico-grammar at his disposal into what Hasan has termed ‘a 
second order semiosis,’^^  a ‘larger’ meaning that transcends that of the individual 
elements. Following the pioneering works of Porter and Fanning in the discourse- 
pragmatic use of verbal aspect in the New Testament,^^ I shall first turn to the use of 
the present and aorist tense forms in this passage. Secondly, and using Porter’s 
method for clause-structure analysis,^^ I shall investigate the possible use of contrasting 
clause types as a means of grounding in Acts 27. Last of all I shall turn to the author’s 
use of transitivity patterns and provide an interpretation of my findings.
the T style,’ see Schubert, ‘The Final Cycle,’ 4. Schubert’s conclusion is that the ‘I style’ is 
characteristic of his ‘cycle III’ of speeches in Acts 22-28:22, and that this is motivated by the judicial 
nature of the situation.
^See Gasque, History, 106.
’^Hasan, Linguistics, Language and Verbal Art 98.
^Torter, Verbal Aspect, 92-93, 98-107; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 72-77.
^^ Porter, ‘Word Order and Clause Structure in New Testament Greek,’ Filologi'a Neotestamentaria 6, 
(1993) 177-206. See also Margaret Berry, Introduction to Systemic Linguistics, vol. I Systems and 
Structures (London: Batsford, 1977) esp. 62-90.
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IV. 1 The Discourse Use of the Aorist and Present Tense Forms
in Acts 27.
As I pointed out in chapter one, the use of tense-aspect morphology to indicate 
foregrounding has been a subject of recent study in a variety of languages and genres. 
Fleischmann, for example, has noted that the work that verbal forms perform in 
language use is by no means exhausted by their ‘basic grammatical functions,’ and 
suggests that discourse-pragmatic considerations are essential for an adequate 
understanding of tense forms."^  ^ Stanley Porter’s and Buist Fanning’s volumes on 
verbal aspect in the Greek of the New Testament both include a brief discussion of the 
discourse function(s) of aspect, based largely on Stephen Wallace’s 1982 essay ‘Figure 
and Ground.’"^  ^ It seems appropriate, then, to begin my search for relevant prominence
‘’“See for example the study of the pretérito imperfecto de subjuntivo in journalistic Spanish by 
Patricia Lunn and Thomas Cravens, ‘A Contextual Reconsideration of the Spanish -ra ‘Indicative,” in 
Suzanne Fleischmann and Linda Waugh (eds.). Discourse Pragmatics and the Verb (London:
Routledge, 1991) 147-78; Giulia Centineo, ‘Tense Switching in Italian: The Alteration between ,> 
Passato Prossimo and Passato Remoto in Oral Narratives,’ in Fleischmann and Waugh, Discourse. ; 
Pragmatics, 55-85; Robert E. Longacre,The Grammar o f Discourse (New York: Plennum, 1983) 27,' 
for a discussion of the use of Hebrew tenses in the Genesis flood narrative.
‘“Fleischmann and Waugh, ‘Introduction,’ in Fleischmann and Waugh, Discourse Pragmatics, 2. 
-Stephen Wallace, ‘Figure and Ground: The Interrelationships of Linguistic Categories’, in Paul J. 
Hopper (ed.), Tense-Aspect: Between Semantics and Pragmatics (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1982) 
201-23. It must be said that Fanning’s wholesale adoption of Wallace’s scheme is ill-informed given 
that Fanning’s subject is New Testament Greek. Wallace’s argument is that ‘...part of the meaning of 
the perfective aspect, at least in narration, is to specify major, sequential, foregrounded events, while 
part of the meaning of the contrasting non-perfective aspects, particularly an imperfective, is to give 
supportive, background information.’ Wallace, ‘Figure and Ground,’ 209. Wallace is here making a 
metalinguistic claim, preceded by examples from Latin, Greek and Zapotec. In his defense of this 
scheme’s validity for the Greek of the New Testament, Fanning offers examples that are unconvincing. 
Mark 5:1-20 is, among other passages, offered as evidence that the aorist narrates ‘main or ‘foreground’ 
events, while the imperfect or present is used to record subsidiary or ‘background’ ones.’ Fanning, 
Verbal Aspect, 191. But in the Mark passage we could also argue that the aorist is used to set the 
scene for the two dialogues between the demonized man and Jesus (5:7-10; 18-19) in both of which the 
present and imperfects dominate. Another climactic point in this passage is 5:15, again built upon the 
present tense: m i  ep^ovxai Tipoç xov 'Iqaobv, m i  Oecopobaiv xov Ôaipovi^opevov mOf|pevov 
Ipaxiopévov m i  Gc^povobvxa, xov èoxrjKÔxa xov Xeyimvo, m i  è(|)opqOr|oav. These events can 
hardly be said to be ‘subsidiary.’ In contrast to Fanning, Porter argues that, in New Testament Greek, 
it is the aorist (perfective aspect) that is the ‘background tense’; see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 92; idem. 
Idioms o f the Greek New Testament (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992) 23. Among the 
examples offered by Porter in support of his view is Acts 16:1-5. Porter writes that in this passage, 
‘aorist tense-forms are used for the narrative events, present tense-forms are used for selected or 
highlighted events, and the perfect tense-form is reserved for selective mention of a few significant 
items...’ {Idioms, 23). Even if we accept Porter’s interpretation of vv. 1-5, consistency becomes very 
near impossible in the following verses. In the brief account of Paul’s vision of the ‘man of
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in Acts 27 with a look at what has been designated ‘the core of a s p e c t , t h e  aorist- 
present opposition.
As is the case in the New Testament as a whole, aorist forms predominate over 
present forms in the shipwreck narrative (88 to 60, or 59.4% to 40.5% of present tense 
forms). This distribution, however, is reversed in the speeches attributed to Paul, 
where present tense forms predominate by a 69% to a 31% margin. Before suggesting 
a possible interpretation of this variation in terms of foregrounding, it is important to 
note the likely possibility that present tense forms naturally predominate in direct 
speech. If this possibility was to be confirmed as a result of studying the rest of the 
speeches in Acts, the mentioned variation in distribution would require no further 
explanation."^ As for the use of the aorist and present tense forms elsewhere in the 
narrative, it seems clear that the lines between those which are ‘narrative events,’ 
‘highlighted’ and ‘significant,’ to borrow terms used in Porter’s works I have referred 
to (if indeed, such lines exist), cannot be drawn on the basis o f these tense forms 
alone^^
Macedonia,’ Porter’s hypothesis would require us to understand ‘a certain Macedonian man was standing 
[èaidbç]’ as ‘significant,’ and, immediately following, ‘and urging [TtapaKaXcov] him and saying 
[ÀÉycûv],’ as ‘selected or highlighted.’ (16:9); further, the words of the Macedonian ‘come to Macedonia 
and help [(3ofi0r|aov] us!’ (16:9b) would be merely a ‘narrative event,’ that is, a backgrounded event.
A further difficulty with the application of Porter’s theory to Acts 27 lies in the use of the imperfect 
tense forms in this story, a use which appears to be indistinguishable from that of the aorist forms. 
Haenchen called upon A. Debrunner to solve this problem, but the latter was unable to do so. See E. 
Haenchen ‘We in Acts and the Itinerary,’ Journal for Theology and the Church 1 (1965) 93. Porter’s 
and Fanning’s treatments of the discourse use of aspect in the Greek of the New Testament are both 
helpful and draw attention to a function of verb forms that is consistent in many languages (see above). 
However, the question may be raised: On what basis can we argue (besides the presence of a present or 
imperfect verb form!) that a clause is foregrounded or ‘highlighted’? If we wish to argue that this is an 
intentional literary strategy by the author, how does this alleged choice(s) relate to his overall theme or 
aim? How does one instance of foregrounded morphology or syntax cohere with others throughout the 
text? Without a serious attempt at answering these questions, arguing for various degrees of grounding 
based on contrasting tense-aspects leads inevitably to a distressing circularity.
‘’^ Daryl Schmidt, ‘Verbal Aspect in Greek: Two Approaches,’ in S.E. Porter and D.A. Carson (eds.). 
Biblical Greek Language and Linguistics (JSNTS, 80; Sheffield: JSOT Press 1993) 72.
‘’^ A comprehensive analysis of aspectual contrasts in Acts cannot, however, be undertaken as part of the 
present thesis, and must remain a subject for future work. In regard to the significance of linguistic 
choice, Halliday writes: ‘prominence...is not significant if the linguistically unpredicted configuration 
is predictable on other grounds,’ ‘Linguistic Function and Literary Style,’ 118.
‘‘^ A few examples are sufficient to bear this out. In Acts 27: 15-16 there are five aorist forms (bold) 
and three present forms (underlined): CDvapTcaoOévxoç 6e xox) TtXoiot) m t pq 5'ovauàvo'i) 
0cvTod)0(x^ tt£iv im àvépcp èmôôvxeç èijiepôpeOa. vrjolov ôé xi 6no8pap6vxeg Ko^buevov
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IV. 2. Clause Structure in Acts 27
As has been noted by Robert Longacre among others, contrasting clause 
structures are frequently used to mark grounding in a variety of languages."^  ^
Nevertheless, and in spite of the insights yielded by recent research into foregrounding 
as discussed above, the studies of clause structure from this angle have been relatively 
few. Among the possible reasons for this, I venture to suggest, is the strong interest in 
‘language universals’ that Joseph Greenberg’s work has created among linguists since 
1963."^  ^ To the degree that one focuses on postulating linguistic ‘laws’ of universal 
application across languages, careful attention to linguistic usage in individual texts 
must probably recede to the background. In light of this unfortunate development in 
linguistic thought, students of New Testament Greek have grounds for a measured 
optimism. Stanley E, Porter’s essay, ‘Word Order and Clause Structure in New 
Testament Greek’ (see note 39 a b o v e ) m u s t  be considered a success on at least two 
counts. First, it has achieved its stated purpose, namely, to ‘clear the ground’ for 
further specialized projects on the subject. Secondly, it has made a significant
KaûSa iCTX'Wuapev pôÀ,iç TiepiKpaxciç yEvéaGai xqg OKd(t)riç. My question is, simply, on what. 
basis (apart from the tense-forms themselves) can we argue that ‘being seized’ is a narrative event, 
while ‘not being able to face the wind’ is highlighted? or that ‘we were hardly able to control the 
dinghy’ is a narrative event, but ‘[the ship] was not able to face the wind’ is highlighted? See also, e.g. 
V.  35.
‘’^ Robert E. Longacre, The Grammar, 17, who cites examples in Anglo-Saxon, Biblical Hebrew and 
Trique; Hopper and Thompson, ‘Transitivity in Grammar,’ 280-86.
“’Joseph H. Greenberg, ‘Some Universals of Grammar, with Particular Reference to the Order of 
Meaningful Elements,’ in Greenberg (ed.), Universals o f Language (Cambridge, Ma.: M.I.T. Press, 
1963). Greenberg’s 45 universals were based on samples of thirty languages with which the author had 
‘some previous acquaintance or for which a reasonably adequate grammar was available to [him]’ (59). 
Yet, attempts have been made to focus on language typology as a corrective to Greenberg’s universals. 
See for example B. Comrie, Language Universals and Linguistic Typology: Syntax and Morphology 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981).
“^ See also Carlos Hernandez-Lara, ‘El Orden de las Palabras en Cariton de Afrodisias,’ Myrtia 2 (1987) 
83-89; M.E. Davison, ‘New Testament Greek Word Order,’ Literary and Linguistic Computing 4(1) 
(1989), esp. 24ff; Iver Larsen, ‘Word Order and Relative Prominence in New Testament Greek,’ Notes 
on Translation 5/1 (1991), 29-34. Davison’s essay is of very limited usefulness, due to the very 
limited data incorporated into his study. Davison includes only main clauses with an indicative verb 
which have an explicit subject other than a pronoun. In the two pages that Larsen dedicates to clause 
structure, the writer limits himself to rather generic comments on the findings of other scholars.
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contribution to the necessary correction of Greenberg’s overemphasis on 
‘universals.
Three of Porter’s conclusions seem particularly insightful. First, given the fact 
that Greek need not grammaticalize all of the clause constituents (including subject, 
object and verb), the structure of the Greek clause must be formulated on the basis of 
the elements that are explicit in each instance.^^ This fundamental fact has been largely 
ignored, with predictable results, in many of the older Greek grammars.^^ Secondly, 
the predicate is the fundamental or basic element of the Greek clause.^^ Thirdly, Porter 
notes that in Philippians, the subject is the most significant element that can be 
introduced in order to mark or highlight a clause.^^
My study of clause structure in Acts 27 strongly confirms the first and second 
points above. In the shipwreck narrative, the predicate element (i.e. a verb form) is the 
only clause constituent that is present in every instance, in both independent and 
dependent clauses. When the object constituent is grammaticalized, it follows the
“^ See e.g. Porter, ‘Word Order,’ note 22 in regard to universals 18 and 19. Greenberg affirmed that, 
given the six possible permutations of clause order, the three which never occur or at least are 
extremely rare are VOS, OVS, and OSY. Further, Greenberg’s universal 1 asserted that ‘in declarative 
sentences with nominal subject and object, the dominant order is almost always one in which the 
subject precedes the object,’ Greenberg, Universals, 61. This has been refuted with convincing 
evidence from several languages. See Andrés Romero-Figueroa, ‘OSY as the Basic Word Order in 
Warao,’ Linguistics 23/1 (1985) 105-21; Desmond C. Derbyshire and Geoffrey K. Pullum, ‘Object 
Initial Languages,’ International Journal o f American Linguistics 47/3 (1981) 192-214. Both these 
essays explicitly address and refute Greenberg in regard to his first ‘universal,’ Derbyshire and Pullum 
arguing that the geographical spread of SYO order is due first and foremost to the colonial expansion of 
speakers of European languages, rather than to the alleged ‘naturalness’ of such an order (193).
“^Porter, ‘Word Order,’ 187, 190.
^'See for example, Friedrich Blass Albert Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and 
Other Early Christian Literature (tr. R. Funk; Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961) 248. 
’^Porter, ‘Word Order,’ 192. However, Porter’s data may need to be revised. On page 193, for 
example, speaking of participial clauses with a predicate structure, he cites Phil. 3:4, KttiTcep èyà  
ëx<üv 7CE7COiÔT|aiv m t èv oocpid. a  xto ôokei àLLoç KeKOiQévai èv oapid, èyà) pâA,À,ov, which is 
actually a subject-predicate-object structure; Phil. 3:18 is likewise cited as an example of participial 
clause with predicate structure: Tto^lbt yocp TtepiTuaxo'tkJiv obç 7toX, à^Ktç ëXeyov bptv, vbv 8e m t  
KXaiov Xeyco, xobg exOpobç xob oxaDpob xob Xptoxob, where Kloctcov is not a predicate but an 
adjunct qualifying the predicate (léym) adverbially. See Porter’s footnote 65, p. 193.
^Torter, ‘Word Order,’ 200-1.
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predicate in a majority of instances/"^ My findings in regard to the subject constituent 
in Acts 27, however, are at variance with the (mostly) Philippians data as presented in 
Porter’s essay (see below). This confirms Porter’s expressed suspicion,^^ and is likely 
a result of the characteristics of the narrative genre. Among these characteristics is the 
high priority given to the distinction of participants, a factor that acquires particular 
relevance in Acts 27, as I will show below.
Fig. 1
Besides the greater number of grammaticalized subjects in the shipwreck 
narrative, my findings for Acts 27 differ from Porter’s Philippians data in other related 
respects. When the subject is explicit in Philippians, Porter notes that the strong
independent clauses: P-C [19x] as in 27:10, Gecopco o n  pexà üppecoç Kai Tto^^qç Çrjpiaç...; C-P 
[5x, though 39b is split construction] as in 27:18b, x f l  8KpoA,fiv è t ü o i o u v x o ;  Dependent clauses: 
(i) Infinitival: P-C [6x) as in 27:21, KepSfjoai X£ xf]v uppiv xochxriv m t  xf|v ^rjpiocv; C-P [3x] as in 
27:3 87U|J,8A£iaç x\)%8iv; (ii) Participial: P-C [20x] as in 27:17 xaldaovxE g x6 aK8Ûoç; C-P [8x] as 
in 27:33, T8Ooap8GK0ci58Kaxriv mjpEpov f|pépocv 7Cpoa5oKœvx8ç; (iii) Other (dependent clauses with 
finite verbs) P-C [Ix], 27:25 l8ld^T|xat pot; C-P [2x] as in 27:42 iv a  xoùç ÔEopcôxaç
dTtOKXElVCOOlV.
^Torter, ‘Word Order,’ 203. Unfortunately, Porter’s essay gives no exact figures in regard to the 
subject constituent in his text, and states only that ‘the subject constituent is apparently not used in the 
majority of clauses.’ (194). If one is to argue that ‘the subject is the most important element that an 
author can introduce to mark a given structure,’ (200), a more precise summary of the data is required. 
Longacre also points to the likely possibility that word order and clause structure differ from genre to 
genre within a language. The Grammar, 1, 17; see also Nida, Louw, Snyman and Cronje (eds.). Style 
and Discourse (Second edition; Cape Town: National Book Printers, 1991) 137.
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tendency is for it to be placed first in the cause/^ and that its placement in second or 
third place (after predicate and/or object) seems to indicate a proportionate decrease in 
emphasis/^ In the shipwreck story, however, explicit subjects at initial and non-initial 
positions are nearly equal in number, in both dependent and independent clauses:
Placement of explicit subjects within the clause in Acts 27
Subject
Initial
Non-Subj.
Initial
Indep. Clauses 13 12
Dep. Clauses 3 3
(inf)
Dep. Clauses 10 10
(ptc.)
Dep. Clauses 6 2
(other)
Fig. 2
If these findings are shown to be consistent throughout Luke-Acts and other 
narrative texts, Greenberg’s universal 1 would be brought further into question (see 
footnote 49).
In summary, both the number of explicit subjects and their even placement in 
initial and non-initial positions within the clause make any interpretation of their 
possible ‘highlighting’ role difficult to prove in the shipwreck narrative. Though 
Porter’s essay has done much to encourage and lay the foundation for further research 
into clause structure in the Greek of the New Testament, a word of criticism seems in 
order. As is the case with Mukarovsky’s essay discussed above, the reader of Porter’s 
article is left wondering whether the norms from which (for instance) an explicit subject 
is a departure are established locally by the writer of an individual text or, rather, extend
^^ ‘Word Order,’ 188. 
’^ ‘Word Order,’ 201.
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to the language as a whole. In section III.2, for example, Porter comments on the use 
of the clause-initial explicit subject to mark a new subject in Philippians 2 or a 
‘heightened’ statement by Paul in 3:13. Yet, the overall aim that is apparently being 
pursued by Porter is to discover ‘marked’ structures in the language of the New 
Testament as a whole.^^ It seems to me that the fundamental problem at this point is 
one of vague usage of a difficult term. The word ‘marked’ is apparently being used by 
Porter as synonymous with highlighted, emphasized, and other related terms, all akin 
to ‘foregrounded.’ But to make such ‘markednessclaims for the language of the 
New Testament as a whole without an exhaustive analysis of the features that one 
claims as ‘marked,’ seems at best extremely difficult to prove. Further, if an exegete 
wishes to argue that a particular linguistic item (e.g. an explicit, fronted subject) is 
being used in Philippians to highlight a key protagonist, such an argument must be 
supported by a discussion of the author’s ‘highlighting strategy’ elsewhere in that text, 
and of how that strategy relates to his aim(s) in writing. This is, as I pointed out 
above  ^Halliday’s central thesis in his analysis of Golding’s The Inheritors.
; IV. 3. Foregrounded Transitivity Patterns in the Shipwreck Narrative of Acts 27
^ S^ee ‘Word Order,’ 190, 203.
^Though markedness theory is beyond the scope of the present thesis, a word of clarification is in 
order. Markedness theory was pioneered by N. Trubetzkoy and R. Jakobson in the 1920’s. The central 
notion behind this method of phonological and grammatical analysis is based on the observation that 
phonemes, cases, or verbal aspects have what are known as distinctive features (in the case of 
phonemes) or conceptual features (in the case of cases or verbal aspects, for example), that define their 
minimal semantic content. This semantic content is gleaned from all the uses of the item in question, 
which is then said to be ‘marked’ or ‘unmarked’ in relation to the particular feature that defines it. See 
Roman Jakobson, ‘Shifters, Verbal Categories and the Russian Verb,’ in Roman Jakobson: Selected 
Writings, II (The Hague: Mouton, 1971) 130-147; Edwin Battistella, Markedness: The Evaluative 
Superstructure of Language (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1990) 33; Edna Andrews, 
Markedness Theory: The Union of Asymmetry and Semiosis in Language (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 1990) 137. A significant departure from previous work in markedness theory was brought about 
by Greenberg and Comrie, who defined ‘marked’ not in terms of a feature, but on the basis of such 
‘criteria’ or ‘characteristics’ (Greenberg uses these words interchangeably) as being less frequent, or 
having greater morphological bulk. Joseph H. Greenberg, Language Universals (The Hague: Mouton, 
1966) esp. 26ff; Bernard Comrie, Aspect (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976) 111-22. 
Porter follows the latter model of markedness theory.
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Hopper and Thompson’s essay ‘Transitivity in Grammar and Discourse,’ did 
much to highlight the cmcial role that transitivity systems play in many of the world’s 
languages. Seeking to refine the classic notion of transitivity in western linguistics, the 
authors present a scale of transitivity features such as ‘participants,’ ‘volitionality,’ and 
agency,’ as a means of gauging clauses in terms of their high or low transitivity. 
Secondly, Hopper and Thompson argue convincingly that it is at the discourse level, 
rather than at the sentence or clause level, that the main function of transitivity is found. 
Their data point to high transitivity clauses being used consistently to foreground 
material in texts, while low transitivity clauses carry out the backgrounding function.^^
For Halliday, however, the term transitivity has two distinct interpretations. 
According to the first and more generic interpretation, the system of transitivity includes 
the various types of processes that exist in a language, together with the stmctures that 
realize these processes. A process consists of three basic elements: the process itself, 
participants and circumstances. The second and narrower interpretation of transitivity 
is roughly equivalent to the classic notion as presented by Hopper and Thompson, 
though in Halliday’s scheme it is limited to his ‘material p r o c e s s e s . I n  this process 
type, the elements of actor (subject) and process (predicate) are obligatory, and that of 
goal (object) is optional. When the element of goal is present (i.e. A is doing 
something to G) the transitive interpretation applies.
Of particular relevance for my present purpose, however, is Halliday’s notion of 
ergativity, a somewhat more abstract explanation of the transitive/intransitive concept. 
In the classic notion of transitivity, the question being asked of a clause is ‘does the 
process in question extend beyond the actor to a goal?’ Here the variable is extension.
^Hopper and Thompson, ‘Transitivity,’ 284.
’^Halliday, Functional Grammar, 101-105. Halliday affirms that the traditional understanding of 
transitivity is an accurate interpretation, so long as it is understood: (1) that the concept applies to 
clauses rather than to individual verb forms, and (2) that it is only applicable to certain clauses, 
namely, material process clauses.
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In Halliday’s ergativity model, however, the question being asked is, ‘is the process in 
question being brought about from within or from outside?’ The variable in this case is 
causation. In the ergative analysis, the nucleus of the clause is made up of process and 
medium:
Non Ergative Clause:
Ergativity-based Interpretation Transitivity-based Interpretation
TO TiXdlov ocvfixOq x6 7iÀ,dlov ocvfixOrj
The ship (medium) sailed (process) The ship (actor) sailed (process)
In the ergativity-based interpretation the medium is the key element, that is, the 
entity through the medium of which the process occurs. In addition to the medium, 
there is in this case another participant functioning as a cause external to the medium, 
which Halliday calls the agent, as in
Ergative Clause:
Ergativity-based Interpretation Transitivity Interpretation
dvijxQripev xo jiXdiov àvfjXÜqpev xo JiÀdlov
we (agent) sailed (process) the ship we (actor) sailed (process) the ship
(medium) (goal)
Within the ergativity-based interpretation, the process may, then, be represented 
either as self-engendering, in which case there is no external agent (non-ergative 
clause), or as brought about from the outside, in which case the presence of an agent is 
obligatory (ergative clause). It is important to note that, in reality, there may well have 
been an external agent in such processes as the plant withered (e.g. the sun’s rays), or
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the window broke (e.g. a football); nevertheless, non-ergative clauses represent these 
processes as self-engendered, or, more accurately, make no reference to causation.^^ 
With this framework in place, we now return to the shipwreck narrative.
In the analysis of narrative, the number of, means of introduction of, and roles 
assigned to participants acquire an importance unparalleled in the study of other genres. 
In Acts 27, human participants may be divided into two groups: (1) primary: the ‘we’ 
participant and Paul; and (2) secondary: Julius, and the soldiers and ship’s crew, often 
referred to simply by means of third person plural verb suffixes.
One of the most striking features of this story is the peculiar use made of the ‘we’ 
participant. Beginning at the start of the narrative, it appears regularly through to Acts 
27:8, reappearing at vv. 15 through 29, and surfacing one last time at v. 37. Its 
referent in the beginning clauses could be the captive group of Paul’s companions (esp. 
•vv. 2 and 6). However, from v. 7 oh, ‘we’ seems to include the totality of the ship’s 
passengers and crew, for it is the whole ship which ‘the wind does not allow to move 
forward’ (v. 7), ‘pass[es] Crete with difficulty’ (v. 8), ‘[is] being carried along’ (v. 
15), ‘[is] violently storm-tossed’ (v. 18), etc. A close reading of all the ‘we’ clauses 
reveals that the fundamental feature they have in common is not primarily their 
referent,^^ but rather, the sense of powerlessness created by their non-ergative 
structures. That is, the processes depicted in these clauses are represented without 
reference to an external agent, and therefore the ‘we’ participant is consistently 
perceived as a passive medium, who is hterally carried along by the course of events, 
rather than affecting them in any way. The cumulative effect of these clauses may be 
accurately summarized by 27:15b: èjnSôvxeç è(j)8pô|Li£0a, having given way, we were
“ In Jakobsonian markedness theory, we would say that non-ergative clauses are unmarked as to the 
feature [causation], or [0  causation], while ergative clauses are marked as to the same feature, or [+ 
Causation]. For further discussion of ergativity, see also John W. Du Bois, ‘The Discourse Basis of 
Ergativity,’ Language 63 (1987) 805-55.
“ Haenchen expressed uncertainty as to the referent of ‘we:’ ‘is it Paul’s group or all the passengers?’ 
‘We in Acts’ 93.
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being carried. This cumulative effect is best appreciated as a result of a continuous 
reading of these clauses:
'Qç §8 èKplGri x o v  ù k o ïïM v  figocç ( 2 7 : 1 ) . . .  àvpxO npcv ( 2 ) . . .  Kaxf|xOr|p8v (3 )...o cvax6évx8ç  
m87CÀ8'6aap8V xpv K m p o v  (4)...ôia7iX€'uaocvx8ç KaxfiA0o|i8v 8iç M u p a  (5)...ppa0U 7t^oohvx8q  
Koà p ô^ iç  78vôfi£VOi K «xà xf]v Kviôov... i)Ji87CÀ8uaap8v xf)v Kpfjxriv (7 ) . . .p ô ^ iç  x£ 
m p(xÀ8yô)i8V0 i  aù x q v  fi^0o|J8v 8lç xôtcov x iv à  ( 8 ) . . .  8ja6ôvx8ç 8<l)8pôp80a. ( 1 5 ) . . .v r |a io v  6è xi 
iL)7ioôpapôvx8ç.. ia x '6 a a g 8 v  p o l ig  7U8piKpaxéiç yEvéoOoa xpç OKd(|)T|g (16 )...o (t)oÔ p œ ç ôe  
XeipocÇopévœv hn& v ( 1 8 ) . . .x o û  o ( ^ 8 o 0 a i  p p a ç  (20)...ôia(()8pop8V(ûv  
f|p m v ...(27 )...( |)op ou p 8vo i X8 pp  tcou K axà x p a x 8 iç  xottouç 8K7iéoœp8v (2 9 ) . . .f jp 8 0 a  ôe a i  Tcôaoi 
\l/u x a i ( 3 7 ) .  (When it was decided that we set sail...we sailed...we sailed down to...we 
sailed under the shelter of Cyprus...having sailed through (Cilicia and Pamphilia) we 
came to Myra...navigating Slowly and passing with difficulty in front of Knidos...we 
sailed under the shelter of Crete...passing by it with difficulty, we came to a certain 
place...having given way, we were being carried...running under the shelter of a 
certain island...we were hardly able to exercise control...being violently strom- 
tossed...[all hope was abandoned] that we be saved...being carried through...fearing 
lest we may run aground in a rocky coast...we were in all 2 7 6  souls.) It is important to 
note that the consistent non-ergativity of the ‘we’ clauses is not due to the prisoner 
status of their referent. I have already shown that the referent of ‘we’ in the story is for 
the most part the totality of the ship’s passengers and crew (as in v. 37); secondly, v. 
1 6  has ‘we’ being ‘unable to maintain control of the dinghy,’ an unnecessary statement, 
if prisoners on a ship were always inactive; thirdly, one should note the variant reading 
for V. 1 9  attested in the Byzantine text, which has the ‘we’ participant doing the 
jettisoning. In connection with this textual variant, William Ramsay pointed out that 
such an action by prisoners on a ship was by no means unthinkable.^"^
“ William Ramsay, Saint Paul the Traveller and the Roman Citizen (London: Hodder and Stoghton, 
1896) 332; see also Brian Rapske, ‘Acts, Travel and Shipwreck,’ in The Book o f Acts in its Graeco- 
Roman Setting, 32-33.
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In stark contrast, soldiers and crew (often simply ‘they’), appear from beginning 
to end involved in unflagging and assiduous activity, that is, as agents, beginning 
immediately after Paul advises them not to sail from ‘Beautiful Havens’ (27:10). 
Paul’s warning notwithstanding, ‘the majority’ made the decision to set sail from there 
(v. 12), and appear from that point on enmeshed in a struggle that spirals downward 
from sailing in rough weather (vv. 13-17), to seeking to save the ship at the expense of 
the ship’s gear (v. 18), to attempting to escape (v. 30), to seeking to save the ship at the 
expense of the grain cargo (v. 38), to finally trying to run the ship aground onto a 
beach (v. 39). It is interesting to note, first, that the actions of ‘they’ are the result of 
their ‘supposing to have achieved their purpose’ (v. 13); secondly, that although the 
vast majority of these clauses are ergative, with ‘they’ playing the role of a highly 
dynamic agent, all their actions lead eventually to failure:
dpovxeg (1 3 ) ...qv dpocvxeç PofiQriaiç ëxpœvxo ÛTioÇcovvuvxeç xo Tü^dlov...xaÀdoocvxeç xo 
OK8UOÇ (1 7 ) ...xh èKpoÀ,fiv £7iOioî)vxo (18)...aùxôxeipBç xpv OKeofiv xoh Tiglon ëppi\|/ocv
(1 9 ) ... poÀ,laocvx£ç (2x, 28)...ek  TupupvTiç pi\j/ocvxeç àyicupaç xêaoocpocç (29)...%a?iaaàvx(ûv 
xijv GK(X(|)T|v (30 )... àjcéKOij/av 01 Gxpaxicoxai xà cîxoivla xfjç GKd({)r|g m i ëiaaocv auxfiv 
81C7l£a£lV (32)...K0CI aÙXOl 7TpOG8ÀdpOVXO XpO(])fiç (36)...èKo6(t)lÇoV xo TCÀdloV 8KpOC?lÀO|J8VOl xov 
crlxov 8iç xpv GaÀ-aooocv. (38 )... Koà xàç àyicopaç 7C8pi8Àovx8ç dcov 8iç xpv Gà^aoaocv, dpa  
(XV8VX8Ç xôcç ^EUKxriplaç xœv ixr|ôall(ov, Koà èrcdcpocvxEç xov àpxépcova xQ tweouoti Kaxei%ov 8iç 
xov ai7ia?iôv.(40)...è7i8K8iA,ocv xijv vaûv (41). (Having lifted [the anchor] (13) ...which 
having lifted with ropes they were using to undergird the ship...having lowered the 
gear (17) the following day they began to do a jettisoning (18) they cast out the ship’s 
gear with their own hands (19) having taken sounding (2 8 ) ...having cast four anchors 
from the stem (29) having lowered the dinghy (30) the soldiers cut the dinghy’s ropes 
and allowed it to mn aground they themselves also took food (36) they began to lighten 
the ship casting out the grain into the sea (38) and having cast off the anchors they
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allowed [them to fall] into the sea, at the same time loosening the rudder’s straps, and 
having hoisted the foresail to the blowing wind, they headed for the shore (40) they ran 
the ship ashore (41). It is interesting to note that vv. 15b and 17 contain respectively a 
clause typical of each participant: èTuôôvxeç... (having given way, v. 15b) predicated of 
‘we,’ and xocÀoaocvxeç xo cnœûog.. (having lowered the gear, v. 17b) with ‘they’ as 
agent. Yet, the same is concluded about each: we/they were being carried.
The role of Julius in the shipwreck narrative is a somewhat ambiguous one. 
From the outset, he is inclined to act kindly toward Paul, allowing him the privilege of 
obtaining assistance from friends while at Sidon (v. 27:3). At a cmcial juncture, 
however, Julius is swayed by the resoluteness of the ship’s captain and navigator to set 
sail, ignoring Paul’s waming about the approaching winter season (v. 11). From that 
point on, the focus of the story is placed squarely on the ship’s crew, and Julius 
disappears from the scene for 22 verses, appearing again only at the very end (v. 43) 
when he.prevents the killing of the prisoners, and commands all who are able to swim 
to safety (vv. 43-44). While several of the nine clauses in which Julius appears as 
participant are largely ergative in their structures, the ‘affectedness’ of the mediums 
(that is, the degree to which the recipients of Julius’ actions are affected by them), is 
rather low in most instances.^^ As Hoppen and Thompson point out, low affectedness 
of the mediums diminishes proportionately the overall transitivity coeficient of the 
clause. This is the case with the clauses in which Julius appears as participant:
(j)iXocv0pcojT:cûç X8 Ô lou^ioç xœ tlau^cp xPPGopEvog (27: 3a); 8Ji8xp8\}/8v Tipoç xoùç (()l^uç 
7top8u08vxi èmp8À8loç xuxelv (27:3b); Kàm  8Ùpœv ô eKaxovxàpxrjç tiAoigv ’AXE^ocvôpivov (6a);
“ This is one of Hopper and Thompson’s parameters that are applicable to Halliday’s model. Thus, the 
affectedness of Paul in 27b above ([Julius] allowed [him] to obtain help) is much lower than the 
affectedness of the ‘we’ participant in 6b ([Julius] placed us on board). It seems clear to me that other 
parameters suggested in Hopper and Thompson’s essay (e.g. kinesis) may be used with profit to refine 
Halliday’s ergative/non-ergative distinction. A comparison of the ergativity of the clauses in the 
previous paragraph ( ‘they’ clauses) with that of the clauses in which Julius participates points to the 
need for such a refinement. See also Hasan, Linguistics, Language and Verbal Art, 45-6; Halliday, 
‘Linguistic Function,’ 127-28, where Halliday discusses a notion akin to affectedness.
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èvepipocoev f n iâ ç  e iç  a m ô  (6b); 6 5ë éK axovxd pxriç  xœ  Tcupepvqxq Koà xœ  v a u ic lf ip œ  pôX À ov  
è m 0exo (11); ô  Ô èéK axovxàp xriç  p o u lo p s v o ç  ô ia o œ o a i  xov  I la ù À o v  (43a); èK coIuaev a ù x o ù ç  
x o ù  P o o ^ ijp a x o ç , (43b); èK É À ew év xe x o ù ç  Ô o v a p É v o o ç  K o lu p p & v ... (43c). (having Julius 
dealt kindly with Paul (27:3a) he allowed him to obtain assistance after going to his 
friends (27:3b) and after the centurion found there an Alexandrian ship (6a) he placed 
us on board (6b) but the centurion was more persuaded by [what was said by] the 
navigator and the captain (11) but the centurion, wanting to save Paul (43a) he thwarted 
their purpose (43b) and he commanded that those who could swim...(43c).
Before addressing the nature and significance of Paul’s role in the story, brief 
reference must be made to a set of participants that is notable in terms of the amount of 
space they occupy in the narrative. I am referring to the 24 inanimate participants that 
range from the ship and the port of Beautiful Havens, to various natural elements such 
as the wind (3 times) and the waves.^^ Except for one (pfi T ipoaeœ vxoç -f ip â ç  x o ù  dcvépou,
V. 7), all these clauses are clearly non-ergative and encode for the most part processes 
of being.^^
Lastly, the role of Paul must be considered. Though from Acts 13 onwards Paul 
is clearly the protagonist of Acts, his role clearly reaches its chmactic point in the final 
section of the book (Acts 21-28), where his arrest and imprisonment are related in 
detail. In what amounts to nearly one fourth of Acts (23.5%),^^ the writer recounts 
Paul’s seizure and appearance before a Roman tribune and the Jewish council (21:22- 
23:11), his escape from a Jewish conspiracy to kill him (23:12-35), the trial before
“ jtW œ  (v. 2); XOÙÇ àvépo'üç (4); Tildiov (6); xoù àvépou (7); 'iKavoù Ôë xpovou (9); xoù jtloôç
(9); xf]v vrjoxelocv (9); xov tiXoùv (10); xoù ^ipévoç (12); vôxou (13); dvepoç xu(t)œviKC)ç (14); xoù 
Tt^ oiou (15); pi)x£ ôë fiÀ.lou pf|xe doxpœv (20); xsipœvoç xe oùk ôÀ,iyou (20); ëlmç nâoa (20); 
nollfiG Te àcfixlaç (21); àTuopoA,)) yàp ij/uxfiç (22); xeoaapeoKaiôeKaxrj vù^ (27); fipépa (33); 
Tipépa (39); f| pëv TCpœpa (41); f| ôë TCpùpva (41); (loulf) (42).
“ That is, clauses the central meaning of which is ‘that something is.’ See Halliday, Introduction, 
112ff.
“ Maddox, The Purpose, 66. Maddox notes that the section dedicated to ‘Paul the prisoner’ is slightly 
longer than that dedicated to ‘Paul the missionary.’
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Felix (24:1-26), his appearance before Festus and appeal to Caesar (25:1-12), and his 
defense before Herod Agrippa (25:13-26:32). The shipwreck story represents the last 
great episode before Paul’s arrival in Rome, where he will appear before the emperor 
and fulfill the Lord’s last commission to him: 6 KÛpioç emev, ©dpoei, coç yocp ôiepapiupco 
l à  Tiepi èpoù £iç 'lepouGodfip oùio) ae Ôeî Kai elç 'PcogTiv papxupflaai (23:11).
Paul’s participation in the shipwreck narrative is essentially limited to four 
separate addresses, all of which offer direction to the ship’s crew and passengers for 
the safe completion of the j o u r n e y T h e  nature and significance of Paul’s role, 
however, becomes clear when we look at the clauses wherein he himself is a 
participant, that is, a subject in the traditional sense, or an agent or medium in 
Halliday’s ergative/non-ergative model. In these 12 clauses Paul’s activity centers on 
communicating to the ship’s crew the necessary conditions for a safe journey, and 
encouraging all aboard the ship with the thought of God’s protection.^® Of particular 
significance is Paul’s second and longest address in vv. 21-26, which comes 
immediately after‘all hope of salvation was abandoned’:
’'E8ei pév, CO dvôpeç, Tieieapxfiacxvxcxç poi pp «v(xyEa0ai aiuo xfjç Kpfjxriç Kepôfjoai xe xqv uppiv 
xauxriv m i  xqv Çriplocv. 22 m i  xà vùv m paivco ùpâç eiL)0i)pëiv, àjiopolfi yocp ii/uxfiç oùôepla  
ëaxai ùpœv J i^ v  xoù jiW ou- 23 Tiapéaxrj ydcp poi xaùxTi xfj vuicù xoù 0eoù où eipi [èyco], œ 
K o à  Xaxpeùco, dyyeÀog 24 léycov, Mf] (j)oPoù, HocùÀe" K alaapl oe ôei m paoxfivai, K o à  lôoù  
K E X c x p io x a i  ooi ô 0eôç ticxvxocç x o ù ç  TiÀéovxaç pexà ooù. 25 ô i ô  eù0i)peixe, dvôpeç- moxeùco yàp 
xœ 0eœ ôxi oùxcoç ëoxai m 0 ’ ôv xpÔTiov Àe>xxA.r|xai poi. 26 eiç vfioov ôé xiva ôei fjpdç èiCTieoeiv. 
(Men! in order to have avoided the present damage and loss it would have been 
necessary C'Eôei) to listen to me and not have sailed from Crete. Now I urge you to take
“ vv. 10; 21-26; 31; 33-34.
’°7iapTjvei 6 naù^oç léyœv aùxoiç (v. 9b-10a); 0eœpœ ôxi pexd ùppecoç m i 7io llf |ç  Çrjplaç...
(10); axa0éiç ô TlaùXoç èv péoco aùxœv eiTiev (21); Tiapaivœ ùp&ç eù0i)peiv (22); moxeùœ ydp 
xœ 0eœ (25); eiTiev 6 Ilocùloç xœ ëmxovxcxpXB (31); TcapeKcxÀei 6 IlaùÀoç djicxvxaç (33); 
Ticxpamlœ ùpôç pexcxXapeiv xpo(|)fiç (34); éiTcaç ôë xaùxa (35a) m i lapcbv dpxov (35b); 
eùxaploxTjoev xœ 0eœ (35c); xM aaç fjp^axo èa0leiv (35d).
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courage, for there shall be no loss of life, though the ship itself will be lost. For this 
night appeared to me an angel of the God to whom I belong and whom I worship, who 
said to me: ‘Do not be afraid Paul! It is necessary (ôâ)that you appear before Caesar, 
and God has graciously given you all those who sail with you.’ Therefore, cheer up 
men! for I believe God, and that it shall be just as He said to me. It is necessary (ôéi) 
that we run aground on some island.)
Three points made in this speech are essential for an adequate understanding of 
the shipwreck story. First, the angelic oracle affirms that ‘it is necessary’ for Paul to 
stand before Caesar (cf. Acts 23:11), one of three instances of the impersonal verb ôâv 
in these five verses alone. While in the first instance, "Eôei refers to a past event in 
which the right course was not followed and serious trouble ensued, in the last two, the 
reference is to events as yet unfulfilled. The fondness of the author of Luke-Acts for 
this verb has been a subject of specialized study in recent years, and has often been 
explained in light of what appears to be one of his favorite themes in the work, namely^ 
the unstoppable unfolding of God’s sovereign plan.^^ Secondly, because of Paul’s 
presence on the vessel, the lives of all his fellow travelers will be spared. Lastly, 
Paul’s response to the oracle is simply to believe God, and to encourage all to do 
likewise, perhaps understanding that no other avenue is in fact open to them.
In light of the above, it seems fair to say that the literary function of Paul’s role in 
the shipwreck narrative is not that of an agent in the ergative sense of the word as used 
above (his only action in Acts 27 is that of breaking bread !),^  ^ but rather, that of an
’’Luke-Acts has 65.5% of the instances of ôei in the New Testament. On the theme of ‘necessity’ in 
Luke-Acts, John Squires writes, ‘Inherent in the life and passion of Jesus and in the missionary deeds 
of the apostles, there is a necessity which had been foreordained by Jesus. Juxtaposed along this theme 
of necessity is the role of human agents in carrying out the plan of God; some may oppose this plan, 
but those who are obedient to the will of God play key roles in God’s plan.’ John T. Squires, The Plan 
of God in Luke-Acts (Society for New Testament Studies Monograph Series, 76; Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1993) 3; see also pp 4-6; Cadbury, The Making, 303; Haenchen, Acts, 
159 footnote 8; C. H. Cosgrove ‘The Divine AEI in Luke-Acts,’ Novum Testamentum 26 (1984) 168- 
90.
’’But see his more active role after landing in Malta.
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interpreter, a Hermes-like figure (cf. Acts 14:12) who understands (Gempm, v. 10) and 
elucidates events from a divine perspective. In light of God’s plan as revealed in vv. 
21-26, certain things are ‘necessary,’ and the only proper human response is to beheve 
and await their unfolding. Human attempts to resist God’s plan are, therefore, 
irrevocably bound to fail.
It is my contention that this theme is embodied in the author’s foregrounding 
scheme in the shipwreck narrative. In their seminal essay referred to above. Hopper 
and Thompson noted that narrative story lines are usually carried by people who 
intentionally initiate events.^^ In Halliday’s terms, it is agents who are represented as 
bringing about events in ergative clauses, while their absence in non-ergative clauses 
leaves the question of causation unanswered. In the shipwreck story, against the 
background of the non-agentive participants (‘we,’ Paul, and the 24 inanimate 
participants), the author foregrounds the highly dynamic ‘they’ agent who appears to be 
actively involved in the shaping of events. The resolve of the ship’s crew and captain 
to sail is strong enough to sway Julius, who from that point until the end of the 
narrative fades into the background. As the story progresses, however, the utter futility 
of the sailors’ efforts is revealed, as the ship begins to drift, helplessly carried by wind 
and waves. One might say that the powerful effect of this narrative upon the reader is 
partly due to the subverting of the natural expectation that is created by the feverish 
activity of the crew, as those who appeared throughout to be moving events forward 
are in the end shown to be moved by events, much like the rest of the ship’s 
passengers. The reader is thus powerfully drawn to consider the final, if partially 
hidden Cause of these events. The conclusion of the narrative sees the safe rescue of 
all the ship’s passengers and crew at the expense of the ship and its cargo, in strict 
fulfillment of the divine message conveyed to Paul. Thus the writer utilizes the syntax
’Hopper and Thompson, Transitivity,’ 286.
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of Greek to work out the theme of the supremacy of divine will and necessity as 
revealed in vv. 21-25.
Although the shipwreck narrative is, admittedly, a very small fragment of the vast 
work that is Luke-Acts, I believe it is large and stylistically varied enough to begin to 
show the relevance of foregrounding for the full appreciation and appraisal of a literaiy 
work. Without grounding our claims regarding such issues as the ‘theme’ of Luke- 
Acts on a careful study of the language system and the author’s choices in that system, 
one scholar’s guess may be as good as the next’s.^ "^  The linguistic analysis of 
foregrounding may or may not add new theories to the long and prolific discussion of 
the purpose of Acts. Its primary value resides, rather, in its role as a relatively 
objective test of the plausibility of such theories. If we accept that the meaning of such 
clauses as ôô^ocvxeç xfjç  TipoBéaecoç KeKpaxrjKévoa (27:13), or ôia(t)epopévo)v f |P (ù v  èv  xœ  
’A ô p la  (27: 27), is determined by their function in the larger context of Acts 27, and that 
the story as a whole has been shaped artfully and intentionally by the writer to produce 
a specific effect in his readers, then any theory of the purpose of this work must be 
tied, in one way or another, to a type of linguistic analysis similar to the one I have 
proposed above. Thus, if my conclusions in regard to foregrounding in the shipwreck 
narrative are accepted and are found confirmed in my analysis of other Act episodes 
below. Squires’ proposal in regard to the purpose of Luke-Acts would find fresh 
support from a new angle, while Haenchen’s would certainly become more difficult to 
accept.^®
’“See on this R. Hasan ‘Linguistics and the Study of Literary Texts,’ Études de Linguistique 
Appliquée, 5 (1967) 107.
’’Namely, the edification of Christian believers through an exposition of God’s providence in the face 
of human opposition. Squires, The Plan, 191-92.
’^Haenchen’s proposal was essentially a rehashing of the ‘apology before the Roman power’ thesis. 
Haenchen, Acts, 90-110.
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VI. Conclusion
I began this chapter with a reference to Helen Dry’s recent evaluation of the state 
of the art in foregrounding theory as of 1992. Though a helpful summary in more than 
one way, Dry’s article tended to emphasize some of the perceived problems in this 
complex and multi-faceted area of linguistic research. The author’s conclusion, not 
surprisingly, was an attempt at a minimal definition of foregrounding that would be 
flexible and generic enough to encompass insights from the various disciplines that 
have contributed to its study:
In the absence of an agreed upon definition of the central concept, 
we may identify as foreground whatever textual feature strike as as 
prominent.^^
' It is hoped that this chapter has shown the inadequacy of such a definition. 
Beginning with a full discussion of the multi-faceted theoretical background of 
foregrounding, I have argued that Michael Halliday’s functional grammar is a method 
capable of integrating the most fruitful insights from literary criticism, psycholinguistics 
and discourse analysis into one coherent theory of foregrounding, as presented in 
Halliday’s analysis of The Inheritors. My study of the shipwreck narrative is intended 
as a demonstration of Halliday’s central claim in that seminal work, namely, that 
foregrounding is linguistic prominence that can be shown to be consistent and 
motivated in light of the overall theme(s) of the work in question. Given the specific 
nature of the narrative genre, transitivity choices are shown to play an essential role in 
foregrounding, a role played in non-narrative texts by other elements of the language 
system, such as contrasting tense-aspect morphology. In the chapters which follow.
’Dry, ‘Foregrounding,’ 447.
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my analysis of transitivity-based foregrounding will be extended to other key episodes 
of Acts.
16
EXCURSUS
THE RELEVANCE OF FOREGROUNDING FOR FUNCTIONALLY 
EQUIVALENT TRANSLATION:
ACTS 27 AS A CASE STUDY
I. Foregrounding: ‘A Hard Nut for the Translator’^ ^
In his stimulating and ground-breaking essay on the translation of foregrounding, 
Vladimir Prochazka suggests three essential qualifications of a ‘good translator’: (1) 
‘Understand the original work thematically and stylistically’; (2) ‘Overcome by his own 
means of expression the differences between the two linguistic structures,’ and (3) 
‘Reconstruct the stylistic structure of the original work in translation.’ The last 
qualification is considered by the writer ‘the center of gravity of the translator’s 
work.’^  ^ Consequently, argues Prochazka, it is unhelpful to define translations in 
terms such as ‘free,’ ‘literal,’ or ‘halting,’ for these designations fail to address the 
fundamental problem, namely, whether or not words, clauses and larger units in the 
source text are transated adequately in light of the total stylistic structure of the work. 
The final aim of a translation, continues Prochazka, is not the literal rendering of 
words, clauses and sentences (that is, the formal elements of language) from source 
into receptor language, but rather, the search for linguistic elements in the receptor that 
are functionally analogous to those of the source.^® This principle is illustrated by 
means of the example of Prochazka’s translation of a German novel into Czech:
First of all, I had to face the basic problem: whether, and to what extent, 
it is necessary to preserve Scholz’s complicated compound sentences 
and in general the baroque qualities of his style. After long reflection, I 
came to the conclusion that this complexity, baroqueness, almost lack of 
clarity, belongs to the basic structure and therefore must be preserved. 
It could, of course, not be done mechanically; Scholz’s sentences and
’^This is Vladimir Prochazka’s translation of the Czech title of Rene Wellek’s article ‘Prekladatelsky 
Orisek,’ published in 1935; cited in Prochazka, ‘Notes on Translating Technique,’ in Garvin, A Prague 
School Reader, 93-112.
’^Prochazka, ‘Notes on Translating,’ 97.
“^Prochazka, ‘Notes on Translating,’ 97, 99, 104.
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entire passages had to be, as it were, melted down in my mind, and then 
recreated in Czech.... I...have the impression that my reconstruction has 
been relatively successful, and that the Czech reader gathers a similar 
impression from the translation to that o f the German reader from the
original [emphasis mine].^^
Prochazka’s notion of functional analogy makes his 1942 essay a significant 
precursor of the work of Eugene Nida, the dean of modem Bible translators. Though 
Nida recently admitted to me that he was not aware of Prochazka’s essay, he openly 
confessed his indebtedness to Prague functionalism as a whole.^^ Nida’s approach to 
translation may be summarized by reference to three fundamental points made in his 
recent work on translation. From One Language to Another. First, Nida’s is a socio- 
semiotic approach. In essence, this means that linguistic signs such as verb forms or 
relative clauses are understood within a larger framework of signs, linguistic (e.g., 
other verb forms and clauses), para-linguistic (e.g. punctuation), and extra-linguistic 
(e.g. the symbolic meaning of eating a meal in the ancient Mediterranean world).^^ 
Secondly, his is a functional approach. Nida posits eight distinct universal functions in 
language: expressive, cognitive, interpersonal, informative, imperative, performative, 
emotive, and aesthetic, arguing that their universality across languages is what makes 
the translator’s task possible.^"  ^ Lastly, the work of translation involves for Nida not 
primarily a transfer of forms from one language to another, but rather a process of 
searching for functional equivalents between languages at the lexical, grammatical, and 
rhetorical levels.^^
^Trochazka, ‘Notes on Translating,’!04.
’^Telephone conversation held on April 17th 1996. I wish to express my thanks to Dr. Nida for his 
phone call, fax, and letter shortly thereafter in response to my questions to him. That two linguists 
with similar interests arrive at strikingly similar notions independently of each other is not as 
surprising as some may think. A classic example of this is the nearly simultaneous and wholly 
independent founding of semiotics by Charles S. Peirce (who used the term ‘semeiotics’) and Ferdinand 
de Saussure (who coined the term ‘sémiologie’).
®^ De Waard and Nida, From One Language, 73-77. Cf. M.A.K. Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic 
(London: Edward Arnold, 1978).
^^ De Waard and Nida, From one Language, 26,43, 119; Nida, Louw, Snyman and Cronje, Style and 
Discourse, 168. Though Nida is generally very appreciative of Halliday’s work, he adamantly rejects 
the latter’s reduction of functional components to three. Telephone conversation, see above.
^^ De Waard and Nida, From One Language, 68.
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Though De Waard and Nida make only a brief specific reference to foregrounding 
in their book,^^ the authors pay due attention to what they call ‘rhetorical functions,’ 
that is, the varying degrees of selection and arrangement in a text together with the 
effects these have upon the reader. The writers affirm that the rhetorical level is ‘more 
inclusive’ than the syntactical level, and that the meaning of rhetorical patterns cannot 
be fully appreciated without reference to the total context. Foregrounding is, thus, 
subsumed by the authors within the rhetorical level of linguistic structure.^^
The theory of functional equivalence as presented by Nida seems to represent a 
confirmation of the seminal insights of Vladimir Prochazka referred to above, and 
provides translators with an ideally suited conceptual framework for the translation of 
foregrounding schemes in texts such as the Acts of the Apostles. In order to test this 
hypothesis, I shall now return to Acts 27 and offer some suggestions for the translation 
of transitivity-based foregrounding into the receptor language of Spanish.
II. Some Suggestions for the Translation of 
Transitivity-Based Foregrounding:
From Hellenistic Greek to Modern Castillian Spanish
In a very recent study of transitivity in Spanish, José W  Garcia-Miguel offers the 
following criticism of Hopper and Thompson’s essay discussed above:
Habra que admitir que la transitividad no puede determinarse 
mediante un simple recuento de rasgos en una serie (sea cual sea 
esta), que los diferentes paramétrés tienen distinto ‘peso,’ y que 
este ‘peso' relativo puede variar de una lengua a otra [emphasis 
mine].^^
Waard and Nida, From One Language, 84.
’^De Waard and Nida, From One Language, 78-85. The specific rhetorical functions discussed by the 
authors are ‘wholeness,’ ‘aesthetic appeal,’ ‘impact,’ ‘appropriateness,’ ‘coherence,’ ‘cohesion,’ ‘focus,’ 
and ‘emphasis.’
*^[It must be recognized that transitivity cannot be determined by means of a mere counting of 
properties on a scale (whichever scale that may be), that the various parameters each have different 
‘weight,’ and that that relative ‘weight’ may vary from one language to another.] José M'* Garcia- 
Miguel, Transitividad y  Complementacion Preposicional en Espanol {Verba, anexo 40; Santiago: 
Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, 1995) 57.
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Of the three objections to Hopper and Thompson’s thesis raised by Garcia- 
Miguel, the last two seem particularly well founded. Although many of their insights 
are extremely valuable, the reader of Hopper and Thompson’s essay is certainly left 
with the impression that all that is involved in gauging the transitivity of a clause is 
counting the number of ‘parameters’ present in it, without discriminating, for example, 
between ‘kinesis’ and ‘punctuality.’ Garcia-Miguel does well, therefore, to point us to 
the unequal ‘weight’ that the various properties carry within a language, as well as to 
the fact that the relative value of individual parameters varies from one language to 
another. This last point must be extended to foregrounding as a whole, whether it be 
realized by transitivity patterns as is the case in the shipwreck narrative, or contrasting 
tense-aspect morphology. Having studied the nature and function of foregrounded 
structures in the Greek of Acts, the translator must turn his attention to the receptor 
language system, and determine which linguistic structures therein (if any) are 
functionally analogous to those in the original. Thus Nida writes.
In view of the fact that we cannot match rhetorical forms, it is essential 
that careful consideration be given to the equivalent rhetorical functions, 
for these functions can in large measure be matched if one bears in mind 
carefully the respective degree of impact and appeal in the source and 
receptor texts. The question is basically ‘what is the function of the 
rhetorical feature or features?’... Though the features may not be 
universal, the functions are, for all languages have devices for such 
functions as emphasis, marking similarities and contrasts,
foregrounding and backgrounding...^^
The presence of foregrounding schemes in Spanish texts of various genres has 
been the subject of several recent s t u d i e s T h e  focus of the translator’s work may, 
therefore, be that of narrowing down the particular elements within the Spanish 
language system that may best ‘promote the palpability’ of the foregrounding scheme in 
a text. As I mentioned in the previous section, the core of foregrounding in Acts 27 is
®Nida et al., Style and Discourse, 168.
°See the bibliography offered by Garcia-Miguel in Transitividad y Complementacion.
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the contrast between the ergativity of the ‘they’ clauses and the comparatively passive 
role of the rest of the participants in the story. With the Reina-Valera^^ translation as a 
reference point, I shall now highlight several features of both Spanish and Greek that 
may be profitably exploited in the translation task.
(1) As with Greek, Spanish verb forms are, for the most part, person and number 
specific. Consequently, the subject constituent is normally absent from the clause, and 
appears grammaticalized as an explicit subject only when its presence is felt to be 
required, for example, for the introduction of a new participant. A degree of ambiguity 
is introduced in both languages when non-fmite verbs such as participles are used. 
Such forms as xeipaÇopévcov and (Reina-Valera’s rendering) siendo combatidos (being 
violently resisted, 27:18), for example, are number but not person specific. In vv. 18 
and 27, however, the author of Acts wishes to distinguish the ‘we’ and ‘they’ 
participants which appear in the same clauses, and does so by means of an explicit first 
person plural subject. The Reina-Valera translators have missed this entirely, and by 
their choice of the ambiguous participial forms, siendo combatidos (IS) and siendo 
llevados (being carried, v. 27) without explicit subjects, the ‘they’ participant is in 
effect made the subject of the entire clause in each instance:
Reina-Valera UBS GNT^
27:18. Pero siendo o(j)oôpcc)ç ôe xEipaÇopévcov i^ p,(Sv
combatidos por una furiosa è^ fjÇ èKpolqv èTtoioûvxo,
tempestad, al siguiente dia 
empezaron a alijar. [But being 
besieged by a mighty storm, the 
following day they began to make 
a jettisoning.]
^Sagrada Biblia (tr. Reina-Valera; Buenos Aires: Sociedades Biblicas Unidas, 1960).
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27:27. Venida la 
decimocuarta noche, y siendo 
llevados a través del mar 
Adriatico, a la medianoche los 
marineros sospecharon que 
estaban cerca de tierra. [After the 
fourteenth night came, being 
carried through the Adriatic sea, at 
midnight the sailors suspected 
they were near land.]
'Qç 8È TEoaapeaKaiÔEKàxri vù  ^
ETEveio ôia(l)epopévcûv i\|icôv èv 
TÔ ’Aôploc, m x à  péoGV xfjç 
vuKTOç mevôouv oi vamoa 
TcpoodcyEiv Tivà amdlç xœpocv.
Participant distinction in the Greek text is further obscured by Reina-Valera at v. 
29, where the aorist subjunctive form èocéacogEv is translated by means of the Spanish 
infinitive dar en escollos (hit the rocks), with the same result as above. Lastly, Reina- 
Valera has made a very poor textual choice at v. 19, and introduced a first-person plural 
subject where the best available witnesses have none.^^ The end result of these poor 
choices by Reina-Valera is the partial defusing of the foregrounding scheme employed 
by the author in the source language, as the strong contrast between the activity of the 
‘we’ subject and that of the crew is no longer as apparent as it is in the original.
(2) The wide semantic range of the Greek conjunctions ôe and m i may be 
exploited with a view to highlighting the contrast between the ergative and non-ergative 
clauses in the story. Here too the work of the Reina-Valera translators stands in need 
of improvement. The overabundance of the y conjunction in the Spanish text creates at 
best a highly unnatural style and tends to obscure the logical and temporal relations in 
the story. In light of the strong contrast between the ‘they’ agent and the rest of the 
participants in the narrative, the translator would be well advised to reserve the rather 
colourless y conjunction for the backgrounded ‘we’ participant as much as possible, 
while using disjunctive conjunctions or temporal adverbs to highlight the role of ‘they’ 
at key points, v. 13 is a case in point:
Y (Gk. Ô8 ) soplando una brisa del sur, pareciendoles que ya tenian lo 
que deseaban, levaron anclas e iban costeando Greta. [And, a south
’On this issue see my footnote 64 above.
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wind blowing, supposing they had what they wanted, they raised the 
anchors and were sailing along Crete.]
Having also begun vv. 12, 15, 16 and 17 with y, the translators are failing to 
mark an important transition in the story, and have created a highly artificial Spanish. 
Instead, I suggest the following:
Entonces,^^ soplando una brisa del sur, y cuando ellos supoman que 
habfan logrado su proposito, levaron anclas e iban costeando Greta 
[then, a soft wind blowing, when they thought they had achieved their 
purpose, they raised the anchors and were sailing along Crete].
(3) Once the translator has decided that transitivity is an issue of particular 
significance in the shipwreck narrative, the transitivity system in the receptor language 
must be carefully considered. For Spanish, the recent work of Garcia-Miguel proves 
invaluable at this point. He noted, for example, that processes that include two 
participants may be realized in Spanish by any of the following clause structures: 
SUBJ.-PRED.-DIREGT OBJECT (Mana compro loterfa), SUBJ.-PRED.-INDIRECT 
OBJECT (el premio le toco a Mana), and SUBJ.-PRED-PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE 
(Marfa disfruto del premio).^"  ^ Garcia-Miguel notes, furthermore, that although these 
three clause types may all be considered ‘transitive’ insofar as each makes reference to 
two participants, the first (that is, SUBJ-PRED-D.O.) is by far the most frequent in 
Spanish. On the basis of his data,^  ^ Garcfa-Miguel argues that the two less frequent 
constructions often present ‘algun tipo de ‘desviacion’ semantica respecto al prototipo 
de transitividad.’^^  Garcfa-Miguel then proposes a transitivity continuum for Spanish 
in which the three clause types mentioned are given values ranging from high to low 
transitivity, with the SUBJ-PRED-PREP. standing in a middle position. On the basis
’^The adverb enfonces (then) seems amply justified here in light of both the contrastive role of ÔE and 
the likely adverbial function of the genitive absolute. See also Reina-Valera at Acts 27:42, where ôe is 
also translated by enfonces.
^^Garcfa-Miguel, Transitividad y  Complementacion, 10.
^^ Data taken from ‘Archivo de Textos Hispanicos de la Universidad de Santiago’ (ARTHUS): narrative: 
37%; Essay 18%; Plays/Theater 15%; oral speech 19%; newspapers 11%.
^^Garcfa-Miguel, Transitividad y Complementacion, 96.
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of the data presented in this important essay, the translator must carefully consider the 
choices that the Spanish transitivity system offers when translating a clause such as 
porjGelaiç expcbvio UEO^ mwuvxeg to t c à o i o v ,  (27-17), together with the various semantic 
nuances attached to each choice. In translating the clause just cited, Reina-Valera has 
chosen a PRED.-PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE rather than a PRED-DIRECT OBJECT 
structure, where either option was equally valid, though, according to Garcfa-Miguel, 
not equal in its transitivity.^^ Such choices must be justified in light of the use made of 
transitivity patterns in the source text, and, insofar as this is possible, the relative 
degree of transitivity discernible in various clauses within the source text must be 
preserved in the translation.
During the telephone conversation referred to above, Eugene Nida mentioned to 
me that although the translation of foregrounding is an issue of ‘extreme importance,’ 
modem translations generally ignore it because they are too strongly tied to previous 
versions of the biblical text to make stylistic innovations of this nature. Nida’s 
assessment holds tme for the Reina-Valera translation. Analyses of the biblical text 
such as the one carried out in this thesis will hopefully encourage new translation 
projects that aim to be lexically, grammatically, and stylistically faithful renderings of 
the source text. Insofar as foregrounding is part and parcel of the meaning of a text, 
translators cannot escape its careful consideration without a loss to the receptor 
language readers. In the following chapters, foregrounding schemes in other key 
episodes of Acts will be examined with a view to gaining an understanding of Luke’s 
overall narrative focus.
’^Thus Reina-Valera, ‘usaron de refuerzos para cenir la nave,’ instead of ‘usaron refuerzos.’ Garcfa- 
Miguel has this to say in regard to the semantic value of the Subj-Pred-D.O. structure: ‘la relacion 
entre el verbo y la frase nominal que le sirve de argumente deja de der directa para ser mediatizada por la 
preposicion. La consecuencia en el piano de contenido es que las denotaciones de verbo y complemento 
se presentan como relativamente mas independientes, obedeciendo a un principio de iconicidad en la 
sintaxis,’ 97.
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CHAPTER 3
PARTICIPANT REFERENCE AND 
FOREGROUNDED TRANSITIVITY PATTERNS 
IN THE STEPHEN EPISODE (ACTS 6-7)
Ever since Dibelius’s influential work on Acts, it has been customary to assume a 
radical disjunction between compositional artistry and cohesiveness on the one hand, 
and historicity on the other. It was Dibelius’s argument that the author of Acts could not 
possibly have had sources for his ‘second treatise,’ because the first century church 
was wholly uninterested in recording events.^ Consequently, he argued, the vast 
majority of the material in Acts is the result of the author’s ‘new literary freedom.’^  A 
decade before Dibelius inaugurated the age of form criticism, the last of the great source 
critics, Adolf Hamack, had already affirmed that the possibility of the writer having re­
written a ‘we’ source to conform it to his own style was to him ‘absolutely 
unimaginable.’  ^ His conclusion was a foretaste of Dibelius’s: what is stylistically 
polished and consistent with the rest of the work cannot have been grafted in from a 
source, and must, therefore, be considered to be the author’s own creation. The same 
assumption has since then been held by scholars who, unlike Dibelius and his many 
modem followers, argue for the existence of sources behind most, if not all, of Acts. 
Max Wilcox is a case in point. His ‘Foreword to the Study of the Speeches in Acts’"^ 
offers convincing arguments for the existence of sources behind the speeches. Yet,
^Martin Dibelius, ‘Style Criticism of the Book of Acts,’ in Studies in the Acts o f the Apostles (tr. 
Mary Ling; 1st English ed.; London: SCM, 1956) 4. But see Martin Hengel’s ‘The Earliest Christian 
Histories as Sources for a History of Earliest Christianity and the Unity of Kerygma and Historical 
Narrative,’ in his Acts and the History of Earliest Christianity (tr. John Bowden; London: SCM, 1979) 
esp. 43-44.
’Dibelius, ‘Style Criticism,’ 196; see also the classic essay by H. J. Cadbury, ‘The Speeches in Acts,’ 
in F. J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake (eds.). The Beginnings o f Christianity I, Vol. V (London: 
Mcmillan, 1933), especially 406-407.
’Adolf von Harnack, Luke the Physician (tr. J. R. Wilkinson; 2nd ed.; London: Williams and Norgate, 
1909) 53. In regard to the ‘we’ sections, Hamack denies adamantly that Luke had ‘short notes which 
refreshed his memory,’ concluding that the material is all Luke’s (p. 53). E. Haenchen feels that 
Harnack was rash in reaching this conclusion. Ernst Haenchen, The Acts o f the Apostles (tr. Noble 
and Shinn; Oxford: Blackwell, 1971) 32.
‘^ Studies in Judaism in Late Antiquity 12.1 (1975) 207-24.
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Wilcox relies on the familiar criteria for identifying the source-based material, namely, 
the alleged awkwardness of style, lack of adequate links, and unusual vocabulary or 
turns of phrase.^
The literary analysis of the speeches has been further complicated by the debate 
over the meaning and relevance for Acts of the famous programmatic statement found 
in Thucydides’s History o f the Peloponnesian War.^ In his classic essay mentioned 
above, Cadbury affirmed that the speeches in Acts amounted to ‘purely literary 
artifices,’ a feature Cadbury discerned in most Hellenic and Graeco-Roman historians, 
including Thucydides/ But Cadbury seems to have ignored that in the classical 
historiographical tradition of Thucydides and Polybius, two essential elements were 
given similar consideration, namely, narratio, or fidelity to real history, and exomatio, 
or perfection of style, the two being considered by no means mutually exclusive/
In more recent years, the discussion of Acts as literature has moved forward, as 
various proposals concerning the genre of Luke’s second treatise have been put forth.
’Wilcox, ‘.Foreword,’ 213; see also Javier Colmenero-Atienza, ‘Hechos 7, 17-43 y las Corrientes 
Cristologicas Dentro de la Primitiva Comunidad Cristiana,’ Estudios Biblicos 33 (1974) 31-62, 
esp. 43, 50.
^For an excellent and up to date discussion of this issue see W. F. McCoy, ‘In the Shadow of 
Thucydides,’ in Ben Witherington 111 (ed.). History, Literature and the Book o f Acts (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1996) 3-23; see also S. E. Porter, ‘Thucydides 1.22.1 and Speeches in 
Acts: Is there a Thucydean View?,’ Novum Testamentum 32 (1990) 121-24.
’Cadbury, ‘The Speeches,’ 402, 405. According to Cadbury, Thucydides frankly admitted that in 
composing speeches, ancient historians ’probably rarely relied on any real knowledge of what was 
actually said’ (405). Yet, this is in fact the opposite of what Thucydides himself seems to assert: 
...eXopÉvû) 0X1 feyyuxaxa xf|g ^upTcàoecoç yvcopriç xœv àÀ,ri0cbç ÀcxOévxcov, ouxcoç dprjxat.’ 
Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War (Loeb Classical Library; London: William Heinemann: 
1935) 1. 22.1. Furthermore, Cadbury may have contradicted himself. On page 402 he affirmes the 
conformity of the book of Acts to the ancient practice of ‘adorning historical works with imaginative 
speeches,’ while on page 425 he states that although for classical historians speeches were the ‘most 
prized parts’ of their works and composed them most carefully, Luke did not follow their model. In an 
earlier essay (H. J. Cadbury, ‘The Style and Literary Method of Luke. Part 11: The Treatment of 
Sources in the Gospel of Luke,’ Harvard Theological Studies 6 [1919] 73) Cadbury had expressed great 
confidence in the accuracy with which Luke follows his Markan source. In light of this, Cadbury’s 
radically different assessment of Acts seems at best difficult to accept. For a convincing study of 
Luke’s editorial activity in both the Gospel and Acts, see Ben Witherington, ‘Editing the Good News: 
Some Synoptic Lessons for the Study of Acts,’ in Witherington 111 (ed.). History, 324-47.
*See Helen. F. North, ‘Rhetoric and Historigraphy,’ Quarterly Journal of Speech 42 (1956) 234-42, 
esp. 237, 242.
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Perhaps the most influential of these works has been R. Pervo’s Profit with Delight.^ 
According to Pervo, Acts belongs to a complex genre he calls the ‘historical novel,’ and 
which involves the teaching of historical and theological truths in an entertaining 
fashion. His argument is largely based on alleged parallel features in both Acts and a 
number of Graeco-Roman novels, including their largely fictional character, though 
some sources were relied upon, Pervo argues, to a limited extent. In two recent works, 
Stanley Porter has thoroughly refuted Pervo’s t h e s i s . F i r s t ,  Porter shows that 
although Pervo’s aim was to relate Acts to existing literary genres in the literature of the 
ancient world, his analysis creates a category clearly ‘at odds with the ancient literature 
that Pervo cites as supposedly parallel.’ Further, Porter argues convincingly that 
Pervo’s thesis is plagued by a serious case of parallelomania, presenting as parallel 
texts that are at best only partially so, and often dismissing passages in Acts (e.g. the 
shipwreck narrative of Acts 27) as unhistorical on the basis of alleged literary parallels 
in ancient Graeco-Roman novels.
It seems to me that the mentioned dichotomy between that which is ‘literary’ and 
that which is ‘historical,’ between compositional dexterity and reliance upon sources, 
makes the author of Luke-Acts to look far less skilled than he actually was, and is 
ultimately both unwarranted and unnecessary. Several recent works have demonstrated 
that Luke-Acts is the product of a writer who was both a faithful editor and a skilled 
littérateur}^ In the study that follows I shall focus on the Stephen story as an episode
^Profit with Delight: The Literary Genre o f The Acts o f the Apostles (Philadelphia: Fortresss, 1987). 
*°See Brook W.R. Pearson and Stanley E. Porter, The Genres of the New Testament,’ in Porter (ed.). 
Handbook to Exegesis o f the New Testament (NTTS 26; Leiden: Brill, 1997) 131-66; S.E. Porter, The
Paul o f Acts: Essays in Literary Criticism, Rhetoric and Theology (WUNT; Tübingen: Mohr-Siebeck,
forthcoming, 1999). See also R. Bauckham, ‘The Acts of Paul as a Sequel to Acts,’ in Bruce Winter 
and Andrew Clarke (eds.). The Book o f Acts in its Ancient Literary Setting, (A ICS 1; Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans/Carlisle: Paternoster, 1994) 105-52.
'Torter, The Paul o f Acts, 16.
’^Porter, The Paul o f Acts, 19.
•’Marion L. Soards, The Speeches in Acts (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1994) 12; S. E. 
Porter ‘The “we” Passages,’ in D. Gill and C. Gempf (eds.). The Book o f Acts in its Graeco-Roman 
Setting (AICS 2; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans/Carlisle: Paternoster, 1994) esp. 567ff; Bill T. Arnold, 
‘Luke’s Characterizing Use of the Old Testament in the Book of Acts,’ in Witherington III (ed.). 
History, 300; see also Johannes Munck, The Book o f Acts (Anchor Bible; Garden City, NY : 
Doubleday: 1981) xxv, xxxix-xli. This is, however, by no means a novel view on the subject.
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within the larger work of Acts. My method of analysis is linguistic and literary rather 
than historical, not because I oppose the two, but because I believe any study of a New 
Testament document must begin by allowing the author himself to tell his story, 
focusing not only on his literary style as an indicator of the presence or absence of 
sources, but on the various functions that his language and style are made to serve in 
that text. The notion of linguistic foregrounding, defined as that prominence that can be 
shown to be consistent and motivated in light of the overall theme(s) of a text,^ "^  
provides a link between stylistic and functional analysis and is capable of revealing 
important insights into the writer’s agenda in producing this ancient text.^^
I. The Language of the Stephen Episode in Recent Study
Of the considerable amount of scholarship dedicated to the Stephen episode (Acts 
6-7) in recent yea r s , the  question of the relation of Stephen’s speech (Acts 7:2-53) to 
the charges brought against him has often stimulated the most heated debate. In 
arguing for or against the speech as response to the charges of Acts 6:13-14, or for or 
against the uniformity of its style with previous and later material, scholars often make 
reference to items of the language used that are seen by them as indicators of emphasis 
or of major turning points in the narrative or speech. Thus, for example, Kilgallen
Seventy years ago, E. Jacquier affirmed: ‘L’examen linguistique de Actes tend à prouver que toutes les 
parties du livre ont été écrites par le même auteur, quoiqu Hl ne soit pas impossible qu ’un éditeur habile 
ait utilisé des sources diverses, soit dans lapremiè partie, soit dans la seconde, et n ’ait retravailléces 
diverses parties en leur imprimant une certaine conformité de 5/y/e... [emphasis mine].’ E. Jacquier, Les 
Actes des Apôtres (2nd éd.; Paris: Librairie Victor Lecoffre, 1926) clviii.
•“•See M.A.K. Halliday, ‘Linguistic Function and Literary Style,’ in Halliday, Explorations in the 
Functions of Language (3rd ed.; London: Edward Arnold, 1976) 103-38.
•’An agenda he has, at least partially, revealed in his prologues of Luke 1:1-4 and Acts 1:1.
•^A.F.J. Klijn, ‘Stephen’s Speech-Acts Vll. 2-53,’ New Testament Studies 4 (1957-58) 25-31; 
Colmenero-Atienza, ‘Hechos’; John Kilgallen, The Stephen Speech (Analecta Biblica, 67; Rome: 
Biblical Institute Press, 1976); Earl Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, the Author’s Method o f Composition (SBL 
Dissertation Series, 41; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1978); Earl Richard, ‘The Polemical Character of 
the Joseph Episode in Acts 7,’ JBL 98/2 (1979) 257.; Jacques Steyn, ‘Some Psycholinguistic Factors 
Involved in the Discourse Analysis of Ancient Texts,’ Theologia Evangelica 17.2 (1984) esp. 59ff.; J. 
Dupont, ‘La Structure Oratoire du Discours d’Etienne [Actes 7],’ Biblica 66 (1985) 153-67; Dennis D. 
Sylva, ‘The Meaning and Function of Acts 7:46-50,’ JBL 106/2 (1987) 261-75; Craig C. Hill, ‘Acts 
6.1-8.4: Division or Diversity?,’ in Witherington (ed.). History, 129-53.
•’For a summary of the discussion see Kilgallen, ‘The Stephen Speech,’ 6-10.
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argues that direct speech is used by Luke when he wishes to mark climactic elements in 
his story/^ Soards affirms that the phrase Kai vhv indicates ‘major moments’ in 
speeches/^ and, following Conzelmann, asserts that relative clauses are indicative of 
‘kerygmatic style’ and are, therefore, of central importance/^ Richard writes that by 
means of the repetition of a term, phrase or theme, the writer ‘draws particular attention 
to the components central to his views’/^ Colmenero-Atienza offers a stylistically- 
based proposal as to who figuras centrales may be in Stephen’s speech/^ and 
lastly, Barrett affirms that omoç is ‘emphatic’ in 7:35-38 and that Tomov xov Mcoiiafiv 
in 7:35 is ‘brought to the beginning of the sentence for emph as i s .T ho ugh  these 
statements are all valid as working hypotheses, the unsystematic and haphazard way in 
which they are presented raises important questions that remain unanswered. Of these, 
none is more crucial than the question of criteria: how exactly is a ‘major moment’ or a 
‘central figure’ to be determined? In relation to what are these items major or central? 
Without an answer to these questions, potentially fruitful insights such as the ones just 
mentioned will always suffer from a condition we could term ‘untestable 
impressionism,’ that is, they are statements of opinion, rather than fystematic and 
linguistically principled analyses that are open to evaluation by all.^ "^
II. Major Participants in the Stephen Episode
Of the various theories that have been put forward regarding the structure of the 
speech (more on this below), the biographical criterion as presented by Colmenero-
•’Kilgallen, ‘The Stephen Speech,’ 37, 39. One wonders, however, whether direct speech may be 
considered, in and of itself, climactic, without studying the several ways in which the writer may 
introduce direct speech when he deems it necessary: ‘and he said...’ (7:2); ‘Paul stood up ...and said...’ 
(17:22), etc.
•^Soards, The Speeches, 92, 107.
’^Soards, The Speeches, 34, 68.
’•Richard, Acts 6:l-8:4, 103.
’’Colmenero-Atienza, ‘Hechos,’ 42.
” C.K. Barrett, The Acts o f the Apostles, I (ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1994) 363-65.
’“•See Ronald Carter, ‘Introduction,’ in Carter (ed.). Language and Literature (London: George Allen 
and Unwin, 1982) 1-17, esp. 4-6, for a well-argued call to a linguistically-based literary criticism.
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Atienza^  ^ seems to best fit the data. In the following pages, I hope to show that the 
entire Stephen episode (Acts 6-7) is designed by the author to underline one single 
feature that unites the careers of Stephen, Joseph, and Moses. Far from a slightly 
revised ‘neutral’ account of Israelite h i s t o r y t he  narrative and speech form a cohesive 
and masterfully crafted chronicle that successfully advances the writer’s overall theses 
in Acts.
In his essay entitled ‘Participant Reference in Koine Greek Narrative,’^^  Stephen 
Levinsohn explores the various means available to koine Greek writers for the 
introduction of and further reference to the characters in a narrative. More specifically, 
Levinsohn suggests the classification of ‘default’ and ‘marked’ encoding of 
participants, a notion based on the observation that, the more significant a character is 
in a narrative, the more coding material is normally assigned to it to mark that 
significance. Thus, Levinsohn notés that in the Gospels, any explicit reference to Jesiis 
as subject of a clause when he has already been introduced is marked encoding, while
the absence of an explicit subject is generally the norm and is considered the ‘default’
28encoding. While I am generally in agreement with Levinsohn’s theory, I would add 
that, at least until an exhaustive study of participant reference in the New Testament is 
carried out, statements of ‘norm’ or ‘default,’ of which ‘marked’ encoding is held to be 
a departure, should only be made relative to specific texts. I will later discuss a 
particular means of participant reference that seems unique to the author of Acts, and 
can be properly understood only in light of his agenda in the Acts of the Apostles.
’’Colmenero-Atienza ( ‘Hechos,’ 41-43) rejects both a chronologically-based and a geographically-based 
structure, arguing instead for a biographical arrangement as follows; A. vv. 2-8, Abraham; B. vv. 9-16, 
Joseph; C. vv. 17-43, Moses; D. vv. 44-50, the house of God; E. vv. 51-53, the final invective. 
Though I am in agreement with the choice of a biographical structure, I do not concur with 
Colmenero’s inclusion of Abraham as a figure of equal importance to Joseph and Moses in the 
structure of the speech. See below on this point.
’^See Haenchen, Acts, 288.
” ln D.A. Black et al. (eds.). Linguistics and New Testament Interpretation: Essays in Discourse 
Analysis (Nashville: Broadman, 1992) 31-44.
’’Levinsohn, ‘Participant Reference’ 35; see also Stanley E. Porter, ‘Word Order and Clause Structure 
in New Testament Greek, an Unexplored Area of Greek Linguistics, Using Philippians as a Test Case’ 
Filologi'a Neotestamentaria 6(1993) 194.
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First, however, I wish to suggest the following cline as a means of summarizing the 
ways in which the various participants are referred to in the Stephen episode:
1. Full explicit subject (proper noun used)
e.g . Etèéocvoc ô ë ... ÈTiolei lépaxa m i ap p âa
2. Abbreviated explicit subject (pronoun or article used)
Tipiv f) mxoncnoai ocùxôv ëv Xappdcv
3. Non-explicit subject (indicated by personal verb suffixes)
fjv àaxéioç xœ Geô
4. Non-subject participant^^ (e.g. direct or indirect object)
O Geoç xfjç Sô^rjç dxj)0r| xœ Tcaxpi f|g&v ’AGpaooi
In reading a narrative such as the Stephen episode, even the literarily untrained 
reader will acquire impressions concerning what participants strike him or her as ‘more 
important’. The above scale is a means of grounding such impressions in the language 
system and the author’s use of it. Thus, in a narrative such as the Stephen episode, the 
importance or centrality of a character may be gauged by the frequency of his or her 
appearing as full or abbreviated explicit subject (categories 1 and 2). Conversely, the 
centrality of the characters in the story will decrease proportionately to their appearance 
as non-explicit subjects or non-subject participants. Though this method of participant 
referent analysis is somewhat more complex than Levinsohn’s described above, it takes 
full account of the fact that a participant may appear often as other than the subject of a 
clause or sentence, a fact that may yield important hermeneutical insights, as we shall 
see below. Further, the above scale is, unlike Levinsohn’s ‘default’ and ‘marked’ 
notion, capable of accounting for the transitivity choices^^ that are often made by 
writers to differentiate a participant or participants from the rest.
’ I^n Hallidayan functional grammar, the semantic framework for the representation of processes 
consists of three essential elements: the process itself (realized in texts by a verbal form), the 
participants (realized by actors or subjects and goals or direct objects) and circumstances (realized by 
adjuncts or circumstancial complements). Therefore, a particular character such as Abraham may appear 
several times as a participant in the narrative, though not as an actor or subject. See M.A.K. Halliday, 
An Introduction to Functional Grammar (London: Edward Arnold, 1985) 101-44.
’T he term transitivity is here used in the rather wide functional grammatical sense of ‘the different 
types of processes that are recognized in the language, and the structures by which they are expressed.’ 
The key types of processes (and corresponding clause-types) that Halliday recognizes are material 
processes (processes of doing), mental processes (processes of sensing), and relational processes 
(processes of being). See Halliday, Funct/ona/Grammar, lOlff. See also Paul Hopper and Sandra 
Thompson, ‘Transitivity in Grammar and Discourse,’ Language 56.2 (1980) 251-99; and, for a critique
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In the Stephen episode, animate (i.e. human participants and God) participants are 
many and varied, including: ‘the disciples’ (6:1-2), Jewish and Greek Christians (6:1), 
the ‘seven’ (6:3ff.), Stephen (6:5-7:2; 7:54-60), priests (6:7), certain synagogue 
members (6:9-10), ‘men’ (6:11); false witnesses (6:13), Jesus (6:14), Moses (6:11, 
14), the high priest (7:1), God (7:2ff.), Abraham (7:2-8), the patriarchs (7:8ff), Joseph 
(7:9-18), ‘another king’ (7:18-19), Moses (7:20-44), the Pharaoh’s daughter (7:21), 
the sons of Israel (7:23, 37), an Egyptian (7:24, 28), a prophet (7:37), our fathers 
(7:39), Aaron (7:40), David (7:46), the prophet (7:48), your fathers (7:52), the 
witnesses (7:58). Of these participants, four stand out from the rest because of the 
sheer bulk of material dedicated to them, namely Stephen himself, Abraham, Joseph 
and Moses. Using the above scale, I shall examine each in turn.
(1) Stephen. , . ,  ^
In the 16 verses which recount his appointment and early career, arrest, defense, 
and stoning, Stephen appears 19 times as participant. The distribution of these 
references is as follows: ,
Participant reference to Stephen: Acts 6:5-7:1; 7:55-60
1. Full explicit subj ect 1 x^  ^
2. Abbreviated explicit subject 2x^^
3. Non-explicit subject lOx^^
4. Non-subject participant 6x^ "^
of the latter, José Marfa Garcfa-Miguel, Transitividad y Complementacion Preposicional en Espanol 
{Verba, anexo 40; Santiago: Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, 1995).
’•Once in an independent clause: Exé(t)ocvoç Ô£ 7cA.fjpriç xàpuoq  m i  6i)vdc|Li£Cûç CTCOiei xépaxa m i  
aripeia peyà^a, 6:8.
’’Twice in independent clauses: 6 ôcvOpcoTUOÇ ouxog où m ù exai LaX&v, 6:13; and ô ôë ë(|)r|, 7:2 (in 
the second case we have the article functioning as pronoun, a usage not at all infrequent in Luke-Acts. 
See Friedrich Blass and Albert Debrunner A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early 
Christian Literature (tr. Robert Funk; Chicago: University of Chicago Press: 1961) 131 [#251]. 
’’ÈÀoXei, 6:10; Ù7idpxcov...àxevioaç eiç xov oùpavov eiôev... 7:55; eiTiev, ’l6où 0ecopco...7:56; Oëiç 
Ôë xà yôvaxa expa^ev ... m i  xoùxo eiTiœv ëmippOr], 7:60.
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The analysis of these references yields some unexpected observations. Though in 
these 16 verses Stephen’s presence ‘on stage’ is strong from the outset (of the seven 
‘deacons,’ it is he alone who is set aside for specific description in 6:5, and is referred 
to four times by name), the types of clauses in which these references appear encode 
processes that lack an external agent in all but two cases, that is, they make no reference 
to causation: They are non-ergative clauses. In other words, though the spot light is 
clearly on Stephen, he is not described as a dynamic protagonist that is directly 
involved in bringing about events and doing things. Of the 13 clauses where he is the 
subject participant, only two encode material processes, processes of ‘doing’ where 
Stephen is an agent acting upon a medium in an ergative clause.^^ The other eleven 
clauses encode relational processes (processes of being), or mental and verbal 
processes, where Stephen is speaking in his defense, crying out, looking to the 
heavens, seeing the glory of God, being full of the Holy Spirit, etc. The six references 
under my fourth category above (non-subject participant) appear in clauses where 
Stephen is on the receiving end of largely hostile actions (5 out of 6). It is interesting to 
note that the first and last times that Stephen is mentioned by name fall under my ‘non­
subject participant’ category: ‘they chose Stephen’ (6:6) and ‘they stoned Stephen’ 
(7:59y
The cumulative effect of these choices made by the writer in the transitivity 
system of Greek amounts to what we might call the incapacitation of Stephen through 
linguistic means. In the sixteen verses discussed above, Stephen is consistently found 
in situations where he appears to be carried along by events, rather than effecting them 
in any way; he is a patient victim, who in the face of opposition, arrest and deadly force
’^EÀé^avTO Exé(t)ocvov  ^6:5; ou^rixoùvTeç xœ Zx£(|)àvcû, 6:9; ’AKrjKÔapev aùxoû, 6:11; 
auvppmoocv aùxôv, 6:12; àxriKÔapev yàp aùxoù, 6:14; è^iGopô^ouv xov Zxé(|)avov, 7:59. 
’’These two clauses are: Zxé(|)(XVog Ô£ ...£7ioi£i xépaxa KOti crripâa (Stephen...used to do signs and 
wonders 6:8), and 0£iç Ô£ xà yôvaxa ( ‘he fell on his knees,’ 7:60), which Stephen does as he is being 
stoned!
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responds only with words. Lastly, Stephen’s role as a ‘persecuted one,’ described in 
terms reminiscent of Christ’s passion,^^ is further underlined by his relationship to the 
Holy Spirit in this story. As Sylva has noted,^^ the strong invective of 7:51-53 
includes the only instance in which the Spirit is mentioned in reference to someone 
other than Stephen: ZxA,T|poxpà%T|Àoi xa'i ôc7uepix|irixoi xapôiaiç xai xoîç œaiv, ùpeîc océi 
xœ TTveùuaxi xm ccyico àvxiTciTcxexe coc ol Traxépec ùumv xai ùpeîc (‘oh stiff-necked and 
uncircumcised of hearts and ears! you always resist the Holy Spirit: as your fathers did 
so you do...,’ 7:51). The other four references to the Holy Spirit, both before and after 
the invective, consistently describe Stephen as being full of the Holy Spirit (6:5; 6:3; 
7:55) or speaking in or by the Spirit (6:10). The message is clear: those who have 
consistently opposed the Holy Spirit in Moses and the prophets will naturally continue 
opposing that same Spirit in Stephen, for as he is true heir of the saints of old, 
Stephen’s accusers are true children of their murderous ancestors.^^
(2) Abraham
Given that Stephen begins his speech with Abraham, and roughly seven verses 
are taken up with his career, the exegete is immediately tempted to consider the 
patriarch a central character in the structure of the speech, on a par with Joseph and 
Moses.^^ Upon closer examination of participant reference and clause structure, 
however, a different picture emerges:
’’For the parallels between Stephen and Christ in this story, see Charles Talbert, ‘Martyrdom in Luke- 
Acts and the Lucan Social Ethic,’ in Richard Cassidy and Philip Scharper (eds.). Political Issues in 
Luke-Acts (Mary knoll, N.Y.: Orbis, 1983) 99-110; Robert F. O’Toole, The Unity o f Luke’s Theology 
(Wilmington: Michael Glazier, 1984) 63-67.
’’Sylva, ‘Acts 7:46-50,’ 273-74.
’’Sylva seems wholly justified in seeing vv. 51-53 as a direct reply to the charges leveled against 
Stephen: ‘...the function of Acts 7:51-53 is to claim that the false accusations leveled against Stephen 
are but another example of the Jewish resistance to God’s message because the Holy Spirit is linked to 
Stephen in Acts 6:1-8:1, and because Stephen’s claim that the Jews, like their fathers, always resist the 
Holy Spirit immediately follows Stephen’s response to the false accusations leveled against him.’ 
Sylva, ‘Acts 7:46-50,’ 274.
’^See for example Colmenero-Atienza, ‘Hechos,’ 43; Soards, The Speeches, 59; Kilgallen, The 
Stephen Speech, 35, though Kilgallen notes that ‘God is the one who brings about all that happens to 
Abraham...’ (p. 43).
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Participant reference to Abraham: Acts 7:2-8
1. Full explicit subject Ox
2. Abbreviated explicit subject Ox
3. Non-explicit subject 5x"^ ^
4. Non subject participant Tx"^ *
Two features of the above scale are particularly striking. First, Abraham is never 
referred to by means of an explicit subject, a frequent means of highlighting a character 
in Greek.^^ Secondly, in the syntax of these verses, Abraham occupies primarily the 
slot of complement (direct or indirect object) in clauses where the subject is God, who 
appears three times as full explicit subject,"^  ^ seven times as non-explicit subject,"^ and 
once as a non-subject participant."^  ^ It seems clear, then, that in this brief overture to 
Stephen’s particular history of Israel it is the ‘God of g l o r y , r a t h e r  than Abraham, 
who occupies center stage. The writer thus emphasizes the role of Abraham’s God as 
the great initiator of Israel’s life as a nation, a fact he conveys with great force by means 
of two ergative clauses in 7:4 and 7:8."^  ^ Once this fundamental point is made, the 
author is ready to focus on the individual careers of Joseph and Moses: ‘And [God]
'•Twice in dependent clauses: Ttpiv i\ KaxoiKfioai aùxov èv Xappdcv (7:2), and è^elGœv ek ynç 
Xalôalcov (7:4); three times in independent clauses: KaxtpKTjOEV èv Xappdcv (7:4), èyÉvvr|OEV xov 
’la a à x  Koci jtEptèxEgEV aùxov (7:8).
'••'O 0EÔÇ xfiç dô^riç oxj)0r| xœ Tiaxp'i f)pœv ’Appaàp (7:2), eitiev Tipôç aùxôv (7:3), oot ÔEi^œ.(7:3), 
pExœKiOEV aùxov eiç xijv ynv xaùxrjv (7:4), oùk èôœxEV aùxœ K^rjpovopiav (7:5), èTrqyyEt^axo 
ôoûvai aùxœ (7:5), èôœxEV aùxœ ôta8qxr)v (7:8).
'•’See Porter, ‘Word Order,’ 200. However, as I argued in chapter 2 above, claims concerning the 
‘highlighted’ nature of explicit subjects or any other lexico-grammatical choices must be justified in 
light of the author’s larger ‘highligting,’ or foregrounding strategy in the work.
“’'O Oeôç xfiç ôd^riç œc|)OT| xœ Tcaxpi f|pœv (7:2); èldclpoEV ôè oùxcoç ô Oeoç (7:6); and 6 Oeoç eitiev 
(77).
E^iTiEV Ttpôç aùxôv (7:3a); eiç xqv ynv f\v àv oo i ÔEt^ œ (7:3b); pExœKiOEV aùxov (7:4); oùk ëôœxEV 
aùx0 K^ripovoplav (7:5a); èTxnyyEilaxo ôoùvat aùxœ (7:5b); Kpivœ èyœ (7:7); EÔœxEV aùxœ  
ôiaOfjKrjv TCEpixopfiÇ (7:8y 
'•’laxpEÙoouotv pot (7:7).
'•This expression occurs one other time only in the Old Testament: Psalm 28:3 in the LXX or Psalm 
29:3 in the MT (dobkh-la).
'•’ pEXtpKioEV aùxôv Eiç xqv ynv xaùxqv eiç fjv ùpÉlç vùv KaxoiKEiXE (7:4); EÔœxEV aùxœ ôtaOqKrjv 
îiEpixopfjÇ' (7:8). See also Nils A. Dahl, ‘The Story of Abraham in Luke-Acts,’ in Leander E. Keck 
and J. Louis Martyn (eds.). Studies in Luke-Acts (London: SPCK, 1976) 143-44, where Dahl argues 
that the remainder of the speech is fundamentally an account of the fulfillment of God’s word to 
Abraham.
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gave him the covenant, and it was thus that [Abraham] begat Isaac...and Isaac Jacob, 
and Jacob the twelve patriachs. ’
(3 )Joseph
Participant reference to Joseph: Acts 7:9-14, 18
1. Full explicit subject 2x"^ ^
2. Abbreviated explicit subject Ox
3. Non-explicit subject Ix"^ ^
4. Non-subject participant 5x^^
Although in the above clauses Joseph appears for the most part in the complement 
slot (i.e. as a non-subject participant), he is referred to four times by name, two of 
which are explicit subjects. The writer begins his account of Joseph by detaching him 
from the rest of the patriarchs in the following manner: ‘...and Isaac [begat] Jacob, and 
Jacob the twelve patriarchs’ (7:8). ‘And the patriachs were jealous o f Joseph and sold 
him into Egypt. But God was with him’ (7:9). The verses that follow are primarily an 
elaboration of this theme~a point argued in a slightly different manner by Richard-^ ^ 
and may be summarized aptly as follows:
(i) Adversity (7:9a). Joseph’s brothers sell him into slavery.
(ii) Blessing (7:9b-10). God delivers him, gives him wisdom, and he is
subsequently made prime minister of Egypt.
'•’ocveyvcoplaGri ’Icoonô àôe^ôdlç amoù (7:13); ’Icoanô pexeKocXéaaxo ’laKODp xov Tiaxépa 
aùxoù (7:14).
a dependent clause: àTioaxelÀaç (7:14).
’°oi mxpKxpxai ^rj^œoocvxeç xov ’Icoofiô (7:9); è^ei^axo aùxov èk Tiaacov xœv 9À,l\i/eœv aùxoù, 
(7:10); EÔœKEV aùxœ %dptv m i oo(|)lav (7:10); KaxÉaxrjOEV aùxov pyoùpEvov (7:10); àvèoxri 
paaiA£Ùç EXEpoç [èti’ AiyuTcxov] ôç oùk pÔEt xov 'loxnjô (7:18).
’•See Richard, ‘The Polemical Character,’ 258ff. Richard’s essay has shown beyond reasonable doubt 
the intentionality of the writer’s choice of words in 7:9: both Çrj^œaocvxEÇ and àjtéôovxo, predicated of 
Joseph’s brothers and without further comment on the events that preceeded this development in the 
Genesis account, serve to emphasize the victimization of Joseph at the hands of his brothers.
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(üï) Adversity (7:11). Famine comes, accompanied by ‘great tribulation,’ with 
the result that ‘our fathers could not find food.’
(iv) Blessing (7:12-16). Joseph brings his family to Egypt and they are spared.
The betrayal of Joseph by his brothers, expressed in the strongest terms, is 
followed by an equally strong affirmation of God’s presence and blessing in his life, a 
blessing that results in salvation for Joseph’s family at the time of their greatest need. 
The Christological allusions of this passage cannot be missed.^^
(4) Moses
Participant reference to Moses: Acts 6:14; 7:20-40, 44
1. Full explicit subj ect
2. Abbreviated explicit subject 8x^ "^
3. Non-explicit subject 16x^^
4. Non-subject participant 15x^^
The size of the Moses section of the speech (it takes up roughly 35% of the total, 
vs. 11.6% for the Joseph section), together with its careful chronological structure
’’See Kilgallen, The Stephen Speech, 52.
” d  TiapéôcoKEV fiiTiv Mœümjg. (6:14); èyEVvf|8r| Mœücrfiç (7:20); ÈTiaiôeùOn Mcoücrfiç (7:22); 
e^uyev ôe Mcoücrfiç (7:29); ô ôe Mcoücrfjç lôœv èOaùpa^ev (7:31); ëvxpopoç ôè yevôpevoç Mcoücrfiç 
(7:32); ô yàp Mcoücrfiç omoç...oÙK oiôapev xi eyévexo aùxœ (7:40).
’'‘ôç (xvexpàôri pqvaç xpeiç (7:20); ÈKxeOévxoç ôe aùxoù (7:21); pp cxveMv pe crû OéÀeiç (7:28); 
TrpQçjepxopévou ôe aùxoù xaxcxvofiaai (7:31); oùxoç è^qyayev aùxoùç (7:36); oùxôç èoxiv 6 
Mœücrqç (7:37); oùxôç èaxiv 6 yevôpevoç (7:38); ôç è^qyayev f)pàç èx ynç Aiyurcxon (7:40).
” f|v àoxeioç xœ Oeœ (7:20); fjv ôè ôuvaxôç (7:22); lôcov xiva àôiKOÙpevov (7:24); ppùvaxo (7:24); 
èjcoirioev èKÔlKrjcnv (7:24); Tcaxcx^aç xov Alyùjixiov (7:24); èvôpi^ev ôè ouviévai xoùç àôeX,(j)OÙç 
(7:25); cî)(j)Ori aùxdlç pa%opévoiç (7:26); aovp^^aooev aùxoùç eiç eipijvriv (7:26); eiTicov (7:26); 
àvâXeç è%Oèç xôv AiyÙTtxiov (7:28); èyévexo mpoiKoç (7:29); èyévvriaev uioùç ôùo (7:29); iôœv 
(7:31); oùk èxôXpa Kaxocvoljoai (7:32); îionjcraç xépaxa xà i crripéia (7:36).
’^cxveiXaxo aùxov (7:21); cxveOpé\|/axo aùxôv (7:21); 'Qç ôè èTfiiripoùxo aùxœ (7:23); àncocraxo 
aùxôv (7:27); Tiç oe Kaxéoxrjcrev (7:27); cb(j)Orj aùxœ (7:30); eiTiev ôè aùxœ ô KÙpioç (7:33); 
àrcocrxeilœ oe (7:34); Toùxov xôv Mcoüofiv... ô Oeôç [xàil àp%ovxa xài luxpcoxijv cx7iéaxa?iKev 
(7:35); ôv fipvijoocvxo (7:35); xoùxov ô Oeôç ...(7:35); àyyéX,oo xoù ôôOévxoç aùxœ (7:35); xoù 
àyyéioo xoù ?ia/*ioùvxoç aùxœ (7:38); œ oùk f)OéX,T|ocxv ÙTiqKooi yevéoOai (7:39); xi èyévexo aùxœ. 
(7:40); ô la lœ v  xœ Mœüafj (7:44).
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(three ‘forty year’ periods) and the ‘more than human dignity’ with which its 
protagonist is invested, reveal something of the centrality of the figure of Moses in 
Stephen’s oration. Far from being a ‘neutral’ account of the great Old Testament hero’s 
career, however, this is the climactic point of the writer’s unique history of Israel, 
carefully crafted to cohere with and consummate all that has preceeded it. Like Joseph 
in the preceeding section, Moses is described in terms reminiscent of Christ.^^ As was 
the case with both Stephen and Joseph above, however, the reader is left with the 
impression that Moses is hardly in control of the events of his life, but rather seems 
often overwhelmed by them. This impression is created by the syntax of this section: 
of the 31 clauses in which Moses appears as a subject (explicit or non), only 5 are 
ergative, that is, only five have him as an agent external to the process in question.^^ 
Conversely, all of these clauses but five are non ergative, that is, the processes in 
which Moses is involved are represented as self-engendered, as in e^ uyev & Mcoücrfiç 
(process + medium, 7:29)^  rather than engendered by himself, as in micx^ ocç xov 
Aiyunxiov (agent + process + medium, 7:24).^° Lastly, as he did with Joseph in the 
previous paragraphs, the writer focuses on one specific aspect of Moses’ life, with very 
little attention to everything else: Moses, rejected by men, but blessed and chosen by 
God: ‘This very Moses, whom they denied...even this man God has sent as both ruler 
and deliverer...’ (7:35).
The question asked of Stephen by the high priest in 7:1 is simply this: ‘Are these 
things so?,’ that is, are you blaspheming against Moses and God? (6:11), are you 
indeed announcing that Jesus will alter the traditions we have received from Moses, and
’’Barrett, Acts, 338. Similarly, Munck has written that in Stephen’s speech one finds ‘the highest 
appreciation of Moses that we meet in the New Testament.’ Munck, Acts, 221, note 1.
’’Compare for example 7:20-22 with Luke’s account of the birth and childhood of Jesus in Luke 2. 
’^Of these five clauses where Moses is an agent, three refer to the same event, namely, his killing of 
the Egyptian: pf] (xveXclv pe où OèXeiç (7:28); èTtotriaev èKÔ'iKricjiv (7:24); Ttaxcx^aç xov AiyÙTtxiov 
(7:24). The other two are: à  TcocpéôcûK£V f|ptv Mcoücrfiç. (6:14), and oùxoç k^r\yayEV aùxoùç (7:36). 
^°See Halliday, Functional Grammar, 147.
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what concerns the temple in particular? (6:13-14)/^ Stephen’s speech, culminating so 
poignantly with the Moses account represents a strong and well argued reply to these 
charges/^ There are only two kinds of Israelite, argues the martyr, God’s faithful 
envoys together with those who submit to their message, and those who, throughout 
the history of the nation, have opposed, persecuted and murdered them. The high 
praise that Stephen directs at Moses and the law that was given through his mediation 
(7:38, 44) makes clear where he stands with respect to this great divide: It is not he 
who has rejected Moses and the law, but ‘your fathers’ (7:39), of whom Stephen’s 
audience, in their prejudiced and malevolent opposition to him, are showing themselves 
to be true heirs.
The Moses theme leads to the disquisition on the temple in vv. 44-50. In this 
regard, Barrett is incorrect when he affirms that in the speech, ‘the temple is treated 
with no respect at all.’^^  Quite the contrary, Stephen begins his brief commentary on 
Israel’s place of worship by connecting it, in its original form, to Moses himself (7:44), 
to whom the command to build (Tioifjooa) such a structure was originally given. 
Secondly, David’s desire to find (eùpëiv) a temple (oicijvcopa^ "^ ) is described approvingly
^•Sylva is correct when he argues that Acts 6:13-14 is an elaboration and specification of the one 
fundamental charge, namely, to have spoken blasphemies against Moses and God. See Sylva, ‘Acts 
7:46-50,’ 268. Similarly, Barrett sees the charges of 6:13-14 as a second, more formal stage of the 
accusation, rather than a separate indictment. Furthermore, Barrett argues that ‘to speak against Moses 
and to speak against the law are...synonymous.’ Barrett, Acts, 327.
’^Supporting this view see also Kilgallen, The Stephen Speech, esp. 107-19; Sylva, ‘Acts 7:46-50’ 
263; F.F. Bruce, The Acts o f the Apostles (London: Tyndale, 1956) 160ff. Against this view, see 
Colmenero-Atienza, ‘Hechos’ 38ff; Haenchen, Ac/5, 288; F.J. Foakes Jackson, The Acts o f the 
Apostles (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1945) 61. Barrett’s may be considered an intermediate 
position regarding this fundamental issue in the study of the speech, since he argues that the speech is 
most likely ‘a qualified kind of answer’ to the charges. Barrett, Acts, 335.
’^Barrett, Acts, 338. See also Haenchen, Acts, 290; Philip F. Esler, Community and Gospel in Luke- 
Acts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987) 135-63. Similarly, the now standard work by 
J.T. Sanders The Jews in Luke-Acts (London: SCM, 1987) 33-34, where Sanders writes: ‘..a peculiar 
part of Luke’s attitude towards the Temple is that it is inherently perverse because it was 
XeipoTioifixoç...’ This is a serious misunderstanding of the Stephen speech. One basic problem with 
this view is that while matters related to the law did concern early Christian communities in cities such 
as Jerusalem and Antioch, there is no historical evidence to suggest that the temple was a point of 
similar controversy. See Hill, ‘Division or Diversity?’ 143. See also Ben Witherington III, The Acts 
of the Apostles: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998) 26 Iff.
®The term is used in the Septuagint of both the tabernacle and the temple. See Sylva ‘Acts 7:46-50’ 
264.
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by the writer, and it is only Solomon’s construction (o i k o 50|x t io 8v ) of a house (o ik o v ) 
that receives the harsh condemnation of the writer. A sounder reading of this section of 
the speech is offered by Kilgallen and by S y l v a , who argue that it is a particular view 
of the temple, rather than the temple per se, that is under attack in this section of the 
speech. The ‘Most High,’ affirms the martyr, using a divine name that highlights 
God’s transcendence, is not contained by structures made with hands (xeipoTcoifixoiç, v. 
48), for he himself is the maker of all things. The writer’s account of Israel’s worship 
progresses as follows:
• False worship by the fathers involving a aicrjvfi (7:43)
• True worship by Moses and David involving oKTjvfi 
and aicnvcopa (44-46)
• by Solomon involving oiKoç (47-50)
 ^ The invective: you are just like your fathers! they killed the prophets and
did not keep the law (51-53)
Thus, the thematic links of this brief section to both the previous material and the 
invective are clear: failure to understand the true purpose and meaning of the temple is 
presented as one last defining characteristic of those who persecuted the prophets^^ and 
did not keep the law.
In order to complete my analysis of participant reference in the Stephen episode, I 
must now return to Luke’s account of the activity of the divine actor in this episode, a 
subject I referred to only briefly in connection to the account of Abraham’s career. It is 
important to note that God is not introduced directly until the start of Stephen’s
^^Kilgallen, The Stephen Speech, 87-92; Sylva, ‘Acts 7:46-50,’ 266-67. See also Dahl, ‘The Story of 
Abraham,’ 145-46.
^^This is to be expected, since one of the most recurrent themes in the prophetic writings is precisely 
to warn Israel against placing her trust in the physical structure of the temple, while at the same time 
neglecting the commandments. See especially 1er. 7:4-15.
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narrative of Israel’s history in 7:2, and ‘leaves the stage’ just before Stephen’s invective 
marks the end of his speech (7:50). God’s participation in the narrative of the Stephen 
episode is, therefore, limited to Stephen’s historical summary of 7:2-50. As the data 
below show, however, God’s activity in this historical summary is relentless and 
overpowering, and reveals that for Luke, the history of Israel is nothing if not the 
history of God’s activity in her behalf. The references to God as participant in his 
episode are distributed as follows:
1. Full explicit subject 13^ ^
2. Abbreviated explicit subject 1^ ^
3. Non-explicit subject 13^ ^
4. Non-subject participant 5 °^
In the middle of his account of the martyrdom of Stephen, Luke chooses to insert 
a carefully crafted (more oh this in my excursus below) digest of several Old Testament 
accounts of God’s sovereign agency in the history of His people. God’s activity in 
history is thus made to cast a shadow of hope over and put in perspective what appears 
to be the defeat of God’s present purposes in the murder of his servant Stephen. 
Further, Luke’s transitivity choices in his depiction of Abraham, Joseph, and Moses, 
serve to identify these Old Testament heroes, both in their suffering and in their final 
vindication by God, with Stephen’s own experience.
O Geôç Tfjç ôô^riç dxj)0r| (7:2); èldA,T|0 8 V 6e omcoç ô Geoç (v. 6); ô Geoç emev (v. 7b); fjv ô Gæç 
p e f am oh  (v. 9); mpoioynoev 6 Geôç (v. 17); 6 Geôç ô ià  %eipôç am oû  ôlôoxjiv (v. 25); emev 8e 
am œ  ô Kupioç (v. 33); ô Geôç [m i] dpxovxa m i  Inxpcoxfjv à j ié o x a te v  (v, 35); dcvcxoxriaei ô Geôç 
(v. 37); ëoxpe\j/ev ôè ô Geôç (v. 42); è^œaev ô Geôç (45); 00% ô 'üxjnaxoç èv xeipOTCoifjxoiç KaxoiKei* 
(v. 48); Aeyei KÔpioç (v. 49).
®^ Kpivcc) èyco (v. 7).
^^ eiTuev (v. 3a); ôei^co (v. 3b); pexcpKioev (v. 4); oôk ëôcoKev (v. 5a); èTuyyyeiXaxo ôoûvai (v. 5b); 
ëôcoKev (v. 8); ë^eilaxo (v. 10a); ëôcoKev (10b); lôdbv eiôov (v. 34a); àTioaxel^co (v. 34b); TiapéôcoKev 
(v. 42); pexoïKicû (v. 43); è7ioir|aev (v. 50).
’“Xocxpeôoouaiv poi (v. 7); fjv àaxeioç xœ Geœ (v. 20); TipOOTjvéyicaxé poi (v. 42); 'O oùpocvôç poi 
Gpôvoç (v. 49a); oiKOÔopijoexé poi (v. 49b).
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When presenting arguments for the literary unity of the Stephen episode, or for its 
unity in relation to the rest of Acts, it has been customary since Hamack’s time to focus 
primarily on lexis. Yet, Harnack notwithstanding, lexical features alone may not be 
considered ‘proof of unity of style and cohesiveness in Luke-Acts, as the famous 
debate between Harnack and Cadbury showed.^^ Without denying the relative value of 
lexis in determining cohesion in this text or in Luke-Acts as a whole, I have turned my 
attention to other linguistic features of the Stephen story that seem to be both consistent, 
and purposefully placed, and may therefore be considered contributive to its texture.^^ 
Specifically, the transitivity choices made by the writer in the description of Stephen, 
Joseph and Moses, the consistency of clause structure (I shall have more to say on this 
in the next section), and the repeated theme of ‘human opposition-divine blessing’ 
make the literary unity of the Stephen episode very difficult to dispute. A method of 
participant reference and clause stmcture analysis such as the one offered here allows 
us to record these observations in a manner that is concrete, linguistically principled, 
and replicable by other scholars using the same method.
III. Foregrounded Syntax in Acts 7:35: Its Relation to the Speech, 
the Episode, and the Book of Acts
In the previous section I have attempted to show that the literary structure of the 
Stephen episode centres around the biographical sketches of Stephen, Joseph and 
Moses. More specifically, I pointed out that the writer is focusing on the status of these
^'Harnack concluded his lexical analysis with the words ‘the proof is now complete,’ in A. Harnack, 
Luke the Physician (tr. J.R. Wilkinson; London: Williams and Norgate, 1909) 81. But see Cadbury’s 
reply in, among others, H. J. Cadbury, TTza Making o f Luke-Acts (Third ed.; London: SPCK, 1968) 
passim. For the problems inherent in ‘counting words’ in order to prove cohesiveness, authorship or 
unity of style, see the classic by G. U. Yule, The Statistical Study o f Literary Vocabulary 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1944) esp. chapter 6 ‘Word Distributions from Different 
Works of the Same Author: Macaulay and Bunyan,’ esp. 133.
’ I^n Hallidayan functional grammar, texture, or the cluster of properties that separate a text from non­
text, involves three essential elements: cohesion (both grammatical and lexical), theme and information 
systems (pertaining to the internal structure of the clause), and the macrostructure of the text or its 
genre, such as narrative or conversation. See M.A.K. Halliday and R. Hasan, Cohesion in English 
(6th printing; London: Longman, 1984) esp. 324ff.
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three men as relatively passive victims of unrighteous opposition, who nonetheless bear 
the seal of God’s approval and are blessed and chosen by Him. I now turn my 
attention to a particular passage in this story, namely. Acts 7:35, that is used by the 
writer to culminate and bring this theme to the fore with unparalleled impetus and 
clarity.
Tomov tov Mcol3(jfiv, ov fipvijoocvio 
eiTcôvxeç, Tiç o e  K axéoxrjoev ocpxovxa  Koà ô iK aaxn v;  
xomov ô 08ÔÇ [m il ôcpxovxa Koà luxpooxnv àjiéax(xA,Kev 
o i)v  XGipi àyyÉTiou x o û  ôôG évxoç a ù x œ  ëv  xQ pàxcp.
Two features of this passage, missed almost entirely by the major commentaries, 
as I will show, call for some detailed discussion.
m .l The Adjectival-Demonstrative Use of omoç in Acts
Haenchen,^^ Bruce, "^  ^ and Barrett^^ have all argued that omoç is ‘emphatic’ in 
7:35-38. Unfortunately, however, such an affirmation does not carry conviction for 
two fundamental reasons: no linguistic arguments are offered to back such an assertion 
(see my comments under section I above), and no proper differentiation is made 
between the adjectival use of the pronoun in v. 35, and its nominal use in vv. 36-38.^^ 
Yet, this distinction is significant enough to merit separate treatment. In its nominal 
usage, the demonstrative pronoun omoç functions most often as an anaphoric and, less 
often, cataphoric referential tie. That is, it points, without mentioning it explicitly, to a 
referent present either before or after in the text, as in Acts 2:15: o\> yap cbç ngeîç
’^See Haenchen, Acts, 282. 
"^^ Bruce, Acts, 171.
75Barrett, Acts, 364. For Barrett, the ‘emphatic’ use of the pronoun apparently begins in v. 36.
’®For a discussion of the various uses of om oç, see Blass and Debrunner, Greek Grammar, 289. Blass 
and Debrunner do not, however, use the terms adjectival and nominal when describing the various uses 
of om oç.
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ÔTco^ iappavexe owtoi peOuoDaiv (for these men [in this case, the tongue-speaking 
apostles] are not drunk, as you suppose), or Acts 7:36: ovxoç è^fjyayev amoùç (This 
man [Moses] led them out). The adjectival function of omoç, however, is the 
qualification, description or highlighting of the noun to which it is attached. The use of 
the adjectival demonstrative pronoun omoç (henceforth ADP omoç ) in Acts calls for 
specific comment.
The 28 instances of the ADP omoç when used of human participants in Acts are 
distributed as follows:
10 qualifying Pauf^
6 qualifying the apostles^^ 
5 qualifying Jesus^^
2 qualifying Moses^^
’’ocTueKpiOri 5è 'Avaviaç- KoSpie, fjKODoa cctco 7uoA,A,cov Tuep'i too ôcvôpoç xom oo o a a  KaKoc 
TOÎÇ àyioiç ao o  èTuoiriaev èv lepooaaA,îjp- (9:13); xivèç ôè Kcù xœv ’ETUiKoopeioiv Kai 
SxoïKcov (piA,oaô(pcov oovèpalÀ ov çcoxco, Kai xiveç ëXeyov xi ôcv 0éÀoi ô OTrèppoÀôyoç 
om oç A,éyeiv; (17:18); Kai Oeœpeîxe k a i àKooexe ôxi o6  pôvov ’E(péooo a l l a  o%eô6 v judcoiç 
xf)g A oiaç  ô I la ô lo ç  ooxoç ireiaaç pexéaxTiaev ixavov ô%lov (19:26); àK ooaaç ôè ô 
èKaxovxâpxqç TupoaelGœv xrô x iliàp xœ  àTuhyyeilev lé y œ v  xi p é lle iç  Tuoieîv; ô yàp  
avOpcoTTOç om oç 'P(0 |ia î6 ç èaxiv  (22:26); àvaaxàvxeç xivèç xmv ypappaxèmv xoô pépooç 
xœv O apiaaiœ v ôi6 |id%ovxo léyovxeç- oôôèv KaKov eôpioKogev èv xœ àvGpcojrœ xomœ  
(23:9); Tov avôpa xoôxov ai)llri|i(p0évxa ôtco xœv lo o ô a iœ v  Kai p é llo v x a  àvaipeîaO ai vn  
am œ v (23:27); eôpôvxeç yàp xôv avôpa xoôxov lo ip o v  Kai Kivoôvxa oxàoe iç  Tuâaiv xoîç 
lo o ô a ïo iç  (24:5); Kai àva%œpijoavx6ç è là lo o v  irpôç à llT jlo o ç  léyovxeç ôxi ooôèv Oavàxoo 
f| ôeapœv à^iov [xi] Tüpàaaei ô àvGpœiuoç omoç. (26:31);’AypiTUTcaç ôè xœ Oijaxo) ecpiy 
àTüoleloaOai èôovaxo ô àvOpœiroç om oç ei pf] è7ueKéKlT]xo K aioapa. (26:32); irpôç 
à l lq lo o ç  è le y o v  Tuàvxœç (poveoç èaxiv ô àvGpœiroç om oç (28:4).
’Hi Tconjaœpev xoîç àvOpœjioiç xomoiç; (4:16); eiirév xe Tipoç amooç- àvôpeç laparjlîxai, 
Trpooéxexe èaoxoîç èm xoîç àvBpœTuoiç xooxoiç xi péllexe Tupàaaeiv. (5:35); Kaî xà vôv 
léyœ opîv, àTroaxrjxe àTco xœv àv0pco7üœv xomœv Kai àcpexe amooç* (5:38); amr| 
KaxaKolooOoôaa xœ lïa o lœ  Kaî fjpîv è'KpaÇev léyooaa- om oi ol àvGpœiuoi ôoôloi xoô 
0eoô xoô ô\|/icyxoi) elaiv (16:17); om oi oi àvOpœiroi èKxapàaoooaiv fipœv xr|v tüôIiv, 
looôaîoi ÔTüàpxovxeç, (16:20); fjyàyexe yàp xoôç àvôpaç xoôxooç oôxe lepooôlooç oôxe 
piaa(pi]poôvxaç x^v 0e6v f)pœv. (19:37).
’^ooxoç ô lîiooôç ô àvalripcpBeîç à(p’ ôpœv elç xôv oôpavov oôxœç èleôaexai ôv xpÔTUov 
è0eàoao08 (1:11); xoôxov xôv IrjGoôv àvéaxTiaev ô 08Ôç, oo Tuàvxeç qpeîç èapev pàpxopeç- 
(2:32); Kaî KÔpiov aôxôv Kaî xpiGxôv èTüoirjaev ô Geoç, xoôxov xôv Iriaoôv ôv ôpeîç 
èoxaopœaaxe. (2:36); PoôleaOe èjrayayeîv è(p’ f|pâç xô aipa xoô àv0pœ%oo xoôxoo. (5:28); 
àKTiKÔapev yàp aôxoô leyovxoç ôxi Irjooôç ô NaÇœpaîoç om oç Kaxalôoei xôv xottov 
(6:14).
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2 qualifying Paul’s nephew^^
2 qualifying other Christians^^ 
1 qualifying Stephen^^
In 26 out of the above 28 instances (93%), the ADP oôtoç is used to qualify a 
central New Testament figure or Moses, and it is used exclusively of Christian figures 
or Moses. Further, the participants that are singled out for reference by means of ADP 
OÔTOÇ are already ‘on stage’ or in the spotlight, due most often (in 23 out of 28 cases) to 
their being under investigation or accusation by a hostile audience or tribunal. It is 
perhaps on the basis of some of these examples that Blass and Debrunner write that 
‘om oç appears to be used in a contemptuous sense (like iste) of a person present: Lk 
15:30.’ "^^ Barrett’s comment on omoç in Acts 6:13 and 14 is taken directly from Blass 
and Debrunner, a grammar he is heavily dependent on.^  ^ But the above list shows that 
the meaning of the ADP omoç in Acts is more complex than Blass and Debrunner and
“^Toôtov t6v Mcohafiv ov fipviioavTO eiTTÔvxeç- xiç ae KaxéaxrjCTev àpxovxa Kai ôiKaGxf|v; 
xoôxov ô Geôç [Kaî] àpxovxa Kaî Impcox^v àTuéoxalKev (7:35); ô yàp Mcoôafiç oôxoç, ôç 
ê^hyccyev f)pâç èk yqç ÀlyÔTUxoD, oôk oïÔapev xi èyévexo aôxœ. (7:40).
‘^xôv veaviav xoôxov àTcàyaye Jipôç xôv xiliapxov (23:17); fipcoxriaev xoôxov xôv 
veaviGKOv àyayeîv TTpôç ae (23:18).
KÔpie Kapôioyvœaxa Tcàvxcov, àvàôei^ov ôv è^eÀé^m ÔK xoôxov xôv ôôo ëva (1:24); 
fiA,0ov ôè aôv èpoî Kaî oi àôeA,(poî oôxoi Kaî eiof|A,0opev elç xôv oikov xoô àvôpoç.
( 11:12).
^^ëaxriaàv xe pàpxDpaç i|/eDÔeîç A.éyovxaç- ô àv0pco7coç oôxoç oô Tuaôexai laÀ ôv  pfjpaxa 
Kaxà xoô xÔTCOD xoô àyloD (6:13).
^Blass and Debrunner, Greek Grammar, 151 [§290(6)]. Similarly, Turner writes, somewhat more 
helpfully, ‘oôxoç is very frequent in papyri and New Testament and as in earlier Greek refers to 
someone actually present (often contemptuously: Lk 15:30, ô nîôç aoi) oôxoç 18:11...), not 
necessarily referring to the noun which is nearest, but to the noun which is most vividly in the writer’s 
mind (deictic).’ N. Turner, A Grammar o f New Testament Greek; Vol III Syntax (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark: 1963) 44-45. It is important to note that neither Blass and Debrunner nor Turner make a 
distinction between the nominal and adjectival uses of oôxoç. Concerning the usage of oôxoç in 
Homeric Greek, Monro writes, ‘[it] is chiefly used (Like iste in Latin) of what belongs to or concerns 
the person spoken to, or else in a hostile or contemptuous tone...used of one of the enemy...’ D. B. 
Monro, Homeric Grammar (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1891) 217-18.
^See Barrett, Acts, 327-28, where he writes that ô àvOpcoTüOÇ oôxoç in 6:13 ‘gives a derogatory tone 
to the reference,’ and that Iq a o ô ç  ô NaÇœpaîoç oôxoç in 6:14 ‘is contemptuous as in 13. For 
Barrett’s dependence on Blass and Debrunner, see also Barrett, Acts, 346, 348, 349, 350, 353, 355,
359, 361, 362, 364, etc. That a commentary published in 1994 could be so dependent on a century-old 
grammar, largely unaffected by the findings of modern linguistics, seems at best difficult to accept.
See Stanley Porter and Jeffrey Reed, ‘Greek Grammar since BDF: A Retrospective and Prospective 
Analysis,’ Filologfa Neotestamentaria IV.7 (1991) 143-64.
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Barrett have supposed. It appears that, in Acts, this particular form of participant 
reference is used consistently by the writer to mark either key Christian figures or 
Moses, who are typically found under unjust persecution. These references occur in 
the words either of an accuser or opponent, or of a Christian speaker or the narrator for 
specific comment: this very one(s) whom...you murdered, you bring before me, the 
fathers rejected...we now preach, you must leave alone, is not worthy of death, etc.^^
The use of the ADP oôxoç in Acts 7:35 is consistent with the above explanation, 
and is particularly significant, in light of the fact that it is also used of both Stephen and 
Jesus in 6:13 and 14 respectively. The ADP oôxoç, therefore, appears to be a linguistic 
means used by the writer to further highlight the characteristic that his key protagonists 
have in common in the Stephen episode: ‘this very one whom men reject God has both 
chosen and blessed.’
; m.2 COMPLEMENT-SUBJECT-PREDICATE:*’ A Strikingly Rare Clause
Type in Acts 7:35
In commenting upon Acts 7:35, Barrett writes that ‘the object of cc7üÉaxaA,K8v is 
brought to the beginning of the sentence for emphasis ,providing no reasons for 
such an assertion. AH that we can gather from a thorough analysis of clause structure 
in the Stephen episode and elsewhere in Acts, is that the structure COMP-SUBJ-PRED 
(Tobxov xôv McûüOTiv, ôv f|pvf|oavxo...xoôxov ô Geôç [mi] dpxovxa Koà Xuxpcoxfiv àjiéoxoXKev) 
is very rare; indeed it is the most unusual clause type there is in Acts. In independent 
clauses, the complement is not likely to come first in either clauses with an explicit
®^Thus for example 7:35 (cited above) of Moses, 9:13 of Paul, and 2:36 of Jesus.
’^As throughout this thesis, I am using the method of clause structure analysis proposed by Porter in 
his ‘Word Order’ article, especially on pp. 189ff.
^^Barrett, Acts, 363.
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subject (0 instances in the narrative section of 6:1-7:1, and 5 [4.8%] in the speech) or 
those without it (1 in the narrative section [3.5%] and 6 [5.8%] in the s p e e c h ) . I n  
isolation from other linguistic or literary data about the Stephen episode, however, this 
observation is of limited value. If one wishes to argue, as Barrett does, that a particular 
clause type is purposely being used by the writer as an indicator of prominence in this 
story, one must be able to show how that prominence relates to the ‘big picture’ of the 
text, that is, to the writer’s theme(s) or agenda(s) in the Stephen episode, and in the 
Acts of the Apostles. In his classic essay on linguistic foregrounding, Michael Halliday 
states:
Foregrounding, as I understand it, is prominence that is motivated. It is not 
difficult to find patterns of prominence in a poem or prose text...that stand out 
in some way, or may be brought out by careful reading; and one may often be 
led in this way towards a new insight, through finding that such prominence 
contributes to the writer’s total meaning. But unless it does, it will seem to lack 
motivation; a feature that is brought into prominence will be foregrounded’
only if  it relates to the meaning o f the text as a whole [emphasis mine].^^
The real significance of Acts 7:35 is not the rarity of its Greek syntax or grammar. 
Rather, it is that these unusual features of language are used by the writer to highlight 
and drive home, that is, to foreground, the theme he has been focusing on from the 
beginning of the Stephen episode. The key protagonist of Stephen’s speech appears 
once more in the complement slot of the clause: this very Moses whom they 
denied...even this man God has sent as both ruler and deliverer. The presence of the 
ADP OÔTOÇ, together with the writer’s choice of clause structure, has the effect of 
capturing the reader’s attention and bringing the central theme of the Stephen episode to 
a climax.
®^The most frequent clause structure in both speech and narrative is PRED-COMP. The data here 
presented are roughly equivalent to that gathered by myself from the sample texts of chapters 1 and 27 
of Acts.
®°Halliday, ‘Linguistic Function,’ 112.
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The relevance of this theme to the speech, the episode and the book of Acts seems 
clear. It is relevant to the speech because by means of the theme of ‘rejected by 
men/chosen by God’ as embodied in the lexico-grammar and explicitly stated at key 
points of the text, the careers of Abraham, Joseph, Moses and Stephen are related and 
their shared significance explained. It is relevant to the episode as a whole, because in 
relating Stephen to Abraham, Joseph and Moses, and his persecutors to theirs, the 
speech is shown to be a reply to the charges brought against him, and the narrative and 
speech portions are seen to possess both coherence and cohesiveness. Lastly, the 
theme that we see foregrounded in Acts 7:35 is relevant to the ‘big picture’ of the Acts 
of the Apostles, because it clearly reflects what appears to be one of the author’s 
primary concerns, namely, to narrate the sovereign unfolding of the ‘plan of God’ 
(PoD^h TOÔ 0eo0) in the face of human and demonic opposition.^^ My findings in Acts 
6-7 and 27 thus confirm Hopper and Thompson’s transitivity hypothesis, namely, that 
narrative characters who do not initiate events and appear in clauses with a low 
transitivity coefficient are likely to receive a backgrounded interpretation.^^ In 
Hallidayan terms, participants who are represented consistently as mediums in non- 
ergative clauses appear to readers as incapacitated or sidelined vis-à-vis any participants 
represented as agents in ergative clauses.
Having said this, the two episodes of the Acts narrative I have examined thus far 
have further interest for two reasons. First, it is the main characters, the veritable 
heroes of the story, who are being backgrounded through the linguistic means I have 
described. In the shipwreck narrative, the highly dynamic ‘they’ subject (most often 
the soldiers and sailors on the ship) appears foregrounded in contrast with the more 
passive ‘we’ subject and Paul, yet only in order to underline the absolute futility of their
^*See John T. Squires, The Plan of God in Luke-Acts (SNTS Monograph Series, 76; Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1993).
^^ ‘...the likelihood that a clause will receive a foregrounded interpretation is proportional to the height 
of that clause on the scale of transitivity. From the performer’s viewpoint, the decision to foreground a 
clause will be reflected in the decision to encode more (rather than fewer) transitivity features in the 
clause.’ Hopper and Thompson, ‘Transitivity,’ 284.
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actions, as all their efforts to oppose ‘what is necessary,’ that is, what God deems 
necessary, fail. The message is clear: though seemingly engaged in the bringing about 
of events, the soldiers and sailors are in fact as overwhelmed by them as the rest of the 
ship’s passengers. In the Stephen episode, the account of the martyr’s interrupted 
career is placed alongside those of Abraham, Joseph, and Moses, in order to highlight 
the feature held in common by the four: an apparent passivity and helplessness in the 
face of human opposition that is in each case accompanied by God’s approval and 
blessing. Luke’s summary of Israelite history, the essence, as I have shown, of 
Stephen’s speech, leaves no doubt concerning God’s sovereign will in the Old 
Testament. The purpose of this historical digest is none other than to remind his 
readership that the past is intimately connected with the present, and, insofar as the 
pouA,fi TOÎ) 0800  is concerned, though appearances may indicate otherwise, ‘the history 
of Israel has never come to an end, but continues in linear progression into the 
c h u r c h . ,
IV. Conclusion
In discussing the major trends in twentieth-century Acts scholarship, and research 
into the speeches in particular, C.K. Barrett exposes the reductionism that the well 
known ‘sources’ versus ‘free composition’ debate has often led to. Instead of the 
somewhat doctrinaire and necessarily restricted approaches of Bultmann (whom Barrett 
proposes as the champion of sources) and Haenchen (whom Barrett considers the 
champion of free composition), Barret has issued a timely call for a greater opennes to 
all relevant methods in the study of Acts.^ "^
^ J^acob Jervell, The Theology o f the Acts o f the Apostles (New Testament Theology; Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1996) 24.
'^‘Barrett, Acts, 16
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Although significant ground has been gained in various types of historical study 
of Acts, the potential insights that modem linguistics offers remain largely unexplored. 
Functional grammar reminds us that, in interpreting a text, we are primarily involved in 
a response to language, and this must encompass lexis, as well as syntax and style in 
the widest sense. Foregrounding theory, especially when understood within the 
framework of functional grammar, serves as a link between the lexico-grammatical 
features of a text, and the effects that those features have upon the reader. As such, 
foregrounding is capable of yielding important clues into the author’s agenda in 
composing the Stephen episode, and thus begins to offer linguistically grounded 
solutions to such age-old problems as the literary unity of Acts 6-7, or the connection 
of Stephen’s speech to the charges leveled against him.
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EXCURSUS
Luke’s Second Survey of Israel’s History (Acts 13:16b-25): 
Redaction and Register Variation
The following pages represent a natural excursus to my discussion of the 
historical summary in Stephen’s speech of Acts 7:2-49. In the process of studying 
Stephen’s speech, I became aware of the fact that the literary function(s) of Luke’s 
summaries of biblical history in Acts 7 and 13, together with the similarities and 
differences between the two accounts, are a largely unexplored area of study. 
Correspondence with Joachim Jeska of the University of Muenster, Germany 
confirmed this assessment. Jeska’s doctoral thesis,^^ though still at an early stage, may 
well be the first complete literary study of the two major historical synopses in Acts 
within the context of early Jewish historical narrative. Continuing with my own 
functional-grammatical study of Acts, I now turn my attention to the historical survey 
of Acts 13:16b-25 in order to explore its relationship to that of Acts 7:2-49, the 
Septuagint passages on which it is based, and its function within Paul’s speech at 
Pisidian Antioch. Further, I will assess the value of the formal category of the ‘mission 
speech,’ a category to which Paul’s Pisidian Antioch oration is often said to belong, 
and suggest this is in fact a rather blunt tool, in need of linguistically-based refinement 
along the lines of register analysis. This is a slight excursus from the primary subject 
of my thesis, yet one which seems amply justified in light of the inadequate attention 
this subject has thus far received.
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Joachim Jeska, ‘Lukanische Summarien der Geschichte Israels (Act 7 und 13) im Kontext 
fruhjiidischer Geschichtssummarien’ (Ph.D. Thesis in progress University of Muenster, Germany, 
1998).
I l l
I. Acts 7:2-53 and 13:16-25: Two Different Perspectives 
on Israel’s History
Addressing the question of the purpose of Acts, Jervell argues that the two major 
surveys of Jewish history in Acts 7 and 13 are Luke’s way of re-affirming the fact that 
the Church is Israel.^^ His thesis is well known: the church in the last quarter of the 
first century was going through a deep identity crisis as Gentiles began to join its ranks 
in increasing numbers. The poignant question being raised (mainly by Jewish 
opponents of the church) was ‘how can gentiles be considered the people of God?’ 
This question-argues Jervell-is answered by Luke by showing how in the Church the 
promises made by God to Israel are fulfilled and salvation is given through Israel’s 
Messiah. Though Jervell’s hypothesis is largely overstated in his recent monograph,^^ 
his non-speculative attempt to ground his proposal concerning the context of Acts in the 
text of Acts as we have it is commendable. Far from ‘sacred history told for its own 
sake and with no other fheme, ’ Jervell argues convincingly that the two surveys of 
Acts 7 and 13 are carefully crafted reports, designed by Luke to influence his readers’ 
self-understanding at a time of profound identity crisis. Be that as it may, a detailed 
analysis of the two summaries reveals both similarities and significant differences 
apparently missed by Jervell.
When one turns to the transitivity choices made by Luke in both synopses, it 
becomes apparent that, at least at this level, the two surveys are composed from the
^%rvell, The Theology, 24. Concerning the historical survey in Acts 13:16b-25 see also Jervell’s 
‘The Future of the Past,’ in Witherington III (ed.). History, 104-26; Arnold, ‘Luke’s Characterizing 
Use of the Old Testament in the Book of Acts,’ in Witherington III (ed.). History, 319; David P. 
Moessner, ‘The “Script” of the Scriptures in Acts,’ in Witherington III (ed.). History 233-41; Squires, 
The Plan o f God 70; Soards, The Speeches, 80-84; Bruce, Acts, 262ff.; Barrett, Acts, 623ff.; 
Witherington III, Acts, 406-17.
®^ See my review of Jacob Jervell, The Theology o f the Acts o f the Apostles, JSNT forthcoming 
(1998).
^^Haenchen, Acts, 288.
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same perspective, namely, God’s.^  ^ As was the case in Acts 7, Luke’s editorial hand 
altered the LXX text in Acts 13 so as to make God the primary initiator of the processes 
narrated in Paul’s account of Israel’s history. Luke’s strategy is particularly clear in 
vv. 19 and 22 and merits some detailed discussion. In Acts 13:19, the words 
KaxeKÀ,ripovôprioev Tqv y n v  a ù x œ v  are taken from Josh 14:1, which states that Eleazar 
caused them (the sons of Israel) to inherit the land. Following exactly its Hebrew 
vorlage, the LXX first refers to the sons of Israel and their status as inheritors: ‘These 
are the sons of Israel who inherited (qal stem of Icn in Hebrew) in the land of 
Canaan...,’ and then reveals the cause of their inheritance: ‘which Eleazar caused them 
to inherit’ (pi’el stem of Icn with a causative sense in Hebrew). For Luke, the final 
cause of all that happens to x o ô  i a o ô  x o ô x o u  ’lapaqA. is none other than God Himself, and 
Josh. 14:1b thus provides him with the ideal wording to express his high view of 
divine sovereignty. Secondly, v. 22 is likewise the product of Luke’s purposeful 
reworking of two or more LXX passages, shaped so as to cohere with the larger 
transitivity pattern evident in this second historical survey. As I will show below, the 
survey of Israelite history in Acts 13:16-25 pays particular attention to David’s reign, a 
period of perceived spiritual and political splendor in the life of the nation. It is this 
focus which, among other features, gives this passage, in contrast to its counterpart in  ^
Acts 7, its positive, hopeful flavor. In painting his unique picture of David, Luke 
forces the reader to see the king from God’s perspective alone, for it is God who, 
having deposed Saul, raised David up for them; it is God who affirms of David that ‘he 
is a man after my heart (LXX of 1 Sam 13:14 has his heart),’ and who Ttoifjaei Tiocvxa x à  
GelhHoccd pou. ‘shall carry out all my wishes.’ For the latter clause Luke has turned not 
to I Samuel but to Isa 44:28, and not to an account of David but of Cyrus the Persian. 
The context of the Isaiah quotation (esp. 44-45:13) is the complete authority and power 
of hwhi over the gods of the nations and their rulers. The conclusion of God’s election 
and call of Cyrus is that
^Contra Witherington, who writes that Paul’s speech in Acts 13 is a ‘more theocentric speech,’ while 
Acts 7 is ‘more ecclesiocentric,’ Witherington, Acts, 409.
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hla lk hBy hwhi ina, I the Lord do all these things’ (45:7). Thus, though the clause in 
Acts 13:22b has David as the agent of an ergative clause, its Old Testament context, 
together with the complement ‘all my wishes’ serves to underline not David’s power 
and initiative, but rather God’s. As Steyn has noted, the chronological jump from 
David to Jesus in this account of biblical history is indicative of Jesus’ complete 
submission to God, a submission that mirrors David’s own as depicted by Luke.^^°
The structure of the clauses in this passage is according to expectation. As is the 
case in the other episodes of Acts I examine in this thesis (i.e. chapters 1, 2, 6-7, 21- 
22, and 27), PRED-COMP and PRED clauses clearly predominate, and COMP initial 
clauses are the most rare. In Acts 13:16-25, the single instance of a complement initial 
independent clause is found in 13:17b xôv Xabv uii/coaev, ‘the people He exalted.’ As is 
the case in the other Acts episodes I discuss throughout this thesis, complements in the 
initial position of the clause draw attention to the patient status of individuals acted upon 
in various ways by God. This attention-drawing effect is achieved both by the 
unusualness of the complement-initial clause and by its relation to the other transitivity 
choices (particularly those of agent) made throughout the episode.
Yet, all the above notwithstanding, the two summaries of Acts 7 and 13 are also 
different in fundamental ways.^^^ Consistent with the notion that Luke was both a 
historian and a skilled narrator is the view that what we find in Acts 13 is not merely an 
abbreviated form of the historical survey of Acts 7,^°  ^ but rather a separate synopsis 
which complements the previous one and fits within its own literary context. While 
Acts 7 covers in some detail the careers of Abraham, Joseph and, particularly, Moses,
'“ Gert J. Steyn, Septuagint Quotations in the Context o f the Petrine and Pauline Speeches o f the Acta 
Apostolorum  (Contributions to Biblical Exegesis and Theology, 12; Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1995) 165. 
“^‘Though using arguments different from my own, Klijn affirms emphatically that ‘the way in which 
Stephen interprets Jewish history is wholly different from what is to be found in the rest of Acts.’ 
Klijn, ‘Stephen’s Speech,’ 27.
‘“ On this point, see Squires, The Plan, 70, who refutes Schubert and Vielhauer’s thesis that the survey 
of Acts 13 is essentially a summary of its Acts 7 counterpart.
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mentioning David and Solomon only in connection with the planning and building of 
the temple, Acts 13 does the opposite, that is, it surveys briefly the desert experience 
without mentioning proper names, and concentrates instead on the monarchy, 
mentioning Samuel as the last of the judges, Saul, and, finally, David (vv. 22-23), who 
serves as bridge to the concluding christological section. Further, as Squires has
n o t e d , t h e  element of human opposition, so strong in the survey of ch. 7, is absent
from the historical section of Paul’s speech in ch. 13, and mentioned only at the end, in 
connection with the death of Jesus. These compositional differences between the two 
accounts are understandable in light of the very different settings in which the two 
speeches are g i v e n . I n  the first instance, the aim of Stephen’s speech is largely 
‘defense by attack,’ and, therefore, its focal point is the account of Israel’s rejection of 
Moses in the desert, one of the lowest points in Israel’s history in terms of its 
adherence to the covenant. In Paul’s speech, however, the aim is evangelistic and, 
consequently, in his, version of biblical history, the emphasis is on a far more virtuous 
epoch of the nation’s life, the reign of David, from whom Jesus is seen to descend.
II. Acts 13:165-41: A ‘Mission Speech’? .
In his recent work The Paul o f Acts, Porter issues a much needed call for a more 
context-sensitive analysis of the speeches in Acts than has heretofore been attempted. 
This call is the result of Porter’s awareness that the discussion of the purpose(s) of 
these speeches is often too generic to be truly useful (i.e. is their purpose within the 
Acts narrative stylistic, historiographical or theological?). The form-critical category of 
‘mission speech,’ under which Paul’s speeches in Acts 13, 14 and 17 are often 
p laced ,how ever ,  suffers from similar limitations. The discussion of ‘mission
‘“ Squires, The Plan, 70.
‘“ Contra Haenchen, for whom, the differences between the two surveys are the result o f Luke’s desire 
to avoid repetition. Haenchen, Acts, 415.
‘“ Porter, The Paul o f Acts, chapter 6.
‘“ Porter, The Paul of Acts, chapter 6. See also Edward Schweizer, ‘Concerning the Speeches in Acts,’ 
in L. Keck and J. Martyn (eds.). Studies in Luke-Acts (London: SPCK, 1978) 208-10; Robert F.
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speeches’ in Acts by Edward Schweizer'®^ is illustrative of this problem. Schweizer 
begins his study by referring to the long-standing scholarly opinion that the speeches in 
Acts are Lukan compositions. Being in agreement with this thesis, Schweizer’s aim is 
to provide further support for it by means of an ‘analysis of the speeches which contain 
the missionary proclamation of the apostles to Jews and Gentiles.’ Yet, among all 
these speeches, Schweizer finds Paul’s speech at Pisidian Antioch ‘far more 
complicated’ than the rest, as it contains ‘a sort of parallel’ to Stephen’s speech and a 
unique indictment of the Jerusalemite Jews. Further, Schweizer places Paul’s 
addresses to Gentile audiences in Acts 14 and 17 under a separate heading, but retains 
for them the category of ‘mission speech,’ affirming of these two and all the rest that 
they share the same basic structure. It seems clear in light of this and similar analyses 
that the category in question is in need of refinement. First, although, by its very 
name, the category of ‘mission speech’ makes reference to the purpose of the oration, 
that is, these are speeches aimed at winning an audience over to the Christian gospel, 
the inability of this category to discriminate between speeches addressed to audiences as 
diverse as a Jewish and God-fearer .synagogue audience (Acts 13) and a Gentile 
Athenian crowd (Acts 17) makes the category of ‘mission speech’ a very blunt tool 
indeed. In his psycholinguistic analysis of the Stephen episode, Jacques Steyn 
addresses the important issue of audience design in a narrative which contains 
speeches:
There are actually two kinds of Audience Design in the passage. Firstly, the 
author designed his text for some specific readers. Secondly, the author 
reconstructed a design from Stephen’s point of view. Because Stephen has a 
specific audience his speech has a different Audience Design from the rest of the 
book of Acts.^^^
O’Toole, ‘Acts 2:30 and the Davidic Covenant of Pentecost,’ JBL 102.2 (1983) 253; Sanders, The 
Jews in Luke-Acts (London: SCM, 1987) 54; Mark A. Powell, What are they Saying about Acts? 
(Mahwah, NJ: Paulist, 1991) 30; Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 162-63.
‘“ Schweizer, ‘Concerning the Speeches,’ esp. 210-14.
‘“ Schweizer, ‘Concerning the Speeches,’ 208.
‘“ Steyn, ‘Some Psycholinguistic Factors, 62. In contrast to those who use the ‘mission speech’ 
category, Bruce took full account of audience design in the speeches of Acts (though he does not come 
to the discussion from Steyn’s psycholinguistic angle). See F.F. Bruce, ‘The Significance of the 
Speeches for Interpreting Acts,’ Southwestern Journal of Theology 33 (1990) 20-28, where he groups
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The same is tme of every speech in Acts. Secondly, and directly related to the 
above, the argumentation of a speech will almost always vary from one audience to 
another. To wit, while at Pisidian Antioch Paul uses biblical history as the basis of his 
speech to Jews and God-fearers (Acts 13), when facing purely Gentile audiences in 
Lystra and Athens (Acts 14 and 17) he bases his arguments on a natural theology easily 
understandable by his listeners. This important difference, along with other more 
subtle features I will discuss below, is swept aside by those intent on seeing ‘a far 
reaching identity of structure’ in all the so-called mission speeches of Acts.^^^
In chapter 1,1 discussed at some length the Hallidayan notion of register, defined 
within the framework of functional grammar as a language variety according to use. As 
Porter and Reed have done in their respective recent w o r k s , I  will argue that the 
Hallidayan notion of register^ possesses the necessary linguistic basis, functional 
orientation and flexibility to shed light on the subject of my present inquiry: the nature 
and functional significance of those features of language that make Luke’s second 
historical survey a unique narrative. Through the remainder of this excursus, I will 
explore the different ways in which biblical history is brought to bear upon Stephen’s 
and Paul’s audiences in Acts 7 and 13 respectively. Further, I will show that the
the speeches on the basis of both speaker and audience: Paul’s Preaching to Jews and God-fearers ( ‘it 
conforms to well-attested patterns for synagogue sermons’), Paul’s Preaching to Pagans ( ‘more 
praeparatio evangelica than direct gospel’), etc. Schweizer likewise places speeches to Gentile 
audiences under a separate heading, but refers to them as ‘missionary speeches’ nonetheless. See 
Schweizer, ‘Concerning the Speeches,’ 214.
““Schweizer, ‘Concerning the Speeches,’ 210.
“ ‘Stanley E. Porter, ‘Dialect and Register in the Greek of the New Testament: Theory,’ and ‘Register 
in the Greek of the New Testament: Appplication with Reference to Mark’s Gospel,’ in M. Daniel 
Carrol R. (ed.). Rethinking Context, Rereading Texts: Contributions from the Social Sciences to 
Biblical Interpretation (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, forthcoming 1999); Jeffrey T. Reed, A 
Discourse Analysis o f Philippians: Method and Rhetoric in the Debate over Literary Integrity 
(JSNTSup 136; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997).
“^The concept is at least as old as Rousseau’s ‘Essay on the Origin of Languages,’ published post­
humously in 1781. As I mentioned in chapter one, the term was coined by T.B.W. Reid in 1956, and 
has been widely used within socio-linguistics since then. However, Porter, Reed, and I have focused 
primarily on Halliday’s utilization of register theory within the framework of his functional grammar, 
an approach to the subject that seems particularly well-suited to the study of New Testament Greek.
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interpersonal function is central to this Lukan rhetorical/literary strategy and essential to 
understanding register variation from the first historical summary to the second.
III. The Rhetoric of Historical Surveys: Interpersonal Links 
between Past and Present
In ‘The Future of the Past,’ Jervell puts forth yet another discussion of Luke’s 
purpose in Acts and concludes that Luke is above all else a ‘pragmatic historian’ in the 
tradition of Thucydides and Polybius.Biblical/salvation history, the only history 
there is for Luke, argues Jervell, is his subject matter, and when he narrates the events 
of the birth and early development of the Church, Luke does so consciously as one 
who is writing but a new chapter in the history of God’s unfolding plan. Although 
historical summaries are common in both the Old Testament and early Jewish literature, 
Luke’s two summaries are different, insofar as their design is ultimately paraenetic, 
writes Jervell. Luke’s concern is to show his audience how Israel’s history relates to 
their experience, and how it has contemporary relevance and meaning. To this end.
The criteria employed were of an aesthetic character, namely, what affected the 
mind of the reader pleasantly...The criterion is once more the reader: he or she, 
through the reading, should become a spectator and be engaged in the 
occurrences told.^
Although I am in fundamental agreement with Jervell on this point, it appears to 
me that the linguistic means which Luke has used to connect his different audience(s)^^^ 
to the individuals and events of biblical history have been overlooked by Jervell and 
others. In their respective speeches, Stephen and Paul make it clear to their audiences 
that the events of biblical history they have narrated, though in rather different ways in
“Tervell, ‘The Future,’ 113.
“Tervell, ‘The Future,’ 116.
“Tervell, ‘The Future,’ 122.
am referring, as above, to the issue of audience design. Two audiences are involved here: Stephen’s 
and Paul’s audiences in Acts 7 and 13 respectively, and the audience/readership of Acts. It is the former 
that I will be primarily concerned with, as any theory about Luke’s own literary/rhetorical strategy can 
only be based upon Luke’s composition of Stephen’s and Paul’s speeches and the events that 
surrounded them.
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each case, have very much to do with them. There is, however, an important key to 
understanding Luke’s means of achieving this effect that goes beyond the interpretation 
of the paraenetic sections at the end of each speech. I am referring to the use of first 
and second person plural pronouns throughout both Stephen’s and Paul’s orations. A 
careful study of the use of these personal and possessive pronouns in Acts 7 and 13 
reveals the very different roles that Stephen and Paul adopt vis-à-vis their audiences 
throughout their respective speeches. Luke demonstrates that the use of pronouns is an 
effective means of establishing a vinculum or nexus between an audience and the 
historical events and people being recounted. In Acts 7, Stephen weaves in and out of 
Old Testament history to include himself and his audience by means of first and second 
person plural pronouns (see below). This connection is then masterfully exploited in 
vv. 5Iff. as Stephen’s audience suddenly finds itself associated with individuals and 
events of a most malevolent nature. Stephen concludes his oration by underlining this 
connection in no uncertain terms, thus moving from the apparent role of an instructor or 
teacher to that of an accuser, with devastating rhetorical effect. In Acts 13, however, 
Paul’s strategy is different at several points. Like Stephen, Paul begins his speech 
with an historical summary and reference to its protagonists as ‘our fathers.’ Unlike 
Stephen, Paul completes his historical summary (vv. 17-25) exclusively in the third 
person, thus leaving intact the sensation Of distance inherent in the narration of events 
of the far-off past. Direct engagement with the audience is picked up again at v. 26 by 
means of the second person plural pronoun ijplv, and throughout the remainder of the 
speeeh Paul drives home the message that it is his listeners who are in fact the intended 
beneficiaries of the promises God made to the historical Israel. The prominence of the 
choices of first and second (in vv. 27-30 ‘they’ refers to the Jerusalemite Jewish 
leaders, and is contrasted with ‘you’ and ‘us’) person plural in vv. 26-38 is an 
important indicator of the overall thrust of the speech, and of the irenic teacher- 
evangelist role adopted by Paul. A detailed look at the use of these pronouns in both 
speeches will further bear up this interpretation.
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Acts 7:2-53: Stephen addresses Jewish leaders in Jerusalem
’'Avôpeç àôeÀôôi m i miépeç, àKoôaaxe. (v. 2)
Tcaxpi Tipmv ’Appaàp (v. 2)
xôv ynv xaôxrjv eiç f\v ôpeîç vôv mxoiKEÎxe (v. 4)
00% T|i)picncov xopxoopaxa oi mxépeç lipmv (v. 11)
e^ aTcéaxaÀev xoôç mxépocç lip-mv (v. 12)
èxeÀeôxrjaev awôç m i di mxépeç lipœv (v. 15)
oôxoç mxocaoôiaàpevoç xô yévoç ô ilkSv (v. 19)
pexà xoô àyyéloo...mi xôv mxépœv 'rip.mv (v. 38)
ôç èôé^axo Xôyia Çôvxa ôoôvai Tip,îv (v. 38b)
œ oÔK fi0éÀ,r|oocv ôtutikooi TevèaGai di mxèpec ij p,œv (v. 39)
'H aKTjvfi xoô papxop'ioo f)v xoiç mxpdcaiv n |i(8v ïv . 44)
. Ôv m i eîcrnyayov ôiaôe^dcpevoi oi Tiaxépeç ô p ô v  (v. 45) 
œv e^ôoev ô Geôç ôaiô TipoaÔTioi) xôv mxépcov ô p ô v  (v. 45b)
The in v ec tiv e
ôp eîc  àei xô Tweôpaxi xô dylco dcvxiTUTixexe, 
ôç oî mxépeç ôjLiôv kcci ôp e lc  (v. 51) 
xiva xôv Tipoôrjxôv oôk èô'ico^ ocv ol Tiaxépeç ô ^ ô v : (v. 52)
[...xoô ôiKaioo] oô vôv ôpeîç Tipoôôxai Koà ôovéiç èyéveoGe, (v. 52b) 
oixiveç èXdpexE xôv vôpov eiç ôiaxayàç àyyélcov, Kdi oôk è^uXâ^oTE (v. 53)
Acts 13:16b-41-Paul addresses Jews and God-fearers 
in Pisidian Antioch
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• "Avôpeç ’Iapar|Xlxai m i oi ^opoupevoi xôv Geôv, àKoôaaxe (v. 16b)
• è^eAé^axo xoôç Tcaxépaç Tipmv (v. 17)
[17b-25; third person historical narrative]
• "Avôpeç àôe^ol, moi yévooç Appaàp K c à  oi èv ôp-îv ôopoôpevoi xôv Geôv (v.
26)
• p pîv ô Àôyoç xfjç ocûxripiaç xaôxrjç è^ a7ceoxàÀ,ri (v. 26b)
•  K o à  'p p e i c  ô p d c  e ô a Y v e A ,ië d  i L e G a  xqv J ip ô ç  x o ô ç  T iax ép o cç  
è7iayyeÀ,locv (v.32)
• ôxi xaôxrjv ô Geôç èK7ce7iÀ,TipcoKev xdiç xéxvoiç [aôxôv] ôpîv 
(V. 33)
• yvcooxôv oôv ëaxco ôpîv. ôcvôpeç àôeAôoi, ôxi ôià xoôxoo ôuîv ôc^ ecnç 
àpapxiôv KaxayyéX,Àexai (v. 38)
The use of historical summaries for didactic purposes is a fairly common feature 
of Jewish literature (see e.g. Deut. 29, Ps. 105 etc). What is particularly striking about 
Stephen’s speech is the rather abrupt shift from first-person to second-person plural 
(i.e. from ‘our fathers’ to ‘your fathers’) at v. 51, and the accusatory invective with 
which the oration concludes. This sudden shift is found puzzling by Klijn, who argues 
that the only possible solution to this issue is to posit two separate groups of fathers. 
Such a ‘solution,’ however, is unnecessary if we understand the shift in person to be a 
rhetorical device aimed at suddenly creating distance between speaker and audience at a 
strategic juncture of the speech, as Stephen takes on the role of accuser. Thus, while 
the group of Israelites who both ‘denied’ and refused to obey Moses and the law is 
referred to as ‘our fathers’ in v. 39, in the invective of vv. 51-53 rebellion and 
disobedience are ascribed exclusively to ‘your fathers’ and ‘you,’ with the added
‘“ ‘Stephen’s Speech,’ 27. Facing the same apparent dilemma, Grundmann opted for a two source 
hypothesis. Cited in Klijn, ‘Stephen’s Speech,’ 27.
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emphasis of the explicit subject: even you yourselves always resist the Holy Spirit! as 
your fathers did, so you do!
By contrast, as we have seen, Paul in Acts 13 chooses the third person narrative 
style for the historical summary, and then spends the remainder of his speech stressing 
to his audience that those past events have very much to do with them. The prominence 
of pronouns in this final section is striking and merits more detailed discussion.^ 
After repeating his now slightly altered formula of address (brethren, sons of Abraham, 
and those among you who fear God, v. 26) Paul asserts that fiiTiv 6 TJrpq xr\q ocorriplocç 
xaôrriç k^ an£OTÔXr\, ‘to us has been sent this word of salvation’ (v. 26b). This 
complement-initial clause draws attention to the beneficiaries of the promise, who will 
be the focus throughout Paul’s concluding words. By contrast, Paul continues, those 
who live in Jerusalem and their rulers, having disregarded this [man] (xoôxov), 
together with the words of the prophets...r/i^y asked Pilate to have Him executed, thus 
fulfilling all that was written about Him. But God raised Him from the dead.^^° Being 
witnesses of this fact, Paul proceeds, mi ôpôcç eôayyEÀ,iÇô|i80a  xijv wpoç xoôç mxépocç 
èmyyE^locv yEvopévrjv, "even we ourselves announce to you the promise which was given 
to the fathers’ (v. 32), ‘for God has' fulfilled this promise to their sons, even us:../{y~ 
33). Thus, yvcooxôv oôv ëoxco ôpiv, ôcvÔpeç 66eXi|x)i, ôxi ôià xoôxoo ôpiv ôcôeoiç cxpapxiôv 
mxayyéXÀexai, ‘let it be known to you, brethren, that on this account to you [note again 
the complement initial position of the pronoun] forgiveness of sins is proelaimed’ (v. 
38). These verses make it clear that, as far as the promises of God ‘to the fathers’ is 
concerned, ‘we’ and ‘you’ are one and the same group of people. By contrast, the
“^See Witherington III, Acts, 407.
‘“The referent of the demonstrative xoôxov here is not completely clear, and another possible option 
is: having ignored this (namely, that the promise is for us), together with the oracles of the prophets 
which are read every Sabbath, they fulfilled them in condemning [Him], and having found no reason for 
capital punishment, they asked Pilate for Him to be executed (vv. 27-28). See Sanders, The Jews, 354, 
note 93, who agrees with this reading.
‘^ “Compare this to Peter’s formula to his Jerusalem audiences in Acts 2:23-24: ‘This man...you killed, 
whom God raised’; 2:36: ‘God made Him both Lord and Christ, this Jesus whom you crucified’; 3:10 
‘Jesus Christ the Nazarene, whom you crucified, whom God raised...’
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Jerusalemite Jewish leadership (‘they’) has, by its own rejection of Jesus, placed itself 
outside of the household of those who inherit the promise.
Very little has been written concerning the use of person deixis and the rhetorical 
implications of the presence or absence of pronouns in Acts.^^  ^ One writer who has 
dealt with the subject, albeit briefly and without much linguistic or literary support, is 
Jack T. S a n d e r s , a n d  his passing comments on person reference in Acts 7 and 13, 
among other passages, merit a response. Sanders’ thesis concerning the alleged 
antisemitism of Luke-Acts is well known, and I will not attempt to add to the rebuttals 
carried out (I think successfully) by o t h e r s . T h a t  overarching thesis is an essential 
framework, however, for understanding Sanders’ comments regarding Luke’s use of 
personal reference in Acts 7 and 13. For Sanders, Luke is above all else interested in 
showing the irredeemable guilt of the Jews, who systematically reject the gospel and 
persecute its messengers. One of the primary ways in which Luke achieves this desired 
effect, argues S a n d e r s , i s  the insertion or deletion of a subject. Occasionally, Luke 
inserts a subject, but most often he omits a subject or other personal reference, by 
which ‘he wants to imply that ‘the Jews’ are guilty of something but does not quite 
want to say it.’^  Concerning the insertion of subjects or other personal reference, 
Sanders is, at least partly, on the right track. That is, where a pronoun such as ‘you’ is 
either formally unnecessary (e.g. it is a ‘redundant’ or explicit subject) or unexpected
“ ‘See Porter’s comments in regard to person in Mark’s Gospel: ‘Register in the Greek of the New 
Testament: Appplication,’ in Carrol (ed.). Rethinking the Context 22. See also Halliday’s discussion 
of person in Functional Grammar, 98. The latter is one of Halliday’s frequent analyses of text 
produced by his son, Nigel. Person switching from third to first is seen to reorient the discourse, and 
‘the ongoing selection of subjects by a speaker...does give a characteristic flavour’ to that discourse.
R. Hasan, in ‘Linguistics and the Study of Literary Texts,’ Études de Linguistique Appliquée 5 (1967) 
esp. 11-121, provides a provocative analysis of pronominals in Angus Wilson’s Necessity’s Child, 
concluding that the juxtaposition of first and third person pronominals establishes a ‘definite patern of 
exclusion,’ and serves to underline the ‘undesirability’ or ‘otherness’ of the child protagonist, Rodney. 
‘^ ^Sanders, The Jews, 49, 51, 79.
‘^ ^See, for a recent example, Witherington’s response to Sanders in Witherington III, Acts, 839-40.
For a view exactly opposite to Sanders’, that is, that Judaism is almost always portrayed in a positive 
light by Luke, see Jervell, The Theology, passim. Both Sanders and Jervell have significantly 
overstated their respective theses, it would appear.
‘^ ‘Sanders, The Jews, 51, referring to Acts 4:11: ‘the stone that was considered of no account by YOU 
the builders.’
‘^ ^Sanders, The Jews, 79.
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(e.g. it was missing in a LXX passage being cited), then a stylistic or rhetorical 
explanation may be put forth (though this explanation may not necessarily coincide with 
Sanders’). In the second case, however, Sanders is essentially arguing from silence, 
and works on the basis of the assumption that, when Luke uses third person plural 
subjects or seems to omit an explicit personal reference, he is intending to refer to dl 
Jews e v e r y w h e r e Sanders argues in this manner even in passages where the 
intended referents of pronouns are made clear in other ways. His brief discussion of 
Paul’s speech in Acts 13 is a case in point. Addressing specifically the manner in 
which Paul concludes his speech, Sanders writes as though Paul’s audience is, for all 
practical purposes, exclusively Jewish, and assumes again that the ‘they’ of v. 42 
refers to ‘the Jews’:
One might expect that the Lucan Paul would move from [the 13:27-29] 
accusation to an appeal: ‘Please, Antiochene Jews, do not follow the footsteps 
of your Palestinian relatives and join in the condemnation of Jesus...’ 
Instead.j.the choice before the Lucan Jews in Antioch of Pisidia...is whether to
behave like Jews or to show good sense and be converted.
According:to Sanders’ exegesis of the entire speech, the Lukan Paul phrases his 
‘appeal’ to his audience in such a way that the conversion of the Jews will actually be 
p reven ted .T hus ,  Sanders’ assumptions prevent him from recognizing the inclusive 
sense of ‘we’ in v. 26, and the rhetorical significance of the interplay in personal 
reference throughout the speech, and especially in vv. 26-41. Lastly, Sanders fails to 
recognize the importance of the God-fearing contingent in Paul’s audience, a group the 
historicity of which he questions elsewhere.God-fearers,  however, surely carried
“^See Sanders, The Jews, 73, concerning Stephen’s audience in Acts 7. Sanders admits that Stephen is 
being tried by the Sanhédrin, yet goes on to argue: ‘you who received the Law in angelic ordinances and 
did not keep it,’ spoken with all the Jewish people in mind [!], is followed immediately by all those 
subjectless third-person verbs that describe his martyrdom...what is the reader to think?’ See, along the 
same lines, 79, 51.
‘“ Sanders, The Jews, 261.
‘“ Sanders, The Jews, 262.
‘“ Sanders, The Jews, 137. But see Irina Levinskaya, Diaspora Setting (A1CS5; Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans/Carlisle: Paternoster, 1996) 51-126. Levinskaya concludes: ‘it is no surprise that God-fearers 
were such an important issue for Luke, the historian. They could be (and actually were) either the 
backbone of the Gentile Christian communities or the greatest impediment to the spread of the
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significant weight at the time of audience design in the composition of this speech. As 
Levinskaya has shown, this was a group fought over by both Jews and Christians, as 
they often represented a crucial hinge between the synagogue and Graeco-Roman 
s o c i e t y . T h e  fact that many God-fearers were often merely sympathetic to Judaism, 
and had httle if any knowledge of the Scriptures of Israel , represents  a possible 
explanation of Paul’s omission of first and second person pronouns throughout all but 
the first sentence of his historical summary. The strong presence of God-fearers in the 
audience may also explain Paul’s emphatic affirmation that the promises made to Israel 
by ‘the fathers’ are in fact meant for ‘you,’ an emphasis hardly necessary when 
addressing a purely Jewish audience.
I wish to argue, therefore, that the positioning, omission or insertion of personal 
deictic markers (especially personal pronouns) within the clause is central to the very 
different rhetorical strategies inherent in Stephen’s and Paul’s utilization of historical 
summaries within their respective speeches. These specific choices made by Luke from 
the network of person, are a fundamental element of the interpersonal function of 
language, which is in turn, according to Halliday’s functional grammar, determined 
by the situational element of tenor, or ‘who is taking part’ (see my chart of the 
situational elements and metafunctions in chapter 1). The tenor of discourse together 
with the other situational elements of field (‘what is going on’) and mode (the role of 
language in the situation), are determinants of register, that is, a situation-specific 
language variety.
Christian mission. Which way they chose to adopt depended upon the reaction of Jewish communities 
to Christian propaganda’ (126).
^^ °See Levinskaya, Diaspora Setting, 51-136. Jewish attempts to secure the allegiance of high status 
God-fearers was not, however, part of a larger Jewish missionary endeavor. See Levinskaya, Diaspora 
Setting, 19-49, where the author examines both Jewish and Christian evidence and concludes (contra 
Sandmel and others) that first century Judaism was not a missionary religion.
^ '^See esp. Levinskaya’s discussion of the Aphrodisias inscription, Disapora Setting, 78-79. Dated c. 
212 A.D., this two-faced marble block was probably the door frame of a synagogue, and contains on its 
b-face fifty two names preceded by the heading: kai hosoi theosebis, ‘and as many as [are] God-fearers,’ 
of which several were also Aphrodisian city councilors. This and other inscriptional evidence, argues 
Leviskaya, confirms Luke’s presentation of the God-fearers as an extremely significant group of 
Gentiles on the fringe of the Jewish faith.
^^ S^ee Halliday, Introduction, 68-100.
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In his recent essay on register, Porter addresses the issue of where, within 
Halliday’s functional grammar, rhetorical analysis might fit. Although Halliday seems 
to place rhetoric within the textual function of language. Porter suggests that, insofar as 
it concerns participant relations, rhetoric is perhaps better subsumed under the 
interpersonal function. The problem arises from the fact that Halliday is simply not 
sufficiently explicit about this issue, often arguing simply that his functional grammar 
as a whole has a fundamental rhetorical orientation, in contrast to the logical 
emphasis of the transformational approach. Porter’s point, however, is well argued, 
and my discussion of person deixis in the present excursus lends support to his view. 
My comparative analysis of Luke’s two historical summaries shows that the shift in 
person in both speeches is directly related to both the exploitation of distance between 
speaker and audience and the change in speaker roles vis-à-vis each audience. This fact 
notwithstanding; my discussion of other Acts episodes throughout this thesis shows 
that rhetorical analysis must also extend to the textual function of language. A 
further issue raised by Porter also bears upon my present discussion. In conclusion to 
his treatment of tenor in Mark’s gospel. Porter expresses confidence in the benefits of 
sociolinguistic analysis of the sort practiced by Halliday, for ‘at least the rudiments 
exist of a framework of criteria to evaluate the reconstruction of the context of 
situation.’ As I expressed in chapter one, this is one of the features of functional 
grammar which holds great potential for the linguistic study of the New Testament. 
The real potential for recovering something of the ‘rhetorical exigence’ (see chapter one
*^ P^orter, ‘Dialect and Register.’
^^‘‘Halliday, Introduction, xxviii.
my main title indicates, the subject of this thesis is Luke’s transitivity-based foregrounding 
scheme in several key Acts episodes. In chapter one (see note 82) I argued that the phenomenon of 
foregrounding, regardless of the linguistic items through which it is manifested, is a consistent feature 
throughout a text, contributes to its overall ‘texture,’ and thus belongs to the textual function of 
language.
‘^ P^orter, ‘Dialect and Register.’ Porter phrases this somewhat more conservatively than Halliday, 
Hasan and others have done (see my discussion in chapter one, where I make reference to the alleged 
potentially ‘predictive element’ of the functional grammatical analysis of texts). In light of the 
limitations faced by all analysts of 2000+ year old texts. Porter’s is a realistic assessment of the 
potential of functional grammar as a useful aid in recovering something of the context on the basis of 
the text.
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on this) of the various New Testament texts varies from, for example, the Gospels 
(possibly the least potential, though see Porter’s analysis^^^) to the Pauline epistles and 
some of the speeches in Acts, where valuable information about the context of situation 
is often made explicit by the author. In all instances, however, a careful, systematic 
deployment of functional grammar will yield essential information regarding the 
specific functional orientation of the text, that is, regarding its register(s). Such 
linguistic information is, therefore, a necessary basis for any theory purporting to 
explain the context of situation of a New Testament text.
Analyses such as my present study, or Porter’s discussion of register in Mark’s 
Gospel, are significant both for New Testament and general linguistic research. 
Concerning the latter, Butler, Berry and others have expressed concern that Halliday’s 
register theory, and, in particular, the matter of the determining relationship between 
situational elements and metafunctions, is a rather complex construct based on 
insufficient d a t a . S i n c e  that criticism was issued in Butler’s, volume, successful 
applications of Halliday-s model to many types of texts and languages have been many 
and varied, as was evidenced in the 1996 compendium Functional Descriptions: Theory 
in Practice. The cumulative result of all these studies cannot be ignored. ;
‘^ ’Porter, ‘Register in the Greek of the New Testament,’ esp. 18-25.
*^ S^ee the chapter entitled ‘Systemic Functional Grammar: A Critical Appraisal,’ in Christopher 
Butler, Systemic Linguistics: Theory and Applications (London: Batsford, 1985).
*^ R^. Hasan, C. Cloran and D. Butt (eds.). Functional Descriptions: Theory in Practice (Amsterdam: 
John Benjamins, 1996).
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CHAPTER 4
FOREGROUNDING SCHEME AND 
RHETORICAL STRATEGY 
IN THE EPISODE OF PAUL’S ARREST AND DEFENSE
(ACTS 21-22)
In his incisive essay entitled ‘The Value of Acts as a Source for the Study of 
Paul,’  ^ A. J. Mattill has discerned four major ways in which twentieth century Luke- 
Acts scholars have assessed Luke’s portrayal of St. Paul. From the conservative 
approaches of Bmce and Casque (‘School of Historical Research’) to the rather 
speculative analyses of Zeller and Haenchen (‘School of Creative Edification’), one’s 
assessment of the ‘we’ sections of Acts is shown by Mattill to be determinative of one’s 
conclusions regarding the plausibility and historicity of the Lukan Paul.^ The author 
shows that the bulk of the scholarly work he has examined represents the various 
attempts made to answer questions of a primarily historical and source-critical nature.
As is the case with other areas of Luke-Acts study, more recent analyses of the 
Lukan Paul have begun to steer away from a mainly historical emphasis to a literary 
one. John C. Lentz’s 1993 monograph Luke’s Portrait o f Pauf is an example of this 
trend. Though Lentz sets out to show that Luke’s Paul (especially his double Pharisaic 
and Roman identity) is an unhistorical literary creation of the author of Acts, he places 
significant emphasis on ‘the more subtle literary techniques that Luke used to highlight
‘A. J. Mattill, ‘The Value of Acts as a Source for the Study of Paul,’ in Charles H. Talbert (ed.), 
Perpectives on Luke-Acts (Danville, Va.: Association of Baptist Professors of Religion, 1978) 77-98. 
^See Mattill, ‘The Value,’ 97. See also Philip Vielhauer, ‘On the Paulinism of Acts,’ 33-48; Edwin 
R. Goodenough, ‘The Perspective of Acts,’ 50-55; C.F.D. Moule ‘The Christology of Acts,’ 173, all 
in L.E. Keck and J.L. Martyn (eds.). Studies in Luke-Acts (London: SPCK, 1976). Vielhauer and 
Goodenough argue against the historicity of the Lukan Paul and his theology, while Moule writes: 
‘....it needs to be remembered that it is a priori likely that there should be differences between a 
speaker’s initial presentation of the gospel to a non-Christian audience [i.e. Paul’s speeches in Acts], 
and the same speaker’s address to those who have already become Christians [i.e. the Pauline epistles]’ 
(p. 173).
Tohn C. Lentz, Luke’s Portrait o f Paul (SNTS Monograph Series, 77; Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1993).
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Paul’s authority and co n t ro l .F o r  Lentz, these techniques boil down to the consistent 
highlighting of Paul’s persona as an authoritative and virtuous Roman citizen, a device 
characteristic of judicial Graeco-Roman rhetoric. Following Neyrey, Lentz sees the 
entire speech of Acts 22 as a forensic defense speech, the stmcture of which is laid out 
by Quintilian in his Institutio Oratoria.^
Continuing with the methodological approach I have defined in previous chapters, 
the present chapter is a linguistically-based analysis of Luke’s portrayal of Paul in the 
arrest and defense episode of Acts 21:27-22:29, with a view to examining how that 
portrayal reveals Luke’s own interests as a writer, and, ultimately, his overall 
literary/rhetorical strategy. I shall first evaluate Neyrey’s and Lentz’s thesis that the 
speech is modeled after Roman forensic oratory, and focuses, therefore, on the persona 
of Paul. Secondly, I will proceed to investigate clause structure, together with Luke’s
Luke’s Portrait,?).
^See Jerome Neyrey, ‘The Forensic Defense Speech and Paul’s Trial Speeches in Acts 22-26: Form and 
Function,’ in Charles Talbert (ed.), Luke-Acts: New Perspectives from the SBL Seminar (New York: 
Crossroad, 1984) 210-24. In this essay, Neyrey affirms that ‘knowledge of [Graeco-Roman] forensic 
speeches is indispensable for understanding Acts’ (p. 220). Twelve years later, Neyrey’s dogmatic 
affirmation is repeated in Bruce J. Malina and Jerome H. Neyrey, Portraits o f Paul (Louisville: John 
Knox, 1996) 91. The most influential presentation of this view in recent years was offered by George, 
Kennedy in New Testament Interpretation through Rhetorical Criticism (Studies in Religion; Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1984) 134-38. See also, following Kennedy, Marion L. 
Soards, The Speeches in Acts (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1994) 111. In another work, 
‘Luke’s Social Location of Paul: Cultural Anthropology and the Status of Paul in Acts,’ Neyrey 
moves away from a strict dependence on the rhetorical manuals of antiquity, and turns his attention to a 
method of analysis gleaned from sociology and anthropology. Neyrey’s use of the terms ‘rhetoric’ and 
‘rhetorical’ seems to have widened in this work. See Neyrey’s essay in Ben Witherington 111 (ed.). 
History, Literature and Society in the Book o f Acts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) 
251-79. Robert L. Brawley has provided a well-balanced analysis of these speeches in his essay ’Paul 
in Acts: Lucan Apology and Conciliation,’ where he compares literary techniques of legitimation in 
Acts and various ancient writings (both Hellenistic and non-Hellenistic), concluding that these devices 
were widespread in ancient literature both Jewish and Graeco-Roman, and one cannot, therefore, 
demonstrate direct literary borrowing; indeed, ‘no one category is sufficient to encompass Luke’s efforts 
to authenticate Paul. Luke uses whatever means he considers appropriate.’ Brawley, ‘Paul in Acts,’ in 
Talbert (ed.). New Perspectives, 135. Similarly, Jacob Jervell has seen ‘a pattern’ in two of the 
speeches, namely Acts 22 and 26, but stops short of recognizing a unified composition or structure.
See Jervell’s chapter ‘Paul: The Teacher of Israel, The Apologetic Speeches of Paul in Acts,’ in Jervell, 
Luke and the People of God (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1972) 153-83, and for a slight revision of the 
same thesis, Jacob Jervell, The Theology of the Acts o f the Apostles (New Testament Theology; 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) 82-95. Similarly, see Fred Veltman, ‘The Defense 
Speeches of Paul in Acts,’ in Talbert (ed.). New Perspectives, 243-59. See also the essays in the 
section entitled ‘Rhetoric and Questions of Method’ in Stanley E. Porter and Thomas H. Olbricht 
(eds.). Rhetoric and the New Testament: Essays from the 1992 Heidelberg Conference (JSNTSup, 90; 
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), where various noted experts in the field of rhetorical 
criticism argue for methodological expansion in this discipline.
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choices in the transitivity network of Greek, as indicators of linguistic foregrounding in 
this important episode of Acts. I will attempt to further support my claim that 
Halliday’s functional grammar is a method of textual analysis capable of accounting for 
foregrounding strategies in literary texts, thus yielding significant insights into Luke’s 
literary/rhetorical agenda.
I. Acts 22:1-21: A Forensic Defense Speech?
Jerome Neyrey’s hypothesis is, in his own words, ‘that the trial speeches of Paul 
in Acts 22-26 are formally structured according to the profile of forensie defense 
speeches as these are described in the rhetorical handbooks.’  ^ Having introduced the 
five-fold structure of a forensic speech as given by Quintilian, Neyrey attempts to show 
that Paul’s speeches in Acts 22-26 match the the pattern of Exordium-Narratio- 
Probatio. Consequently, Neyrey argues that these speeches ought to be understood 
and interpreted on the basis of the rhetorical manuals; indeed, he asserts confidently, 
‘knowledge of forensic speeches...is indispensable for understanding Acts.’^  
However, Neyrey’s method of analysing both the Acts material and the rhetorical 
manuals is hardly convincing.
Regarding Neyrey’s analysis of the Acts speeches, at least two objections must be 
raised. First, instead of providing a complete analysis of each of the three speeches in 
ehs. 22, 24 and 26, and then showing how each one conforms to the structure of a 
forensic speech, Neyrey follows what might be called a ‘cut and paste’ approaeh, by 
which he picks and chooses from each one of these speeches in Acts to fill the gaps in 
his structure as seems best to him. For example when Neyrey discusses the exordium, 
he proceeds to complete his ‘forensic defense puzzle’ by pasting together references 
from both the Acts 22 and 26 speeches, and from the narrative of Acts 21:38-39 (!).
^Neyrey, ‘Forensic Defense Speech,’ 210. 
^Neyrey, ‘Forensic Defense Speech,’ 220-21.
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Or, under narratio, Neyrey pastes together material from the speeches in Acts 23, 24 
and 26, while at the same time admitting the distinct settings of each speech.^ 
Secondly, Neyrey fails to address a fundamental question, namely, how many of the 
sections of a forensic defense speech as laid out in the manuals must be present in order 
to class an ancient (or modem!) speech as such? According to Quintilian, the peroratio 
is the most important section of a forensic speech,^ yet, Neyrey has neither referred to 
it in his analysis, nor justified his exclusion of it. The author begins his essay by 
confidently asserting, on the basis of Institutio Oratorio 3.9.1, that forensic speeches 
consist of five parts. Yet, he goes on to argue for the identification of Paul’s trial 
speeches in Acts as forensic oratory on the basis of only three of these headings. 
Neyrey’s failure to address this question detracts significantly from the credibility of 
his thesis.
Concerning Neyrey’s understanding of Quintilian and Cicero, it appears that he
has gravely misread their manuals at several points. First, Neyrey cites Cicero’s De
Inventione on the persona of the defendant in order to support Neyrey,’s section on the 
10exordium. However, the passage cited is part of Cicero’s discussion of confirmation 
or proof (cOnfirmatio), and not of the exordium ! ^  ^  According to. Quintilian, discussion 
of the defendant’s birth, education and achievements may be included under either 
exordium (though only very briefly), probatio (an in depth presentation is more fitting 
here), or peroratio (again, only a brief summary). Seeondly, Neyrey fails to come to 
terms with what is perhaps the most repeated theme in Quintilian’s description of 
forensic speeches, namely, the fundamental requirement that they adhere strictly to the 
charges, and be as credible and rational as possible. Thus Quintilian asserts that the
^Neyrey, ‘Forensic Defense Speech,’ 212, 215.
^Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria (Loeb Classical Library; London: Harvard University Press, 1995) 
6 .2 . 1.
“^Neyrey, ‘Forensic Defense Speech,’ 212.
‘^Cicero, De Inventione (Loeb Classical Library; London: Harvard University Press, 1995) 1.24.34 
^^Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, 4.1.13-14; 5.10.23-28; 6.1.21.
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rhetor must avoid irrelevance/^ limit himself to quantum opus est et quantum satis est 
(‘as much as is necessary and as much as is sufficient’ and be based on certainty/^ 
Even when using fiction, argues Quintilian, one must ensure that the argument is kept 
within the bounds of possibility, must not be beyond belief, and must always be tied to 
something that is demonstrably true/^ Consequently, he reminds his readers, 
arguments based on superstition and dreams have lost their value/^ Yet, though in 
terms of its content the forensic speech had to be tightly connected to the facts of the 
case, stylistically it was expected to be polished, pleasant and entertaining, for ‘it is 
natural that the judges should give readier credenee to those to whom they find it a 
pleasure to listen.’ Indeed, such literary sensitivity and polished style was often 
demanded by the judices, who took such skills as evidence of conscientious preparation 
on the part of the advocate. Such ‘literaturization’ of the courts in the early empire 
was due to a combination of factors, not least of which were the phenomenal increase 
in litigation in the first century A.D. and the attendant demand for more lively and 
endurable judicial oratory, together with the fact that neither judex nor advocati were 
legal experts, but rather men of letters who, though capable of weighing the facts of the 
case, were better disposed if these facts were appropriately dressed in pleasant garb.- 
It seems clear, then, that Paul’s speech to the Jewish audience in Acts 22 woiild not be
'^Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, 4.2.40.
''‘Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, 4.2. 45.
'^Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, 5.12.2.
'^Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, 4.2.89. See also Cicero, De Inventione, 1.20.28; 1.21.29, where he 
argues that the three essential qualities of narratio are that it be brief, clear, and plausible, by which he 
means ‘characteristics which are accustomed to appear in real life.’
'^Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, 4.2.94. Cicero relegates references to oracles and portents to the 
peroratio. See De Inventione, 53.\Q\. See also Brawley, who points out that the two major 
traditions of authentication in antiquity, namely, ‘the wise man’ and ‘the miracle worker,’ tended to 
exclude one another, and that authors in the ‘wise man’ tradition frequently rejected the miraculous.
This makes the trial speeches particularly unique. ‘Paul in Acts’ 134-35.
'^Quintilian, Oratoria, 4.1.12.
'^Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, 4.1. 57.
^°The standard court procedure in the first century was for the litigant parties to appear before a praetor 
who, properly trained in legal maters, would draw up the formula for the case. He would then set the 
time for the second phase of the trial and hand over the formula to the judex, who would listen to the 
arguments from both advocates and reach a decision on the case. See E. Patrick Parks, The Roman 
Rhetorical Schools as Preparation for the Courts Under the Early Empire (The Johns Hopkins 
University Studies in Historical and Political Science 63.2; Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1945) 43- 
44. See also George Kennedy, The Art o f Rhetoric in the Roman World (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1972) 491.
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recognized by Quintilian as a forensic defense speech for a number of reasons: It is not 
primarily a refutation of the charges brought against him/^ it dwells instead on a set of 
supernatural phenomena including a vision and a healing, and it lacks most of the 
typical stylistic marks of forensic oratory, including enthymemes^^ as well as a 
peroratio. I will later argue that, although the speech makes reference to Paul’s birth, 
education and character, this is by no means the focus of the oration. Lastly, If Luke 
was indeed intending to pattern this speech according to the forensic model and thus 
emphasize the persona of Paul, it would seem almost certain that he would have 
included within it a reference to Paul’s Roman citizenship (a fact revealed after the 
speech, in the dialogue of Acts 22:25-29). In book 4.2.113, Quintilian tells of the case 
of a certain Philodamus, a Roman citizen unjustly beaten, an event which, Quintilian 
points out, Cicero included in the narratio section of his defense of that citizen.
In ‘The Forensic Defense Speech,’ Neyrey argues his case with great conviction, 
and the potential implications of his thesis for the interpretation of Acts are enormous. 
He has, however, failed to show that Acts 22 is patterned after the Ronïan model of a 
forensic speech. One cannot, therefore, simply accept his conclusion that Acts cannot 
be properly understood without reference to the rhetorical manuals. Further, to 
‘demonstrate’ that any speech, be it ancient or modern, is patterned after Quintilian’s 
model may be nearly impossible; for, in the final analysis, all Quintihan maintains is 
that rhetoric~of any genus- is fundamentally bene dicendi scientia,^^ that all of the 
sections in a forensic speech except for probatio may be rearranged and/or dispensed 
with,^ "^  and that those who do not see that rhetorical genera are at the service of the case
‘^Quintilian argues that when the forensic orator is taking up the case of the defendant, his duty 
consists only in refutation. See Institutio Oratoria, 5.13.1.
^^ On the importance of enthymemes in forensic speeches see Aristotle, Rhetoric, 1.1, 1.9; Quintilian, 
Institutio Oratoria, 5.14.1.
^^Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, 5.10.54.
‘^‘Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, 4.1,25; 4.2.4; 4.2.24; 5.Preface.
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in question, rather than the other way around, are but ivoiy-tower school boys, out of 
touch with the real demands of professional oratory/^
In the next section, I shall turn my attention to the grammar of the clause in its 
ideational function in Acts 21:27-22:29 (see my discussion of the clause in chapter 
one), the episode of Paul’s arrest and defense before the Jews in Jerusalem. My 
analysis will be two-fold. On the one hand, I will examine the presence or absence of 
the ‘agent’ element in the clauses of narrative and speech, and compare my findings 
with those obtained from other episodes of Acts. On the other hand, I will provide a 
complete analysis of clause structure in this episode following the method suggested by 
Porter.^^ The data resulting from this analysis add to that obtained in previous studies 
of Acts, and will provide more accurate knowledge of what may be considered 
standard clause structure in both narrative and speech sections of Acts, and, 
conversely, what may count as a departure from that standard structure. My study of 
the clause in Acts 21:27-22:29 is carried out with a view to revealing its role as an 
indicator of transitivity-based foregrounding in this episode, and its bearing on Luke’s 
portrait of Paul.
II Luke’s Portrayal of Paul: Acts 21:27-22:29
One of the most repeated statements in John Lentz’s monograph on Luke’s Paul 
is that, in Acts, Paul is depicted as being in authority and in control. This is so, argues 
Lentz, ‘always’^  ^ and ‘[in] all s i tu a t io n s ,b u t  particularly so in the trial scenes of 
Acts 21-28.^^ Given the fact that such a notion is nowhere stated explicitly by Luke, 
Lentz sets out to explore the ‘more subtle literary techniques’ by which the author of
^^Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, 5.13.59; 4.2.85.
^^Stanley E. Porter, ‘Word Order and Clause Structure in New Testament Greek,’ Filologia
Neotestamentaria VI (1993) 177-206. 
^Tentz, Luke’s Portrayal, 2.
^^Lentz, Luke’s Portrayal, 107.
Luke’s Portrayal, 107, 118.
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Acts allegedly highlights this feature of his protagonist’s persona. Unfortunately, 
Lentz never offers a strictly literary and, therefore, language-based defense of his 
thesis, and opts instead for a sociological/historical analysis of the legitimating 
techniques he discerns in Acts. I wish to argue, however, that a linguistic-literary 
examination of the data is well-worth pursuing.
In order to test Lentz’s claim linguistically, let me begin with a question: What 
linguistic resources are available to a writer who wishes to portray a particular character 
as being ‘in control’? What is involved here is language in its ideational function. More 
specifically, we are talking about the representation of a process in which participant 
‘A’ exerts authority and/or control over participant ‘B.’ This is one of the primary 
functions of the transitivity system. According to Hopper and Thompson’s influential 
studytransitivity is a matter of degree, and its presence in a clause may be weighed 
as high or low, depending on the number of transitivity features that are discernible in 
it. Thus, if a clause exhibits the features of volitionality (the agent is acting 
purposefully, e.g. ‘I wrote your name’ as opposed to ‘I forgot your name’), agency 
(high potency of the agent), and affectedness of the object (the degree to which the 
agent’s action is transferred to the object), the clause in question will score high on the 
transitivity scale. As I have mentioned above in chapter two, this interpretation of 
‘high’ or ‘cardinal’ transitivity coincides with Halliday’s notion of ergativity, a term 
descriptive of any clause which includes the elements of agent, process and medium, as 
in ÔÇ xauxriv ir\v ôôov èôico a^ (see above). Characters who appear consistently in the 
position of ‘agent’ in ergative clauses are thus the ‘movers and shakers’ of a story, 
those who are perceived as the initiators and advancers of the story line, in control of 
events as opposed to controlled by them.
“^Paul J. Hopper and Sandra A. Thompson, Transitivity in Grammar and Discourse,’ Language 56 
(1980) 251-99.
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In the episode of Paul’s arrest and defense/^ Paul appears some 81 times as 
participant in various types of processes/^ Of these, however, he is the agent of 
ergative clauses in 8 instances:
1. "EXlrivag elapyocyEv (Medium + Agent + Process, 21:28)
2. Koci KeKoivcoKcv TOY dyiov xotcov xowov (Agent + Process + Medium, 21:28b)
3. ov ... û(jY\yayEv 6 Ilaûlog.^^ (Medium? + Process + Agent, 21:29)
4. ÔÇ xauxriv xfjv ôôôv èôlco a^ (Agent + Medium + Process, 22:4)
5. ôeopeucûv mi Tiapocôiôoùç eiç (j)i)ÀocKocç ôcvôpaç xe mi yDvaimç (Agent + Process 
+ Medium, 22:4b)
6. d^ cûv m i xoùç èKÉloe ôvxaç ôeSepévonç (Agent + Process + Medium, 22:5)
7. èyo) fj|iT|v (t)i)7.aKlÇcov m i 6épcov...xoi)ç Tnaxeuovxaç etti oÉ (Agent + Process + 
Medium, 22:19)
8. aùxôç fjpr|v...(t)i)À,àoo(ov xà Ipàxia (Agent + Process + Medium, 22:20)
Several observations may be made on the basis of these clauses. First, though 
they are few in number when compared to the total (9.8%), these 8 clauses do represent 
Paul as an active, purposeful and dynamic agent, who is in a relationship of causation 
to the medium in each case. Secondly, the eight clauses above are either part of the 
accusation made against Paul by the Jews in the temple (#1-3), or autobiographical 
statements by Paul about his life as persecutor of ‘the way’ (#4-8). Of the latter, the 
first three occur at the beginning of the speech, and the last two near the end, as part of 
the dialogue which Paul has with the risen Christ. While in the three clauses at the 
beginning of the speech Paul describes his past life as persecutor of Christians, in the 
final two he makes Christ the final object of his past persecution of ‘the way,’ for the 
Christians were merely xoùç maxeuovxoç èm oé, and Stephen was xob pàpxupôç aou 
(22:19-20). Further, these two clauses stand out from the rest because of their
agree with Veltman that narrative and speech are inseparable parts of the episode of Paul’s arrest and 
defense before the Jerusalem crowd. See Veltman, ‘The Defense Speeches,’ 244.
^^Of these, Paul is full explicit subject in 6 instances, abbreviated subject in 19, non-explicit subject in 
32, and non-subject participant (that is, occupies the complement position) in 24.
^This case is somewhat questionable, since the medium is stated only in the previous clause (ov 
èvôpiÇov).
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grammaticalized, ‘superfluous’ subjects (agents): èyœ fjpriv (])u^aid^cov..., ‘I myself used 
to imprison...’(22:19), and koci a m è ç  fjpriv e(|)eox(ix; Koci ouveuboKcov Koa c|)nXdcoocov xoc 
Ipdcxia..., ‘even I myself was present, and approving, and keeping the 
garments...’(22:20). Though these two clauses are essentially a re-statement of Paul’s 
previous autobiographical remarks, the grammatical features I have referred to give 
them the unique flavor of a confession. Thirdly, the zeal and determination of Saul in 
eradicating Christianity is described most poignantly in Acts 22:5, where Paul recalls 
the commission he received from the high priest, by which his authority was extended 
as far as Damascus. To Damascus Saul went, oc^cov Koci xoùç èxeiae ôvxccç ôeÔEpévouç eiç 
’lEpo\)oa7.fip iv a  xipcûpri06xyiv, ‘intending to bring even those [Christians] who lived there 
bound to Jerusalem, that they may be punished.’ The future participle form used here 
is extremely rare in the New Testament^"  ^and denotes the strong intention or purpose of 
its subject.^^ Lastly, the key transitivity features of kinesis, volition, agency, and 
affectedness of object are clearly present in all but the last two clauses.^^ In summary, 
these eight ergative clauses have in each case a highly dynamic agent, namely, Paul, 
who is purposefully and directly involved in engendering the processes in question. In 
the first half of the episode, these processes take the form of aorist or perfect tense 
forms (first three) or participle periphrastic constructions (last two), and refer to events 
that are past from the perspective of the speaker. Before deciding on the significance of 
these clauses, however, more needs to be said about the structure of the speech.
‘^ 12 instances in the New Testament, of which 5 are in Acts (8:27; 20:22; 22:5; 24:11; 24:17), 2 in 
Hebrews (3:5; 13:17), and 1 each in Luke’s Gospel (22:49), John (6:64), 1 Corinthians (15:37), and 1 
Peter (3:13).
^ S^ee the above references, and F. Blass, and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar o f the New Testament 
and Other Early Christian Literature (tr. Robert W. Funk; Chicago: University of Chicago Press: 
1961) §351.
^^Kinesis refers to the clause being ‘action’ or ‘non-action,’ actions being transferable from one 
participant to another (I tackled John), while states cannot (I love John). Volition has to do with the 
intentionality or lack thereof on the part of the agent. Agency distinguishes animate (thus high in 
agency) from inanimate (low or lacking in agency) subjects. Affectedness of object refers to the degree 
to which the action is transferred from agent to medium. On the last two clauses, see below. See 
Hopper and Thompson, ‘Transitivity,’ 252.
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Concerning the structure of the speech, several theories have been put forth from 
the ranks of form criticism/^ Among these is Hubbard’s, who divides the core of 
Paul’s oration into three separate ‘commission accounts,’ each having the same formal 
elements and patterned after the same model/^
22: 6-11 Paul’s apostolic commission 
22:12-16 Commission by Ananias 
22:17-21 Temple christophany and commission
Yet, due attention to the language of the speech, and to transitivity and clause 
structure in particular, will show the implausibility of this form-critical hypothesis. 
Paul’s account of his anti-Christian activity, expressed by means of three ergative 
clauses in vv. 4 and 5, comes to an abrupt turning point in v. 6, where Paul moves 
from the subject-agent position of the clause to the object-medium position, not to 
appear again as agent until v. 19. This turning point is brought about in the syntax of 
the speech by means of an unusual eyévem + infinitive clause (its structure repeated with 
slight variations in v. 17), which continues to puzzle commentators and grammarians. 
These two clauses are akin to two pegs on which the entire speech hangs, and hold the 
key to the structure and the meaning of the episode.
’^See, for example, J. Munck, ‘La Vocation de l’Apôtre Paul,’ Studia Theologica 1 (1947) 130-45; 
Terence Y. Mullins, ‘New Testament Commission Forms, Especially in Luke-Acts,’ JBL 96 (1976) 
603-14; Benjamin J. Hubbard, ‘The Role of Commissioning Accounts in Acts,’ in Talbert (ed.), 
Perspectives, 197; Charles W. Hedrick, ‘Paul’s Conversion/Call: A Comparative Analysis of the Three 
Reports in Acts,’ JBL 100.3 (1981) 415-32; Gerhard Lohfmk, Paulus vorDamaskus (Stuttgarter 
Bibelstudien, 4; Stuttgart: Verlag Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1967) 53-60, where Lohfink sees 22:7-10 as 
having the structure of an Erscheinungsgesprach, or ‘apparition dialogue,’ a literary form common to 
the Old Testament and other Jewish literature.
^^Hubbard argues that the literary form of commission has the following seven elements: introduction, 
confrontation, reaction, commission, protest, reassurance, and conclusion. He admits, however, that 
only four of these elements appear in all the ‘commissions’ he has discerned in Luke-Acts. Hubbard, 
‘Commissioning Accounts,’ 187-89. See also Soards, The Speeches, 111-12.
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Acts 22:6
’E'YÉvexo Ô8 u o i  Tcopeuouévco koù 
eyyL^ovxt xfj AapccaK m  Tiepi pearippp locv  
e^ocl(!)vric ek xoû oùp ocvoû  7tEpiaoxpoci|/oa (|)mc
Acts 22:17
’EyÉVEXO ÔE UOl \)7lOOXpÉ\|/OCVXl Etc 
’lEpOUOaX.flp KOÙ 7tpOOEU%OpÉVOU p o u  Èv xœ  
lEpœ 'VEVÊoÔai UE èv EKoxocaEi
IKOCVOV TtEDl EUE
While referring to both clauses, Bruce reserves his comments for the latter and 
designates this ‘an awkward sentence in more ways than one.’^^  Conzelmann goes 
further and considers this clause ‘an impossible cons truc t ion ,w ith  no further 
comment on the matter. Of the old-school grammarians, Blass and Debrunner seem 
equally puzzled, and view this as ‘a very clumsy sentence,’"^* pointing out that ëyévexo is 
often used with accusative and infinitive, and that even when a dative is used, as in 
Acts 22:6, ‘the acc. with infinitive is possible or even necessa ry .T urne r ,  however, 
argues that in ëyÉvexo clauses, the accusative with infinitive is as possible as is the dative 
with infinitive, and gives Acts 22:6 and Acts 22:17 as examples of the latter."^  ^ Thus, it 
seems that the very matter that is a bone of contention among New Testament Greek 
grammarians and is ignored by most commentators, namely, the relationship of poi to 
the rest of the clause in each verse, is in fact the crucial piece in this syntactical puzzle.
Both Blass and Debrunner and Turner have noted the similarities of these two 
clauses, and refer to both in their discussion, as summarized above. Yet, the generic 
vocabulary used in describing them (‘goes with,’ ‘possible,’ etc.) tends to cloud, rather
^^Namely, ‘in the double sense of yivo|iai, avoided in 21:35; in the lack of concord in the pronouns 
pot...pou...pe (cf 15:22); in the gen. abs. 7[pooeu%opévou pou referring to a noun or pronoun already 
in the sentence, with no attempt to assimilate the cases.’ F.F. Bruce, The Acts o f the Apostles (4th 
ed.; London: Tyndale, 1956) 404.
'“’Hans Conzelmann, Acts o f the Apostles (tr. Limburg, Kraabel and Juel; Hermeneia; Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1987) 188.
'“Blass and Debrunner, Greek Grammar, §409.4. This statement from Blass and Debrunner is due, 
presumably, to the ‘failure’ of this clause to conform to ‘good classical form.’ See their introductory 
‘The New Testament and Hellenistic Greek,’ 2. See also Haenchen, who, referring to Acts 22:17, calls 
it a ‘quite unclassical construction,’ and adds that it has a ‘counterpart’ in Lk. 3:21. This is not exactly 
so, as I will show below. Ernst Haenchen, The Acts o f the Apostles (tr. Noble and Shinn; Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1971) 627.
■‘^ Blass and Debrunner, Greek Grammar, §409.4.
“^ Nigel Turner, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, (Vol. Ill Syntax; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clarke, 
1963) 149.
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than shed light on, the issue. It is helpful to begin any discussion of these clauses by 
noting that similarly to Hebrew (cf. the recurrent ihiw construction), the Koa
eyévexo/t/èvexo 5e + formula (‘and it happened that...’) should be considered one of
the chief building blocks used by writers in the composition of koine Greek narrative 
tex ts .W ith in  this large group of clauses, we find the byÉvexo + infinitive construction, 
where the infinitive is the subject of èyÉvexo, of which Acts 22:6 and 22:17 are two 
examples. This construction occurs exclusively in narrative, and in 22 out of 23 
instances"^  ^ in Luke-Acts."^  ^ As for the infinitival clause in byévexo + infinitive 
constructions, our two samples conform to the standard pattern in the Greek of the 
New Testament. In the two clauses of Acts 22:6, 17, although the dative pronoun poi 
does, to use Blass and Debrunner’s expression, ‘go with’ the infinitive in each case, it 
does not go with it in the sense of being its subject, for, as is standard in the New 
Testament, the subject of the two infinives is in each case an explicit accusative
47 ; ■ 'noun/pronoun. These observations clarify the central issue in our discussion. Since 
the infinitival clauses in vv. 6 and 17 have accusative subjects in conformity with 
expectation, the question remains: What exactly is the function and relationship of poi to
was also the case in earlier Greek, although oupPalvo) was far more frequent than 'ytyvopat. 
Only one instance of aDvéprj + infinitive is attested in the New Testament (Acts 21:35), and the 
tendency is for the simplification of these constructions via direct speech or oxi periphrases. See 
Turner, Syntax, 148; N. Turner, ‘The Quality of the Greek of Luke-Acts,’ in J.K. Elliott (ed.). Studies 
in New Testament Language and Text (NovTSup, 44; Leiden: Brill, 1976) 393-94. See also Paul 
Burguière, Histoire de ITnfinitifen Grec (Études et Commentaires, 33; Paris: Librairie C. Klincksieck, 
1960), esp. the chapter entitled ‘Anomalies Symptomatiques en Grec Postclassique,’ 177-198, for a 
discussion of this construction in Hellenistic Greek.
'‘^ The data that follow are gathered with the aid of GRAMCORD software. For a discussion of this 
program, its benefits and drawbacks vis-à-vis similar programs, see Harry Hahne, ‘Interpretive 
Implications of Using Bible-Search Software for New Testament Grammatical Analysis.’ Paper 
presented at the annual meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, November 24 1994.
“^ See Mk 2:23; Lk 1:59; 6:1; 6:6; 6:12; 14:1; 16:22; Acts 4:5; 9:3; 9:32; 9:37; 9:43; 11:26; 14:1; 
16:16; 19:1; 21:1; 21:5; 22:6; 22:17; 27:44; 28:8; 28:17.
‘^Namely, (jicûç (22:6) and pe (22:17). There is one single instance of è'yévexo plus an infinitive with 
its subject in the dative in the entire Greek New Testament, namely èyévexo 6è aùxoîç Kai 
èviam ov okov  ouva%8fivat èv xfj èKKÀ,Tiaioc Kai ôiôà^ai 6%iov kavov  (Acts 11:26). On this 
issue see K.L. McKay, A New Syntax o f the Verb in New Testament Greek (Studies in Biblical Greek 
5; New York: Peter Lang, 1994) 57. Such a construction was more frequent in the non-literary papyri 
as well as in previous Greek. For this construction in the non-literary papyri, see Basil G. Mandilaras, 
The Verb in the Greek non-Literary Papyri (Athens: Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Sciences, 1973) 
326-28. For this construction in classical Greek see W. W. Goodwin, Syntax of the Moods and Tenses 
of the Greek Verb (London: Macmillan, 1929) 299; W. W. Goodwin and C. B. Gulick, Greek 
Grammar (Boston: Ginn, 1930) 197, 320.
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the rest of the clause in each case? Before I suggest an answer to this question, 
however, we must further examine the 21 other clauses that together with our two 
samples fit the stmcture E’yévexo + infinitive (where the infinitive is the subject of èyévexo) 
in the Greek New Testament (see footnote 46 above). All but 3 of these clauses have 
an adjunct"^  ^ (i.e. a circumstantial clause) which in 13 of 20 instances appears 
immediately after èyévexo or èyévexo ôe. When the order èyévexo/èyévexo ôe + adjunct is 
altered, this is due to (1) the adjunct preceding èyévexo,"^  ^(2) the subject of the infinitive, 
in either the accusative case^° or in the dative,^ ^ being interposed between èyévexo and 
the adjunct; or (3) the dative pronoun poi, though it is not the grammatical subject of the 
infinitive, being interposed between èyévexo and the adjunct in Acts 22:6 and 17. The 
peculiarity of the last case is underlined by comparing the two clauses of Acts 22:6 and 
7 with another clause that is stmcturally equivalent to them, but without the dative 
pronoun poi:
Acts 16:16
a. èyévexo 6è
b. (Adj.Subject D f Tiopeoouévcov huœv éic xnv jipoaeuYpvl
c . (Inf. clause, Subject 2) fjiaiôiaKnv xivôc èyooaocv Jtveôpg 7tt)9cova frTiocvxijaai
fiplv]
‘And it happened that, as we were going to the place of prayer, a certain slave girl
who had a spirit of divination met us.’
Acts 22:6
a. èyévexo 6é poi
b. (Adj. Subject l)[7copeuopévq) m i  è'yyiÇovxi xf| AapaoKco Tcep'i pecrrippptav 
è4al(|)vriç èx xoô oùpocvo'O ]
c . (Inf. Clause, subject 2)[7iepiaaxpd\|/ai ôcoc ik o c v o v  Tcepi èpé.l
‘And it happened to me that, while travelling and getting close to Damascus at
about midday, suddenly from heaven, a great light shone about me.’
I have mentioned before, there are three components to a process: the process itself, realized in 
texts in the element of ‘process’ (a verb form); participants, realized in the elements of ‘agent(s)’ and 
‘medium(s)’; and circumstances attending the process, realized in the element of ‘adjunct,’ that is, in 
circumstancial clauses generally answering questions such as ‘how,’ ‘when,’ or ‘why.’ 
èv ôè xœ îtopeoeoGai èyévexo aùxov èyyi^eiv xr\ AapaoKœ, (Acts 9:3); m i  oiixcoç èyévexo Ttdcvxaç 
ôiaooûGTjvai èm xiyv yfjv (Acts 27:44).
^Koci èyévexo aùxov èv xdlç aàppaoiv TcapaTtopeneoGcci (Mk 2:23); èyévexo 8è xôv Ttocxépa xoû 
floTi^ioi) Tiupexdlç m i  ônoevxeplû) m)ve%6pevov mxaKélaGai (Acts 28:8).
‘^èyévexo ôè aùxdlç m i  èvtauxèv ô7.ov m)va%Gf)vai èv xq èKKÀ,r|oloc m i  ôiôd^ai ô%lov ik o c v o v  
(Acts 11:26).
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Acts 22:17
a. ’Eyévexo ôé poi
b.(Adj. Subject l)[i)7iooxpe\|/ocvxi eiç ’lepoooocAiyp Kca Tipooeoxopévoo uoo èv xw 
lepro ]
c. (Infinitive Clause, subject 2)[yeveG 8ai ge èv èKoxdoei]
‘And it happened to me that, having returned to Jerusalem and praying in the 
temple, I fell into a trance.’
As is the case in Acts 22:6 and 17, the clause in Acts 16:16 fits the pattern of 
èyévexo + Adjunct + infinitive clause, the infinitive being the subject of èyévexo. Further, 
as is true of Acts 22:6, 17, the adjunct in Acts 16:16 has its own grammatical subject 
apart from that of the infinitival clause.^^ Unlike the clauses in Acts 22, however, the 
subject of the adjunct in Acts 16:16, being different from that of the infinitive, is placed 
within the bounds of the adjunct, rather than outside. This confirms my primary 
observation drawn from all the clauses that fit this pattern in the Greek New Testament: 
èyévexo being the principal verb and the infinitive clause its subject, any participant other 
than the grammatical, subject of the infinite clause is enclosed within the bounds of an 
adjunct, as it is considered tangential to, rather than part and parcel of, the ‘main event.’
It could be argued that, given the case concord of the dative pronoun got and the 
participle that follows it in the two clauses of 22:6 and 17, pronoun and participle 
belong together grammatically (e.g., as a ‘dative absolute’) and may not be considered 
as belonging to two distinct elements within the clause. Having examined the 350 
dative participles in the Greek New Testament, that possibility seems highly unlikely, 
since there are two single cases of what might be called a ‘dative absolute’ in the entire
^^Though the referent of got) (grammatical subject in the adjunct) and ge (grammatical subject in the 
infinitival clause) are the same in Acts 22:17,1 am treating them as separate since they are 
grammaticalized explicitly within the bounds of each clause. According to Goodwin and Gulick, a 
basic grammatical principle applicable in Greek infinitive clauses of all periods is that ‘the subject of 
the infinitive is generally omitted when it is the same as the subject or the object of the leading verb... 
[or] when it is the same with any important adjunct o f the leading verb. ’ Goodwin and Gulick, 
Grammar, 196.
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New Testament, both in Matthew/^ Secondly, the strong likelihood that got is in fact a 
complement (indirect object) of èyévexo in Acts 22:6, 17 (thus, ‘it happened to m e...’ 
rather than ‘it happened...’ "^^ ) is seen in the distribution of the pronououns ge and got as 
complements throughout the speech: once before v. 6, but 13 times after v. 6. Lastly, I 
wish to emphasize that, although morphological considerations are by no means 
unimportant, the linguistic method I am deploying in the present thesis focuses on the 
function rather than the form of linguistic elements, such as complements and adjuncts. 
There are at least five clauses in the New Testament that contain a stmcture analogous 
(two of them directly so^ )^ to the one present in both Acts 22: 6 and 17, namely, a main 
verb followed by a dative pronoun or noun and a dative participle. Two of these clauses 
will illustrate the last point. Lk 1:3: £5o£,e Kocgdi TtapuKoAouGnKoxi ocvcoGsv Tidoiv àKpiPœç 
Got pdci)/at, Kpaxtoxe 08Ô(j)tÀ£, and Acts 7:2: 'O Geoç xfjç môOn xœ Tiaxpt hucov 
’A3paogt ôvxt èv xfj MeaoTtoxaglg jcpïv fj KaxotKfjooa aùxov èv Xappàv.^^ Though the 
participles following the dative pronoun and noun agree with these in case, the 
functional role of the participial phrases is, in each case, that of modifying the pronoun 
and noun adverbially, that is, they fulfill the role of adjuncts, answering the question 
‘how?’ or perhaps ‘why,’ and ‘when?’ In the same clauses the dative pronoun got and 
the dative noun m xpt answer the question ‘whom or what,’ that is, they fulfill the role 
of complement. The same analysis applies in the two clauses of Acts 22:6 and 17.
^^ Matt. 8:23 Kat èuBdvxt aùxm eiç xo t ü à o i o v  f)KolouGr|a(xv am œ  ot gaGrjxoct aùxot); and Matt. 
14:6 TevEGtotc ôè '\Evouévotc xoû 'Hpœôou copxhoaxo f| Guydxrip xfjç 'Hpcpôtdcôoç èv xœ géoœ m t  
fjpeoEV xcp 'Hpcûôg. Moule mentiones only the latter, though he is uncertain concerning its 
identification as a ‘dative absolute.’ See C.F.D. Moule, An Idiom Book o f New Testament Greek 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1953) 44-45. For a possible example of a dative absolute in 
post-New Testament Christian literature see The Martyrdom o f Polycarp 9.1: Top ÔE IIoluKdpttq) 
etotovxt Etg xo axàôtov (jiœvg è^ oùpocvoû èyévexo... O. Gebhardt, A. Hamack and T. Zahn (eds.), 
Patrum Apostolicorum Opera (5th éd.; Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1906).
^Thus Haenchen, Acts, 623, where he renders Acts 22:6 ‘It happened to me, however...,’ and 22:17 
‘Now, it happened to me...’
^^Namely, Lk 1:3 and Acts 15:25, both having an impersonal main verb and an infinitive clause as its 
subject. See below.
^^he other three are Acts 15:25 eôo^ev fmtv 'VEVOUEVotc ôuoGugocôov èicT^^agévotç dvôpaç 
7tég\|/at Ttpoç ôgâç oùv xoiç à y a T u n x o iç  f|gœv BocpvaPg k o c i Haulcp; Lk. 9:59b èjctxoeti/ôv uot 
ôcjteXOovxt Ttpoàxov Gdct|/at xôv îiaxépa got); Hebr. 7:1 Ouxoç yàp 6 M8À,%toéÔ8K, p a o t^ ù ç  E a lg g , 
l8p8t)ç xoû Geoû xoû 6t|itoxot), 6 Guvccvxnaac ’ABoaccu moaxoèôovxt œtô xfjç KOTufjç xôv  
paotTÎéœv Kcct 8Ù?ioyf|oaç ocùxov.
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Thus, it can be claimed with a considerable degree of certainty that the dative 
pronoun got is ‘out of place’ in Acts 22:6 and 17, and, consequently, that its fronting 
immediately following èyévexo calls for an explanation.
As I mentioned above, in vv. 4-5 of the speech, Paul appears as the highly 
dynamic agent of three ergative clauses: ‘I...-Paul declares- persecuted this way unto 
death, binding and delivering to prison both men and women...I went [to Damascus] 
intending to bring those [Christians] who were there bound to Jerusalem...’ At this 
juncture, both the story and its syntax reach a fundamental turning point: ‘...But it 
happened to me that, as I was travelling and getting close to Damascus, a great light 
shone about me.’ Luke’s shifting of Paul from the agent to the complement position in 
V. 6 signals the end of his preeminent role in the speech, for, after this point, all of 
Paul’s actions are merely responses to the two encounters with Jesus, introduced in 
identical form, as we have seen. Once the speech proper begins, Paul does not appear 
in the complement position of the clause until v. 6 but does so 10 times after that, as he 
appears on the receiving end of actions/processes attributed to a great light (22:6), a 
voice (22:7, 9), ‘unspecified’ (i.e. ‘it will be said to you’ ‘it is appointed for you...,’ 
22:10), Ananias (22:12), God of our fathers (22:14), a trance (22:17), ‘him,’ i.e. Jesus 
(22:18, 21). As I noted above, of the 8 ergative clauses with Paul as agent in the 
episode, the last two are the in penultimate verse of the speech, and have the form and 
flavour of a confession, effectively drawing Paul’s testimony to a close.
The shift in focus away from Paul is not only revealed by the syntax of the 
episode, however. The autobiographical remarks that have often been interpreted as a 
legitimating technique by Luke, namely the references to Paul’s birth in Tarsus, 
education and ‘achievements,’ are strictly limited to Acts 21:37-22:5 in the episode, and 
clearly fade into the background as the determined and zealous Jew is intercepted by
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Christ and his purpose frustrated in vv. 22:6. This negation of Paul’s own design is 
further repeated when, having returned to Jerusalem and while praying in the temple, 
he is met by Jesus once more and his own plans are again redirected, this time toward 
the Gentile mission. It seems fair to say that by the end of Paul’s autobiographical 
account, very little indeed remains of the Saul we had met in vv. 22:3-5, for now his 
persona is only significant in relation to the risen Christ. Consequently, while in the 
brief account of his life prior to the Damascus road, the high priest is cited as a witness 
to Paul (22:5), after v. 6 it is Paul who becomes a witness to Christ before all men (22: 
15,18). In his introduction to his recent commentary on Acts, Witherington inserts a 
very interesting footnote concerning the likely acceptability of much of the content of 
Acts to a Roman reader such as Tacitus.^^ He concludes that Acts would most likely 
not have suited Tacitus due to its rather strong Greek and Eastern flavor. Tacitus 
would also have been rather skeptical, argues Witherington, of
all the stories in Luke-Acts about people going through character transformation 
by conversion, for ‘Tacitus, like most Roman writers, usually regarded moral 
character as fixed at birth and the human personality as essentially static.’
It is surprising that Witherington does not bring this matter to bear upon his reading of 
Paul’s apologetic speech in Acts 22, a reading carried out along the rather rigid lines of 
Graeco-Roman rhetorical analysis,^^ including the emphasis on Paul’s persona and 
character.
’^Ben Witherington III, The Acts of the Apostles: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1998) 39 footnote 137.
^^Witherington, Acts, 659-75. For Witherington, this is a forensic defense speech for which he 
suggests the structure of (i) Exordium (vv. 1-2); (ii) Narratio (vv. 3-21) and some hints of proofs 
included in the narratio. Witherington believes this basic structure reflects the model set forth in 
Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria 4.1.1-79, 4.2.1-132, and in Cicero’s De Inventione 1.19.27. Luke’s 
alleged dependency on the manuals when composing the speech is for Witherington apparently not at 
odds with its essentially Jewish theme (see p. 659), and the fact that what is happening in chap. 22 is 
not a trial. The problematic nature of this method of analysis becomes further apparent when, on p. 
667, Witherington refers to the readings of this speech carried out by others with the same dependency 
upon the manuals that Witherington has, and yet, resulting in different conclusions, while citing the 
same classical authors in support on those conflicting readings!
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The narrative that follows the speech (Acts 22-29) presents no major changes in 
terms of the transitivity patterns. Thus, of the 16 clauses that have Paul as participant, 
he occupies the complement slot in 7, where he is on the receiving end of processes 
initiated by either the Jewish crowd or the Roman tribune. Of the rest, Paul is the 
subject of clauses encoding verbal processes (processes of ‘saying,’ 3 instances), 
relational processes (processes of being, 4 instances), and on two occasions, the 
passive subject of actions carried out by the Roman soldiers (v. 24). Concerning the 
apparent abruptness of the speech’s ending at v. 21, I concur with Conzelmann^^ that 
this is not an indication of an incomplete source, but rather a literaiy technique used by 
Luke to highlight the offensiveness to Jews of the Gentile mission.
By fronting the dative pronoun poi in verses 22:6 and 17 of the speech, Luke 
highlights the fundamental shift in focus that takes place as Paul ceases to be the driving 
force of the narrative, that is, he ceases to be ‘in control,’ and finds himself 
overwhelmed by a power far superior to his own. These two foregrounded clauses 
give a clear structure to the speech and represent the climactic points of the entire 
episode.^^ From the perspective of the reader/hearer, the clauses of Acts 22: 6, 17 
appear foregrounded due to the quality of ‘departure from the norm’ that I have noted 
both in their structure and in the transitivity shift that v. 6 introduces. Yet, mere 
deviation from ‘norms,’ be these internal or external to the text, is not in itself sufficient 
to interpret a stretch of text as foregrounded, if it is not also shown to have ‘value in the 
game,’ that is, to be significant in light of the overall theme(s) of that text.
^^Conzelmann, Acts 189. But see Foakes Jackson for the opposite view in The Acts of the Apostles 
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1945) 202.
°^Paul Schubert sees the Damascus road experience as the ‘center’ of the speech. Schubert, ‘The Final 
Cycle of Speeches in the Book of Acts,’ JBL 87.1 (1968) 5. Marguerat argues that it is the ecstasy in 
the temple that constitutes the climax of the speech. Daniel Marguerat, ‘Saul’s Conversion (Acts 9, 
22, 26) and the Multiplication of Narrative in Acts,’ in C.M. Tuckett (ed.), Luke’s Literary 
Achievement (JSNTSup 116; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995) 149. Hedrick, however, sees 
the ‘commission’ by Ananias as the climax. Hedrick, ‘Paul’s Conversion,’ 424.
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The interpretation I have just offered of Acts 21-22 coheres with the conclusions I 
reached in the above studies of the shipwreck story of Acts 27, and of the episode of 
Stephen’s martyrdom in Acts 6-7. These episodes are selected because they are in each 
case complete sub-units within the larger work of Acts, sufficiently long to allow the 
kind of linguistic study I have carried out, and contain in each case both narrative and 
speech(es). As is the case in narrative texts of many of the world’s languages, the 
transitivity system of Greek is shown to be a fundamental tool used by the author of 
Acts to differentiate from the rest those participants he wishes to portray as 
‘efficacious.’ In each case, however, Luke utilizes a syntax-based foregrounding 
scheme to highlight the inability of human actions, grammaticalized by means of 
ergative clauses, to resist the unfolding and irresistible will of God (see my discussion 
of TO §£iv in chapter 2). In discussing Paul’s speech in Acts 22, Haenchen notes that 
Jesus is in most instances not mentioned by name.^^ This fact is not as unusual as 
Haenchen may think, however. As I noted in my previous studies of Acts 27 and 6-7, 
the systematic ‘incapacitation’ of his key characters (Stephen, Paul, Moses...) achieved 
by Luke through the syntax of these episodes leads the reader/hearer to ask: ‘who then, 
is behind these events?’ Yet, Luke seems often to avoid giving an explicit answer to 
this question, allowing the reader instead to experience an element of suspense in the 
narrative. Thus, as we have seen, the 10 clauses in which Paul occupies the 
object/complement slot after the encounter with ‘a great light’ in v. 22:6 encode 
processes that are attributed to a light (22:6), a voice (22:7,9), ‘unspecified’ (i.e. ‘it will 
be said to you’ ‘it is appointed for you...,’ 22:10), a trance (22:17), ‘him,’ i.e. Jesus 
(22:18,21), Ananias (22:12), and ‘God of our fathers’ (22:14). In Luke’s overall 
purpose, this device reminds readers that the divine plan (poulq xoh Geoh), though often 
invisible to the human eye, is nonetheless constantly moving forward, even in the face 
of human efforts to thwart it. Thus I conclude with Lohfink that this speech has a clear 
religious/theological purpose in Luke’s literary scheme, rather than primarily a
‘Haenchen, Acts, 627, 630.
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political/rhetorical one/^ and that, as Walaskay has noted, even the references to Paul’s 
rights as a Roman are seen by Luke as part and parcel of the divine necessity by which 
Paul is brought to his appointed destination, Rome/^
IV. Conclusion
In this chapter, I have sought to offer both an interpretation of Acts 21-22 and to 
explain how that text means what it does. It is the latter that is missing in John Lentz’s 
proposal concerning Paul in the trial episodes of Acts. Lentz’s and Neyrey’s interest in 
rhetoric could be far more fruitful if, with Halliday, they understood rhetoric as 
inseparable from grammatical analysis, thus substantiating their claims regarding the 
effect of language upon readers/hearers by relating these claims to the functionally- 
oriented choices made by the writer from the language system. This necessarily 
involves breaking free from an exaggerated dependence on the Graeco-Roman 
manuals, a dependency Quintilian himself warned against, as I have pointed out:
Eloquence therefore must not restrict itself to narrow tracks, but range at large 
over the open fields. Its streams must not be conveyed through narrow pipes 
like the water of fountains, but flow as mighty rivers flow, filling whole 
valleys; dnd if it cannot find a channel it must make one for itself For what can 
be more distressing than to be fettered by petty rules, like children who trace the 
letters of the alphabet which others have first written for them, or, as the Greeks 
say, insist on keeping the coat their mother gave them...Must not the orator 
breathe life into the argument and develop it? Must he not vary and diversify it 
by a thousand figures, and do all this in such a way that it seems to come into 
being as the very child of nature...?^"^
^^Referring to the speeches of Acts in general, Lohfink affirms that these speeches are essentially 
‘Predigt und Anrede,’ rather than the rhetorical and stylistic exercises of a Hellenistic author. See 
Lohfink, Paulus vor Damaskus, 51-52. See also Jervell’s chapter ‘Paul: The Teacher of Israel,’ in his 
Luke and the People o f God, esp. 156-61, where he presents arguments against the political orientation 
of Paul’s apologetic speeches in Acts 22-26.
^^ Paul W. Walaskay, And so we Came to Rome: The Political Perspective of St Luke (SNTS 
Monograph Series 49; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983) 58. Similarly, Jervell writes: 
‘the girder of Luke’s theological thinking is the notion of God being in complete control of history...it 
is impossible for men to resist his will, at least in the long run...’ Jervell, The Theology o f the Acts, 
129. See also Hubbard, ‘Commissioning Accounts,’ 198.
^Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, 5.24.31-2.
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The undue fixation upon the manuals that is apparent in some of the work of 
Neyrey, Lentz and others is lacking among rhetoricians who study texts other than the 
New Testament. Instead, scholars of communication theory, language teachers and 
public speaking consultants regularly draw upon the insights of Burkean rhetoric, 
speech act theory, pragmatics, and various forms of functional linguistics. Of these, I 
have suggested the last is ideally suited for the task of relating the linguistic features of 
New Testament texts such as Paul’s apologetic speeches in Acts, to the effects they 
have upon their readers/hearers. This was, in the final analysis, Quintilian’s own 
agenda.
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CHAPTER 5
FOREGROUNDED TRANSITIVITY PATTERNS 
IN THE PENTECOST EPISODE (ACTS 2)
I. Introduction: The Pentecost Episode In Recent Discussion
In his 1971 monograph entitled Peter's Pentecost Discourse,^ Richard Zehnle 
affirmed that Peter’s speech in the second chapter of Acts is ‘the finest mission discourse 
composed by Luke,’  ^ and serves as a ‘keynote address,’  ^ a programmatic statement of 
sorts, setting forth the Lucan theology to be unfolded throughout the rest of Luke’s ‘second 
treatise.’ The widespread recognition of the significance of Peter’s speech for our 
understanding of Acts has motivated an important number of recent studies,ranging from 
source-critical analyses to linguistic and sociological ones. Regardless of the
‘Richard ¥.Z&\m\e, Peter ’s Pentecost Discourse (SBL Monograph Series 15; Nashville: Abingdon, 1971). 
The title is somewhat misleading, since the book is actually a comparative study of the speeches of Acts 2 
and 3. Zehnle concludes that the speech of Acts 3 contains the earliest Christology in the New Testament.
Pentecost Discourse, 60.
^Zehnle, Pentecost Discourse, 130.
'‘Of all the scholarly work published on the Pentecost episode of Acts 2, Dionisio Mmguez’s 1976 
monograph is unequaled in thoroughness and linguistic erudition; Pentecostés: Ensayo de Semiotica 
Narrativa en HeChos 2 (Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1976). See also Craig A. Evans, ‘The Prophetic 
Setting of the Pentecost Sermon,’ ZNW 74 (1983) 148-50; Robert F. O’Toole, ‘Acts 2:30 and the Davidic 
Covenant of Pentecost,’ JBL 102.2 (1983) 245-58; Jack T. Sanders, The Jews in Luke-Acts (London:
SCM, 1987) 232-35, where Sanders sets forth his well known theory of Luke’s thorough antisemitism;
José Rius-Camps, ‘Pentecostés versus Babel: Estudio Critico de Hechos 2,’ Filologi'a Neotestamentaria \ 
(1988) 35-61; Robert C. Tannehill, The Narrative Unity o f Luke-Acts Vol. 1 (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990) 
esp. 26-36; Robert B. Sloan, ‘Signs and Wonders: A Rhetorical Clue to the Pentecost Discourse,’ 
Evangelical Quarterly 63 (1991) 225-40; Marion L. Soards, The Speeches in Acts (Lousville: John Knox, 
1994) 31-37; A. J. M. Wedderburn, ‘Tradition and Redaction in Acts 2:1-13.’ JSNT 55 (1994) 27-54; 
Robert L. Brawley ‘Hermeneutical Voices of Scripture in Acts 2,’ in Brawley, Text to Text Pours Forth 
Speech (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995) 75-90; Gerhard Mussies, ‘Variation in the Book of 
Acts’ [Part 2], Filologia Neotestamentaria 8 (1995) 23-61; Mark L. Strauss, The Davidic Messiah in Luke- 
Acts (JSNTSup 110; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995) 131-47. Of the commentaries, the best 
treatments are found in F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles (4th ed.; London: Tyndale, 1956) 80-99;
Ernst Haenchen, The Acts o f the Apostles (tr. Noble and Shinn; Oxford: Blackwell, 1971) 166-89; Hans 
Conzelmann, Acts o f the Apostles (Hermeneia; tr. Limburg, Kraabel, and Juel; Philadelphia: Fortress,
1987) 13-21; C. K. Barrett, The Acts o f the Apostles I (ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1994) 106-57 and 
Ben Witherington III, The Acts o f the Apostles: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids:
Ferdmans, 1998) 128-63. For a well-informed discussion of the issue of ‘tongues’ in Acts 2, see Bob 
Zerhusen, ‘An Overlooked Judean Diglossia in Acts 2?’ Biblical Theology Bulletin 25 (1995) 118-30.
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methodological angle chosen, however, discussion of this episode has centred primarily on 
the issue of its unity and coherence, or lack thereof: Are the two apparently different types 
of speech (namely the ‘ecstatic’ speech resembling the glossolalia of 1 Cor. 14 [v. 4] and 
the language miracle [v. 6ff.]) indicators of two different sources behind this episode?^ Is 
the apparently undeveloped Christology of the speech evidence of an early tradition which 
Luke has, hesitantly but faithfully, preserved?^ Lastly, is the entire speech sufficiently 
connected to the Pentecost event that precedes it?  ^ Like the previous chapters, the present 
chapter is part of my investigation of clause structure and, more specifically, the transitivity 
choices made by the author of Acts. My aim is to shed light on such issues as 
cohesiveness, coherence, and, above all, foregrounding strategy, that is, the systematic, 
purposeful utilization of various linguistic means to highlight those elements of the 
narrative of Acts 2 that are most significant to the writer’s overall literary purpose(s). My 
starting point is the text of the Pentecost episode as we have it;^  consequently, the debate 
over sources and the exact nature of the speech miracle(s) will be entered into only insofar 
as it touches upon linguistic or literary matters.
In previous chapters I have noted in explicit terms the significance of participant 
reference and transitivity patterns for understanding Luke’s compositional design. Though
^Thus Wedderburn, ‘Tradition and Redaction,’ 53. For a brief discussion of other options see Conzelmann, 
Acts, 15ff.;.Haenchen, Acti', 172ff. But see Rius-Camps’ proposal in ‘Pentecostés,’ esp. 40ff.
^Thus Barrett, Acts, 151. On this issue, Barrett seems to contradict himself. On the same page, Barrett 
first writes that ‘...we have here that primitive kind of adoptionism that Paul was obliged to correct...’ and 
later ‘We are dealing here with an unreflecting Christology (it is better to say unreflecting than primitive, or 
early)...’ (p. 152). For a different view on this, see Conzelmann, Acts, 21.
’See Barrett, Acts, 132-33. Barrett argues that the speech is made up of two parts, one connected to the 
Pentecost event (vv. 14-21) and the rest, which ‘contains nothing to connect it with the occasion.’ The two 
verses that seem to connect the latter half of the speech to the previous narrative (i.e. vv. 33 and 39) must 
be, argues Barrett, Luke’s own interpolations. Barrett adds that the latter half of the speech shows no 
interest in the manifestations of the Spirit or in universality (though these themes appear in vv. 33 and 
39!). 1 shall deal with Barrett’s hypothesis below.
^On the Western textual variants in Acts 2, see José Rius-Camps, ‘Las Variantes de la Recension 
Occidental de Los Hechos de Los Apôstoles (V): Hch 2.14-40,’ Filologi'a Neotestamentaria 15 (1995) 63- 
78. See also Fldon J. Fpp The Theological Tendency o f Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis in Acts (SNTS 
Monograph Series, 3; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1966) 69. Fpp’s thoroughgoing treatise 
shows the tendentious anti-Judaism of the Codex Bezae in Acts.
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both these issues are largely ignored in the scholarly discussion of the shipwreck episode 
(Acts 27), the story of Stephen’s arrest, defense and martyrdom (Acts 6-7), and the 
episode of Paul’s arrest and defense (Acts 22), the greater perspicuity of these features of 
language in Acts 2 has provoked remarks of varying depth and usefulness from 
commentators and other researchers.^ Insightful as several of these discussions appear to 
be, a fuller, more systematic and explicit treatment of the data is needed, in particular, one 
carried out within the framework of a modem linguistic method. Thus, my findings 
concerning transitivity choices such as ‘agent’ and ‘medium’ in the present episode need to 
be understood and interpreted in relation to Luke’s choices from the same network 
elsewhere in Acts, as well as the choices Luke did not make, though these were equally 
open to him, given the Greek language system.
II. The Pentecost Episode: Its Structure
Speaking of Acts 2^  Soards writes that ‘[it] is a neatly stmctured unit of material that 
is practically self-contained.’ Though 1 do not entirely agree with the arguments Soards 
uses to suport this statement,^ ^  1 fully concur with his assessment that the Pentecost 
episode is in fact a literary unity. The narrative describing the sudden incursion of the 
Spirit into the ‘house’ where the eleven were assembled, the ‘other tongues’ the disciples 
began to speak, and the resulting mixed reaction of the crowd assembled outside, is 
connected to the speech that follows in ways that are not always recognized in discussions 
of the episode. First and foremost, it is a brief account of the event that was initially a
^The most explicit treatment of transitivity in Acts 2 is found in Mmguez, Semiotica Narrativa, esp. 46- 
48. See also Tannehill, Narrative Unity, 36; Sloan, ‘Signs and Wonders,’ 229-30; John T. Squires, The 
Plan of God in Luke-Acts (SNTS Monograph Series, 76; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993) 
64-65; Brawley, ‘Hermeneutical Voices,’ 86.
‘"Soards, The Speeches, 31.
“As I have mentioned in previous chapters, Soards is intent throughout his work on proving the 
dependence of Luke upon the specific structures of the three classical rhetorical genera. Concerning Acts 2, 
he argues that, although the entire speech is unified, the ‘first continuous portion...is judicial rhetoric,’ 
while ‘the final two brief remarks’ are deliberative rhetoric. Soards, The Speeches, 31.
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cause of great puzzlement to part of the audience (Ti GeAa t o u t o  eivoa ‘what might this 
mean?’ 2:12), but was later explained by Peter ( x c u t ô  ëoxiv to eipripÉvov ôià xoh 7ipo(t)fjxor) 
‘this is that which was spoken through the prophet’ 2:16; è^ éxeev t o û t o  ô ôpeiç [Koà] pAsiexe 
m i àmoexe, ‘He poured out this which you both see and hear’ 2:33). The clear anaphoric 
function of the demonstrative pronoun both at the beginning and end sections of the speech 
is not given sufficient attention by those who argue against the cohesiveness of the entire 
e p i s o d e . I n  Halliday’s functional grammar, a single instance of cohesion such as the one 
I have just referred to is known as a ‘tie,’ and a text may be described in terms of the 
number and kind of cohesive ties it possesses, thus displaying relatively high or low 
cohesiveness. Other cohesive ties discernible in the Pentecost episode as a whole will be 
discussed below. Closely related to this is the masterful way in which the writer utilizes 
suspense to hold the reader’s attention until the end. Thus, explicit mention of the identity 
of and cause behind the ‘violent rushing wind’ is avoided in vv. 1-3, partially disclosed in 
vv. 4-5, and fully revealed only at the end of Peter’s speech (2:33). The enigmatic referent 
of 8Ka0io£v in v. 3 significantly heightens this suspenseful element. Further, the two-fold 
reaction of the crowd narrated briefly in vv. 12-13 seems to evoke a specific response to 
each group in Peter’s speech. Thus the ‘others’ of v. 13 are addressed first in vv. 15-21 
(v. 13 01) Tap œç upsiç mo^ppavexe omoi peGuouaiv ‘these are not drunk as you 
suppose...’), while the rest (the Tcàvxeç of v. 12) are addressed t hrou gho ut . Th e  abrupt 
and unexplained move in the narrative from indoors to outdoors in v. 5, lexical choices
‘’See especially Barrett, 132-33.
‘^ M.A.K. Halliday and Ruqaiya Hasan, Cohesion in English (London: Longman, 1984) 1-4.
‘'‘Acts 2:3: dx[)Gr|oocv aùxoiç ôiagEpiÇôpevai TAlooaai cbaei Ttopôç, m i  emGiOEV eva em oxov  
aùxcûv... Due most likely to the grammatical difficulty. Codex Bezae emends to èKOcGiaav.
‘^ Making reference to two groups of individuals reacting to the same event in mutually opposed ways is a 
common feature of the Acts narrative. See also 5:33-34; 14:4; 17:18ff.; 23:6-9; 28:24. On this, see Rius- 
Camps, ‘Pentecostés,’ 39ff. Rius-Camps pushes this alleged differentiation in the speech too far, however, 
basing it largely on (1) variant readings in the Western Text, (2) his (hardly warranted) omission of 
’louôaïoi in v. 5, and (3) his interpretation o f’Avôpeç ’louSaioi (v. 14) and”Avôpeç ’loparjXixai (v. 22) as 
two different groups. In his conclusion, Rius-Camps argues that the early insertion o f ’louôaïo i in v. 5 ‘ha 
contaminado ambas recensiones.’ One could also argue, however, that the omission o f ’louôdloi in v. 5 
has contaminated both Codex Sinaiticus and Rius-Camps’ essay.
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such as d(t)vco and Kvof\q piotlcxç, and the polysyndeton of vv. 1-4 together invest this 
narrative overture to the Pentecost episode with a powerful sense of swiftness, of 
containing a rapid succession of events that calls for the kind of detailed interpretation 
provided by Peter’s oration.
When one considers the structure of Peter’s speech in Acts 2:16-36, the word 
‘architecture’^^  seems ideally suited for its description. Its three major sections, 
demarcated by the thrice-repeated form used for direct address "Avôpeç... at vv. 14, 22 and 
29, become apparent upon the first reading of these lines. Rather than indicators of two 
different groups within Peter’s audience, the three formulae of address ’AvÔpeç ’lonSoaoi (v. 
14), ’AvÔpeç ’laparjXlToa (v. 22), and ’Avôpeç à5eÀ4)oi (v. 29) are the product of Luke’s 
rhetorical concern to avoid repetition, a feature characteristic of the entire work.^^ More 
detailed analysis of the speech reveals a clear progression from first to third section that 
may be summarized as follows:
1. First section: Briefest address by Peter (vv. 14b-16) and lengthiest LXX 
quotation (vv. 17-21)
2. Second section: Lengthier address by Peter (vv. 22-25a) and briefer 
LXX quotation (vv. 25b-28)
3. Third section: Lengthiest address by Peter (vv. 29-34a) and briefest 
LXX quotation (vv. 34b-35)
4. Peroratio-colophon (v. 36).
The speech proper concludes at v. 36 with a peroratio-like statement that sums up and 
drives home the core of Peter’s message, preceded by a new and powerful formula of 
address: ào(()aX,cûç onv yivcooKeTco nâq o i k o ç  ’lopaqL.. ‘therefore, let the whole house of Israel
‘®The term is Talbert’s. See Charles Talbert, Literary Patterns, Theological Themes, and the Genre o f  
Luke-Acts (SBL Monograph Series 20; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1974) 5.
“Rius-Camp’s thesis as explained above becomes very difficult to accept at this point. See Gerard 
Mussies, ‘Variation,’ 45.
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know with certainty...’ To this, the response of the crowd follows, addressing Peter and 
the apostles in a manner that echoes Peter’s own at the outset of the third section: Ti 
Tioipocogev, dvôpeç àÔe^ (t)ol ‘what shall we do, men brothers?’ It is interesting to note that the 
skeptical ‘others’ of v. 13 have at this point either disappeared from the scene or joined the 
ranks of the persuaded.
Upon closer examination of Peter’s oration, one discovers a less obvious yet far more 
fundamental structure, built upon what is perhaps Luke’s favourite theme in Acts. In the 
first section (vv. 12b-21), Peter addresses the question ‘what?’ -that is, stating what the 
phenomenon in question is not, he identifies it as ‘that which was prophesied.’ 
Throughout the remainder of the speech, the so-called Christological kerygma, the focus is 
on ‘w ho,’ and Peter now explains how the Spirit’s outpouring is related to three major 
participants, namely, God, the Jews, and Jesus, together with the processes engendered by 
them/^ More Specifically, vv. 22-36 spells out ‘who does what to whom’ in Luke’s 
account of Pentecost. The bare backbone of this theme in sections 2-4, at once simple and 
powerful, may be summarized as follows:
JESUS [complement] YOU killedxG O D  raised (vv. 22-24, section 2)
JESUS [complement] GOD raisedxH E  (Jesus) poured (vv. 32-33, section 3)
LORD AND CHRIST [complement] GOD m adeoY O U  killed (v. 36, peroratio)
In three separate clauses at key points of sections 2, 3, and in the peroratio, Jesus 
appears in the complement-initial position of the clause, on the receiving end of processes 
initiated by the Jews (‘you’) and God. The one exception, interestingly enough, is v. 33:
‘^ Though, as we shall see, the actions of each participant carry very different weight in Luke’s narrative 
plot.
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e^ éjceev mmo ô ûjxéiç [Koà] pÀéjiexe Koà aKonexe^^ ‘He [that is, Jesus] poured this out, which 
you both hear and see.’ This is the only clause in the Pentecost episode in which Jesus 
appears as agent in an ergative (i.e. a highly transitive) clause, and it is by means of this 
clause that Luke brings closure to the preceding explanation of the Pentecost event.^® The 
chiasm^  ^evident in the first and last of the dyads mentioned:
Jesus you killedxG od raised (relative clause)
Lord and Christ God m adexY ou killed (relative clause)
ensures the memorability of Peter’s message and underlines the fundamental importance of 
the transitivity network in Luke’s narrative strategy.
As I mentioned at the outset of this chapter, the striking set of linguistic choices made 
by Luke in this episode has riot been overlooked in several of the monographs arid essays. 
Thus, Sloan speaks of a ‘theocentric syntax’ discernible throughout Peter’s speechp and 
Mmguez concludes that the activity of God with Jesus as the object appears ‘invasoramente 
irresistible.’^^  In the pages that follow I shall attempt to provide a more complete and 
principled analysis of these features of language than any offered in previous discussions 
of the Pentecost episode. Having done this, I shall turn my attention to an issue of a 
theological/historical nature, namely, the alleged primitive and/or adoptionistic Christology 
of Peter’s speech, and suggest a purely linguistic and literary solution to the problem.
‘^ An interesting textual variant of v. 33 is ë^é%eev ripiv xorixo..., attested only by Dd, a fifth-sixth century 
Latin portion of Codex Bezae. In this regard, Epp writes: ‘in this case...there is strong Western support 
against D, so that there is no need to regard D here as representing the Western text...’ Epp, Theological 
Tendency, 69.
’"It is the pronoun xonxo at vv. 12 and 33 that forms an inclusio in the narrative, and not the words 
fifJ.epocv...87Ci x6 anxo in vv. I and 47, as Mmguez has argued. See Mmguez, Semiotica Narrativa, 32. 
’‘For a recent discussion of chiasm see S.F. Porter and J.T. Reed, 'Philippians as a Macro-Chiasm and its 
Fxegetical Significance', NTS 44 (1998) 213-31.
’’Sloan, ‘Signs and Wonders,’ 230.
’^Mmguez, Semiotica Narrativa, 48.
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III. Functional Elements of the Clause 
and Clause Structure in Acts 2
Following the pattern of previous chapters, this analysis of the clause and clause 
structure in Acts is two-fold. First, it is a functional study of the Greek clause as 
representation of a process, consisting of the elements of the process itself, participants and 
circumstances, and of how these relate to foregrounding. This is the primary focus of this 
volume. Secondly, it is an investigation of clause structure that applies to the Acts 2 
narrative the method pioneered by Porter in his Philippians s t u d y T h e  two approaches to 
the study of the clause are complementary, the former being primarily functional and 
focusing on ‘system,’ while the latter is primarily formal and centers on ‘structure.’ The 
terms system and structure, of fundamental importance in Halliday’s functional grammar, 
have correlation with the Saussurean distinction between the paradigmatic and syntagmatic 
relations in language. Following Halliday and other functional grammarians, I place 
greater emphasis on paradigmatic relations, that is, those relations in virtue of which 
language is seen as a system, a large network of meaningful options available to language 
users for text creation.^^ Of these options, few, perhaps none, are more significant than 
those which emanate from the transitivity network. Consequently, in any discussion of the 
‘goings on’ of the Pentecost episode, explicit reference to types of processes, participant 
relations and, to a lesser extent, attendant circumstances must play a prominent part.
’‘‘Stanley E. Porter, ‘Word Order and Clause Structure in New Testament Greek,’ Filologia 
Neotestamentaria 6 (1993) 194.
’^See M.A.K. Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic (London: Edward Arnold, 1979) 40-42; and, more 
recently, Halliday, ‘On Grammar and Grammatics,’ in R. Hasan, C. Cloran and D. Butt (eds.). Functional 
Descriptions (Amsterdam Studies in the Theory and History of Linguistic Science 4.121; Amsterdam: John 
Benjamins, 1996) 20-21.
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ni. a Acts 2: Who Does What to Whom?
Peter’s audience (henceforth referred to as ‘the Jews’^ )^, God and Jesus stand out as 
the three most conspicuous participants in the Pentecost narrative. Indeed, when all of the 
references to the Jews, God and Jesus are considered, almost the entirety of Peter’s speech 
is covered.
Of the three participants mentioned, both in terms of order of appearance and total 
number of references, ‘the Jews’ come first in Luke’s plot. The 24 references to them are 
distributed as follows: In four instances, ‘the Jews’ appear as full explicit subjects, that is, 
as grammaticalized subjects of the clause in the form of a noun or a noun phrase: ’lonSoaoi 
(2:5), to 7ilij8og, ‘the crowd’ (2:6), di pev onv àjioôe^dpEvoi tov ^oyov, ‘those who received 
the word’ (2:41), and œoei xpioxl i^oa ‘about three thousand’ (2:41b). In another six 
references, Peter’s audience appears as abbreviated explicit subject, that is, as 
grammaticalized subject in the form of either a pronoun^^ or an adjective.^^ Thirdly, ‘the 
Jews’ also appear as non-explicit subjects on twelve occasions.^^ Lastly, this large group 
of individuals appears twice as non-subject participant, that is, occupying the complement 
(i.e. direct or indirect object) slot in two clauses which report their status as recipients of
find no other convincing interpretation of the thrice-repeated ’lonSaiot, nor do I accept Rius-Camps’s 
deletion of the same word, against the best manuscript evidence, in v. 5. See my note 13. Lake agrees on 
the alleged rightness of not including ’lonSaioi in v. 5, yet bases his opinion largely on internal evidence. 
See Kirsopp Lake, ‘The Gift of the Spirit on the Day of Pentecost,’ in F. G. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp 
Lake (eds.). The Beginnings o f Christianity I: The Acts o f the Apostles, vol. V (London; Macmillan, 1933) 
113.
aKouopev (2:8); exepot ôe ôta%Xeud^ovxeç eXeyov...(2:13); ûpetç UTtolappovcxE (2:15); ôv 
ugEtg èoxaupcôoaxe (2:36); Pamohijxco EKaoxoç upcov (2:38).
’^e^ioxcxvxo ôë Tiàvxeç m i  ôtriTiépouv (2:12).
’^fjicouov 8tç 8Kaoxoç (2:6); e^loxocvxo ôè m t  eGauiaa^GV (2:7); XÉyovxEç (2:7b); aKouopEV lalouvxm v 
aùxœv (2:11); AÉyovxEÇ (2:12); xomov...ocv8iA,ax8 (2:23); ’AKOuaocvxEÇ Ô8 KaxEVuyrjCtocv (2:37); 8t7iôv X8 
(2:37b); Tt TtouiocogEV (2:37c); MEXOcvoqoaxE (2:38); ZcoGriXE (2:40);
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Peter’s wor ds . Concer n ing  the types of processes encoded in the clauses I have just 
referred to, mental and verbal processes predominate, as ‘the Jews’ hear, listen to, and are 
amazed and confounded at first, and later are ‘cut to the heart’ by Peter’s words. Of the 
four material clauses in the episode,^ ^ two have both a participant performing an action and 
a second participant to whom the action is directed: Tohxov...7üpoo7rri^ avT8ç ocv8ite8, ‘it is this 
man whom you killed, having nailed him...’(2:23), and xohxov xov ’Irjoohv ov ûpelç 
8oxa\)pcooax8, ‘this very Jesus whom you yourselves crucified’ (2:36). In terms of high or 
low transitivity,^^ these two ergative clauses represent the high point of the Jews’ 
participation in the plot of the Pentecost episode. When considered from this point of 
view, a certain crescendo is discernible in the 24 references to Peter’s audience, beginning 
with mainly mental and verbal processes (i.e. low transitivity) in vv. 5-14, and moving to 
the two material processes encoded in ergative clauses in vv. 23 and 36 (i.e. high 
transitivity), the latter having an explicit subject. Conversely, once a signifieant section of 
‘the Jews’ has accepted Peter’s message, the transitivity co-efficient of clauses referring to 
‘the Jews’ decreases significantly, as they appear four times as subjects of verbs in the 
passive voice,^^ the first two as addressees of imperatives issued by Peter.
The dramatis persona, the initiator and agent par excellence in the Pentecost episode, 
is, not surprisingly, God. The 19 references to God as participant in the processes 
depicted in Aets 2 are distributed as follows. On eight occasions, that is, 42.1% of the 
total, God is the full explicit subject of the clause, "^  ^ and never appears as abbreviated
’°à7i8(l)087^axo aùxdlç (2:14); 7iap8KCxÀ8i aùxoùç (2:40).
‘^m)vf|108v x6 Ti f^jOoç Kdi m)V8%uOr| (2:6); xoûxov...7rpoo7ni^ocvx8ç àv8i^ax8 (2:23) ôv hpâg  
èoxaupCûoaxE (2:36); Ti TtoipocogEV (2:37).
’^See Paul Hopper and Sandra Thompson, ‘Transitivity in Grammar and Discourse,’ Language 56 (1980) 
251-99.
^ P^ocjcxtoOfixo) 8Kaoxo^ ûpmv (2:38); ZmOr|X8 (2:40); epaTixioOrjaccv (2:41a); TcpoaExeOrjaocv (2:41b). 
’“À8781 6 08ÔÇ (2:17); oiç e7totT|08V 6f aùxoû 6 Oeoç (2:22); ôv ô Oeoç ôcvéoxriOEV (2:24); oSpoocv ocùxm 
ô 08OÇ (2:30); xom ov xov ’Irjooûv dcvéoxr|0 8 v ô Oeôç (2:32); ^itiev [ô] Kopioç xm Kuptœ pou (2:34); koci 
Kupiov aùxov Koct Xpioxôv ETtoirioEV ô Oeôç (2:36); ôaouç ôcv TcpooKaXéarixai KUpioç ô Oeoç (2:39).
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explicit subject. Throughout Peter’s speech, God appears in 10 instances as non-explicit 
subject in clauses which follow closely after full explicit mentions of Him as either God or 
the Lord.^^ Last of all, on one single occasion God occupies the complement slot of a 
clause in which David is said to have ‘seen the Lord’ (2:25). In all the above, material 
clauses predominate, that is, in a majority of instances, God is the subject who does 
something to someone or initiates an action which extends to someone or something.^^ 
Insofar as causation on the part of God as effective agent is involved, these are ergative 
clauses, at the highest point of Hopper and Thompson’s transitivity scale.
Lastly, Jesus is introduced at v. 22, at the outset of the second section of Peter’s 
address. The highly unusual manner in which Jesus is introduced, the structural 
significance of which I shall detail in the next section, is maintained throughout the rest of 
the speech. Indeed, the ‘non-subject participant’ mode (i.e. Jesus occupying the 
complement slot of the clause) is the most frequent mode of reference to Jesus in this 
episode (five instances). In the five clauses in question, Jesus appears on the receiving end 
of actions initiated by the Jews (killing, nailing, etc.)^  ^ and by God (raising from the dead 
and ‘making’ Him both Christ and Lord).^^ The rest of the references to Jesus in the 
speech are distributed as follows: There are no references as full explicit subject. There is 
one reference as abbreviated explicit subject of a verb in the passive voice, namely.
’%K%ed) (2:17); ÈK%eœ (2:18); ôcôoœ xépaxa èv xœ oùpocvœ ovco m i  oripeia (2:19); lu o a ç  xocç coSivaç 
xoû Gocvàxou (2:24); £K  ôe^iœv pou èaxiv (2:25); o ù k  8yicaxaA£l\i/8iç xqv \in)%f|V pou (2;27); oùôe 
ôoxJEiç xov ôoiôv aou (2:27b); èyvcôpioàç poi ôôoùç Çcofiç (2:28); TcXripœaEiç p8 8Ù(j)poauvr|ç (2:28b); 
003 xoùç È%0pouç oou ÛTiOTiôôiov (2:35).
’ ô^coacû xépaxa... m i  crrjpEia (2:19); oiç 
(2:24); lu o a g  xàç cbSlvaç (2:24b); o ù k  éy 
oou (2:27); Tc r^ipcooEiç p8 8Ù(})pooùvr|ç (:
xoùç é%0poùç oou ÙTiOTüôôiov (2:35); koci  ----- — ^
two of these clauses contain grammatical metaphors, namely 2:28b and 2:36, yet, for the purpoc 
structure analysis, they remain material processes. See Halliday, Functional Grammar, 157.
’Iqoouv xov NaÇo)paiov...xoùxov 7ipoo7xn^ccvx8ç àv8tlax8 (2:22-3); xoùxov xov Jrjooùv ôv ùpélç 
8 0 xaupcûoax8 (2:36).
ôv ô 08ÔÇ àvéoxTjOEV (2:24); xoùxov xov ’Iqooùv dcvéoxrjOEV ô 08Ôç (2:32); Kcct KÙpiov aùxov koci 
Xpioxôv 87toirio8v 6 08Ôç (2:36).
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...KpocxeloGai aùxov ùti’ aùxoù ... ‘for Him to be grasped by [death]’ (2:24). There are four 
references as non-explicit subject, of which two are passive verb f o r m s . T h e  other two, 
together forming one single construction, are: (1) xfjv xe èTcayyeÀxov xoù Tweùpaxoç xoù ayiou 
Àapœv Tiapà xoù Tcaxpoç ‘having He received the promise of the Holy Spirit from the 
Father...’ and (2) ë^ É%eev xoùxo, ‘He poured out this...’ In summary, the total activity of 
Jesus in Peter’s speech is limited to one single act: His pouring the Holy Spirit (‘this’), 
having Himself received it from the Father. This single and qualified reference to Jesus as 
agent in an ergative clause stands within a suecession of clauses depicting Jesus 
consistently as the victim/beneficiary of actions initiated by the Jews and God.
As I mentioned above, nearly at the end of Peter’s speech, Luke connects the 
Pentecost event to Jesus by stating that it is Jesus who poured ‘this’ (xoùxo) out which the 
audience had both seen and heard. Secondly, the peroratio-colophon and the response of 
the crowd center upon the person of Jesus, and Peter’s instruction to those who receive the 
word is that they repent (of having rejected and murdered Jesus) and be baptized in Jesus’ 
name. It would perhaps seem to many readers, therefore, both interesting and unusual 
that, although the entire episode turns out to be largely about Jesus, the mode of 
introduction of and reference to Him is in fact by no means what one would expect of a 
narrative’s protagonist."^^’ Among the choices that Luke could have made (but did not) in 
order to highlight the importance of Jesus in the Pentecost episode are: first, full explicit 
references to Him as subject, at least at the beginning of the Christological kerygma (v. 
22), or in the clause depicting His pouring out of the Spirit (v. 33). Secondly,
notwithstanding Luke’s need to refer to Jesus as the sufferer of violent death, more 
references to Him as initiator of processes of various types (e.g. He said. He healed. He
’^oùxe èyicaxeÀEiôGri eiç dôrjv (2:31); xf) ôe^iâ oùv xoù Geoù ùxj/coGéiç (2:33).
‘"See Porter, ‘Word Order,’ 193-94; Stephen H. Levinsohn, ‘Participant Reference in Koine Greek 
Narrative,’ in D.A. Black (ed.). Linguistics and New Testament Interpretation: Essays in Discourse 
Analysis (Nashville: Broadman Press 1992) 31-44.
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rose [see more on this below]) would have contributed to making Jesus stand out as a key 
protagonist in the episode to a greater extent. The fact remains, however, that although the 
mentioned choices were, among many others, available to Luke for the depiction of 
processes and participants in his narrative, he has chosen to select the linguistic options 
discussed above, and not others. In a manner that defies imitation,"^  ^ Luke has referred to 
Jesus 10 times over 14 verses of text, but in only one single instance as an agent who 
performs an action extending beyond Himself.
ni.b Clause Structure and its Significance in Acts 2
Given the comparatively overwhelming presence of God as an agent in this episode, 
Jesus’ partieipation in it would appear only marginally significant to the reader, were it not 
for the striking choice of clause structure made by Luke at key points of the episode. In 
commenting on the structure of the various clauses in the Pentecost episode, Tannehill 
affirms that the accusatives referring to Jesus are placed ‘in emphatic position at the 
beginning of a c l a u s e . T h e  same point is made by Tannehill regarding first and second 
person pronouns, that is, they are placed first in the clause ‘and thereby e m p h a s i z e d . A s  
I have pointed out before, this is a fairly widespread opinion concerning the clause-initial 
position in the Greek clause.- Unfortunately, the ad hoc and unsystematic fashion in 
which these comments are made leaves many important questions unanswered: what 
exactly is meant by ‘emphasis’? in relation to what are these items emphasized? and, most 
importantly, what is the frequency of the mentioned items in the initial position vis-à-vis 
other positions in the clause?
“‘See Mmguez, Semiotica Narrativa, 46. 
“’Tannehill, The Narrative Unity, 36.
“^ Tannehill, The Narrative Unity, p. 36, note 27, 
““Similarly to Tannehill, see Barrett, Acts, 140.
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My findings in regard to clause structure for the Pentecost episode confirm the data 
gathered from my previous samplings of Acts chapters 27, 6-7, and 21-22. Subjects are 
not grammaticalized in a majority of instances (52% of independent clauses do not have 
explicit subjects, compared to 57% of dependent clauses), though they are grammaticalized 
more often than in non-narrative texts."^  ^ In independent clauses, the structures PRED- 
COMP and PRED are equal in number of instances, whereas in dependent clauses the 
PRED stmcture is three times more frequent than the PRED-COMP structure."^  ^ In both 
independent and dependent clauses, the most infrequent stmcture is COMP-PRED, as in 
Tomov...7ipoa7ni4ocvi£ç dcvdtes. If xiç/xl questions are excluded from the COMP-PRED 
stmcture t a l l y t h e  unusualness of this clause type is highlighted even further, at just 9% 
of the total in independent clauses, and 10% in dependent clauses. When subjects are 
grammaticalized in the Pentecost episode, the subject occupies the initial position in 48% of 
independent clauses and 44.5% of dependent clauses, a fact that seems to dispute the 
hypothesis that subjects in the clause initial position are indicators of e m p h a s i s . T h e  
difficulty inherent in making any such interpretive claims regarding the positioning of the 
explicit subject in the clause is further evidenced by the following example:
Ôiàxoùxo TjùôpdvOrj fi KapSia uou
KOCI f)7aA,A,idaaxo fi y^coagd uou.
exi Ô8 KOCI fi càot uox) KaxaoKrjvœaoi kn èWôi (Acts 2:26)
“^ See Porter, ‘Word Order,’ 194, 200.
“^ Although when the data from all the Acts samples mentioned is considered, the structure PREDICATE- 
COMPLEMENT is predominant in independent clauses, while in dependent clauses PREDICATE- 
COMPLEMENT and PREDICATE structures are roughly equal in number of instances.
“’Both instances of COMPLEMENT-PREDICATE structure in the narrative section of Acts 2 are xt 
questions (2:12b and 2:37b). This is an example of a syntactical constraint imposed by the language 
system which significantly limits the meaningfulness of choice in this case.
“^ The standard, most frequent or ‘unmarked’ clause structure must be determined first, and only then should 
the analyst put forth explanatory hypotheses regarding the non-standard, less frequent or ‘marked’ structures. 
Since in the Acts narrative, explicit subjects appear at initial and non initial positions of the clause in 
almost equal numbers, hypothesizing about the significance of either positioning becomes very difficult 
indeed. The facts concerning the positioning of the explicit subject appear to be different in non-narrative 
texts. See Porter, ‘Word Order,’ 194, 201.
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where the positioning of the explicit subjects seems to be (as it is in the Hebrew original) a 
matter of stylistic effect, rather than a purposeful emphasis of ‘my flesh’ vis-à-vis ‘my 
tongue’ and ‘my h e a r t . I t  appears, therefore, that although Hellenistic Greek is clearly 
not a language with ‘free’ clause structure, there is, certainly insofar as narrative is 
concerned, significant room for variation of placement of the explicit subject within the 
clause. Further, as we have seen, although the PRED-COMP structure tends to occur with 
greater frequency than the PRED option throughout the Acts narrative, the difference is not 
significant. The fact remains, then, that by far the most infrequent choice of clause 
structure made by Luke in the Acts narrative is the COMP-PRED option. Yet, as I have 
pointed out before, mere figures tell us nothing about whether or not a particular syntactical 
pattern has ‘value in the game,’ that is, whether or not it is significant as a purposeful 
authorial choice within the framework of the author’s larger literary strategy. Further, as 
Halliday has noted, in order to show that an apparently prominent item of language is 
actually significant in relation to the text of which it is a part, the analyst must establish how 
that is so ‘in virtue of and through the medium of [that item’s] dwn value in the 
language-through the linguistic function from which its meaning is d e r i v e d . I n  the case 
of the Pentecost episode, I am concerned to show how the ‘complement-ness’ of ’Irjaohv 
xov NaÇcûpoâov, xoùxov xov ’Iqaoùv, and KÙpiov aùxov m i  Xpioxôv, a function of the transitivity 
network, made possible ultimately by the ideational function of language,^ ^ relates directly 
and powerfully to the larger narrative episode of which it is a part, an episode built 
primarily upon choices emanating from the transitivity network of Greek.
“^ Similarly, Acts 2:17:7ipo({)T|X8Ùooi)Oiv oi m oi ùmcov K oà a i Gnyaxépec ùgœ v,
K oà 01 VEOvloKoi ùumv ôpàoeiç ôij/ovxai.
^"M.A.K. Halliday, Explorations in the Functions o f Language (London: Edward Arnold, 1973) 112.
‘^As has been stated before at various points, the ideational function of language is that function in virtue 
of which a speaker or writer expresses through language his experience of the world. Transitivity is, 
according to Halliday, the grammar of the clause in its ideational aspect. See Halliday, Explorations, 39.
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As I have shown above in this chapter, in the plot of the Pentecost episode the 
fundamental question of ‘who does what to whom’ appears to be central, and unfolds in 
rather explicit terms. In fact, Peter’s speech may be aptly summarized along these lines: the 
Jews' malicious act against Jesus (i.e. murdering Him) is overruled by God's more 
powerful act on His behalf (i.e. raising Him from the dead). Jesus’ single act as an agent 
in the entire episode, namely. His pouring out of the Spirit, is made possible by God’s 
own consistent activity in Jesus’s life, including God giving Jesus ‘the promise of the 
Spirit’ (2:33). Thus, the overpowering presence of God in the episode would necessarily 
relegate Jesus’ comparatively passive participation to the background of the narrative, were 
it not for the strikingly unusual clause structure chosen by Luke to refer to Jesus at three 
key junctures of the speech. Of the three instances in which Jesus occupies the 
complement initial position I have referred to above,^^ the second possesses the greatest 
attention-drawing qualities. In this instance, to the unusualness of the clause structure is 
added the presence of the adjectival demonstrative pronoun, in a manner that is consistent 
throughout, as I have explained in chapter three at some length. The same construction 
xomov xov ’iTjoohv is repeated in the colophon of v. 36 to construct an impacting summary 
statement. The remarkable similarities between this clause and another clause referring to 
Moses in Acts 7:35 are worth elucidating at this point:
Acts 2:36
KOCI Kupiov amov Kca Xpioxov ènoiriaev 6 Geôç, 
xomov xov Inaohv ov ùmeic ëaxanpcoaaxe.
God made Him both lord and Christ, 
this very Jesus whom you yourselves 
crucified.
Acts 7:35
Tomov xov Mcoücrnv, ov fipvhaccvxo
8i7côvxeç...xomov 6 08Ôç
[Kcà] â p x o v x a  Kcà Im p m x q v  à j i8oxccA,K8v
This very Moses whom they denied
saying...even this man God sent as ruler
and deliverer.
’^As indicated in the previous section, there are a total of five instances in which Jesus occupies the 
complement-initial position in the clause. The other two (2:24a and 2:36b), however, are complements in 
dependent clauses, a fact which tends to diminish the overall impact of the clause. On the issue of these 
relative clauses, see Haenchen, Acts, 139, 180, where Haenchen argues that these are ‘ostensibly relative, 
but in reality main clauses to which Luke is addicted.’
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The comments I made regarding the clause in Acts 7:35 in my analysis of Stephen’s 
speech are equally valid for the clause of Acts 2:36, particularly in light of the fact that, for 
Luke, Moses is a Christ-like figure in more ways than one.^^ In both instances, the 
complement-initial position is occupied by a character who is central to the episode’s plot, 
yet who at the same time appears sidelined and incapacitated in light of his own inactivity 
and the events initiated almost wholly by others. By means of this most unusual clause 
structure, however, Luke draws attention to their status as complements, as recipients of 
largely hostile actions, who are finally vindicated by God’s own all-powerful initiative. In 
the narrative of Acts 2 Jesus may be perceived as a passive victim of the actions performed 
by others. Yet, Luke does not allow the reader to overlook Him on this account. In fact, 
by highlighting His status as complement in particular, the writer is showing readers that, 
for his present literary purposes, it is patients rather than agents that matter most.^ "^  Indeed, 
it is while Jesus appears in a position of apparent helplessness that God’s action on His 
behalf is shown to be all-conquering. In terms of foregrounding scheme, it seems 
appropriate to describe the three complement-initial clauses described above as the 
frontgrouncf^ of ihi?, narrative, with the ergative clauses having God and the Jews as 
agents as the foreground, and all other material as the background. This interpretation 
coheres with those I have offered of other episodes in Acts, and represents a linguistic-
^^Compare, for example, Acts 7:20-22 with Luke’s account of the birth and childhood of Jesus in Luke 2. 
“^The significance of the complement-initial clauses may also be explained in terms of thematic structure. 
The two elements in virtue of which a clause is structured as a message are known in functional grammar as 
theme and rheme. The theme is the element that gives the clause its starting point, it is what the clause is 
about. The remainder of the clause, the part where the theme is developed or commented on, is the rheme. 
In the Greek of Acts (and probably in other narrative texts), the standard is for the theme to be 
grammaticalized in a subject, whether explicit or not, while the predicate and/or complement normally 
occupies the slot of rheme, that is, it is that which is said about the theme. In the complement initial 
instances I have pointed out, however, the order is reversed, and e.g. ’Irjaobv xov NaÇcopdlcv now 
occupies the theme slot, so that it may accurately be rendered as: it is Jesus the Nazarene...whom you 
killed. See Halliday, Functional Grammar 38-39; M.A.K. Halliday and R. Hasan, ‘Notes on Transitivity 
and Theme in English,’ Journal of Linguistics 3 (1967) 177-74.
^^ This is Stanley E. Porter’s term, used in Verbal Aspect in the Greek o f the New Testament, With 
Reference to Tense and Mood (New York: Peter Lang, 1993) 92-93.
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literary substantiation of claims made concerning the theme(s) of the Pentecost episode 
and/or Peter’s speech (see my note 9 above).
IV. Christology and the Language of the Pentecost Episode
In hypothesizing concerning the various traditions that Luke may have relied upon in 
the composition of the Pentecost narrative, it has been held by some scholars that the 
alleged undeveloped Christology of this episode is attributable to a very ancient source that 
Luke has chosen to leave untouched, his own unease with its content notwithstanding (see 
my note 6 above). For Barrett and Haenchen, this alleged primitive Christology is evident 
in Acts 2:36, where God is said to have made (eTOirjoev) Jesus both Lord and Christ, a 
statement which-according to the two commentators-betrays an early form of adoptionism 
in Luke’s source.^^ More significantly, however, Haenchen and others, especially Evans 
and Léon-Dufour, have seen further evidence of an early Christology in the transitive use 
of àvéoxriaev with God as subject in v. 24 and throughout Acts.^- In what follows, I shall 
attempt to answer primarily the latter claim, given its significance for the whole of Acts, 
and finally argue that the same explanation is equally applicable to the 2:36 text. The 
discussions by Léon-Dufour and Evans are a fitting springboard for my response for two 
main reasons. First, in the specific sections I am referring to, both writers give significant 
attention to both the language of resurrection and its theological interpretation. Secondly, 
both scholars provide chronologies of an alleged development of the understanding of 
Jesus’ resurrection in the New Testament, based largely on the transitive or intransitive
^^ But see Witherington’s response to this thesis in Acts, 147-53.
’^See Haenchen, Acts, 91-92. 1 was first made aware of this issue through Petr Pokorny’s ‘Christologie et 
Baptême à l’époque du Christianisme Primitif,’ New Testament Studies 27 (1980) 368-80, where Pokomy 
refers to the use of àvéaxrjoev in v. 24 and argues that ‘Pour la plupart, on parle de la résurrection de telle 
façon que l’impulsion exprimée ou tacite de cette action vient de Dieu même, aux termes de la dogmatique 
développée de Dieu-Père’ (p. 370). See also C.F. Evans, Resurrection and the New Testament (Studies in 
Biblical Theology 11.12; London; SCM Press, 1970) 20-22; Xavier Léon-Dufour, Resurrection and the 
Message of Easter (tr. Chapman; London: Chapman, 1974) 5-14.
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uses of the two relevant verbs. These chronologies are particularly open to evaluation and 
criticism.
Léon-Dufour’s discussion begins by noting the diversity evident in the many New 
Testament texts which refer to Jesus’ resurrection. Thus, some references state the fact of 
the resurrection in a straightforward manner while others relate it to Jesus’ death, 
highlighting the redemptive significance of both events. Secondly, the effective agent of 
Jesus’ resurrection is in some instances God, while in others it is Jesus Himself. After 
some further preliminary statements, Léon-Dufour raises a question which he attempts to 
answer throughout the remainder of his discussion: ‘...does the diversity in the 
[resurrection] formulas reflect an evolution in christology?’^  ^ For him, the answer is a 
resounding yes. Beginning with a discussion of the formula ‘Christ has risen, ’ which is in 
his view late and developed, Léon-Dufour cites two references: Lk 24:34 and 1 Cor 15:3-5, 
both of which use the verb eTeipeiv. Focusing his analysis on the perfect form eynTEpxai (1 
Cor 15:4), however, he concludes that since the form in question could be read as either 
passive or middle, it is not possible to ascertain who the agent is in this case.^^ 
Notwithstanding its ‘more developed’ nature, the writer concludes that the formula ‘Christ 
has risen,’ is in fact, ‘extremely an c ien t.S eco n d ly , Léon-Dufour discusses what is in 
his view the more primitive formula, namely, ‘God raised Jesus from the dead:' 
Surprisingly, in this case the author focuses his attention on the following two passages, 
both from 1 Thessalonians:
^^Léon-Dufour, Resurrection and the Message, 6.
^^hat Léon-Dufour fails to mention explicitly is that èyEtpetv, being a deponent verb, an active meaning 
is equally possible, not only in the perfect passive form he is discussing, but in aorist passive forms as 
well. Thus Moule: ‘Whether one can find any substantial difference between Lk 7.14 èyÉp8r|xi (passive 
form), and 8.54 eyEtpe (active form), is doubtful: they appear both to be simply intransitive in sense.’ 
C.F.D. Moule, An Idiom Book o f New Testament Greek (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1953) 
26. Likewise Blass and Debrunner §78: ‘The latter language preferred the aorist passive in the case of 
deponents (where a real passive meaning is at best a possibility).’ Blass and Debrunner offer, among other 
examples, the form EyepGeiq.
^"Léon-Dufour, Resurrection and the Message, 11.
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1 Thess 4:14 1 Thess 1:10
e i  T o p  7a a x e ù o | j £ v  ô x i  ’I r i o o ù ç  à j ié G o c v e v  K o à  k o c i o c v c c |i £ v e iv  x o v  m ô v  o c ù x o ù  è k  x c û v  o ù p a v œ v ,
à v é a x r i  ô v  f jT E ip e v  e k  [ x œ v ]  V E K p œ v
...If we believe that Jesus died and rose ...And to await expectantly His Son from
[again] heaven, whom He [God] raised from the
dead.
Dismissing the 4:14 text as not being truly ‘formulaic’ (i.e. not having the form of a 
standardized confession) in its original form, Léon-Dufour goes on to argue that the 1:10 
text contains a truly ancient formula, preceding in time even the affirmation of 1 Cor 15: 4 
he had discussed in the previous section.^^ The author’s criterion for determining what is 
developed and undeveloped becomes clear in the chronology he suggests regarding the 
evolution of the subject in the New Testament writings:
1. ‘Originally’: God is the author of Christ’s resurrection (Rom 8:11; Gal. 1:1; 
Col. 2:12; Eph. 1:10)
2. In an ‘intermediate stage’: Christ is the passive subject (e.g. Christ has been 
raised)
3. In ‘the language of tradition’: Jesus takes up His own life again (John 2:19; 
10:17)“
As it turns out, any New Testament clause that has God as the effective agent of 
Jesus’ resurrection is necessarily primitive for Léon-Dufour, while, conversely, those 
clauses wherein Jesus is said to raise [Himself] or rise from the dead are, evidently, the 
product of a late and developed Christology. The facts are, however, far more complex 
than this. To begin with, in light of the author’s statement concerning his inability to 
decide on the sense of eyEipeiv, and given the fact that both of his two examples of 
‘developed Christology’ contained forms of this verb, his concluding chronology seems 
hardly tenable. Secondly and more importantly, Léon-Dufour has failed to deal adequately 
with the use of ocviaxriixi in its resurrection sense in the New Testament. When the avioxripi
‘^Léon-Dufour, Resurrection and the Message, 12,13. 
“ Léon-Dufour, Resurrection and the Message, 16.
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data are fully considered, Léon-Dufour’s thesis becomes highly implausible, for, as is the 
case with erelpeiv in 1 Thessalonians, transitive and intransitive uses of avioTrigi are 
interspersed throughout the New Testament and other early Christian literature in a manner 
that defies chronological explanation. To wit, the intransitive use of avioxruii when it 
means resurrection (as opposed to getting up, for example) and has Jesus as subject is 
exclusive in Mark, Luke and John,^^ while in Acts, five out of six instances of ocviaxrigi 
referring to Jesus’ resurrection have God as su b jec t,w ith  17:3 being the exception.^^ 
The only other remaining instance of àviaxriiii referring to Jesus in the New Testament is 
found in I Thess. 4:14, where it is used intransitively with Jesus as subject. However, as 
we have seen above, the same author earlier in the letter refers to the same event using 
ETEipeiv, this time with God as the subject.
C.F. Evans’ treatment of the subject is even more fraught with both omissions and 
inaccuracies than Léon-Dufour’s. At the outset of his discussion, Evans affirms the 
following: ‘that the two verbs [àvioxàvai and eTEipeiv] are synonymous can be seen from 
their interchange in 1 Cor. 15. ’^  That the two verbs are partially synonymous is certain, 
but this may not be learned from a chapter where ocvioxocvai does not at all appear!^^ 
Further, unlike Léon-Dufour, Evans makes no reference to the deponent nature of èrdpeiv, 
and assumes instead that ‘the subject of qdpeiv is always God, or else the verb is used in 
the passive, which then always has the sense “raised by God.’” ^^  Concerning the sense of 
ovioxovai, Evans is equally confident and asserts that even when ocviaxdcvai is intransitive, it
“ Mk 8:31, 9:9, 9:10, 9:32, 10:34; Lk 18:33, 24:7, 24:46; Jn 20:9.
^Acts 2:24, 2:32, 13:33, 13:34, 17:31.
“ xov xpicfxov èôei TraOeîv x a l à v a a xfiva i èx veKpœv.. Although Christ is in this instance the subject 
of the intransitive avaaxfiva i, the 5ei + infinitive construction, a common Lukan feature, reminds us that 
Jesus’ rising from the dead is fulfillment of the all-encompassing divine necessity.
“Evans, Resurrection and the New Testament, 21.
“ The noun ôcvàaxacjiç does appear four times in 1 Cor. 15. However, Evans’ discussion is centered on 
the meaning of the two verbs in question, particularly their transitive or intransitive meanings, for which 
reference to the noun is hardly relevant.
“ Evans, Resurrection and the New Testament, 21.
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‘intends the sense ‘He was raised by God.” ^^  One cannot but be puzzled by Evans’ bold 
yet unsubstantiated claims. As is also true of Léon-Dufour’s discussion, the ultimate 
criterion behind Evans’ theory becomes particularly clear when he provides a chronology 
of the alleged evolution of the concept of resurrection in the New Testament and later:
1. God raised Jesus from the dead (Acts., Rom., Gal., etc.)
2. Jesus is ‘the raiser of his own body,’ (John 10:17 etc.)
3. ‘A further step along’: ‘He truly raised himself...’ (Ignatius, Smyr. 2:1)
4. ‘A very considerable further step’: ‘He transformed himself into an imperishable 
aeon and raised himself up {Epistle to Rheginos 45:17)^°
This interpretation is familiar from Léon-Dufour’s discussion, except for the post- 
New Testament citations. Unfortunately, however, Evans has ignored data that would 
dispute his thesis, as is evident in the case of Ignatius. In his epistle to the Tralliaris, the 
second-century church father writes concerning Christ:
Kco(t)c60rix£ ouv, oxocv ùgiv ^copiç ’Irjooù Xpiaxoù 'ciç...
ô ç  K o à  à A -r |0œ ç  fiT ^ p G rj è a i o  v e K p œ v  è r e lp o c v x o ç  à n x o v  x o ù  T ia x p o 'ç  à u x o ù ,  ô ç  k o c i k a x à  x o  
ô | i o l c o |r c c  f ir ié c ç  x o ù ç  m o x e ù o v x a ç  a ù x œ  o ù x c o ç  e y E i p é i  ô  T c a x q p  à u x o ù  è v  X p i a x œ  ’I r j o o ù .
Be deaf therefore, whenever anyone speaks to you apart from Jesus Christ... 
who was raised indeed from the dead when His Father raised Him, and who, —His 
Father that is— in the same manner will likewise also raise us in Christ Jesus who 
believe in Him [my translation].^^
“ Evans, Resurrection and the New Testament, 21. Though he adds that the Son of Man predictions in 
Mark are ‘not as clear,’ and that ‘the only clear exceptions’ are found in John, due to his ‘advanced 
Christology.’
’"Evans, Resurrection and the New Testament, 22.
’‘Ignatius, To the Trallians 9, The Apostolic Fathers I (Loch Classical Library; Cambridge, Ma.: Harvard 
University Press, 1975).
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The strong and emphatic language used in this passage, and, particularly, the 
repetition of the subject in the last line. His Father, makes it highly unlikely that Ignatius is 
here begmdgingly quoting an ancient source in spite of his distaste for its primitive 
Christology. This point highlights the fundamental problem in both the above discussions. 
Given the fact that both transitive and intransitive uses of dviaxocvoti are attested in writings 
of all periods up to the second century and beyond, both writers are forced to base their 
chronologies on putative sources and traditions no longer accessible to us outside of their 
own hypotheses. The discussions by Léon-Dufour and Evans are both stimulating and 
incisive treatments of a subject of capital importance for both linguistic and theological 
study of the New Testament. Unfortunately, both writers have rushed to conclusions of a 
theological/historical nature without sufficient attention to the language of the texts they 
have studied. More specifically, although both studies deal with the issue of transitive and 
intransitive verbs and their significance, they are carried out in isolation from and without 
any substantial reference to the transitivity network of Greek, or the set of choices made by 
individual New Testament writers from that network. Had Léon-Dufour and Evans paid 
closer attention to these choices in (for example) the Acts of the Apostles, they may have 
discovered that, particularly in the case of ocviaxovai clauses referring to Christ’s 
resurrection, choices of subject and complement are often much more related to literary 
strategy than to putative sources or dogmatic development in the primitive church. In my 
view, the same holds tme for the allegedly adoptionistic clause Koa icupiov aùxov Koà Xpioxôv 
ÈTroiriaEv ô Geôç ‘God made Him both Lord and Christ’ (2:36). When Barrett writes 
concerning this verse that ‘Luke would not have chosen to express himself in this way,’^  ^
he seems to be contemplating the clause in question as a self-contained theological 
pronouncement.^^ He fails to bring into his discussion, for example, the way in which in
’’Barrett, Acts, 151. But, as 1 mentioned above, Barrett contradicts himself (see my note 6).
’^The manner in which Barrett deals with this verse raises some important questions concerning the nature 
and aims of a commentary. Barrett’s two volume treatise on Acts, of which only the first tome has thus far
I l l
this episode Luke consistently opposes the actions of God and men, in both cases with 
Jesus as the object (see my summary above in this chapter), a feature, as I have pointed 
out, characteristic of Luke’s presentation of key characters in other major episodes of Acts.
This last point may be further illustrated by reference to an insight from A. J. 
Greimas’ narrative th e o r y b a s e d  ultimately on Vladimir Propp’s ground-breaking 
Morphology o f the Folktale?^ Continuing with the work of Propp, Greimas proposed a 
metalanguage for the description of narrative participants and their actions. Though I do 
not accept Greimas’s transformational generative framework,^^ his actantial model seems 
useful regardless of one’s larger theoretical persuasions. The essence of this model is the 
notion that in a narrative, most if not all of the actual participants (acteurs) are capable of 
being subsumed under generic categories (actants/catégories actantielles) expressed in pairs 
such as subject vs. object, sender vs. receiver, helper vs. adversary, etc. Unlike Greimas 
and his many followers, I am concerned to begin and end my analysis of narratives with 
the texts themselves, rather than a supposed semiotic square of pure logic and universal 
application. Yet, when the careful analysis of a specific text warrants it, Greimas’ actantial
been published, is an awe-inspiring display of historical, socio-cultural and literary knowledge of 
encyclopedic proportions. Yet, in dealing extensively with almost every single pericope of the book and 
relating his comments to almost every major differing view in previous scholarship. It seems to me, that 
Barrett fails to deal with Acts as a literary unit worthy of consistent, methodical analysis/or its own sake.
In discussing Acts 2:36, the question of sources and adoptionist Christology is raised immediately by 
Barrett, as it was in the works of Haenchen, Dibelius and others before them, without any substantial 
reference to the fundamental issue of ‘who does what to whom,’ that is, the issue of transitivity as it 
unfolds throughout the episode.
’“See A.J. Greimas, Sémantique Structurale (Formes Sémiotiques; Paris: Presses Universitaires de France) 
172-89.
’^Vladimir Propp, Morphology of the Folktale (tr. L. Scott; Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990). 
’^Greimas’ concern was to describe the logical structuring in the human imagination from which narrative 
plots, including actors and their actions, emanate. Thus, he writes: ‘Cette permanence de la distribution 
d’un petit nombre de rôles, disions nous, ne peut être fortuite: nous avons vu que le nombre d’actants était 
déterminé par les conditions aprioriques de la perception de la signification.’ These purely logical, deep level 
structures were then realized through a series of transformations, until they appear at the surface level of text 
in the form of actual participants and actual actions. Sémantique, 173. For an introduction to Greimas, see 
Ronald Schleifer, A.J. Greimas and the Nature o f Meaning (London: Groom Helm, 1987). For an 
application of Greimas’ method to a biblical text, see Jean Calloud, Structural Analysis o f Narrative (SBL 
Semeia Supplement 4; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1976) 47-102.
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model is a useful means of illustration and summary. Such is the case, I wish to argue, 
with the Acts narrative. In my analysis of the shipwreck narrative of Acts 27, Stephen’s 
martyrdom in Acts 6-7, Paul’s arrest and defense in Acts 21-22, and in the Pentecost 
episode, I have shown that the central participants all have in common their status as 
patients rather than agents, as those who are moved by rather than move events. At key 
points of each episode, however, God’s actions on behalf of these individuals are shown 
(sometimes explicitly, sometimes rather covertly) to be decisive and all-powerful (Actant 1: 
the sufferer vindicated by God). At the same time, there are those who stand in the way 
and oppose, often with deadly force, the central characters. These individuals are 
introduced largely by means of ergative clauses, a fact which naturally creates the 
impression that it is they who are running things. Invariably, however, this natural 
expectation is subverted when the divine will, materialized in various forms, is introduced 
and sailors and soldiers (Acts 27), those who rejected Moses and Stephen (Acts 6-7), Paul 
the persecutor of Christians (Acts 22), and ‘the Jews’ who had Jesus murdered (Acts 2), 
are all shown to be ultimately ineffectual (Actant 2: the neutralized opponent). Regardless 
of what other agendas Luke may have in Acts, what I am here describing seems to be of 
fundamental importance to him. Indeed, I wish to argue that for Luke, the story of the 
early church is at the most primary level the story of ‘who-in the final analysis- does what 
to whom?’ It is at this level of literary/rhetorical strategy that Greimas’ actantial model 
proves helpful. Besides providing a useful summary of the plot, it serves as a means of 
testing interpretations of individual passages or pericopes where key characters and/or their 
actions are involved. Those who see two particular clauses with Jesus as complement in 
Acts 2 as evidence of primitive Christology would do well to acquaint themselves with 
Jesus’ role as participant throughout the Acts narrative, together with that of other key 
protagonists, from Stephen to Paul, of whom He is the ultimate archetype.
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A legitimate complaint often heard from the ranks of more traditional New Testament 
scholars is that those who seek to introduce new methods of study often do so without 
showing how these methods are capable of shedding new light on old issues. Receptive to 
this criticism, in the foregoing pages I have attempted to provide a principled, linguistically- 
based interpretation of the Pentecost episode, yet one not written in isolation from previous 
discussion of this important passage of Acts.
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CONCLUSION
'Luke's agenda was not ours, ' 
Ben Witherington III
Thus ends the first paragraph of Witherington's recent commentaiy on the Acts of the 
Apostles. Having warned his readers not to come to Acts seeking specific information 
on such subjects as baptism and church order, Witherington embarks upon his 800 
page socio-rhetorical investigation of Luke's literary purpose in his 'second treatise.' 
What indeed is Lukes agenda in Acts? Contributing to answering this important 
question linguistically was one of my primary motivations in writing this thesis. The 
result, it is hoped, is a contribution to the analysis of New Testament Greek narrative 
which mirrors the work of 'linguistic criticism'' within non-biblical literaiy studies: It 
IS an attempt at grounding what we say about narrative texts on principled, systematic 
and replicable analyses of the language of those texts.
As is to be expected, a significant narrowing down in scope took place from the initial 
stage of my research through to the commencement of writing. At the outset of my 
work, I sought to investigate foregrounding in Acts as a cluster concept including
See, for example Ronald Carter’s introduction to Language and Literature (London: George Allen & 
Unwm, 1982) 1-17, in which, in response to what he considers unsystematic and capricious literary 
criticism, he writes, ‘...it is..a basic principle of a linguistic approach to literary study and criticism 
that without analytic knowledge of the rules and conventions of normal linguistic communication we 
cannot adequately validate [the] intuitive interpretations [of texts] either for ourselves or for others. In 
other words, I want to argue here for three main points of principle and practice:
( 1 ) That the greater our detailed knowledge of the workings of the language system, the greater our 
capacity tor insightful awareness of the effects produced by literary texts;
(2) That a principled analysis of language can be used to make our commentary on the effects produced 
in a literary work less impressionistic and subjective;
(3) That because it will be rooted in a systematic awareness of language, bits of language will not be 
merely spotted and evidence gathered in an essentially casual and haphazard manner. Statements will 
be made with recognition of the fact that analysis of one linguistic pattern requires reference to, or 
checking against, related patterns across the text...[emphasis original] (pp. 5-6).
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aspectual contrasts, clause structure, 'given' and 'new' elements, and other features of 
language. As I became immersed in the narrative, however, and complete analyses of 
clause structure and participant relations were produced for each major episode studied, 
I was confronted by the powerful effect of transitivity choices, as selected and arranged 
by Luke throughout each episode. The subsequent narrowing in focus to make this a 
study of transitivity-based foregrounding coincided with Halliday's primary emphasis 
within his functional grammar, and enabled me to fully utilize his theoretical 
framework, with various compatible refinements from several sources.
When I first began reading Halliday's work three years ago, the elements of his 
linguistic theory that attracted me the most were the ever present emphasis on function, 
the over-arching focus on text analysis, and the stress on relating the linguistic features 
of text to its situational context and vice-versa. In my largely theoretical first two 
chapters, I have attempted to show how these features, among others, make functional 
grammar ideally suited to the linguistically informed literary study of Greek narrative. 
Within the functional-grammatical framework, the network of transitivity has been 
shown to be of fundamental importance in tracing and interpreting, not only the basic 
narrative plot of Acts, but, even more importantly, the core of Luke’s foregrounding 
scheme within his narrative. In the 'who does what to whom' set of questions is 
wrapped up the encoding of processes, participants and circumstances, that is, the 
elements which enable speakers/writers and hearers/readers to build a mental picture of 
reality and interpret their experience in a structured manner. A systematic study of 
transitivity-based foregrounding in Acts such as the one I have put forth is an important 
aid in separating that which is central from what is accessory in Luke’s unique portrayal 
of events. In other words, it helps us to uncover the elements of the narrative by which 
the plot is moved forward.
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In chapter two I surveyed three major means of foregrounding which have been studied 
by scholars in recent times, to wit, aspectual contrast, the fronting of explicit subjects in 
the clause, and, finally, transitivity patterns. Though the placing of the explicit subject 
within the clause is, as I have shown, less relevant as an indicator of foregrounding in 
the Acts narrative than it may be in non-narrative texts, I argued that Porter's approach 
to clause structure analysis is both ground-breaking and extremely useful, and is, 
therefore, adopted throughout the present thesis. As I turned my attention to 
transitivity’s role in foregrounding, reference to Hopper and Thompson’s seminal 
essay ‘Transitivity in Grammar and Discourse’  ^ was obligatory. Hopper and 
Thompson’s article provides a framework for the analysis of transitivity in discourse 
which is both fully compatible with, and adds precision to, Halliday's functional- 
grammatical approach to transitivity's role in foregrounding. Hopper and Thompson's 
fundamental thesis in their essay, namely, that a direct correlation exists between high 
transitivity and foregrounding has been shown to hold true for the Acts narrative. What 
makes Luke's foregrounding scheme in Acts both unique and powerful is that, contrary 
to expectation, the key protagonists, particularly Paul, whom Luke's readers naturally 
expect to be the movers and shakers in any account of the primitive Church, appear, 
instead, consistently occupying the complement position of the clause, on the receiving 
end of processes initiated by others. The shipwreck episode of Acts 27 is perhaps the 
locus classicus of this theme. The stage upon which the action unfolds, the violently 
storm-tossed eastern Mediterranean, is an ideally suited setting for this story. Luke 
utilizes 24 inanimate participants, from the wind and waves to the ship itself, placing 
them often in the subject position of the clause, to underline the struggle for control in 
which the ship’s passengers are enmeshed. While Paul and his companions (‘we’ in 
most instances) appear consistently as grammatically incapacitated,^ the sailors and 
soldiers (most often referred to by means of the pronoun ‘they’) are introduced largely
^Language 56/2 (1980) 251-99.
■^ See my discussion in chapter 2, where I show that this ‘incapacitation’ is not merely due to the 
prisoner status of Paul and his companions.
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by means of ergative clauses, a fact which naturally creates the impression that it is they 
who are the 'igniters of events' in this story. This natural expectation is subverted, 
however, when the ceaseless and often frantic activity of the sailors and soldiers to sail 
in rough weather and, in the end, merely to save the ship are shown to be ultimately 
ineffectual. The foregrounding of the highly ergative ‘they’ subject, only to draw 
attention to the final futility of their actions, serves Luke’s purpose of revealing to his 
readers the thoroughgoing and complete supremacy of the divine will, which Luke 
often refers to, somewhat obliquely, as ‘what is necessary’ (the impersonal verb ôelv 
appears three times in Paul’s short speech to the ship’s crew in Acts 27:21-26)."^ The 
study of foregrounding in the Acts of the Apostles reveals that Luke’s primaiy 
orientation in his ‘second treatise’ is neither political nor apologetic, but, rather, 
theological. More specifically, through his consistent choices from the transitivity 
network of Greek in key episodes of his narrative, Luke has sketched for his readers an 
artful and gripping outline of his theo-centric philosophy of history.
What I offer in the present thesis is meant as an indicator of how functional grammar 
may be deployed in the linguistic analysis of foregrounding in Greek narrative. Among 
the possible avenues for further research, I wish to note these. First, there is the need 
for continued analysis of other Acts episodes along the lines I have proposed. The 
episode of Paul at Athens (Acts 17) could profitably be approached in this way, as it 
contains both narrative and speech, and has been the object of a large amount of 
scholarly work, especially from rhetorical critics. In subsequent study of this episode, 
I would like to seek to answer questions such as: Does Paul's Areopagus speech fit into 
the forensic or deliberative rhetorical genera? What does the use of personal pronouns 
throughout the speech reveal about the role of Paul vis-à-vis his audience? Is this a 
'mission speech'? What does an analysis of transitivity in this episode reveal about how 
Paul is being portrayed by Luke? Is the structure of the clauses in this episode generally
■’See C.H. Cosgrove, The Divine AEI in Luke-Acts,’ Novum Testamentum 26 (1984) 168-90.
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consistent with the data on clause structure I have gathered from other episodes in Acts, 
and what does this reveal concerning the cohesiveness of the episode?
Secondly, work should continue in the direction I have outlined in my excursus to 
chapter 3, that is, the interpersonal function of language and the various 
rhetorical/literary uses that a writer may make of it, including, the management of 
distance between participants involved in discourse within the narrative. Porter's 
proposal that the interpersonal function of language is where 'rhetorical analysis' may 
primarily reside (see my discussion in excursus to chapter three) is an interesting one, 
and needs further testing in both narrative and non-narrative texts. If indeed the 
determination of the specific rhetorical genus a speech belongs to is inseparably bound 
up with the role that the speaker adopts vis-à-vis his audience, one would expect 
rhetorical critics to pay increasing amounts of attention to this type of analysis.
Thirdly, concerning clause structure analysis in the Greek of the New Testament, my 
findings concerning complement-initial clauses must be explored in other narrative 
texts. The Synoptics, starting with Luke’s Gospel, seem to be the logical next locus 
for this investigation. As I have pointed out throughout this thesis, however, the 
investigation of grammatical or syntactical oddities must not be an end in itself, nor may 
the results of such investigations be considered necessarily meaningful in and of 
themselves, apart from larger literary and rhetorical considerations such as 
foregrounding. Once a comprehensive analysis of clause structure in narrative is 
achieved, the data obtained are likely to lead to further valuable findings in such key 
areas as cohesiveness and redaction criticism.
The above suggestions are examples of work that remains to be done to secure the place 
of modem linguistic research within the main stream of biblical studies. Yet, the future 
of modern linguistic analysis of the Greek New Testament is a bright one, as is
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evidenced by the growing number of scholars currently involved in research at various 
levels/ A basic assumption held in common by most if not all of these scholars is that, 
in Porter’s words.
The study of the New Testament is essentially a language-based discipline. 
That is, the primary body of data for examination is a text, or, better yet, a 
collection of many texts written in the hellenistic variety of the Greek language 
of the first century G.E. Whatever else may be involved in the study of the 
New Testament...to remain a study of the New Testament it must always 
remain textually based, since the only direct access that we have into the world
of the New Testament is through the text of the Greek New Testament.^
Though the choice of specific linguistic methods is a matter for debate, that 
linguistically informed analysis must play a central role in the study of the New 
Testament seems no longer to be in question. If the present thesis becomes a 
contribution to the advancement of this major shift in perspective, I shall consider my 
work to have been a success.
^See, for example, the work summarized in Professor Micheal W. Palmer’s Greek Language and 
Linguistics Gateway at http://home.earthlink.net/~mwpalmer, or his online bibliography of recent 
Greek linguistics at http://home.earthlink.net/~mwpalmer/bibliographies.
^S.E. Porter, ‘Discourse Analysis and New Testament Studies: An Introductory Survey,’ in Stanley E. 
Porter and Donald A. Carson (eds.). Discourse Analysis and Other Topics in Biblical Greek (JSNTSup 
113; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995) I.
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